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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.1. Scope and Intention

Tswana (or, Skokomish) is a Salish language, spoken until the early years of the present century along the Hood Canal, on the Olympic Peninsula, in the State of Washington.

This thesis is concerned with explaining a basis for a 'Phonology of Tswana.' However, pending the publication of a full-scale Grammar, a very brief characterization of traditional Amerindian type is here given.

The inventory of surface contrasts contains the following segmentals.¹

\[ \begin{align*}
\& p \quad t \quad c \quad  \hat{c} \quad \hat{c} \quad k \quad k' \quad k^w \quad q \quad \hat{q} \quad q^w \quad ? \quad s \quad s' \quad s^w \quad x \quad x^w \quad x^h \quad b \quad d \quad (\hat{z}) \quad (j) \quad (g) \quad (g^w) \quad (m) \quad (n) \quad \hat{u} \quad \hat{w} \quad \hat{y}
\end{align*} \]

1 1 : e e a o o , bracketed segments (probably) only occurring in loan words from European, or other Salish (particularly Puget Sound) languages.

As is common in Salish, multi-membered consonant-clusters are tolerated in Tswana, partly consequent on the existence of many morphemes entering into composition with the shapes C, CC. The cluster-resolving status of the 'pepet vowel' (shwa) will be discussed, as will also the light thrown on cluster-limitations by a study of reduplication.

Three degrees of stress (primary, secondary, and 'zero') are found in surface forms.² Pitch is not contrastive within lexical items: the syntactical function of pitch is badly understood as yet.

From the point of view of syntactic behavior, the major wordclasses of Tswana are Nouns, Verbs and particles. However, the same roots

¹ See Figs. 5, 6, Chap. I, sec. 3.3.3 for surface-contrast grid and Distinctive feature matrix.

² \( x \) is of uncertain status (but see esp. p. 89). \( ?b/\hat{b}^w \), \( ?d/\hat{d}^w \) occur, but only as sequences (see Fig. 48, Chap. IV, sec. 1.1 for data).

³ Although, for dictionary items, only primary stress (and its position) need be indicated.
so often partake in Noun and Verb stems that it might well be held that the roots of the language are unmarked for subclass, insofar as roots may be dictionary entries. The most important morphological processes are compounding, affixation, reduplication, and accent-shift.

Grammatical categories marked in both Noun and Verb are Augmentative and Attenuative. In the Noun, possession is also marked. In the Verb, major and minor (subordinate) predication are distinguished: in addition, prefixes mark certain aspects and determiners (including agreement for gender and proximity). Suffixes mark inchoative aspect, transitivity (inherent or derived), reflexive, reciprocal, imperative, causative and desiderative, and actor and goal referents.

Especially noteworthy is a set of lexical suffixes (essentially, 'incorporated' object nouns), common throughout Salish, which may be re-interpreted as 'classifying pronominals.'

Particles include interjections, conjunctions, articles and demonstratives, and 'free' pronouns.¹

A characteristically 'Coast Salish' trait is that many adverbs behave as auxiliary verbs, preposed to the main verb.²

The remainder of this chapter presents the background for the study of the Twana language, and concludes with some remarks on the Phonological Component of a Grammar, together with a discussion of the Inventory of segments.

Chapters II and III present the arguments for the basis for a generative phonology of Twana. The taxonomic inventory assumed in the present chapter is re-interpreted in the light of an examination of various crucial aspects of Twana morphology. In particular, an attempt is made to explicate certain problems which recur in other Salish languages. Such are the behavior of the voiced obstruents b,d, in relation to the glottalization of consonants; the role of the laryngeals h,ʔ, in connection with so-called vowel-length, with the derivation of the mid-vowels, and with glottalization generally; the role of accent-shift, and its relation to vowel-loss; and the special status of shwa.

¹See Appendix I, sec. 5.2. Grammatical Morphemes.

²Compare Reichard (1958-60), sec. 12.1, on the stability of certain aspects of Salish structure.
Chapter IV considers the Distinctive Features, based on the definitions of Chomsky-Halle (1968), in the light of the definition of Twana segments, the shapes of Twana morphemes, and the rules of Twana phonology so far established. Some important implications of the notion 'neutral speech-tract'\(^1\) for the definition of Distinctive Features are discussed.

I.2. Background

I.2.1. Location, Population, Culture Area, and Chronology

The language known as Twana or Skokomish (transcribed as Too-an-hooch/To-an-hooch, Sko-ko-mish in the Treaty of 1855\(^2\)) was at the time of the first attested white contact\(^3\) spoken over the whole of the drainage area of the Hood Canal on the Olympic Peninsula in the State of Washington. Although this constitutes a total area of approximately 750 square miles,\(^4\) the number of speakers, at least since the end of the eighteenth century, was probably not more than some 500.\(^5\)

Moreover, as Elmendorf points out, we must distinguish the summer from the winter-distribution of the Twana: in winter, the population was concentrated into some nine 'winter village communities,' four along the West bank of the Canal, three along the Skokomish River, and two on the

---

\(^1\)I shall elsewhere show that this notion must be elaborated within a more general account of the Basis of Articulation. In the present context, see Chap. IV, secs. 3.3.1 (the speech-neutral tract) and 3.7.1.2/3 (on the velum).

\(^2\)Treaty of Point No Point (1855). 'Twana' has no satisfactory etymology.

\(^3\)Vancouver (1789), Elmendorf (1960).

\(^4\)From the point of view of linguistic contact, such a figure is seriously misleading. As Elmendorf explains, it is important to note that 'ethnic acquaintance' depended not on mere distance but, because of the terrain and mode of transport, on the river drainage systems and on the existence of trails crossing low watershed areas.

\(^5\)Elmendorf (1960) gives the Twana population for mid-nineteenth century as about 1,000, of whom about one-half lived in the Skokomish River drainage area. There are some 500 on the Skokomish Roll today, very many of whom do not live on the Reservation. Cf. p. 6. fn. 2.
South arm of the Canal:¹ in the summer, on the other hand, mixed groups from
the various winter-villages inhabited different sites at different times,
but most groups found themselves along the Canal at that time, or at their
favorite berry-picking grounds. The culture in question, it is to be re-
membered, was 'food-gathering':² that is, hunting, fishing, and berry-
picking were its main means of subsistence.

Comment on the possibility of recovering at least hints on certain
dialect diversity within Twana will be found in the discussion of the
corpora (Chap. I, sec. 2.4). At this point, suffice to say that what dif-
f erences there probably were between the dialects of (say) Quilcene in the
North, Skokomish upriver from Annas Bay, and Duhlelap to the South-East,³
were levelled progressively from 1859, when all Twana speakers found them-
selves on the Skokomish Reservation.

Chronology of the Twana culture area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1785-1800</td>
<td>Exploration of NW Coast. Nootka Sound as trade-center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790's-1850's</td>
<td>Trade with Hudson's Bay Co. at Ft. Nisqually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
<td>Voyage of Vancouver. First account of Twana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800-1810</td>
<td>Founding of Duhlelap winter village. See Fig. 1, site 9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>Foundation of Astoria, on the Columbia River.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800-1840</td>
<td>Spread of Chinook Jargon to Twana through trade, via Lower Chehalis and Satsop. SMALLPOX epidemics, via same route, affect Twana; thence to Clallam and northwards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ See Fig. 1, p. 5. Figs. 1 & 2 are taken from Elmendorf (1960).

² This accords with the characteristics of the culture-area including California, the Basin, the Plateau, and the North-West.

³ Elmendorf's (1960) informant told him that the Duhlelap settlement was founded by people from the Skokomish River, probably no earlier than the 1810's. The likelihood of considerable dialect divergence (apart from the 'interference' from the now-adjacent Squaxin village of Allyn) between 1810 and 1859 is small. However, the Duhlelap did resist fusion for a while by settling at Potlatch in the 'removal' period. There may be a link between this fact and the reference to 'Hoodport talk' by Mrs. Pulsifer (see Chap. I, sec. 2.5).

Note that the name Duhlelap has no Twana etymology, and is known to the Skokomish by the name tx'eləlap. This look like a Common Puget Sound compound (cp. Nisqually; ələl 'far,' -əp Common Salish bound pronominal 'end'). Twana 'far' is ələl, and the prefix would in Twana be dx'.
Fig. 1 — Twana Winter-Village Communities

1850's Short-lived Catholic Mission among Twana.

1855 Treaty of Point No Point, with Clallam, Twana, and Chemakum.

1859 All Twana, remnant Chemakum, some Squaxin settled on Skokomish Reservation.

Relocation of Twana winter-villages along Lower Skokomish River and along Canal shore inside Reservation.

1860-1870 Sporadic missions, Methodist and Methodist-Episcopal.

1870's Reservation School and Protestant mission.

1874-1884 The Rev. Myron Eells, ardent and indefatigable, missionary at Skokomish Reservation.

1881/2 Death and 'resurrection' of John Slocum.

Foundation of Indian Shaker faith at Squaxin Island. This represented the last attempt at cultural re-integration.

1886-1897 Period of Boas-Teit field work on Salish lists, etc.

1887 Break-up of the Reservation into allotments.

1890-1940 Period of cultural disintegration, though (largely through the faith inspired by its healing function) Shakerism survives.

I.2.2. Linguistic Affiliations and Areal Features

It is important to note that, although the Salish languages have been undisputedly grouped as such ever since the first word lists taken by Boas and Teit, and that the grossest sound correspondences have been sketched out since Boas-Haeberlin, no thorough-going reconstruction of Proto-Salish has

---

1 It is 1881 in Mooney (1892-93); '1882 in Eells,' says Mooney (ibid.).

2 Elmendorf (1960). Today, the only activities carried out by the Skokomish as a tribal unit are actions at law concerning fishing rights, and inter-tribal baseball. Concern to remain on the Roll of the tribe, similarly, is almost entirely inspired by considerations of land-inheritance and lawsuits over Government-acquired timber.

3 For the languages in contact with Twana, at least in the nineteenth century, the lexical similarities are so patent that (e.g.) Eells is clear about the affinity between Twana, Clallam and Nisqually, while noting that Chemakum (a Wakashan language) is unrelated to these. Eells' silence for the case of Spokane, an Interior Salish language, bespeaks the gap between the two divisions of Salish. See Reichard (1960) par. 10, for impressionistic views on mutual comprehensibility.

yet been undertaken. Taking the Boas-Haeberlin paper referred to, it is to be noted that even the major isoglosses k/c, x/s, and i/a show serious inconsistencies as between individual lexical items, and that no attempt is made either to account for these exceptions or to reconstruct whole morphemes where these segments do in fact match.

All the same, Boas-Haeberlin were pioneering inside a language family where the very phonetic nature of the data is generally considered particularly intractable,\(^1\) and it is reasonable to suppose that the major cleavage into 'Coast' as against 'Interior' languages will stand.

The glottochronological assessment of Swadesh,\(^2\) whatever its theoretical status,\(^3\) still confirmed the hypothesized Coast/Inland cleavage, refining the picture only to the extent of separating off both Bella Coola (British Columbia) and Tillamook (Oregon).

The reworking of the glottochronological data by Suttles-Elmendorf\(^4\) confirms Swadesh's branch classification, but modifies his sub-groupings. In particular, Suttles-Elmendorf integrate Twana within Coast Salish in a chain including North-Georgia, South-Georgia, Puget Sound, Twana, and Olympic.\(^5\) Bella Coola and Tillamook remain (though detached) members of the same North-South chain.

The evidence for sub-grouping from comparative grammar, sparse as it is, again at least partly confirms the Coast-Inland cleavage; but little work has been done on sub-grouping,\(^6\) which must await the publication of descriptions of far more languages than we yet possess. It is sufficient to recall, as an example, that Swadesh classified Tillamook as an independent division, while Reichard suggested a special relationship between Tillamook and Interior Salish.

---

\(^1\) Compare remarks in Swadesh (1952), par. 2.

\(^2\) Swadesh (1950), repeated in Swadesh (1952).


\(^4\) Suttles and Elmendorf (1962).

\(^5\) Challenged in Dyen (1962), but re-affirmed by Elmendorf (1968).

\(^6\) The dangers of working with tiny areas of structure, as well as with diverse techniques is well illustrated in Elmendorf's study of the Salish numerals; his 'chain' here changes its internal ordering to: Tillamook, Twana, Puget Sound, Olympic. On the other hand, Suttles' analysis of pronominal usages shows the most distinctive systems to belong respectively to Bella Coola, Tillamook, and Kalispel/Coeur d'Alene, the language areas which are (at least today) most marginal to the family.
In view of the paucity of our knowledge of the internal history of Salish, any discussion of wider affiliations, whether within 'Mosan' or even 'Mosan-Algonkian', must to a large extent be fruitless at this time. Beyond cataloguing the fact that such hypotheses exist, this thesis can have nothing to say on such a topic.

On the other hand, it is important to point out that the languages of the Pacific North-West constitute an extremely interesting Sprachbund. To cite only phonological evidence, we note that Jacobs (1951) includes the following commonalties (all found in Twana) as characteristic of the area:

1. Mid-palatal as well as velar stops and continuants, both rounded and unrounded.
2. At least two laterals, l and l'. Some add \( \tilde{r} \).
3. At least \( \tilde{p}, \tilde{t}, \tilde{c}, \tilde{k}, \tilde{kw} \), in addition to 'plain' counterparts.
4. The glottalized resonants \( \tilde{y}, \tilde{w}, l \).
5. Lack of interdental or labio-dental continuants.
6. Tolerance of complex consonantal clusters.

As will be recalled (see Chap. I, sec. 1) Jacobs' points 4 and 7 are of special interest for Twana. The question of clusters is also to be dealt with.

I.2.3. Contact Languages

As has been shown above, little can be said of possible earlier groupings within Salish which might correlate with any putative Twana Ur-Heimat. We confine ourselves, therefore, to two kinds of contact-language situation: the immediately adjacent language areas; and the influx of European

---

1 Swadesh (1953). For earlier references to these larger groupings, see Boas (1911), Frachtenberg (1920), Sapir (1929) and Andrade (1933).


3 Passing over special exceptions, such as the lack of labials (saving only \( \tilde{w} \)) in Tillamook.

4 For a putative Salish Ur-Heimat, see Jacobs (1937), and Elmendorf (1962).
loans (perhaps largely) through the Chinook Jargon, the lingua franca of the area for some 100 years.

As will be seen from the accompanying sketch-map (Fig 2) Twana was abutted to the North and North-West by Clallam and Chemakum, to the East and South-East by 'Puget Sound', and to the South-West by Satsop, a dialect of Chehalis. Of these, all but Chemakum\(^1\) are Salish, although none would be intelligible to a monolingual Twana-speaker.\(^2\) Apart from the possibility of some Hood's Canal place-names proving ultimately to be of Chemakum origin, no immediately obvious influence of Chemakum is apparent in Twana.\(^3\)

I.2.3.1. Clallam

Eels (1887) asserts that no Clallam (save only criminals, and then only for a short period\(^4\)) were sent to the Skokomish Reservation, despite the terms of the Treaty.\(^4\) On the other hand, Eels (1886) mentions Clallam as one of the four languages spoken on the Reservation, while Elmendorf (1960) cites the borrowing of the secret-society ritual as well as (perhaps) some of the main elements of their large-scale, inter-tribal give-away feast as evidence of an intimacy of long standing between the two tribes. Inter-marriage and visiting were common by 1850 and it is important to note, from the point of view of possible linguistic borrowing, that the Clallam were the more prestigious.

I.2.3.2. Puget Sound

Puget Sound Salish comprises a chain of mutually intelligible dialects flanking Puget Sound to the North-East, East and South-East,

\(^1\)Chemakum is of Chemakuan stock, with Quileute as the second member.

\(^2\)A personal opinion, based on observation: my main informant spoke Nisqually to a Nisqually once in my presence; the Nisqually, however, was unable to understand more than occasional single words of Twana. There were probably few Twana who remained monolingual.

\(^3\)By 1859 (founding of the Skokomish Reservation) the Chemakum were practically extinct, as a result of wars, though the remnant did manage to flee to the Skokomish Reservation.

\(^4\)The Treaty (of Point No Point) provided specifically for Clallam, Chemakum, Twana, and Skokomish. It is entitled 'Treaty with the S'Klallam, 1855.'
Fig. 2 -- Twana Ethnic and Linguistic Contacts
within a line drawn from Mt. Baker southward to Mt. Rainier then West and
North-West to Olympia and Shelton, 1 and flanking Western Puget Sound to the
East of the Twana area. The dialects of immediate interest as contacting
Twana are Sahe wamish (location of modern Shelton), Squaxon, and Suquamish. 2

While there is no special genetic relationship between Twana and
Puget Sound, it is noted that some thirty Squaxon 3 speakers moved onto the
reservation at its formation; moreover, the Squaxon were sufficiently close
and intimate, partly no doubt through the proximity of (Squaxon) Allyn to
(Twana) Duhlelap, 4 to partake in the most intimate of the intercommunity
activities, the eating contest. 5

1.2.3.3. Satsop and Lower Chehalis

To the West, the Olympic Range presented a barrier apparently not
permitting more than casual (hunting-party) contact with the Quinault. To
the South-West, however, an overland trail must have existed from pre-
contact times via the Satsop and Chehalis Rivers to Grays Harbor and the
Pacific coast. While intermarriage also occurred between the Twana and the
Lower Chehalis (though limited to upper-class families), participation in
the eating contests as well as intermarriage characterized the Satsop-Twana
relationship as particularly close. There remaining no speakers of Satsop,
only close comparative study between Twana, Upper Chehalis and Lower
Chehalis will throw any light on possible Satsop influence on the Twana
language.

1 Hess (1966).

2 As Elmendorf (1960) points out, it is interesting that the name
Suquamish admits of an etymology in Twana but not in Suquamish.

3 'Squaxonites, speaking Nisqually.' See Eels (1886). Puget Sound has
(1965) perhaps four speakers.

4 'At least since the early nineteenth century when it was probably
founded as a Skokomish 'colony.'

5 Elmendorf (1960), Table 4, p. 303.

6 'Satsop was a minor dialect situated geographically and
linguistically medially between Upper and Lower Chehalis.' Kincade (1963-
64).
In the light of the foregoing, it is not difficult to see that cultural and linguistic factors conspired to force Twana speakers to learn at least one, perhaps two or even three 'foreign' languages, quite apart from the question of the chronology of the spread of English. In the 1880's the missionary Myron Eels preached in Chinook, while it is clear from present-day informants that "everyone knew the Nisqually language, but they spoke to the 'Pastads' (white people) in Chinook, the older ones who didn't know 'Pastad' (English)."

Multi-lingualism being thus the norm for such a culture-area, rates of diffusion of loan material, whether lexical or morphological, might well be considerable.

On the other hand, the circumstances making for diffusion can hardly at the same time be responsible for what amounts to an opposite trend, viz. the widely-commented-upon lexical diversity between Salish languages.

I.2.3.4. The Chinook Jargon

There is some evidence that Twana familiarity with the lingua franca of the North-West coast, the Chinook Jargon, was in the first place by direct contact of Twana traders, via the Satsop Trail mentioned above. Elmendorf's informant suggests that such trading visits to the Columbia River were 'either post-white in date or stimulated largely by white trade.' If this is true, we can date the influx of European (and other Chinook-

---

1 It is interesting to note that 'No one from outside ever learned Twana. Everyone said it was too hard' (informant comment). Cp. also Elmendorf's informant (1960).

2 For an extension of this argument to the whole of the Pacific North-West Sprachbund, see Jacobs (1951). Elmendorf (1951) suggests name-taboo as an important source of lexical replacement in Twana. However, he offers but one convincing example, the replacement of c'tas 'stone' by c'wAdlAs 'cooking stone.' Even in this case, Elmendorf confesses that the taboo was not extensively agreed to. In any event, the present writer's main informant retains the 'original' form, and did not recall a taboo on this word.

3 In contrast to the supposed stability of the grammar--a supposition which we can hardly claim has been very thoroughly substantiated, despite Reichard's list of features already referred to.
mediated) loans into Twana\textsuperscript{1} as beginning in the late eighteenth century. On the other hand, Eels (1887) tells us that of the Reservation population, 'all but the very old and the very young speak Chinook.' This suggests that Chinook had gained widespread use in Twana territory only by the 1820's or 1830's.\textsuperscript{2}

Mention has already been made (see Prefatory Note) of the non-native segmental phonemes involved, and further discussion will follow in the phonological analysis. Some interesting cases occur of loan words containing unassimilated non-native segments yet exhibiting complete assimilation to native morphological patterning.\textsuperscript{3}

\textbf{I.2.4. Previous Study of Twana}

In describing a language no longer viable, and moreover a language with only two or three living speakers, one welcomes any source of materials from which to determine how far the present informants' speech is idiosyncratic in any important respect.

In the present case, six such sources exist.\textsuperscript{4}

1. Eels 1877, 1881, 1887, 1889.
2. Boas-Teit 1890's (?): (B) Boas-Haeberlin 1927.
6. What in effect constitutes a sixth source of data is the existence of a tape recording\textsuperscript{5} of the speech of Liza Purdy, the (deceased) mother of one of the living speakers. We shall refer to this material as Corpus 6.

\textsuperscript{1}From the point of view of geographical proximity, forms via Upper Chehalis are likely to be present.

\textsuperscript{2}Conversely, this also suggests the rate at which English was becoming the 'native' language of the Skokomish Twana. Mrs. Pulsifer (the main informant), though multi-lingual ( Chap. I, sec. 2.5) knows but little Chinook Jargon.

\textsuperscript{3}See Chap. IV, esp. secs. 3.7, 3.8.

\textsuperscript{4}For full references, see bibliography.

\textsuperscript{5}Generously made available for copying by Mr. Leon V. Metcalf of Seattle, Washington (1963).
We here characterize the contents of each source in a very general fashion.

We first omit from discussion part of Corpus 2. This consists of lists of lexical items, gathered by the authors in the course of field-work, and potentially of great interest but not available to me at the time of writing. Some of the items of Corpus 2 are reproduced as examples in Boas-Haeberlin (1927). We shall refer to this latter "corpus" as Corpus 2(B).

Corpus 5 (1951) is likewise not available. It consists of 200 Salish cognate sets, a sample of which appear in Swadesh (1952). This sample will be referred to as Corpus 5.

Corpus 1 designates the word-lists scattered through Eels' publications on the Twana. It is of interest as containing items (such as month-names) no longer remembered by speakers even at the time of Elmendorf's field work (mainly 1939-40), although Eels' orthography presents considerable difficulties. A feature unique to this corpus is that it contains (1881) a 'Grammar of Twana.' Although unfortunately only two pages in length, this Grammar contains a number of points of interest. Again despite orthographic problems, three short Hymns in Twana (Eels, 1889) are of great interest.

Corpus 3 contains botanical terms, some of interest morphologically, although here again orthography is a problem.

Corpus 4 consists of several hundreds of words, together with a number of phrases and sentences and a few song-texts, scattered through the publications of Elmendorf. Elmendorf discusses a single lexical suffix (1960, p. 129); he also cites 'bound forms' and suppletives in numerals 1-10 (1962B).

Only Swadesh (1952) and Elmendorf (unpublished) make any attempt at phonological analysis, but both stop short having stated the inventory of phonemes. Differences in phoneme inventory between the two will be discussed under Segment Inventory (Chap. I, sec. 3.3). Neither 4 nor 5 contains any systematic discussion of morphology.

---

1 Some month-names were recalled by Mrs. Fultefif when read to her from this list.

2 Eels (1881) does give 'the letters of Twana.' His transcription and the interest in his forms generally will be discussed in another place.
1.2.5. Field Situation and Informants

On the Reservation itself, Twana has long ceased to be a language in daily use, and the number of very old people who remember even single words is progressively diminishing with their death. What is worse, almost all the very few speakers are either involved in or intimidated by the waning but still practiced Indian Shaker faith, the practitioners of which are resolutely opposed to the disclosure of what are for them 'the secrets of the tribe.'

The extreme case of secrecy is exemplified by Lee Cush, the Shaker minister (73 years old), whom I have heard praying (1964-1965) in Skokomish as well as in the Chinook Jargon, but who refused to allow recordings or even to discuss the language. His attitude is particularly regrettable in that his father had been among the last residents at Quilcene, and it is possible that his speech may contain elements of interest for Twana dialectology.

The only Reservation informant comparatively uninfluenced by the Shakers is Archie Adams (79 years old). However, he proved to be unable to recall more than a very few single words, and even then offered 'Puyallup' (better, Puget Sound) forms much of the time.

Sickness, accompanied by an inability to concentrate for usefully long periods of time, made Mrs. Emily Miller (73 years old) a less than invaluable informant. Her involvement in the Shaker faith was no doubt (though never overtly so) an additional factor in her seeming unwillingness to act as an informant. Only single words were elicited from her directly. On the other hand, by a dramatic stroke of good fortune—the circumstances

---

1 Two or three words (sex references, and the word Pástad 'white man') are still current, even among very young children.

2 Difficult as it is to assess, one must not overlook the influence of missionaries here. Feelings of shame at supposedly heather wickednesses were no doubt partly responsible for a reluctance to recount myths other than those already adapted to missionizing purposes, of which the legend of the Flood is the most notable.

3 Elmendorf (1960) made a very limited use of Lee Cush's father (Charley). We note that the impediment then, too, was the presence of the son Lee, who was already a Shaker minister.
being her recognition of the voice on the 'Liza Purdy' tape-recording (Corpus 6) as that of her own mother—it was possible to gloss and at least partly analyze three valuable texts.\(^1\)

The main informant was Mrs. Louise Pulsifer (83 years old). Badly crippled, toothless, almost totally blind and in constant pain, Mrs. Pulsifer slowly (over three summers, 1963-1965) remembered her language. Though multi-lingual (speaking Clallam, Puget Sound, Skokomish, and English) she was always scrupulous in distinguishing 'the genuine old Skokomish language' from other speech, even to the point of characterizing Mrs. Miller (for example) as 'from Hoodsport'—a characterization which may throw some light on the dialect of Duhlelap. Despite infirmities and continual harassment (through jealousy as well as the tribal pride mentioned above), Mrs. Pulsifer dictated forms and tape-recorded and aurally checked texts for as many as six hours a day. Let it be a tribute to her that it is very largely her data\(^2\) that enable us to reconstruct, however roughly, the phonology of the Skokomish language.

One hundred-word (Swadesh-type) lists were elicited from and tape-recorded by the following further informants.

1. Eddie Beattie (77 years old) at Tacoma.\(^3\) Mr. Beattie has been in contact with Puget Sound for so many years that he has largely confused his native Skokomish with it.

2. Mrs. Hattie Cross (70 years old) at Puyallup. Mrs. Cross is the daughter of Henry Allen (main informant of Elmendorf [1960]), but has lived at Puyallup (Puget Sound speaking) since she was fourteen years old. She remembers single words of Skokomish, but confuses Skokomish with Puget Sound.

3. Mrs. Irene Tech/Baptist (50[?] years old) at Wapato, Yakima. Reputedly\(^4\) speaking Skokomish fluently, she nevertheless proved impossible

---

\(^1\) To be discussed elsewhere.

\(^2\) Henceforth, 'main corpus' (or 'corpus') refers to Mrs. Pulsifer. Other Corpora will be referred to specifically, where appropriate.

\(^3\) Later, at Puyallup (1965).

\(^4\) Testimony of Mrs. Pulsifer.
to work with (1964) because of the belligerent attitude of her husband.¹

I.2.6. Character of the Main Corpus

The main corpus consists of (a) word-lists and sentences, all also tape-recorded, together with paradigms, some tape-recorded; (b) texts, all tape-recorded (but not all transcribed).

I.2.6.1. The Word Lists

The field work for this thesis was supported by the Survey of Northwest Languages, financed by the National Science Foundation, administered (1963-65) by the University of Washington. This project has a double aim. It seeks first to furnish full descriptions of a number of strategically-chosen Salish languages, of which Skokomish Twana is one. It then proposes to attempt the reconstruction of Proto-Salish on the basis of these descriptions. To the latter end (that is, to ensure the comparability of materials from the languages to be described), a basic list² of some 700 lexical items and morphological features was selected, all likely to be reproducible in all the languages concerned. This list is entitled 'The Northwest Word List,' and its content constitutes the core of the vocabulary lists. It was supplemented by items found in texts, elicited during the analysis of texts or general discussion of the culture, or simply volunteered by the informant. The field situation made it unwise to spend much time in systematically constructing a dictionary of Skokomish. Some three thousand lexical items are filed, in addition to which there

---

¹Mrs. Baptist, having separated from her husband, later (1965) lived at Toppenish, Yakima. It is hoped to work with her in the future; she is likely to prove an important source, especially since 'interference' from Yakima languages (non-Salish) should be minimal and easily screened out.

²The list is in fact divided into two parts: 'Short Northwest word list,' and 'Word list 2.' The first contains 350 items selected from the semantic fields of quantity, people and kin, body parts, colors, natural phenomena, directions, animal life, plant life, materials and food, adjectives, and operations.

The second part of the list contains less 'basic' items, and includes terms for objects and phenomena particular to the area and the culture, e.g., names of berries known to be used as food, words connected with canoe transportation, etc.

Both parts of the list are at present under revision (1968).
were re-elicited the 179 place-names in Elmendorf (1960), together with related items.

Within the limitations imposed by the language¹ and the patience of the informants, paradigms were elicited wherever possible. Although this thesis makes use of only a few paradigm types, it is worthwhile to comment briefly on their importance generally for the establishment of appropriate underlying morpheme-shapes.

Crucial are details of pronominal reference and relation of the syntax of 'free' objects to that of the corresponding embedded pronominalizations of objects (the so-called lexical or 'field' suffixes).

Other important ways in which paradigms are essential are, e.g., in the determination of the position of pronouns with adverbs, and (most perplexing) the elucidation of the transitivity system.²

So far as elicited forms are concerned, there is inconsistent treatment of subject and possessor gender as marked in the determiner (article and demonstrative) systems; this may be due to genuine loss of the distinction—we find this loss of distinction in non-human animate noun forms—but it may equally have arisen in the corpus through confusion in eliciting.

In the circumstances, little more has been done with the syntax of Twana than to taxonomize the surface constructions found in texts and citation utterances. The deep semanto-syntax, with its problems of lexical selection, etc., is for the moment beyond our reach. In any case, this thesis has only incidental remarks to make on syntax, in the discussion of phonological boundary markers.³

¹The universal difficulty in obtaining paradigms for certain crucial parts of Salish morphology has been noted by many workers (e.g., Thompson, personal communication). The problem is acute for the aspectual and subject-object relationships. The more than ordinary burden which this places on text-collection is not aided by the impossibility of recording even a single conversation in Twana. The 'cleanest' texts (i.e., those clearest of false starts, hesitations, etc.) are those concerning Myths and Fables; but these are precisely the texts which it proved impossible to use as jumping-off points in the paradigm quest, since they are in a sense 'canonized' in the informant's memory.

²Cf. Hess (1967) for important insights on this as well as on aspect and reference.

³The important and complex problem of stress assignment in
I.2.6.2. The Texts

In the light of the imminent extinction of the Skokomish language, it was considered expedient to tape-record as many texts as possible, even though it was not feasible to transcribe and check even the majority of them before leaving the field (1965). Here it is sufficient to characterize the text corpus for its content and its importance to a linguistic analysis of Skokomish.

The types of content are: Myth and legend, ethnography and fables, everyday narrative, biography and autobiography, and songs. Although I have overheard conversations in Skokomish between Mrs. Pulsifer and Mrs. Miller, it never proved possible to transcribe or even tape-record any piece of dialogue in Skokomish. The Myth of The Flood I was able to record on two separate occasions; I shall comment elsewhere on the degree of consistency between the two versions. For the moment, it is to be noted that the comparatively fixed status of such a text suggests we may recover archaic forms from it; conversely, the same fact makes it all the more important to possess day-to-day narratives against which to measure the archaisms, whether of lexicon or of grammar.

Texts were elicited in various ways: by free recall, for the Myths, ethnography, biography and autobiography; for some legends and fables in Elmendorf (1961b) not previously known to Mrs. Pulsfer, by reading the story to the informant in English, followed by free recall; and by reading the Skokomish transcript, and reconstitution of the text as a joint endeavor, in the case only of Eels' (1889) Skokomish hymns. An attempt to control the content of the recall more closely by telling a story sentence by sentence resulted only in very obvious syntactical calques, although the text remains of some value for its unusual lexical content.

complex forms, such as those with bound pronominal classifiers, is thus only partially solved; it is hoped to elucidate this problem when the syntax has been further studied.

Note that Quileute shows similar problems (Hamp, personal communication). This is probably an areal phenomenon.

1 I managed to elicit only one song in Twana. Elmendorf (1960) offers an explanation for the lack of Twana song-words.

2 Mrs. Pulsifer is quite illiterate.

3 'The War of the Animals with the South Wind.'
No place is to be found in this thesis for any literary or ethnographic discussion of the texts, although the analysis of the content, stylistics and manner of story-telling here must some day be compared with Elmendorf's account of the same and similar texts dictated in English.

On the other hand, there are several purely linguistic features of these texts that must be noted.

First, the texts contain many hesitations, repetitions and even acknowledged 'errors.' It is difficult to be certain of the status of some of these 'errors'; there is more than a suspicion that, as the informant became more sophisticated in one sense, she also acquired a new notion of correctness, and condemned some of her earlier (and perfectly 'well-formed') contractions and other alternations.

Second, the grossly-overlength vowels and very rich intonation patterns in these texts, some of which are delivered with a surprising amount of subtle variation in speed and rhythm, is often completely at odds with the conception of stress and stress-alternation gained in the eliciting of single words and simple phrases.

I.3. The Phonological Component

I.3.1. General

Within a generative framework, the Phonological (P) Component of a grammar is that part of the total grammar which associates the surface syntactic structure of utterances with their phonetic representation.

\[1\] But see the brief comments of this type accompanying the Tale (Appendix I, sec. 2).


\[3\] No systematic treatment is given of the additional (or alternative) rules required to generate the sandhi variations due to speed of utterance, though sporadic remarks will be found in the Commentary to the Tale (Appendix I, sec. 5). Again, Quileute shows remarkable similarity (Hamp, personal communication).

\[4\] Chomsky (1965) et al.
We are here concerned with that part of the P-component of Twana having as its input and output strings of segments, labelled and bracketed to show their Immediate Constituent structure; each string represents a morpheme of Twana, bounded by suitable markers, and each individual segment is represented not by an indivisible alphabetic symbol, but by a matrix of binary-feature specifications.

We accept the view that the general conditions under which particular morphemes may be said to belong to a language are a proper part of the description of the competency of a speaker of that language; nevertheless it is neither desirable nor feasible to introduce those conditions into the description in the shape of 'morpheme-structure rules' in the P-component. Thus, it is assumed that, both in the dictionary and as entering the P-component, all segment matrices are fully specified for all binary features relevant to the phonological rules of Twana as a whole. Such an assumption automatically renders impossible certain devices which have been shown to produce illusory economies, either in the dictionary entries or in the rules themselves.

Segment strings thus fully specified are conceived of as submitted to a set of rules which may perform certain operations on them. Those rules may add, delete, or permute segments; or they may change the binary values of specified features within given segments.

In classical phonemic theory, which strictly separated the levels of phonetics and phonemics, all the rules relating each level to the next were necessarily applied simultaneously. We adopt the contrary view, that the prohibition against the mixing of levels not only has no theoretical justification, but that the simultaneous application of rules in fact detracts from their explanatory power, and may even lead to absurdities.

Consider the following simple example from Twana. That a-nominal assimilates its point of articulation to a following palatal is clear from

---

1 Despite scepticism (cp. Ladefoged [1965]), it is generally assumed that 'narrower' phonetic specification is to be gained through the use of non-binary values assigned to distinctive features; for other views, cp. Öhman (1966) on co-articulation, and Kim (1966). See also p. 196, fn. 4.

the forms: s-tāb 'when'; s-cōb? 'crab-apple'; but s-cāb 'gift.'

An extremely simple rule handles the case; say, for simplicity,

\[ s \rightarrow \breve{s} \text{ in env } \text{ - } \text{ & } \breve{c} \]

However, taking the stem dēc 'graze, scratch' we derive the
stative unaugmented form aas-dēc, but aas-cō-dēc with Augment. Clearly,
a cluster-simplification rule operating on aas-dēc-dēc precedes the rule
for assimilation of s-nominal (see cluster-simplification Chap. II, sec. 7
for discussion). Notice now that any attempt to frame the original rule
as applying simultaneously forces us to amend it as follows:

\[ s \rightarrow \breve{s} \text{ in env. } -\text{ } (d) \breve{c} \]

But although this formulation guarantees the correct output, \( \breve{d} \)
cannot plausibly be said to be an environment in which \( \breve{s} \) becomes \( \breve{\breve{s}} \). Thus a
phonology which prizes explanatory power cannot in principle consist of
a set of unordered rules.

It is not only through the principle of ordering that a generative
phonology gains its explanatory power. The adoption of explanatory power
as a criterion also affects radically the choice of the feature-composition
of the segments to be distinguished from each other. Again, a simple ex-
ample from Twana will clarify the point at issue.

We shall suggest that glottal stops are in certain cases lost when
adjacent to m, n in 'native' morphemes but not in 'non-native' morphemes.
To distinguish these situations, we shall not set up 'M/N' and 'm/n,' which
can fairly be characterized as an unrevealing analysis; \(^1\) rather, we shall
attempt to justify the view that we have to do with voiced non-obstruents
which become voiced obstruents, as against voiced non-obstruents which
remain so. This question is discussed at length in the text (Chap. II, sec. 8).

Finally, \(^2\) it must be pointed out that an even stronger claim has

---

\(^1\) For a 'pre-generative' insistence on plausibility of explanation
as against mere inventory-economy, see Bazell (1954). Here, we shall not
say 'the Morphophonemes M/N become b/d in certain environments, otherwise
m/n; the Morphophonemes m/n always become m/n.' The morphophoneme, thus
used, has predictive power, but no explanatory power.

\(^2\) Further remarks concerning the structure of the P-component
will be found in the text and footnotes passim. The impact of 'marking'
on phonological theory, and the implications for the analysis of data
such as that handled by this thesis are not yet clear enough to warrant
further discussion here.
been made than the simple renunciation of the separation of levels in phonology: this is the counter-claim that phonology is not an autonomous part of the grammar of a language. On the contrary, it has been shown that the proper formulation of the rules of the P-component presupposes a knowledge of the kind and amount of constituent structure falling within the domain of particular rules.

This insight concerning the nature of phonology is formalized in three ways. First, in the annotation of rules to indicate their domain in terms of the ranks of boundaries; for example, while Twana Nasals become obstruents, they may retain a nasal onglide in 'word-initial' position. Similarly, rules may be marked to apply only at stem boundaries, etc.

Second, many rules are limited in their application to certain morphological categories; in Twana, the loss of a morpheme-initial vowel (Rule 4, Rule Summary 6) occurs only in the Attenuative formation.

Third, we must consider the notion that rules are to be applied cyclically\(^1\) (i.e., as a block, to ever-larger amounts of constituent structure). There is some indication that Twana rules operate cyclically (Chap. II, sec. 20), but a richer analysis of surface constituent structures and their derivation will no doubt clarify this matter.

I.3.2. The Data To Be Utilized

Chapters II and III present the arguments which will motivate the final selection of the total roster of binary features to be used for the phonology of Twana, that is, those features to be used in both dictionary representations and rules.

I have chosen to explicate in detail the 'productive' aspects of two important morphological processes in Twana, viz., those of the Augment and the Attenuative,\(^2\) the motive for choosing these particular processes being as follows.

The morphophonemics of the Augment presents a suitable mass of

---


\(^{2}\) For instance, we do not discuss the phonology of some small classes of suppletive 'augs' and 'attenuatives' only referring to these insofar as we shall suggest in principle how the dictionary is marked to handle them.
consistent and controllable data, from which it is possible to explain the sources of a large proportion of the occurrences of glottal stop in association with l, w, y found in Twana forms, as well as the alternations in the position of these glottal stops in the segment-strings concerned. The same body of data also enables us to explain and formulate rules for three important types of cluster-resolution in Twana, viz., metathesis, simplification, and glide-insertion.

This main topic, the Augment, together with the discussion of other related phenomena (such as stress-alternation) also found elsewhere in Twana morphophonemics, will occupy the whole of Chapter II, which thus largely defines the consonants of Twana.

Chapter III, in turn, deals with the morphophonemics of the Attenuative. This will enable us to develop in a motivated manner the proper specification of the vowels of Twana; in particular, plausible sources\(^1\) will be suggested for the vowels \(\varepsilon\) and \(\varepsilon'\), as well as such alternations as \(e/a \sim \varepsilon\varepsilon, \varepsilon'\); and \(o \sim \varepsilon\varepsilon, \varepsilon'\).\(^2\) However, the derivation of these alternations is intimately bound up with the behavior of \(h\) and glottal stop. We shall thus deal first with the phenomena of \(h\)-affecting and vowel-assimilation, integrating the rules we develop into the set already established for the Augment, and then relate the rules as a whole to the problems of the Attenuative.

Chapter IV will then attempt to integrate the understanding gained on the behavior of Twana segments, and will take certain crucial rules as examples before finally summarizing the characterization of Twana segments in Distinctive Features.

---

\(^1\)In the present context, 'source' is simply a short-hand for 'underlying representation recoverable through the existence of alternations governed by rules of the grammar.' There is no implication of 'historical source,' although neither is this in principle denied: compare Bloomfield (1939).

\(^2\)It is thus a convenient, although not in the least misleading simplification, to omit from consideration in Chap. II (The Augment) the very few forms in which \(\varepsilon\) and \(\varepsilon'\) must be treated. In this way, we avoid the disjointedness which would result from a partial discussion of the Twana vowels at this point, and accordingly relegate that topic to the Introduction to Chap. III (The Attenuative).

For the moment, it is recalled that the vowel phonemes of Twana, defined in terms of surface contrasts, are \(\varepsilon, \varepsilon, \varepsilon', \varepsilon', o,\) and \(\varepsilon\).
I.3.3. The Segment Inventory

I.3.3.1. Swadesh's Inventory

Taking the phoneme chart of Tweddell\textsuperscript{1} as a base, Swadesh comments:

'If one omits the voiced $\ddot{z} \ddot{z} \ddot{q} \ddot{w}$ from the Snoqualmie table, one gets the system found in Twana.' Swadesh's analysis here is thus based entirely on 'various MSS in the Boas collection of the American Philosophical Society, especially Boas' Comparative Salishan vocabularies (ca. 1925),'\textsuperscript{2} since no large-scale work on Twana had been published at that time.\textsuperscript{3}

\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\hat{p} & \hat{t} & \hat{x} & \hat{c} & \hat{s} & \hat{k} & \hat{k} & \hat{w} & \hat{q} & \hat{q} \\
\hat{p} & \hat{t} & \hat{x} & \hat{c} & \hat{s} & \hat{k} & \hat{k} & \hat{w} & \hat{q} & \hat{w} \\
b & d & [\ddot{z} \ddot{s} \ddot{g}] \\
(m) & \ddot{z} & s & \ddot{x} & \ddot{x} & \ddot{x} & \ddot{x} & \ddot{x} & \ddot{x} & \ddot{x} \\
w & l & y & & & & & & & \\
u & l & a & & & & & & & \\
\end{array}\]

![Diagram showing phonemes]

Fig. 3.--Swadesh's version of Snoqualmie Segments (with modifications for Twana)

Swadesh has correctly seen that the voiced obstruents $\hat{z} \hat{l} \hat{w}$ are found only in loan words. It is also easy to understand the inclusion of the affricate $\hat{x}$, which in fact only occurs (a) as a rare free (ill-understood) variant of $\hat{l}$, and (b) for $t \hat{+} \hat{t}$ at morpheme boundaries.

\begin{itemize}
\item Tweddell (1950), p. 3 (consonants), p. 9 (vowels).
\item Swadesh (1952), p. 238.
\item I.e., 1952. Elmendorf's field-work was done between 1939 and 1956. His doctoral dissertation was written in 1948. I am not aware whether Swadesh had access to this work, nor whether any phonological matters are discussed in it. The earliest phonological analysis made by Elmendorf is probably that summarized in the chart accompanying his word-lists of 1954 (see discussion below, Chap. I, sec. 3.3.2).
\end{itemize}
The omission of shwa is more serious, and can only be attributed to a theoretical predilection: Swadesh was, as commented upon elsewhere (Chap. II, sec. 20.1), much concerned with the non-phonemic status of what Boas had called 'the pepet vowel.' It will be seen that shwa indeed has a special status in Twana, but this is far from agreeing with Swadesh's view that it has no status.\footnote{See Chap. II, sec. 4, for shwa in stems, and Chap. IV, sec. 4.4. for shwa as Lax.}

As will be seen from the corpora for Twana in Chapters II and III, I have no certain cases of $x$, the front-velar spirant,\footnote{See Chap. IV, sec. 3.5 for the sound-shift effectively removing $x$ from the Twana inventory, and sec. 4.2 (p. 214, fn.3 ) for another explanation.} and can only surmise (since I do not have access to the Boas MSS referred to above) that the forms which Swadesh is using may well show the affricate on-glide to velars.\footnote{Cf. Chap. I, sec. 3.3.2 in Elmendorf's inventory, and Chap. IV, sec. 4.2.}

I.3.3.2. Elmendorf's Inventory

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{cccccccc}
\hline
& $p$ & $t$ & $\xi$ & $c$ & $\check{c}$ & $k$ & $k'$ & $q$\\
\hline
$p$ & $t$ & $\xi$ & $c$ & $\check{c}$ & $k$ & $k'$ & $q$ & $q'$\\
b & d & - & - & (g) & -
\hline
(m) & - & - & - & - & - & - & - & -
\hline
-s & l & - & $\check{s}$ & x & $w$ & $x$ & $w$ & (h)
\hline
w & - & l & - & y &
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics{fig4}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
Fig. 4.--Elmendorf's Twana segments (1954). (Rearranged for comparison with Swadesh's chart)
\end{center}
As will be seen from the above figure, based on Elmendorf's, \( \bar{x} \) occurs, but not \( \bar{m} \), although Elmendorf notes the allophonic (sic) status of the latter. The segments \( m \) and \( g \) are bracketed, with the comment 'phonemic status doubtful.' At this stage of his field-work, Elmendorf had collected comparatively few lexical items (approximately five hundred appear in the list referred to), and it seems his judgments are based on frequency of occurrence. The same hypothesis would explain the omission of \( n \), as well as his bracketing of \( h \) at this time. \(^1\) The inclusion of \( x \), as commented on above (re Swadesh), seems again based on Elmendorf's interpretation of the on-glide to a velar, this time following the vowel \( o \). \(^2\)

So far as surface-contrast analysis is concerned, the suggested distribution of vowel allophones and their assignment to phonemes is largely confirmed by the analysis in this thesis, with the special exception of the treatment of shwa. \(^3\) However, it is not possible to comment on the implications for Elmendorf's later analysis of Twana, on the basis of his remarks in 'The Structure of Twana Culture' (1960), since the inventory listed there is expressly intended to cover both Twana and the neighboring western Washington Indian languages. \(^4\)

I.3.3.3. The Inventory of this Thesis

Figure 5 presents the contrasting (surface) segments of Twana \(^5\) to be utilized in this thesis.

We tentatively adopt a feature-composition of segments, \(^6\) more or

---

\(^1\)See Elmendorf (1961) where \( h \) is included without comment.

\(^2\)Cf. his \( d\hat{a}\hat{x}\hat{a}\hat{d}\hat{e}\hat{x}q\hat{a}b\hat{a}d \), steq\( \hat{e} \)y\( \hat{u} \), with \( d\hat{a}\hat{x}\hat{a}\hat{d}\hat{e}\hat{q}\hat{a}b\hat{a}d \), steq\( \hat{e} \)w of the present corpus. Note that the Augmented sqteqw establishes the representation *steqw: see Chap. II, sec. 4, \( \bar{\nu} \sim a \). Cf. Chap. II, sec. 15.7 for Chae finished; and Chap. IV, sec. 4.2 for another interpretation.

\(^3\)See Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.

\(^4\)Author's note, par. 10.

\(^5\)For illustrative data, see Chap. IV, sec. 1.1. For shwa, see also Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.

\(^6\)As explained above (Chap. I, sec. 3.2), the Twana vocalisms are not discussed in Chap. II. The introduction to Chap. III will give a tentative feature analysis for the vowels, to be modified as dictated by the shapes of the rules and the required phonetic output (see also Chap. IV, secs. 3.3 and 4.4).
Fig. 5. — The surface contrasts of Twana

1 Bracketed segments are found only in loan words
(see Chap. IV, secs. 7, 8). The segment [x] is in doubt
(see Chap. IV, sec. 3.5).

2 Elmendorf's choice of /i,u/ was obviously made on
typological grounds: by far the most frequent allophones
are [e,o]. See Chap. IV, sec. 3.3.2 for discussion.

less mechanically substituting the names of binary features for the articulat-
atory terminology we employed above; the text will establish our motiva-
tion for any modifications we shall hereafter make.

The transcription of all forms in the figures and text of Chapters
II and III (The Augment and The Attenuative) are in terms of the above
(surface) contrasts, and utilize the symbols of this grid. Chapter IV
(The Phonetic Output) and the Appendices, on the other hand, employ dif-
ferent transcriptions¹ for different purposes.²

¹See Chap. IV, sec. 3.3. and Appendix I, sec. 1.

²Main conventions used are:
* Underlying representation
** Incorrect form
// 'Phonemic' representation, only in Appendices
$ Utterance, initial or final
# Word, initial or final
& Morpheme boundary in rules
- Morpheme boundary elsewhere
|       | p | t | c | x̂ | č | k | kʷ | q | q̣ | b | d (ɡ) | (j) (ɡ̊) | g̣w | (m) | (n) | l | w | y | s | ṣ | ʰ | [x] | x̂ | x̂ | h¹ | r¹ |
|-------|---|---|---|----|---|---|-----|---|---|---|-------|-------|------|-----|-----|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| cons  | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| voc   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| obstr | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | - | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| nasal | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | (⁺) (⁺) | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| cont  | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| grave | + | - | - | - | + | + | + | + | - | - | - | + | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | - | - | - | - |
| round | + | - | - | - | - | - | + | + | - | - | - | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | - | - | - | - |
| lateral | - | - | - | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| diffuse | + | + | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| strident | - | - | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| retracted | - | - | - | - | - | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| checked | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |

Fig. 6.---Tentative distinctive-features (matrix) for Twana consonants

( ) Denotes segments attested only in loan words.
[ ] Denotes a putative segment, the distinctiveness of which is to be debated in the text (Chap. IV, sec. 3.5).
⁺ Signifies a (surface) segment occurs for each value.

¹The assignment of h/? to [+Obstruent] makes it impossible to distinguish ʔ from ɡ. We shall show that h/? must be treated as semi-vowels (see Chap. II, sec. 18; cf. also Chap. IV, sec. 4.3).
CHAPTER II

THE AUGMENT

II.1. The Morpheme Strings Involved

Preparatory to the discussion of the phonology of noun and verb reduplication as exponents of 'Augment,' we briefly characterize the (minimal) strings of morphemes involved.

The majority of Twana verb roots are of the shape CVC. Since third person singular subject commonly has the phonological shape 'zero,' the intransitive verb stem with 'unmarked' aspect may appear in the shape of the bare root.

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Root</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3akw</td>
<td>makes a spot on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwadp</td>
<td>corrects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>şo2</td>
<td>grinds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qwil</td>
<td>paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yq2w</td>
<td>washes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k2oy</td>
<td>bends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>şeq</td>
<td>reddens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tokw</td>
<td>pierces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iob</td>
<td>heals, scars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lep</td>
<td>covers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corresponding forms for 'continuative' aspect simply prefix be- to this stem; thus be-q2oc 'he's dancing.' For the 'stative' aspect, in turn, the prefix 2as- is prefixed instead; thus, 2as-3akw 'spotted.'

It might be maintained that, apart from particles, all roots in Twana are verbal. This would imply that all Twana nouns are derived from verbs; we here give some examples of such derived nouns, taking for simplicity the least complex derivational process, viz. the Nominal in 3-

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Root</th>
<th>Derived Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tšeq</td>
<td>stšeq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñaxw</td>
<td>ñšaxw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3čės</td>
<td>3ščėš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2oc</td>
<td>3q2oc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3čoč</td>
<td>3ščoč</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[\begin{align*}
q'ac & \quad \text{vomit} & sq'ac & \quad \text{vomit} \\
x'ak'k & \quad \text{breathe} & sx'ak'k & \quad \text{breath} \\
p'sc' & \quad \text{defecate} & sp'sc' & \quad \text{ordure} \\
?\text{élad} & \quad \text{eat} & g'?\text{élad} & \quad \text{food}^1 \\
?\text{élal} & \quad \text{sing} & g'?\text{élal} & \quad \text{song} \\
?\text{obát} & \quad \text{name} & g'?\text{obát} & \quad \text{name} \\
?\text{éwad} & \quad \text{invite} & g'?\text{éwad} & \quad \text{invitation} \\
\end{align*}\]

Despite the theoretical claim that all roots in Twana are basically verbal, there remains an unhappily large number of noun stems as yet unrelatable to any corresponding verbal root. Of these, some are found as citation-forms with \(s\)-nominal prefix, while others lack this prefix.

The presence or absence of the \(s\)-nominalizer does not seem predictable for stems not directly derivable from verb roots; the dictionary entries for such \(s\)-forms must accordingly contain \(s\). We give examples of non-derived nouns with root-shapes CVC and CVCVC, citing \(s\)- and non-\(s\)-forms.\(^2\)

**Examples:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVC</th>
<th>(s)-nominalizer</th>
<th>no (s)-nominalizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(sx'ac)</td>
<td>rib</td>
<td>čćt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k'öy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sc'ak'w)</td>
<td>angle-worm</td>
<td>čćp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>auct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sp'ék'w)</td>
<td>gull</td>
<td>j'ćć</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stomache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sx'öp)</td>
<td>bracelet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CVCVC**

| \(stą'ćad\)  | slave | čáląś       |
|              |       | hand       |
| \(śćątas\)   | stone | k'općc     |
|              |       | master     |
| \(sqąboi\)   | dug-out canoe | yądęs     |
|              |       | tooth      |
| \(śeq'éw\)   | horse | bàq'ab     |
|              |       | field      |
| \(syałáb\)   | year  | waq'ab     |
|              |       | box        |
| \(sąbądéd\)  | mountain | łok'ął    |
|              |       | moon       |

\(^1\)There are a few 'frozen' noun forms, derived from verbs but lacking initial \(?\). Such are sęą'bad 'half-brother' (cf. \(?\)et-səąd 'split,' səąd 'split') and sęélad 'provisions'—although the glosses for sęęlad and sęélad were sometimes reversed by the informant.

\(^2\)The lack of near-minimal pairs for the monosyllabic forms is attributed to the limitations and accidents of the corpus, rather than to any kind of complementary distribution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVCVC</th>
<th>s-nominalizer</th>
<th>no s- nominalizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?ébáč</td>
<td>grandchild</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ásax</td>
<td>seal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ásáč</td>
<td>species of duck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a clear distinction between forms with s- nominalizer and those in which s is part of the root. In the case of noun and verb roots in association with 'augment,' s-initial takes part in reduplication, while s- (nominalizer) and ?as-(stative) do not. This may be briefly illustrated by the following examples:

**Examples:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s as root-initial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sél</td>
<td>sal? -sél</td>
<td>cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sáq'ay</td>
<td>q'-sáq'ay</td>
<td>older sister²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-šáqcé(h)</td>
<td>s-š-šqčé(h)</td>
<td>finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-sót-čéd</td>
<td>?as- t-sót-čéd</td>
<td>I know³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s- as nominalizer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-tččéd</td>
<td>s-tč-ččéd</td>
<td>slave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-čótax</td>
<td>s-čt-čótax</td>
<td>halibut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-teqaw</td>
<td>s-q-teqaw</td>
<td>horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-šč'</td>
<td>?as-šč-š'</td>
<td>it's old⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Only one form occurs in which the grammatical prefix apparently partakes of the reduplication. This is ʔagáx'; ʔasx sx ʔáx 'old; elders'; from te- article, def: s- nominalizer; x- agentive (?); ʔáx' root.

2 The Corpus is unfortunately not so rich that we are always able to select data showing only the point under discussion. Morpheme-boundaries are therefore indicated (e.g. ʔas-tččéd) where this facilitates matters. In the present case, the obscuring factors are cluster-simplification ({q'-sáq'ay}), geminate simplification (ʔas- t-sót-čéd), and s- assimilation (s-čt-čótax).


4 Ibid.
### II.2. Taxonomy

#### II.2.1. Plural Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) табёд</td>
<td>тэqʷ́ʔ-табёд</td>
<td>hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>юкёд</td>
<td>тэqʷ́ʔ-юкёд</td>
<td>foot; my foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>скэд</td>
<td>тэqʷ́ʔ-скэд</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дож</td>
<td>тэqʷ́ʔ-дож</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>спо⁴ялапаб⁵</td>
<td>дэт-по⁴ялап</td>
<td>the Clallam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Puyallup; the Puyallup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(tribe)²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sqaxon; the Squaxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>big tribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) шьэкэй</td>
<td>шьэкэй-обэш</td>
<td>sheep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>бок</td>
<td>бокʷ́-обэш</td>
<td>book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>чэй</td>
<td>тэqʷ́-чэй-обэш</td>
<td>night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>стэбэт</td>
<td>стэбэт-обэш</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>кыво</td>
<td>сэкво⁴ пэш</td>
<td>creek; the Skokomish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>сэхэвабэш</td>
<td>the Suwamish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ай-эйкэд</td>
<td>parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) цэйчаа</td>
<td>цэйчаа</td>
<td>child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>цэкэде(н)</td>
<td>цэкэде(н)</td>
<td>cheek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сэсэд</td>
<td>пэсат</td>
<td>big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дэснэ</td>
<td>дэбэш</td>
<td>I, we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дээхэ</td>
<td>тэвал⁵ ялап</td>
<td>you, ye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>бэштохбэстэд</td>
<td>бэштохбэстэд</td>
<td>I'm killing him, lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>пабоцэд</td>
<td>тэгельтэш⁵</td>
<td>sit down¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>тес-тадбэд</td>
<td>?æс⁴лэп</td>
<td>I'm standing up; they're-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1d- Possessive 1st singular. For d-loss, see Chap. II, sec. 19. Here, *тэд-кэ-юкёд.*

²спо⁴ялапаб⁵ shows (irregular) vowel-retentions—probably a loan form.

³Probably * Dön, with stress-retraction (see Chap. II, secs. 15.3, 21); thus *лаqʷ⁴патэш⁴ён.*
Before embarking on the main theme of this chapter, we shall briefly
survey the total range of 'plural' in Twana. Since it is not the purpose of
this thesis to examine Twana syntax as such, sufficient examples are given
only to clarify co-occurrence possibilities and to avoid the cruder semantic
ambiguities.

Certain 'plural allomorpha,' it will be suggested, are perhaps best re-
assigned the status of collectives, others that of quantifiers.

Examples Fig. 7(a) illustrate the use of six prefixes making plurals.
q'it\(^1\) may be used alone, but is most frequently found in conjunction with
ta-.\(^2\) ḥān 'lots' is a free form, best considered a general quantifying
adverb; it may be used together with \(\text{ta-q'i}t\). dos- occurs only once in the

corpus for Twana.\(^3\) On the other hand, čt- is a common collective prefix
used with tribe names. The homonymy with the prefix čt- 'decade' as in
čt-bōsas 'forty' is almost certainly not accidental. čo- is occasionally
used with tribe names. qax-\(^4\) occurs three times in the Corpora, in qax-obaş
'big tribe,' qax-tālah 'lots of money,' and qax-ėdawat\(^5\) 'wise: clearly an
adverbial prefix of 'magnitude.'

Examples Fig. 7(b) illustrate the use of the suffix -ōbaş. -(V)mā\(^6\)
is in widespread use within Salish, both in tribe names and as a generic
pluralizer. In Twana its use seems to be even wider, for it is clear from
texts that there is no 'generic' limitation.\(^6\) The suffix -tad, on the other
hand, is found only once, in 'parents.'\(^7\)

---
^1Cf. Upper Chehalis (Boas [1934]) "collective" -q'it-.\(^5\) (a suffix!).
Also Kincade (1964).

^2Cp. Kincade ta-, as well as ta-q'it-, ibid.

^3I have presently no check, but the informant's Clallam background
makes me suspect a direct loan from Clallam. Cp. nstalk (below, this section).

^4Cp. ta-qax, and (qax 'many'), in Upper Chehalis (Kincade, ibid.).

^5tālah 'money,' European loan; ēdawat undoubtedly related to yēdawat
'heart.' The s-t alternation is obscure.

^6For example, bōk'obaş 'books' is used of a small number of quite
specific books in an autobiographical text.

^7Compare its use in 'instrumental' nominalizations of the type saš-tad
'club,' from sāš 'to strike.' Also compare Upper Chehalis type nā-tn, used
only with kinship terms.
Examples Fig. 7(c) are of suppletive plurals, a very limited class in Twana. The verb forms (except 'killing lots') are probably verbs of group or collective activity.

We take now representative corpora of Twana forms showing that allomorph of 'plural' which consists of a pre-posed unstressed reduplication of all or part of the initial CVC- of the root. The definition of what exactly is pre-posed, it is noticed, is here left somewhat vague, for reasons that will become apparent as the argument progresses. 2

The lexical items to which such an Augment is pre-posed correspond roughly to English Noun and Adjective. Some preliminary examples are given below.

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s-čótax</td>
<td>halibut</td>
<td>s-čt-čótax</td>
<td>halibut (coll)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-pčo</td>
<td>berry-basket</td>
<td>s-pč-pčo</td>
<td>berry-baskets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-pós</td>
<td>having-boil</td>
<td>?as-pě-pós</td>
<td>having-boils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-ščě</td>
<td>paid</td>
<td>?as-šč-ščě</td>
<td>all-paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?aš-čel</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>?aš-čal?-čel</td>
<td>all lazy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-x⁻w⁻č⁷-čad</td>
<td>I'm lost</td>
<td>?as-x⁻č⁷⁻x⁻č⁷-čad</td>
<td>I've lost them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We notice immediately another respect in which the English glosses may be most misleading. Whereas for the Twana noun the addition of the augment corresponds fairly well with English plural agreement, the Twana verb

---

1 'Child' may contain -pa (cf. Reichard [1933] 390- 'a plural prefix [sic] meaning 'boys'). But cf. also Kalispel -ul (collective); Twana -?č, 3rd person plural, also -ač 'and'; also possible is a root *šap plus Attentuative -ač (see Chap. III, sec. 7).

2 Because of special problems associated with h and glottal stop as C1 or C2 of stems, we reserve these for separate treatment (Chap. II, sec. 17).

3 English glosses can be very misleading. For example, 'fire' in Twana is ?as-qač, clearly a stative form.

4 'Another dangerous gloss. In Twana, 'having' is rendered bås-, as in bås-čawáščad, 'I've got a wife' (čawáš, 'wife'). Here, better 'be-boiled'; 'all-be-boiled.'
augment may correspond to English glosses denoting multiple subject, multiple object, or even increased or totally achieved action.

However, the 'augment' is by no means an obligatory agreement in Twana, even in the absence of any other agreement marker in the same phrase, as the following examples will illustrate in simple fashion:

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Twana</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>my legs frightened them.</td>
<td>ṭad-yašíd</td>
<td>ṭad-yašíd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they didn’t understand what would happen.</td>
<td>ʔas-śót-q̪ə-ʔəbs</td>
<td>ʔas-śót-q̪ə-ʔəbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the people were dancing.</td>
<td>t-ʔwéč ʔəc-ʔał̪albaʔ</td>
<td>t-ʔwéč ʔəc-ʔał̪albaʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Compare ʔaš-ʔád; ʔeʔyašág foot; feet.' ʔas-śót; ʔəs-st-śót 'know': (ʔas-śót-q̪ə-ʔəd 'I understand') ʔał̪albaʔ; ʔoʔ-ʔał̪albaʔ 'Indian; Indiana.']

II.2.2. Augment Types

Considering only the shape of the reduplicating syllable, surface forms of the following types are found in Figure 8.

Type (a) = C₁ C₂⁻¹ C₁ θ C₂ ; C₁ θ C₂ ; C₁ θ C₂ ṭ

Type (b) = C₁ o ; C₁ o ṭ ; C₁ o ṭ

Type (c) = C₂ ; C₂ V₁ ; C₂ ə ; C₂ o ; C₂ e ṭ

Cross-cutting this taxonomy, however, are the following features.

(a) Vowel-loss in the stem - e.g. 'ear'
(b) Vowel-gain 'cockle'
(c) Vowel-gain " " - 'gather' (V ~ a)
     'sunk' (V ~ a)
     'sing' (V ~ a)

---

¹ 'Increased action' is, for Twana, not synonymous with 'intensive,' for which another type of reduplication (stressed C₁ V₁) is employed.

² It is probably best to consider the augment, so far as verbs are concerned, as including both number and aspect. It is really number, then, that may remain unmarked, in both noun and verb. (Compare p. 49, fn. 1.)

³ Compare the taxonomic analyses in Kincade (1964), Hess (1966) for Upper Chehalis and Snohomish. I hope to show elsewhere the rule-governed relationship between the forms for these languages and those of Twana, are least as far as Augment and Attenuative are concerned.

⁴ C₁, C₂ refer to stem consonants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) soko</td>
<td>ṭsokko</td>
<td>grind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ẖ-ótaq</td>
<td>ẖ-ótaq</td>
<td>halibut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-xpah</td>
<td>s-xpah</td>
<td>cockle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭs-pq-wad</td>
<td>ṭs-pq-wad</td>
<td>feather in hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>báda(h)</td>
<td>báda(h)</td>
<td>child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭob</td>
<td>ṭob</td>
<td>scar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bál-e(h)</td>
<td>bál-e(h)</td>
<td>roe, bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yal ẖ-ᵝwax</td>
<td>yal ẖ-ᵝwax</td>
<td>gather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭw₁₃₁.ade(h)</td>
<td>ṭw₁₃₁.ade(h)</td>
<td>ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sélë(h)</td>
<td>sélë(h)</td>
<td>grandfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wadaw</td>
<td>wadaw</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yadés</td>
<td>yadés</td>
<td>tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) do³wat</td>
<td>do³wat</td>
<td>wave, surf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koy</td>
<td>koy</td>
<td>bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭawalbè ṭawalbè</td>
<td>ṭawalbè ṭawalbè</td>
<td>Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaw</td>
<td>ṭaw</td>
<td>mussel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaw</td>
<td>ṭaw</td>
<td>bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) ḫkāyas</td>
<td>ḫkāyas</td>
<td>basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-ṭq</td>
<td>s-ṭq</td>
<td>logjam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaxcad</td>
<td>ṭaxcad</td>
<td>bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭalal</td>
<td>ṭalal</td>
<td>sing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bexqad</td>
<td>bexqad</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàqab</td>
<td>wàqab</td>
<td>box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-hóbəd</td>
<td>ṭas-hóbəd</td>
<td>red-foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭawwətəb</td>
<td>ṭawwətəb</td>
<td>sunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭw</td>
<td>ṭw</td>
<td>water; river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəsəd</td>
<td>yəsəd</td>
<td>foot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8.--Twana Augment Types

(d) Gain of ᵣ in the stem  e.g. 'basket'
(e) Loss of ᵣ  'wave' (medially)
(f) Stress-retraction  'ear'

The exuberance of such a typological survey must surely obscure rather than reveal the structure of a language, the more so since (quite
apart from questions of constituent structure, the features involved appear again and again in Twana morphophonology.

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a re-analysis of substantial sub-corpora of data such as that given above.¹

II.3. Monosyllabic Stems

II.3.1. Voiceless Obstruent Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s-tëd</td>
<td>s-të-tëd</td>
<td>slave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cët</td>
<td>cët-cët</td>
<td>elder brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-čòtax</td>
<td>s-čò-čòtax</td>
<td>halibut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-čòtas</td>
<td>s-čò-čòtas</td>
<td>stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷapëtëd</td>
<td>kʷapëtëd</td>
<td>blanket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-qʷòqëbabëc</td>
<td>s-qʷòqëqëbabëc</td>
<td>blue-bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-qëbabëd</td>
<td>s-qëbabëd</td>
<td>snail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷapëpëd</td>
<td>qʷapëpëd</td>
<td>cushion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ñas-póc</td>
<td>ñas-póc</td>
<td>floating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-pëkʷ</td>
<td>ñas-pëkʷ</td>
<td>spotted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-tëc</td>
<td>ñas-tëc</td>
<td>put on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-tëc</td>
<td>ñas-tëc</td>
<td>pulled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-šëc</td>
<td>ñas-šëc</td>
<td>knotted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-šòt</td>
<td>ñas-šòt</td>
<td>known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-šëx</td>
<td>ñas-šëx</td>
<td>ground up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-šëx</td>
<td>ñas-šëx</td>
<td>paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-kʷap</td>
<td>ñas-kʷap</td>
<td>corrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-qʷëx</td>
<td>ñas-qʷëx</td>
<td>hidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñas-qëx</td>
<td>ñas-qëx</td>
<td>frozen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9.—Monosyllabic Stems, Voiceless Obstruents¹

¹C₁ and C₂ are voiceless.

From a consideration of Figure 9 we might tentatively characterize the augment as a reduplication of shape C₁C₂, i.e., a copy of the first two consonants of the root.

¹No apology need, I trust, be made for the somewhat pedagogical step-by-step nature of the treatment, which is adopted partly because the data will be unfamiliar to most readers, but also to ensure the vulnerability of the argument at all points.
Two other points of interest are the following: There is an alternation in the shape of the 'stative' morpheme, giving ṭas-—ṭās-. For the moment, it is not clear whether this alternation is associated with unaugmented as against augmented forms, or whether the conditioning factor is purely phonological, e.g., remoteness from stress. The morpheme s- (nominal) assimilates its point of articulation to a following initial ₃ or ⁵.

II.3.2. Voiced-Obstruent and N Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ṭas-ṭāb-d | ṭas-bāb-d | mountain
| ṭād | ṭād | child
| xāmāb | xāmāb | brain
| ṭāmāb-x | ṭāmāb-x | root (of tree)
| xāmāb-ṭ | xāmāb-ṭ | land, earth
| ṭāmāb-x | ṭāmāb-x | he
| ⁵bāq-s | ⁵bāq-s | nose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-iab-ṭob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xeb-ṭob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xeb-ṭabac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xwad-xwad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xwad-kwad-kwad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xwad-xwad-ṭe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xwad-xwad-ṭe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas-xwad-xwad-ṭe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10.—Voiced Obstruent and Nasal Stems

---

1See Chap. II, sec. 8 for d-loss finally.
2See Chap. II, sec. 5.
3C₁ or C₂, or both, as voiced stop or nasal.

Comparing Figures 9 and 10, fresh problems emerge; but so also do tentative solutions to problems already encountered. First, we are so far

---

1Which proves to be the case (see Chap. II, sec. 3.2).
2Except in slow (citation) speech, s-nominal is lost when it geminates with s, or with ₃ (i.e., after assimilation).
unable to decide on the status of the ə- segment for the form səbədəd: səbədbədəd(d) 'mountain.'

We note too that, regardless of the vowel in the first syllable of the root, a ə appears in the reduplicating syllable for all the forms of Figure 10. It is reasonable to associate this with the occurrence of voicing in either of the consonants involved in the reduplication. However, the content of the corpora so far cited does not allow us to decide whether this ə segment is best treated as a weakened grade retention for the cases concerned, or whether we must consider it as an insertion.¹ The latter solution, it is important to note, perhaps allows a simpler statement of the rules for reduplication; but this in itself would not be conclusive.

We note, in forms such as təbēxʷ: təbəbaxʷ 'earth,' and ḥəqəbəc; ḥəqəbəbəc 'wrinkled,' an alternation in stress between unaugmented and augmented forms. Tentatively, we may say that in the presence of the augment, the stress shifts to the first syllable of the root. This we shall later confirm from other cases, and shall discuss fully (see Chap. II, sec. 4).

We note, too, that for those forms with alternating stress just referred to, the stressed vowel of the unaugmented form is normally replaced by ə in the augmented form; the exception in this corpus is bəqəd : qəbəqəd 'nose.' We shall return to this alternation in detail (Chap. II, sec. 4) below.

The form bəqəd : qəbəqəd² 'nose' itself, entered in Figure 10 as an exception to the vowel-replacement just discussed, is also, however, an example of another phenomenon to be treated in detail below; this is the problem of cluster-simplification,³ which also involves the forms for 'worn out,' 'proud.'

One problem carried over from Figure 9 may, on the other hand, now be profitably mentioned again. The existence of unaugmented forms such as

---

¹For the shwa-insertion condition in this case, see the argument on p. 44. Further discussion on the wider application of such a rule will be found at Chap. II, sec. 20 'shwa insertion.'

²The importance of forms of the type bəqəd : qəbəqəd 'nose' extends to their bearing on the problem (already mentioned) whether certain ə occurrences are best considered as retentions or insertions. It is crucial that in q-ə-bəqəd, it can only be an insertion. The exceptionality of qəbəqəd as regards the a-alternation is explained at Chap. II, end of sec. 5.

³Chap. II, sec. 7.
\[\text{\textcopyright{\text{\textcopyright}}}}\text{(h)}\text{ 'sore hand' shows clearly that the alternation ʔas-~ʔas- in the stative prefix cannot be associated with the alternation 'unaugmented~ augmented.' The alternation is now seen to be connected with the proximity of stress, or rather with its remoteness. The rule will be formulated more precisely when we have considered further evidence on vowel-reduction in general.}

II.3.3. 1, w, y Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>sélə(h)</td>
<td>sálə-ʔsélə(h)</td>
<td>grandfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>séləd</td>
<td>sálə-ʔséləd</td>
<td>shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔvéle(h)</td>
<td>ʔwálə-ʔvéle(h)</td>
<td>cedar tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sxáltəd</td>
<td>sxálə-ʔxáltəd</td>
<td>cradle-board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔáləš</td>
<td>ʔwálə-ʔáləš</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔáləde(h)</td>
<td>ʔwálə-ʔáləde(h)</td>
<td>ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yáləd</td>
<td>yálə-ʔyáləd</td>
<td>mocassin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-wáləp</td>
<td>tawálə-ʔwáləp</td>
<td>you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bál(h)</td>
<td>bal-ʔbál(h)</td>
<td>fish roe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-qáləd\textsuperscript{w}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-qałab\textsuperscript{x}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-ćəl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-xəl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-yałab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-xəl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-yałəl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) ʔawalbaš  |
| qałəčə(h) | icə-ʔawalbaš | person, Indian |
| wádař | q0ʔ-ʔałəčə(h) | cane, walking-stick |
| ʔas-ićəŋ | ʔas-ićəŋ | horn, antler |
| ʔa-yałək \textsuperscript{w} | ʔa-yałək \textsuperscript{w} | left behind |
| wałəb | qə-wałəb | crazy |
| yaδəs | yaδəs | box |
| yaδəd | sęʔ-yaδəd | tooth |
| ʔas-y̱a̯dəl | ʔo̱-ʔęə-y̱a̯dəl | foot |
| kə̱ya(h) | keʔ-ʔa̱ya(h) | carrying a baby on the back |
| ʔas-kə̱wy | ʔeʔ-ʔə̱kwəy | grand-mother |
| kə̱wy | kə̱wy | bent |
| s-ćə̱yat | s-ćə̱yat | mother |
| s-ća̱yat | s-ća̱yat | salmon-gill |

\(^1\) Unaugmented 'you' is unstressed; only used as enclitic.
We examine next the behavior of 1, w, y in reduplication (Figure 11). For simplicity of exposition we have cited reduplications involving 1 separately from those involving w and y, since the latter introduce further complication owing to their simultaneous function as non-obstruents and semi-vowels.

We note that if there is an 1, w or y in the root, a glottal stop often appears in the reduplicated (i.e., the augmented) form. This at once distinguishes 1, w and y from b, d, roots with which never behave in this way, as may be seen from Figure 10. To formalize the distinction we have made, we reformulate our first observation as follows: 'if there is a non-obstruent, non-nasal segment in the (initial CVC of a) root, then . . . ' We tentatively characterize such a segment as a 'resonant.'

Unless further complications disallow it, we shall tentatively treat the stem glottal stop in forms like yáliṣ'ad as a 'separate' segment. This does not necessarily imply a similar treatment for the added glottal stop in Augmented forms, a fuller justification of which must be sought.

In their function as 'resonants,' w and y clearly behave in similar fashion to 1; that is, their occurrence in roots often gives rise to a glottal stop in the augmented form, as may be seen from Figure 11(b). However, a number of important observations must now be made concerning Figure 11(b) (as against Figure 11(a)).

Certain forms (e.g., waṣāb; qawṣāb 'box') fail to show the expected glottal stop; some forms (e.g., kāwāy; kewāy 'mother') show an alternation between y/e (as also w/o) in the augmented forms; one form (wadāw; wadāw 'horn, antler') shows loss of glottal stop in the augmented form; while for the last form of the corpus (s-čāyāt; s-čewāyāt 'salmon gill') it will be

---

1bále(h) 'fish-roe,' bóle(h) 'spring (water),' bolāq 'tangle' are forms that do not follow the rule; the importance of such forms will be shown later (Chap. II, sec. 9).

2The corpus contains no n-forms, and only one m-form, in augment.

3It is not implied that 'resonant' is considered a distinctive feature; it is merely a convenient cover-term.

4For the form ḡaláde(h); qalāde(h), with the stressed vowel of the unaugmented form lost in the augmented form, see 'Tri-syllabic stems with second-syllable stress' (Chap. II, sec. 5).
seen that we must sometimes postulate an underlying representation of more abstract shape than that of the unaugmented form.

Now it is clear that these anomalies are all closely bound up with the behavior of the glottal stop found in the augmented forms, and that our earlier statement on the conditions for the appearance of glottal stop in those forms must be refined.

We have stated that this glottal stop is often produced in association with roots containing at least one 'resonant,' the glottal stop then occurring between the reduplicating syllable and the root. We note that it always occurs if a 'resonant' stands finally in the reduplicating syllable, regardless of the nature of the initial consonant.

From Figure 10 in particular, we further observe that no glottal stop arises in the augment where the reduplicating syllable (CVC) containsḥ or ḍ as one consonant, and any other non-'resonant' consonant, regardless of which of the two stands syllable-final.

It is thus reasonable that we should associate the appearance of the glottal stop with the occurrence of ṭ, ṭ, ẏ, but not with the occurrence of ḍ, ḍ. However, if this is so, then augmented forms such as ṭrā-ṛdhāw 'horns,' and ṭād-dādas 'teeth' present a puzzle. As we have just shown, the glottal stops in these forms are to be associated with the presence, not of the syllable-final ḍ in the reduplication, but of the syllable-initial ṭ and ṭ. We are thus motivated to ask why the glottal stops in these forms are in fact heard after the end of the reduplicating syllables.

Consonant with the view\(^1\) that the proper formulation of a rule handling an irregularity in a grammar must follow from the most plausible explanation of that irregularity, we offer the following tentative explanation of the apparent anomaly in the shapes of the above forms.

First, we assume that the glottal stop arising in augmented forms constitutes a separate segment--as, indeed, we have (although so far merely for typographical convenience) written it.

Second, we shall hold that this glottal stop derives from the lost vowel in the unstressed reduplicating syllable. However, the derivation

\(^1\)It will easily be seen from the following discussion that a 'morpheme-alternant' analysis would necessarily be extremely complicated, involving many quite ad hoc riders to account for the alternations found.
can hardly be a direct one; rather, we propose that the 'lost' vowel is first unvoiced, and that the loss of 'position' features which this entails results in a segment which we shall identify with 'h.' It is this 'h' which then dissimilates its continuousness (becoming glottal stop) if its abuts a voiced consonant, but is otherwise lost.\footnote{See Chap. II, sec. 7 ('Augment clusters'), where the Y-metathesis rule forces us to modify this position somewhat. For a richer account of the derivation of glottalization, see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.}

Thus, we shall require two ordered rules to produce the augment glottal stop:  
(1) Reduplicating vowel becomes h  
(2) h in the Augment becomes ? in certain environments.

It may be argued that the present formulation is to be less prized than one in which the lost vowel becomes glottal stop directly, since we have used two rules instead of one. But it is clear that the criterion of economy is here to be over-ridden by that of naturalness, a claim which we shall fully justify later\footnote{See Chap. II, sec. 15.4 'h - mutation.'} by showing that other instances of glottal stop must in turn be derived directly from h.\footnote{Compare the discussion in Sapir (1938).}

If we adopt the two assumptions made above, then the following implications are to be reckoned with. If the glottal stop referred to derives from an 'original' vowel in the reduplicating syllable, then obviously the rule for reduplication must specify a vowel as well as the \(C_{1,2}\) already established. This vowel could logically be any Twana vowel whatever. It could in fact be shwa. However, there are many cases (some already cited) where a shwa appears in the reduplicating syllable of the augmented form, in addition to the glottal stop. This shwa (as in the forms \(q\w^{2}_{\text{al}},{\text{q}}\w^{2}_{\text{ele}(h)}\) 'cedar trees' \(y\w^{2}_{\text{d}}-y\w^{2}_{\text{das}}\) 'teeth') cannot, of course, come from the 'original' vowel in the reduplicating syllable, even in a weakened grade, but must be the product of an epenthesis rule.

To allow this epenthesis rule as wide a power of application as possible, we now assume that all shwa vowels appearing in the unstressed syllables of augmented forms are attributable to it; this extension of the rule thus also provides a source for the shwa in forms such as \(k\w^{2}_{\text{ab\lambda}x}\); \(k\w^{2}_{\text{ab-k\lambda}x}\) 'root.'
We cannot prove this with the data so far presented,¹ but we nevertheless find it most plausible to assume that the reduplication rule for the Augment specifies 'a copy of the first vowel of the root.' It is this vowel which yields the h from which the Augment glottal stop derives.² A shwa vowel is later inserted (again, in specifiable environments) in certain reduplicating syllables.³

We turn next to the shifted glottal stop in forms with roots of the shape 'resonant' -V-b/d, raised for the cases of wəd? wədaw 'horns,' and yəd?yədas 'teeth' above. What has happened here is to be characterized as 'glottal metathesis,' the glottal stop having been attracted by the stress. The appropriate rule, tentatively formalized below,⁴ may clearly be generalized to account for the shift of all glottal stops generated in augmented forms, to the end of the reduplicating syllable. Within this framework, wəd? wədaw and yəd?yədas are just as 'regular' as forms of the shape of (e.g.) ʔəl'-ʔəle(h) 'cedar trees,' etc.

But what of forms such as wədab, ʔə-wədab 'box,' in which, despite the occurrence of an initial 'resonant,' no glottal stop appears in the augment? ʔə-wədab in fact demonstrates a most important constraint, viz., that when the final consonant in the reduplicating syllable is not voiced (i.e., is not b,d,m,n,l,w,y) no glottal stop appears in the augment. But we do not necessarily conclude that this is a constraint on the rules for generating glottal stops. From the evidence so far, we might just as plausibly assume that the glottal-stop is generated regularly, but that forms of the shape 'resonant' -V-unvoiced consonant fail to meet the conditions for glottal-attraction. That the glottal stop is thereafter absorbed and later lost is a hypothesis which we could so far fairly maintain.⁵

¹See Chap. II, sec. 17 for evidence that the root vowel itself is involved.

²Since many Salish languages (such as Snohomish) simply reduplicate CVC of the stem, without vowel-loss, it seems that Twana has added a rule here. The consequences of this rule are the subject of much of the rest of the present chapter.

³Chap. II, sec. 20.

⁴C₁ ? C₂ → 1 3 2 in env./ - & C₁V (with exceptions).

⁵See the discussion, in a larger context in Chap. II, sec. 7 (Augment Clusters).
The forms typified by ṣəwattakʷ; ṣətəʔ-watəkʷ 'crazy,' and yəʔəd; ṣəʔ-ʔəd 'foot' in turn demonstrate that the glottal attraction rule applies equally to roots of the shape 'resonant'-V-continuant, although here again there are complications¹ to be commented on further.

For the complications arising with augmented forms based on roots of the shape C-V-semi-vowel (y,w), typical cases are kʷõy; kʷeʔ-κwõy 'mother' and tawalβə; təʔ-tawalβə 'indian, person.' Assuming the hypothesis above, concerning the shape of reduplication, the augmented forms should be based on the shapes *kʷəy-kʷõy and *taw-tawalβə. We derive kʷy-kʷõy, taw-tawalβə (by loss of unstressed vowel in reduplication); then kʷy-kʷõy, taw-tawalβə (by glottal metathesis).

Comparing these derived forms with the proper outputs above, we see that y and w have become e and o respectively, that is, 'semi-vowels vocalize when syllable-final in augment reduplication.' The environment 'between obstruents' is in fact sufficient for a formal rule, and is here obviously met. However, on the data so far presented, the environmental condition is met just as well before glottal metathesis (kʷy-kʷõy) as after it (kʷy-kʷõy).²

Thus

Semi-Vowel Rule

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Obstruent} & \{y\} & \text{Obstruent} \\
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\end{array}
\]

The form šcăʔyət; sčəʔ-čăʔət 'salmon-gill,' in turn exemplifies the already explained vocalization of semi-vowels, but it also requires a base form not identical in shape with the unaugmented form. If we take *šcăʔyət as our base, we are forced to complicate what was a very simple formulation of the process of reduplication. Reduplicating CVC, we derive *sčəʔ-čăʔyət,

¹In particular, the shwa in ʔəʔwəkʷ arises through shwa-insertion while the e in ṣəʔ-ʔəd requires a special metathesis rule (Chap. II, sec. 7.4); both forms show cluster-simplification.

In ʔəʔwə-ʔəce(h) 'canes,' the t-attraction has operated on both augment and stem (cf. ʔəʔwə-ʔəce(h)); in addition the originally-stressed vowel is lost (see tri-syllabic stems, Chap. II, sec. 5); shwa is later inserted.

²We shall resolve this ordering problem, together with other problems of rule-ordering, when a suitable number of rules is available for the discussion (see Chap. II, sec. 9 end).
from which it is impossible to derive the correct augmented form without a completely ad hoc substitution of a for the reduplicating vowel a.

It is clearly preferable to assume that the base form is in fact *skāyāt, and that the glottal attraction rule has operated to give skā yat: the augmented form is then perfectly regular, i.e., follows the rules we have so far discussed.

The following forms illustrate the same phenomenon, and are thus, similarly, supposed to derive from roots of the shapes indicated: s-cōb; s-cōb-cōb 'crab-apple' from *s-cōb; əs-čōb; əs-čōb-cōb, 'jammed,' from *ʔas-čōb; and dōx-wāw-bad; dōx-wālə-wāw-bad 'baking pan,' from *dōx-wāləw-bad.

One further anomaly exemplified in Figure 11(b) must be referred to. The loss of final glottal stop in wādāw; wādaw cannot be explained on the basis of processes so far discovered; a possible explanation will be offered later, after we have considered the proper underlying features of dictionary b, d (see Chap. II, sec. 15.4, 'h-mutation').

II.4. Disyllabic Stems, Oxytone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) s-χpāb</td>
<td>s-χp-χpāb</td>
<td>cockle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yēsād</td>
<td>sēl-yēsād</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cōdéti</td>
<td>cōd-cōdi</td>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tābəx</td>
<td>tāb-tābx</td>
<td>land, earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-γálb</td>
<td>s-γal-γālab</td>
<td>year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wēlap</td>
<td>wēl-wēlap</td>
<td>you (bound, free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yēdēs</td>
<td>yēd-f-yēdas</td>
<td>tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wēqāb</td>
<td>qē-wēqāb</td>
<td>box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-q tāx</td>
<td>ʔas-q t-ʔax</td>
<td>thin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-q bēc</td>
<td>ʔas-q bēc</td>
<td>shrunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-q eləb</td>
<td>ʔas-q eləb</td>
<td>sunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-cōləs</td>
<td>ʔas-cōləs</td>
<td>rattled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-wēlək</td>
<td>ʔas-wēlək</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) y ćtāy</td>
<td>y ćt-ćtāy</td>
<td>pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ y ćt-ćtāy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12.--Disyllabic Stems, Oxytone
Having treated a variety of stems from the point of view of the behavior of the different consonantisms in the reduplicating syllable, we turn now to the complications found in certain augmented forms, the underlying dictionary entries for which we shall hold are best considered to be di-syllabic roots of the shape CV.CV.

Consider the data in Fig. 12(a), where we present forms grouped together as showing similar behavior in the environment of the augment. These examples are not, however, identical in shape in the unaugmented form. Some are di-syllabic (e.g. s-yəlāb 'year'), while others have the shape CCVC (e.g., s-xāb 'cockle'). We also note that the di-syllabic forms are stressed on the second syllable in the unaugmented form, but on the first in the augmented form (s-yəlāb, but s-yəlāb').\(^1\) What is more, whatever the stressed vowel in the unaugmented form, such shapes CVVC all exhibit the vowel a in the second (now unstressed) syllable when the augment is present\(^2\) (s-yəlāb'.

Comparing now the unaugmented forms of shape CCVC, we note that they too have the shape CVCV, as well as the same vowel-alternation, when the augment is present. Thus (e.g.) ā-səq-anāx, but ā-səq-anətax 'thin.'

We now have the motivation for assuming that the types represented by s-xāb and s-yəlāb are in fact of identical underlying shape, and shall represent both as disyllabic in their dictionary entries. Thus we avoid the need for special rules for the alternation CC → C&C between unaugmented and augmented forms: a single rule deletes unstressed shwa between voiceless obstruents.

The question must, however, be raised; are all lexical morphemes (minimally) CVC in shape? In particular, do the very few forms exemplified by 'pan' (sub-corpus [b]) not in fact witness the existence of stems of underlying shape CCVC? Should this prove to be the case, then we must modify the Constituent Structure rule for Augmentative and explain the alternative s-ɛt-ɛtay as an analogical remodelling on the basis of the statistically predominant CVVC root shape.

However, other factors must also be taken into account, and it will be held that the anomalous Augmented form for 'pan' shows stress-alternation rather than deviant root shape.\(^3\)

There remains the problem of specifying the Ṽ-a alternation. Once stress-attraction\(^4\) is assumed to have operated in these augmented forms there

\(^1\) Cf. Chap. II, sec. 3.2.

\(^2\) Compare s-teqəw; s-q-teqəw 'horse,' bə-cqə́l; 'he's going up' but qas-cqə́l 'up,' etc.

\(^3\) See Chap. II, sec. 21.1, 'Stress Alternations.'

\(^4\) Cf. Chap. II, sec. 3.2.
is no way to distinguish disyllabic stems with original second-syllable stress, from similar stems with original first-syllable stress (e.g., *ydes; *yda* ydes; sa*ba*de; saa*b*ed bade). Thus, from the unaugmented form alone there is no way of knowing to which forms the a-producing rule must apply. The a-rule might be applied before the stress-retraction rule, a recourse which would certainly ensure the correct forms; but in an important sense such a solution is to be regarded as an illegitimate device, for it runs counter to the intuition that the vowel alternation is a result of the shift in stress; we assume, that is, that an originally-stressed vowel does not retain the feature [-compact] when it ceases to carry primary stress.

We thus prefer the equally simple, but more satisfying assumption that the re-assignment of stress to the first syllable does not wipe out the original stress but merely reduces it to secondary stress. The positive condition for the a-rule is thus 'in a syllable carrying secondary stress.'

The two processes just described may be illustrated from another part of Twana morphology. Consider the following examples of transitive verb forms, each form consisting of a stem plus first person singular -čad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>teč-čad</td>
<td>tóč-a-čad</td>
<td>I scatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tew-čad</td>
<td>tew-a-čad</td>
<td>I play with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čeč-čad</td>
<td>čeč-a-čad</td>
<td>I hang up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rʷaš-a-čad</td>
<td>Rʷaš-a-čad</td>
<td>I cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷac-a-čad</td>
<td>xʷac-a-čad</td>
<td>I lift up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pāc-a-čad</td>
<td>pāc-a-čad</td>
<td>I sew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷok-a-čad</td>
<td>qʷok-a-čad</td>
<td>I hide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pok-w-a-čad</td>
<td>pok-w-a-čad</td>
<td>I raise (bread)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tów-a-čad</td>
<td>tów-a-čad</td>
<td>I find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rʷš-a-čad</td>
<td>Rʷš-a-čad</td>
<td>I count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tów-a-čad</td>
<td>tów-a-čad</td>
<td>I pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sów-a-čad</td>
<td>sów-a-čad</td>
<td>I split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lów-a-čad</td>
<td>lów-a-čad</td>
<td>I buy, get</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be seen that each stem in the Corpus consists of a CVC root plus stem-formative vowel, and that the stem-formative is either identical with the root vowel or (for the last four forms) corresponds to a zero-vocalism in the root.

Now it is clear that the latter cases are in fact quite 'regular,' behaving

---

1A weaker claim might be simply that stress-shift is accompanied by vowel-ablaut. But see Chap. II, sec. 21, for further justification of the position taken here.

2It is entirely possible that we have to do with aspect here, as well as (or, instead of?) plurality (compare p. 36, fn. 2).
in precisely the same way as the forms of Figure 12(a) (Chap. II, sec.4) of (un-
augmented) shape CCVC, such as s-χpāb; s-χp-χpāb 'cockle.' We thus reconstruct
the underlying forms here as (e.g.) *kʷwād 'count,' *lākʷ 'pierce,' *sōq 'split,'
and *lāq 'buy, get,' noting that the vocalism in lāq-č-čād must be considered a
full vowel, parallel to those in the first nine forms of the corpus, and not a
glide-vowel in an incompatible cluster resulting from the loss of a stressless ŋ
in a root (compare s-χpāb).1

The content of the unaugmented transitive-stem-formative vowel may thus be
defined as a 'copy of the stem vowel.' The question now arises as to what is the
proper status of the a-vowel which appears invariably in the second syllable of these
augmented forms. We might choose to assert that the augment involves the addition
of a vocalism (or even a consonantism), in conjunction with which the stem-forma-
tive vowel gives a. However, there seems no cogent reason for not assuming, quite
simply, that 'augment' in a transitive Verb Phrase is to be understood as 'retract
the stress to the root syllable': the replacement for the originally-stressed vowel
has then the status of the parallel vowel in the disyllabic second-syllable-stressed
Noun and Stative verb, i.e., it is an automatic result of the re-assignment of
primary stress, and has for its environment 'vowel under secondary stress.'

Thus:

Rule 1. Definition of Constituent Structure for Augment.
Rule 2. Stress assignment--stress initial syllable of stem, in Augment

II.5 Trisyllabic Stems, Paroxytone

We now illustrate the behavior of tri-syllabic stems stressed on the second
syllable in the unaugmented form.

Once more, it is clear that the stress retracts to the first syllable in
the environment of the augment. Consider (Fig. 13[a]) qʷlāde(h); qʷel?qʷlde(h)
'ear.' Secondly, as with di-syllabic stems (compare Fig. 12[a], Chap. II, sec.4)
we must consider initial CC to derive from an underlying CĆ, as in forms such as
kʷtábac; kʷkʷtábac 'husband,' for which we postulate an underlying *kʷtábac.3

As distinct from the disyllabic forms of Figure 12, however, the tri-
syllabic forms now under discussion lose an originally-stressed vowel when this
vowel ceases to bear primary stress in the environment of the augment. However,

1 Compare the argument on s-χpāb, in Chap. II, sec. 4, above.
2 Cf. Kincade (1966), pp. 343-348 for vowel ablaut (involving shwa - a)
in Upper Chehalis.
3 And similarly, therefore, *s-šqāxād 'arm,' *škáyás 'basket,' and
šqʷálas 'steam.'
despite the juxtaposition of voiced consonants resulting in some cases, no glide vowel appears: we get qʷəlāde(h), not wəqʷəlāde(h).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) qʷəlāde(h)</td>
<td>qʷəlāde(h)</td>
<td>ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷtābac</td>
<td>kʷt-kʷtābac</td>
<td>husband¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-qaqqad</td>
<td>s-qaqqad</td>
<td>arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-sáqče(h)</td>
<td>s-sáqče(h)</td>
<td>finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qawoqče(h)</td>
<td>qoqawoqče(h)</td>
<td>cane, walking-stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tkáyas</td>
<td>k-čőkečas</td>
<td>basket²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-tiq̮q̮qs</td>
<td>s-tiq̮q̮qs</td>
<td>nostril</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nes-shq̮q̮e(h)</td>
<td>qes-hq̮e(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nes-cx̮q̮alas</td>
<td>qes-cx̮q̮alas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nes-x̮wəq̮cədəx̮</td>
<td>qes-x̮wəq̮cədəx̮</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nes-tq̮c̮d</td>
<td>qes-tq̮c̮d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nes-pq̮wq̮ad</td>
<td>qes-pq̮wq̮ad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) bgqs̮d    | q̮-bgqs̮d | nose            |

(c) sq̮q̮shāp  | s-q̮q̮shāp | tree-trunk

Fig. 13.—Trisyllabic Stems, Paroxytone

¹kʷt-kʷtābac also occurs: but since no other example of such a C ~ Č alternation is found, we must tentatively consider the alternation to be governed by dictionary marking (optional).

²The form k-čőkečas 'baskets' shows a 'secondary,' post-tonic glottal stop within the stem. We reserve discussion of such occurrences of glottal stop for the treatment of the Attenuative. There, the stressing of the prefix, with consequent vowel-losses in the stem, ensures a usefully large mass of data with which to supplement the sporadic and unsystematic cases to be found in the corpus of augmented Noun stems.

On the other hand, a comparison of the augmented forms for 'husband,' 'arm,' and 'nostril' strongly suggests that the -vowels appearing in post-tonic syllables are to be considered as inserted glide-vowels, and not weakened forms of full vowels.

¹Compare shwa-insertion in the reduplicating syllable (Chap. II, sec. 3.3).
The implication is clear: for tri-syllabic stems, we must consider both post-tonic vowels to have been lost in the augmented forms. But what of 'ear,' 'finger,' 'cane' and 'washed hand,' in the augment of which a final vocalism remains, apparently counter to the above formulation?

We first note that all these forms show the alternation 'final h ~ zero.' Since, as we shall show, final h is optionally lost after an unstressed vowel, these forms must then possess final h underlyingly. The surviving vowels must then be attributed to a limitation on the vowel-loss rule; that rule must be supplemented by 'but not a final vowel before h.'

The augmented 'ears' has the further interest for us that no glide-shwa is inserted (qʷəlʔ-qʷəldeh), our first hint that a distinction must be made between compatible and incompatible resonant clusters.

We are now, incidentally (sub-corpus [b]), able to explain the apparent failure of the V ~ a rule to operate for the case of bəq̚əd; qəbəq̚əd 'nose,' where we expected the augment to give *qəbəq̚əd. If we assume that 'nose' is underlyingly not disyllabic but trisyllabic (*bəq̚ə̚sd), then stress-retraction gives bəq̚- bəq̚əsd, and the V ~ a rule gives bəq̚-bəq̚əsd quite regularly; but, of course, both post-tonic vowels will be lost (bəq̚-bəq̚), the initial cluster will be simplified (q-bəq̚sd), and the output will gain shwas by later insertion--thus qəbəq̚sd.

But there is an apparent contradiction to the above formulation: if bəq̚əd is from *bəq̚ə̚sd, then siʔwəqs 'nostril' must be from *s-iə̚də̚q̚eqs. But in that case, why is the final vowel lost in the output form siʔwəqs ? Although the corpus for this phenomenon is slender, it will be suggested.

---

1See Chap. II, sec. 15. The rule of course applies to all the forms of the corpora showing final (h).

2Note that it is not feasible to re-interpret these final ə vowels (e.g.) as derived from underlying semi-vowels (y); a form such as (augmented) s-ə̚-sə̚q̚əq̚ə̚cyh would then irregularly retain its middle vowel, giving *s-ə̚q̚əq̚ə̚cyh, whence *sə̚q̚əq̚acyeh.

3A distinction that will, of course, be reflected in the rule for shwa-insertion (see Chap. II, sec. 20).

4Cf. Chap. II, sec. 3.2.

5The evidence for this analysis must come from the Attenuative (see Chap. III).
that a final shwa in paroxytone disyllabics is lost between voiceless consonants.

The augmented form for 'tree-trunk' again raises the question of CC-stems, referred to above (Chap. II, sec. 4, disyllabic stems).

Again (Chap. II, sec. 2.1, Irregular stress) the discussion must be postponed.

II.6. Rule Summary

For convenience, we shall here briefly and informally summarize the rules we have stated or implied so far, with an indication of their ordering insofar as this is as yet clarified in the text. For the moment, we constrain all these rules to 'augmented' forms.

1. 'Augment' (for non h/ʔ-initial stems) consists of C₁V₁C₂ reduplication, unstressed.

Before 3 2. In the environment of the augment, stress retracts to the stem-initial syllable. Stress on an originally-stressed non-initial syllable in the stem falls to secondary stress.

After 2 3. A vowel under secondary stress changes to a.

Before 5 4. An unstressed vowel in a reduplicating syllable gives h which is replaced by glottal-stop if either of the consonants of that syllable is a resonant.

After 4, before 9 5. An unstressed vowel (but not a semi-vowel) is lost in the following conditions:
   (i) in the reduplicating syllable.
   (ii) a shwa in the first syllable of the stem.
   (iii) post-tonic vowels in closed syllables, in tri-syllabic stems.

After 4, before 7 6. Clottal stop is attracted to the stress across a consonant which is voiced or continuant.

After 4, before 9 7. A semi-vowel vocalizes between consonants.

After 9 8. A glottal stop is absorbed by an adjacent resonant.

After 6-8, before 10 9. Some tri-consonantal clusters arising in reduplication lose the first element.

10. Shwa-insertion; except for certain morpheme-internal 'compatible' clusters.

II.7. Augment Clusters

II.7.1. General

So far, the augment reduplication ¹ has been characterized as consisting of a C₁V₁C₂ copy of the stem-initial syllable. However, Figure 14 consists

¹For stems with other than h- or glottal stop as C₁ or C₂.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) s-taq</td>
<td>s-q-taq</td>
<td>log jam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čáqpe (h)</td>
<td>q-čáqpe (h)</td>
<td>fir tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-lq̓ w̱q̓s</td>
<td>s-ql̓ w̱q̓s</td>
<td>nostril</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-cká̱bəd</td>
<td>s-k-ck̓abəd</td>
<td>shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tḵ̓ ̱pəd</td>
<td>k̓-tḵ̓ ̱pəd</td>
<td>shoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sá̱x̱ ̱təd</td>
<td>x̱-sá̱x̱ ̱təd</td>
<td>grease, fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs- čeq</td>
<td>ḥəs-ql̓ čeq</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-ʃaq̓</td>
<td>ḥəs-ql̓ šaq̓</td>
<td>smeared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-lq̓</td>
<td>ḥəs-ql̓ lq̓</td>
<td>extinguished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-t̕ək̓</td>
<td>ḥəs-k̓ t̕ək̓</td>
<td>pierced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-céx̱</td>
<td>ḥəs-x̱ céx̱</td>
<td>boiled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ̱čəp</td>
<td>p-čəp</td>
<td>aunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sá̱ptəd</td>
<td>p-šəptəd</td>
<td>stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-čəp</td>
<td>ḥəs-p-čəp</td>
<td>flooded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-ləp</td>
<td>ḥəs-p-ləp</td>
<td>hung over and down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) s-paq̓</td>
<td>s-pq̓ w̱paq̓</td>
<td>feather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k̓əbələ̱x̱</td>
<td>k̓əb-k̓əbələ̱x̱</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-paq̓</td>
<td>ḥəs-pq̓-paq̓</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-k̓ āp</td>
<td>ḥəs-k̓ p-k̓ āp</td>
<td>correct, straight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təbək̓</td>
<td>təb-təbək̓</td>
<td>land, earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-l̕əb</td>
<td>ḥəs-təb-l̕əb</td>
<td>scarred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bəq̓əd</td>
<td>q̓ə-bəq̓əd</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) bəq̓əd</td>
<td>q̓ə-bəq̓əd</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-bôl̕</td>
<td>ḥəs-tə-bôl̕</td>
<td>suckled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-məx̱</td>
<td>ḥəs-ʃə-məx̱</td>
<td>proud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥəs-dec̱</td>
<td>ḥəs-čə-dec̱</td>
<td>grazed, scratched</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
55

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?as-vaTākʷ</td>
<td>?as-lōʔ-vaTākʷ</td>
<td>crazy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-lāx</td>
<td>?e-xoʔāx</td>
<td>lit, bright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) yād-qaʔe      | šeʔyād-qaʔe        | long finger      |
| yād-ad          | šeʔyād-ad          | foot             |
| ?as-yáx         | ?as-xeʔ-yáx        | disappeared      |
| ?as-yáx         | ?s-xeʔ-yáx         | sorted           |
| ?as-yāq         | ?s-xeʔ-yāq         | filed            |

(f) ?as-wōt       | ?as-t-xʷōt         | soaked           |
| ?as-xʷecós       | ?as-c-xʷecós       | fighting         |
| ?as-xʷác         | ?as-c-xʷác         | lifted up        |
| ?as-xōc         | ?as-č-xōc          | measured         |
| ?as-xōt         | ?as-t-xōt          | flicked          |
| ?as-xāq         | ?as-ʔ-xāq          | landed           |

(g) čaš            | šeʔ-čaš            | elder sister     |
| ščaʔ-esad        | ščaʔ-čaʔ-esad      | eyebrow          |
| ?as-qčxád        | ?sq-čxád           | short arm        |
| kʷopəc           | kʷ-koq̩opəc         | master           |
| sqʷopəalʔaš       | sqʷ-oqʷopəalʔaš     | cane, stick      |
| ~ sqʷ-oqʷap̩alʔaš | ~ sqʷ-oqʷap̩alʔaš   |                 |

Fig. 14. --Augment Clusters

1 čaš 'be across'; -ąyas pronominal eye; -Vd derived Nom.
2 qč 'short'; -áxad pronominal 'arm.'
3 s- Nominal; qʷop 'root'; ʔu1V's; connected with čalaš 'hand'? For anomalous stressing in Augment, see Chap. II, sec. 21.

of forms which, at first sight, appear to contradict that formulation. Beside čåt; čt-čåt 'elder brother,' ?as-kʷap; ?as-kʷap-kʷap 'corrected' (as in Fig. 9), there are also s-taq; s-q-taq 'log jam,' yəš-ad; šeʔ-yəšad 'foot,' etc.

One simple way to handle the difference between the forms of Figures 9 and (present) 14 might be to assert that, quite simply, another type of re-
duplication is here involved, a type then characterized as follows: the augment may consist of initial repetition of the terminal consonant of the stem syllable. We might then conceive of the relevant dictionary-entries as including the rule-feature [reduplication type 2] (or some other similar notation), in conjunction with a minor rule in the grammar.

On the other hand, it would clearly be preferable to treat these forms, not as subject to another ('minor') reduplication rule, still less as individual exceptions to the CV1CV2 rule, but rather as behaving differently because of their phonological shape. It will be shown that the reduplicating syllable of these forms simply loses its initial consonant, and that this loss results quite straightforwardly from the constraints on clusters. The clusters in question arise regularly through the loss of the vowel in an unstressed reduplicating syllable, for the root-consonant pairings to be defined below.

II.7.2. Clusters with Velar as $C_2$

We now consider the forms of Figure 14, on which we shall base our account of the constraints on augment clusters, referring also to forms of earlier corpora in an attempt to distinguish between non-permissible clusters and those merely non-occurring.

In forms Figure 14(a), note that if the second element of the cluster is a velar stop or spirant (whether or not labialized and/or glottalized), then the first element is lost. Forms (b) suggest that it is [-grave] first

---

1. Thus Edel (1939), par. 23. Cf. Haeberlin (1917), passim.
2. Better, for our purposes, 'stem-initial syllable.'
3. See Lakoff (1965) for the question of linguistic irregularity in general, and the use of 'rule-features' in particular.
4. The distinction between 'major' and 'minor' rule, important in Lakoff's formulation, is still fraught with difficulties, especially insofar as (as in the present case) it is based on essentially statistical considerations.
5. The corpus is deficient in forms containing $k$, but there is no evidence to suggest the need to distinguish between [+Retracted] (i.e., q-type) and [-Retracted] (i.e., k-type) velars, from the point of view of the present rule. The absence of k-forms is here to be considered 'accidental.'
elements that are lost before [+grave] second elements, and that the 'environment' must not be confined to [+grave] consonants (viz., velars).

Forms (c) confirm that the left-hand side of the cluster-simplification rule must specify [-grave] consonants.

The rule now takes the following tentative shape:

Rule I: [+cons] [+grave] \rightarrow \emptyset \quad \text{in env.} \quad \text{[-[+cons] & +grave]] Aug. redup.}

This formalizes the generalization that in the unique cluster-type C1C2C3 found in augmented forms, the sequence [-grave] [+grave] constitutes an incompatible cluster, 1 to be resolved by deletion of the first member.

A further constraint is dictated by forms (c) of the type tábéx', táb-tábax' 'land,' and hás-lob': hás-iš-b-lob' 'scarred.' Comparing such forms with hás-išp; hás-š-šatš' 'hung over & down' of forms (b), note that a [-grave] segment is lost before i, 2 but not before b, although both i and b are both [+grave] segments. For the moment we formalize this distinction in simple and obvious fashion by adding [-voice] to the specification of the 'environment' of Rule I above. For convenience, we now re-write Rule I, as follows:

\[ [+\text{cons} \quad +\text{grave}] \rightarrow \emptyset \quad \text{in env.} \quad \text{[-voice]} \quad \text{Aug. redup.} \]

In the same sub-corpus, on the other hand, note that while initial p is retained in s-pòw-pòw' 'feathers,' initial b is lost in qa-báqasad 'noses.'

For qa-báqasad, etc., however, it is not feasible to amend Rule I to make it operate at all, for we have already been forced to specify the left-hand part as referring to segments [-grave]. We must apparently add a sub-rule to Rule I to deal with the anomaly. 3

---

1. The rules for cluster-simplification in augment could, perhaps more powerfully, be framed in terms of tri-segmental strings, but it is for the moment not certain that identical strings could not arise elsewhere in Twana than in augment reduplication. We have thus chosen, at least temporarily, to limit the rule to Augment.

2. The distinction is a priori implausibly assignable to the glottalization of i in išp 'hang down.' This is confirmed by the existence of forms such as čáp, p-čáp 'aunt.'

3. We might add to the left-hand side of Rule I the following:

\[ [+\text{cons} \quad +\text{voice}] \quad \text{to allow b-loss (báqasad; qa-báqasad) but not p-loss (pòw-pòw')}. \]
II.7.3. Clusters with Voiced Consonant as $C_1$

However, consider the forms of sub-corpus (d): bót; 'suckled' (etc.) is a member of a class in which the initial consonants are [+voice] and the following ones are [-voice]; the constraint then, is really on the total sequence [+voice] [-voice] & [+voice] in augment, and the first element is lost. This being the case, the addition of a sub-rule to Rule I, in order to allow it to handle qa-baqsad as part of the natural class of clusters having a [+grave] second element, would not only be superfluous but would also lack the explanatory power of the analysis now proposed.  

Rule II thus reads:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+cons} & \rightarrow \phi \quad \text{in env.} / - \text{[+cons} \\
\text{[+voice]} & \text{Aug. redup.}
\end{align*}
\]

II.7.4. Clusters with Y Plus Voiceless Consonant

Figure 14(e) presents another kind of problem. If we assume that these forms follow Rule II above, we apparently explain why the initial y disappears. Let us reconstruct this stage, for the augmented *yəʔ-yəʔad 'feet,' and compare the identical stage for the parallel form *wəʔ-wəʔakw 'crazy.'

Both forms are of the shape Resonant-V-Continuant, so we expect:

\[
\begin{align*}
yʔə-yəʔad, \quad yʔʔ-yəʔad, \quad ʔʔ-yəʔad, \quad ʔʔʔ-yəʔad \\
wəʔ-wəʔakw, \quad wʔʔ-wəʔakw, \quad ʔʔʔ-wəʔakw, \quad ʔʔʔʔ-wəʔakw
\end{align*}
\]

operating the rules for V → h, h → ʔ, glottal-metathesis, cluster-simplification, and shwa-insertion.

However, whereas ʔʔʔ-wəʔakw is the correct (and only) augmented form of wəʔakw, ʔʔʔ-yəʔad is one of three alternative outputs for the augmented form of yəʔad. How do the other two augmented forms of yəʔad arise? We take first the alternative ʔʔʔ-yəʔad, then ʔʔʔ-yəʔad.

Recall forms such as kʷoy; kʷeʔ-kʷoy 'bend' (Fig. 11(b), Chap. II, sec. 3.3). We note that the e-vocalism in ʔʔʔ-yəʔad is in the proper environ-

\[1\] Compare (Fig. 10, Chap. III, sec. 3.2) sa-bəd-bəded 'mountains,' yədʔ-yədəs 'teeth,' for the underlying sequence [+voice] [+voice] & [+voice]. Aug. redup.

\[2\] For the same reason, these rules must be ordered so that present Rule II precedes original Rule I.

\[3\] Note the shwa-insertion in env./#Cʔ. Cf. Chap. II, sec. 17.2.
ment (viz., C-C) for the vocalization of a semi-vowel, in the present case \( y \). Supposing this as a possibility, what is the source of the \( y \) in the (reconstructed) form *\( \text{šy}%-\text{yāšad} \)? The most plausible explanation we can offer is that metathesis of original \( y\) has occurred. A \( Y \)-metathesis rule, operating after glottal-metathesis, will permute the segments \( Y + \) voiceless consonant, the derivation being as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( yāš-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by Constituent Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ya\̄-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by stress-assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( yāš-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( V \sim a ) mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( yhā-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( V \rightarrow h ) (loss of voice and position)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y\̄-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( h \rightarrow ? )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y\̄-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( ? ) - metathesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{šy}%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( Y ) - metathesis (optional) (Compare ( y\̄%-\text{yāšad} ) above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{še}%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by vocalization of semi-vowels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What then of the alternatives of the shape \( \text{še}%-\text{yāšad} \)? To understand these forms it is necessary to revert to the \( ? \)-metathesis rule. As tentatively formulated (see Chap. II, sec. 3.3), it permutes the \( ? \) with the next segment towards the stress. The present cases seem to constitute evidence that the metathesis may occur across more than a single segment, as far as the stressed vocalism.\(^2\) The derivation of the output forms, taken from the stage at which a two-segment \( ? \)-metathesis can occur, is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( y\̄%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( ? )-metathesis (2-segment option)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y\̄%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by ( Y )-metathesis : non-application gives ( y\̄-\text{yāšad} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{šy}%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>by vocalization of semi-vowels. Also ( \text{še}%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{še}%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
<td>remains by cluster-resolution. Also ( \text{še}%-\text{yāšad} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that there are theoretically four, not three possible outputs for the rules given above, since we must allow for both one and two-segment metathesis of \( ? \), and also the application or non-application of the \( Y \)-metathesis rule. In the case of the two-segment \( ? \)-metathesis, application and

---

\(^1\) Not 'semi-vowel metathesis,' for the output \( \text{še}%-\text{wālak} \) requires no previous stage \( *\text{šy}%-\text{wālak} \), and thus no \( w-\text{y} \) metathesis. For the appropriate features for \( y \) in this rule, see Chap. II, sec. 7.5, end.

\(^2\) There are even one or two cases of metathesis across the stressed vocalism itself: but I do not have sufficient structured material to do more than note this for further study.
non-application of Y-metathesis are seen to give identical phonetic outputs, for there is no perceptual distinction between *eyî and *ëeî.

Most of the forms of Figure 14(e) may be explained by the same rules. However, forms such as *yas-yašt; *yas-yašt, which present no glottal stop in the augmented form, may not be thus explained. Reconstructing, we assume that the underlying form for the augment is *yas-yašt. This should give *as-yîšt-yašt. The glottal-attraction rule here failing to operate, it is obvious that yî-st cannot metathesise unless we introduce a further rule to delete the st segment.

Consider the alternatives. The addition of a further rule to delete the unwanted glottal stop would guarantee the correct output; but the lack of any further need for such a rule at least warns us to seek another solution. Suppose, instead, we constrain the generation of the glottal stop. This may be done at either of the two stages V to h, or h to z. We may assert that the unstressed V gives zero (i.e., no h) if a voiceless stop follows; or, that h is produced but is lost before (or instead of) becoming glottal stop.

Since, as will be shown, 2 Twana h is lost in environments which include that of the present case, it is clearly preferable to adopt the latter solution. 3 The rules involved are thus:

1. V to h in unstressed syll of Augment.
2. h → Ø with following voiceless stop.
3. h to glottal stop, abutting a voiced consonant.
4. Glottal metathesis

II.7.5. Clusters with Velar Spirant Plus Oral Consonant

The remaining sub-corpus, Figure 14(f), makes it clear that in constraining the specification of the left hand side of Rule I to [-grave], we robbed that rule of the power to handle cluster-simplifications of the types

1Cf. p. 45. Although forms such as wâb : qâ-wâb could in fact be subsumed under a glottal-absorption rule (see p. 45), it simplifies the glottal-stop generating rules to allow the constraint to apply there too.

2See Chap. II, sec. 15.

3The important generalizations thereby preserved are (1) that unstressed vowels are always unvoiced and give h in Twana, and (2) that h gives glottal stop, adjacent to a voiced consonant.
baqsād; qa-baqsād 'nose' (cp. pīkaw-pākaw 'spotted'),
x̌wöt; t-x̌wöt 'soaked' (cp. x̌wad-x̌wad 'tired'), and
x̌AX̌; qa-x̌AX̌ 'landed' (cp. xp-x̌paw 'cockles').

It was shown above (Chap. II, sec. 7.3) that the type qa-baqsād
'noses' falls under the domain of the constraint on sequences [+voice]
[-voice] & [+voice]. What is the relevant constraint in the remaining
types (e.g., x̌wöt, x̌AX̌)?

The element deleted is clearly [+grave, +continuant]. The envi-
ronment, however, constitutes a disjunctive set of features. For x̌AX̌;
qa-x̌AX̌ 'raked,' we require the environment to be [+grave] (q), yet non-
diffuse2 (since xp-x̌paw 'cockles,' does not lose its x in reduplication).

On the other hand, the remaining cases are all subsumed most easily under
the features minus grave, and [-voice]: the feature [-voice] is required,
to exclude x̌wad-x̌wad 'tired,' etc. (i.e., second elements b,d,l,w,y,
before which x̌w is not lost). We thus formulate the following rule:

Rule III:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+cons]} & \\
\text{[+grave]} & \quad \mapsto \quad \emptyset \quad \text{in env} / - \\
\text{[+cons]} & \\
\text{[+grave]} & \\
\text{[-diff]} & \\
\text{[+cons]} & \\
\text{[-grave]} & \\
\text{[-voice]} & \quad \text{Aug. redup.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Throughout the present chapter, we have been concerned to show, whether
explicitly or by implication, the explanatory power inherent in the use of
distinctive features. However, far from exemplifying this, the above rule
is in a sense far less revealing than the simple statement 'A velar spirant
is lost before any voiceless consonant except p.' This simple environmen-
tal condition cannot be expressed in the features we have been using, for the
feature of gravity required would also exclude loss of x before (e.g.) -q,
as in x̌AX̌; qa-x̌AX̌ 'raked,' giving **x̌q-x̌AX̌.

On the other hand, the statement 'except p' merely gives us the bald

---

1 A Twana segment marked [+grave] and [+continuant] cannot also be [+glottal].
2 [-voice] is not required for such cases, for no [-diffuse] segment can also be [+voice].
fact of the exclusion, as if this were a quite arbitrary exception\(^1\) in the
language, a conclusion we are loath to accept without further examination. We
should prefer some positive manner of expressing the exclusion, while at the
same time implicitly suggesting a reason for it.

What is wrong, from our point of view, is that there is no one feature
which sets \(\text{\textit{p}}\) apart from all other obstruents. This we propose to remedy by
assuming the existence of just such a feature. Since all other obstruents are
articulated within the oral cavity, let us call this feature 'intra-oral,' or
more simply 'oral.'\(^2\) The segment \(\text{\textit{p}}\) is now uniquely specified as \([+\text{cons, -oral, -voice}].\)

Rule III thus reads:

\[
\begin{align*}
[+\text{cons}] \\
[+\text{grave}] \\
[+\text{cont}] \\
\end{align*}
\rightarrow \emptyset \text{ in env.} / - \begin{align*}
[+\text{cons}] \\
[+\text{oral}] \\
[-\text{voice}] \\
\end{align*}
\text{Aug. redup}
\]

The theoretical status of the arguments in favor of the employment
of a new feature, 'oral,' in the above rule, may reasonably be said to out-
weigh the fact that there \textit{may} be no other use for this feature in the description
of Tuana.\(^3\)

The cluster-resolution rule thus reads:\(^4\)

\[
\begin{align*}
[+\text{cons}] & \quad [-\text{voice}] \\
\end{align*}
\rightarrow \begin{align*}
\emptyset & \quad [2] \\
\end{align*}
\text{Conditions:}\ egin{align*}
\{[1] & \text{ is } [+\text{voice}] \\
[1] & \text{ is } [-\text{grave}], [2] \text{ is } [+\text{grave}] \\
[1] & \text{ is } [+\text{grave}], [2] \text{ is } [-\text{labial}] \\
\}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^1\)Cf. the argument on \(d\) (but not \(t\)) loss, Chap. II, sec. 8.

\(^2\)Better, perhaps, 'labial'-which I use in the rule.

\(^3\)That only \(Y\) is metathesized (and not \(w\) too) is perhaps made more
plausible if we hold that only the \([+\text{oral}]\) (or \([-\text{labial}]\)) semi-vowel is
involved (Chap. II, sec. 7.4). Cf. also \(n\)-loss (Chap. II, sec. 19, esp. end).

\(^4\)It is not without interest to note that the loss of the component
of labiality from all obstruents in Tillamook (Edel 1939) may perhaps be
understood as simply an exclusion of the same feature. This suggests the
borrowing of a single rule from Lower Chinook, the neighboring language, also
lacking the feature. On the other hand, Thompson (1966) states that
Garibaldi Tillamook does possess labio-velars, although utilizing a special
kind of rounding. See Chap. IV, sec. 6. See also Hamp (1967).

\(^4\)The extraction of 'conditions on rules' here allows the clearest
formulation; in particular, the constraint in segment [2] on voicing.
II.7.6. Residual Forms, and s-Assimilation

Figure 14(g) contains five forms which, it seems, must be marked in the dictionary for anomalous cluster-simplification.

'Elder sister,' 'eyebrow': there are too few forms with clusters of this shape for us to be clear, but it is possible that there is a regular constraint, viz., against sequences of affricates.

Whereas 'master' must be assumed to have lost its reduplicating vowel regularly, 'cane' suggests the operation of a 'minor' deletion rule for \( C_2 \) of the reduplication when anomalously stressed.

It remains to note that Figure 14 presents several examples of the assimilation of \( g- \) (of prefix \( *\text{as}- \)) to a following \( s/c \). Of especial interest are those forms, such as \( *\text{sasödë}^2 \), \( *\text{sasödö}^2 \), 'grazed,' showing the assimilation only after the simplification of a cluster, and thus, of course, partly ordering the required rule for s-assimilation. ¹

II.8. Representation of b,d

Before attempting to specify the underlying representations required to handle the limitations on glottalization in the augment, we survey the classes of consonants involved.

For cluster-resolution, it is recalled, we employed the feature of [voice] to distinguish \( l,w,y,b,d,j,g,g^w,m, \) and \( n \) from the rest of the Twana consonants. Here, on the other hand, we must distinguish \( l,w,y, \) from the rest of this set. The simplest distinction to be made is to characterize \( l,w,y \) as [-obstruent], leaving \( b,d,j,g,g^w \) as [±obstruent, +voice], and \( m,n \) as [±nasal].

But the distinction we have newly made between voiced obstruents (b,d) and nasals (m,n) requires a more searching examination. Consider the corpora of Chapter IV, sec. 3.7, ² from which we draw the following observations.

¹Since forms like \( *\text{as}-götcod, 'I know it,' and \( *\text{as}-sec' \), 'paid' are commonly reduced to \( [tötcod, 'aged], s\)-assimilation precedes (optional) geminate resolution. For the moment, we place both these rules after cluster-simplification (see Chap. II, sec. 9). See Chap. IV, secs. 3.2 and 3.4 for the shape of the rule for s-assimilation.

²Loan words and allophony are both discussed in full in Chap. IV, where full corpora will be found.
From the notes to Figures 57 and 58 we see that m,n occur in Twana probably only in loan words, whether from European, Puget Sound or other Salish languages; but in all word-positions (Fig. 59). While Twana is one of the few languages of the world apparently possessing 'no nasals,' it is clear that Twana b,d in all cases go back to Salish nasals m,n (Fig. 60). On the other hand (as Fig. 61 illustrates), utterance initially, b,d freely alternate with mb,md (Fig. 61[a]); an occasional occurrence is also found intervocally, although almost only in texts. Figure 61(b) illustrates that (only in texts) b,d occasionally appear as m,n before a morpheme-boundary before a dissimilar stop d,b. Lastly (Fig. 61[c]), we note that d is often lost morheme-finally before morpheme-initial voiceless stops, while t is not.

From the above summary, we conclude that we might simply utilize [nasality] to distinguish b,d from l,w,y. On the other hand, the occurrence of m and n in words not clearly borrowed requires us to distinguish between b and m, and between d and n.

Suppose we have defined b,d as including [+nasal], as well as [+voice] in the corresponding segments of the relevant dictionary entries. If, then, the proper environment for glottalization in augment reduplication is defined as [+voice -nasal], b and d segments are excepted by virtue of their being specified as [+nasal]. But this is counter-intuitive, for it hardly seems plausible that it is nasality that inhibits glottalization—we should expect the opposite! What is more, we have not distinguished b,d from 'true' m,n in the dictionary.

So far as occurrences of 'true' m,n are concerned, it is open to us to suggest that, since certain morphemes contain segments which always have phonetic m,n as their output, we may simply label these morphemes [-native]. This would allow them to pass through the grammar unaffected.

---

1 For both positions of occurrence, it is curious that the dental is involved very rarely, in comparison with the labial. Compare the inverse relation for Quileute initial-position, Andrade (1929), p. 156. Quileute, of course, has b,d, and g.

2 See n-loss, Chap. II, sec. 19.

3 The informant would accept the pronunciation, on my part, of b/d in such words without comment, but never herself replaced m/n by b/d except as delimited above.
any rules marked as applying to [+native] morphemes; thus we require merely to mark rules applying to b,d as [+native].

The question now arises, whether it might not be preferable to mark only the segments involved, and not the entire morphemes. If we do this, however, we are implying that there may, within the same morpheme, be segments to be marked as [+native] and other segments to be marked as [-native], a situation that seems not to occur in languages generally. With this in mind, we seek an explanation of the following apparently 'mixed' forms in Twana:

Examples:

*xa'qanbad* (≈ *xa'qadbad*)  landing-place
*se'wesam'dax* (≈ *se'wesab'dax*)  it flooded
*tam'olecad*  barrel
*tam'glad*  rope

The first two cases are tri-morphemic, and represent dissimilations at morpheme-boundaries (in fast speech) mentioned above.¹ For the other cases too, however, all our understanding of Twana leads us to be almost certain that these are not single morphemes.² We are thus enabled to assign [native] to the relevant morphemes as a morpheme-feature.³

We return now to the question, how are we to avoid the completely arbitrary implication that segments marked as nasal are nevertheless not liable to the glottalization rule? One simple way of accomplishing this would be to assume that the sound change producing b,d from Proto-Salish m,n was a change involving not primarily a loss of nasality (the allopathy and dissimilation phenomena mentioned above would militate against that in any case), but rather a change of obstruency for [+nasal] segments in [+native] morphemes.⁴ If we assume that the sound-change was of the type characterized as 'unconditioned,' it is implicit in a generative formulation that there has been a re-structuring of the phonological specification of segments of dictionary entries.

---

¹For re-interpretation, see Chap. IV, sec. 7.
²We shall rehearse the evidence bearing on the possible etyma in another place.
³By a convention we shall, however, mark only [-native] morphemes.
⁴For further discussion, see Chap. IV, sec. 3.7.1.
Such an assumption would lead us to define b,d as [\textsuperscript{+nasal}\textsuperscript{+obstruent}] in dictionary entries. 'True' m,n may then be distinguished as [\textsuperscript{+nasal}\textsuperscript{-obstruent}], a distinction whose rare employment we are forced to explain as resulting from their [-Native] (i.e., loan) status,\textsuperscript{1} although we observe that no such morpheme-feature is in fact required in the dictionary in the present formulation.

Suppose now, alternatively, we wish to infer, from the allophony and dissimilation phenomena mentioned, that the change of obstrueness by which the glottalization rule may be prevented from operating on b,d in fact represents a conditioned sound change, and that it operates only optionally for these allophony and dissimilation environments, and not at all for m/n segments in morphemes containing 'true' m,n.

In this case, we should require to leave all the m,n,b,d segments as underlying non-obstruent nasals in the dictionary. At some point prior to the glottal-stop rule, we should then insert a rule [say, rule X], optional for the relevant (e.g., assimilation) environments, changing the obstrueness of m,n to plus. To convey our assumption that 'true' m,n are exceptions to the rule, we must then mark all forms containing them as [not rule X].\textsuperscript{2}

In the present analysis, the glottal-stop rules are formulated in exactly the same way as before; either formulation will still leave the need for a later rule to (optionally) delete the nasal quality of nasal voiced obstruents. What has changed is our interpretation of the historical facts: instead of assuming an unconditioned sound change, with immediate restructuring of dictionary segments,\textsuperscript{3} we have here assumed the addition of a rule to the phonology.\textsuperscript{4}

\textsuperscript{1}The use of [-Native] as a cover-term for 'behaving differently' is potentially misleading. See fn. 2 below.

\textsuperscript{2}This corresponds to our ignorance of the conditions on the exception. If we knew these, we should of course incorporate them into the rule for the change of obstrueness. We prefer to avoid the term 'Native,' which hides our ignorance.

\textsuperscript{3}Perhaps more correctly, 'Restructuring of dictionary segments as a result of a change in morpheme-structure conditions.'

\textsuperscript{4}From the point of view of external reconstruction, we imply that Twana differs, not in its dictionary entries, but by the addition of this particular rule. Although the shapes of dictionary entries do not change, the m,n forms are affected to the extent that a rule feature has been added to them.
II.9. **Glottal Absorption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bāle</td>
<td>bəl-bāle</td>
<td>fish-egg; bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bóle</td>
<td>bəl-bōle</td>
<td>spring (of water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolʔök⁷</td>
<td>bəl-bolʔlaq⁷</td>
<td>tangle up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāyac</td>
<td></td>
<td>meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ bōyʔac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sə-dəʔwat</td>
<td>sa-do-dəʔwat</td>
<td>wave (in the sea)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15.—Glottal Absorption

The motive for attempting to distinguish b,d as a natural class from l,w,y, was that the output strings for augment showed a glottal stop derived with the latter but not with the former. However, Figure 15 shows that there are forms where an expected glottal stop is in fact not present in the output. The underlying forms for the augment are, respectively: *bəl-bāle 'bait,' *bol-bōle 'spring,' *bol- bolʔök⁷ 'tangle,' *s-dəw-dəʔwat 'wave.'¹

But to derive the correct outputs we must still make one of two alternative assumptions. We could, first, assume that these forms are 'exceptions' to the rule for glottal stop in augment, marking the relevant dictionary entries appropriately.² However, in the light of the distinction we have just discussed concerning the underlying nature of b,d, another alternative is now open. Suppose we assume that underlying segments specified as [-voc +voice] are all relevant environments for the glottal stop rule, so that underlying m,n are affected as well as l,w,y.³ For clarity at this point,

¹ In accordance with the analysis of s-cōb⁷ 'crab-apple,' etc. See p. 47.

² That is, although they meet the structural description of the rule, they are not to follow it. See Lakoff (1965) for the notion of 'structural description' and 'rule' features, within a general theory of the nature of linguistic exceptions.

³ We allow 'true' m,n to produce glottal stops in the same way. This allows our rules the greatest power we may give them, bearing in mind however, that the evidence for the behavior of 'true' m,n is so scanty as to be quite inconclusive.
we re-write these forms with m,n for b,d, recalling that they are specified

\[-\text{obstr}\]
\[+\text{nasal}\]
\[+\text{voice}\]

Thus: \text{mal- mâle, mol- móle, mol-mol?aq}^\text{w}, \ s-n?w-náw?at.

With the above assumption on the domain of the glottal-stop rule, and applying the other rules we have developed in their original order, we now derive:

\text{m?l-mâle, m?l-móle, m?l-mol?aq}^\text{w}, \ s-n?w-náw?at (stress-retraction and development of ?).

\text{ml?mâle, ml?móle, ml?mol?aq}^\text{w}, \ s-nw?náw?at (\text?=metathesis}).

\text{s-n?l-náw?at (semi-vowel rule)).

The glottal-absorption rule as originally conceived\textsuperscript{1} did not require us to specify how a choice would be made in the case (as at present) of a glottal stop falling between equally applicable segments. Since we shall hold that the loss of glottal stop for the above forms rests on the incompatibility of glottalization and voiced obstruction in the same segment,\textsuperscript{2} it is crucial that the absorption should be by the segment \textit{towards} the stress.\textsuperscript{3}

We must not derive \textit{**m?l-móle}, for this would (implausibly) make that form an 'exception' again.

The above account might be summarized informally as follows: 'after attraction across any consonant, towards the stress, a glottal stop is absorbed by an adjacent voiced consonant.'\textsuperscript{4} Nasalized voiced non-obstruent consonants (except in certain morphemes\textsuperscript{5} so marked in the dictionary) are then made obstruent. Such obstruents then lose the glottal component.

However, there are certain forms in the corpus, in which a glottal stop does appear adjacent to a voiced (nasal) obstruent, which apparently contradicts the above account. Thus it seems that either the glottal-

---

\textsuperscript{1}See \textit{p. 45}.

\textsuperscript{2}The matter is argued in Chap. IV, sec. 3.7.1.

\textsuperscript{3}We assume that \textit{tab-tāb}^\text{w} 'lands,' \textit{yād?yādas} 'teeth,' etc., are derived in parallel fashion; the rule must thus allow absorption to a voiced segment towards the stress, or to an adjacent preceding voiced segment, in that order.

\textsuperscript{4}Compare the penetrating account in Sapir (1938).

\textsuperscript{5}The 'true' m/n forms. Cf. Chap. II, sec. 8, end.
absorption or the glottal-loss rule must be constrained so as to operate only in the environment 'Augment'; the 'anomalous' forms are not augmented forms, and would thus be distinct from the latter.

Although the constraint of rules to particular morphologically-defined environments is by no means uncommon, we should still prefer a more powerful formulation if possible. We shall therefore examine some typical environments in which glottal stop is retained next to b/d.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{héd} & \sim \text{héd} \quad \text{a long time} \\
\text{s-cób} & \sim \text{s-cób} \quad \text{crab-apple} \\
\text{dačád} & \sim \text{dačád} \quad \text{where} \\
\text{bačád} & \sim \text{bačád} \quad \text{louse} \\
\text{čalád} & \sim \text{čalád} \quad \text{coal} \\
\text{s-lób} & \sim \text{s-lób} \quad \text{soup} \\
\text{qéx} & \sim \text{qéx} \quad \text{smelled; smell it} \\
\text{dxʷ-qéx-əbəd} & \quad \text{fry; frying pan} \\
\text{dxʷ-téq} & \quad \text{toy; game} \\
\text{tabéd} & \quad \text{tabédabəc} \quad \text{hair; body-hair}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{Fig. 16.--Glottal Stop Abutting Voiced Stop}

1 \text{dxʷ-stem-bd is a common instrumental nominalization.}
Cf. be-téq-ab: -ab is a verb-derived suffix; be- is an aspect prefix.

Leaving aside details not germane to the present discussion, we note the following points of interest in Figure 16. First, there is clearly an optionality in the glottal-attraction rule, at least for the environment 'in pause.' Since there is a priori no reason to suppose that 'pause' attracts a glottal-stop, whereas stress clearly does so, we must assume that the forms concerned (héd ~ héd\? etc.) are underlyingly of the shape -CV\?CV, i.e., contain a final glottal stop in their dictionary entries.

Forms of the shape of \text{?asó?bdxʷ} may reasonably be assumed to be

\[1\text{If only because of the historical implications of the general account of the sources of glottal stop in Twana.}\]
*sóba*, parallel to s-cóba, which we have already discussed (see p. 47).

The nominalizations of type dżi' stem -bd contain glottal stop if the stem-final consonant is also -b; clearly, there must be a geminate-resolution rule, one of whose sub-parts derives 2-b from *b-b. As has already been shown, such a rule must follow s-assimilation (cf. Chap. II, sec. 7.6). The same geminate-resolution rule will also handle the case of tabe'dabac, which is clearly derived from *tabé-dabac*, applying the rules for vowel-loss beyond the stress (tabé-dbc), then geminate resolution (tabe²dzc), then shwa-insertion (tabe'dabac).

Thus, for the stage characterizable as 'immediately after the glottal-attraction rule,' the forms of Figure 16 have the following shapes—taking only the segments immediately adjacent to the glottal stop:

1. For hé?d ~ hé'd, etc. #CVC# ~ #CVC#.

By contrast, now, the relevant augmented forms are given, at the same stage of derivation:

1. For wd-i-wédaw
2. For bl-i-bólé
3. For th-i-tabax

It seems that the environments are sufficient to distinguish the products of an absorption rule formulated in the following terms:

**Glottal-absorption:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[?]} \\
\{\begin{array}{l}
+\text{voice} \\
+\text{cons}
\end{array}\} \\
+\text{voice} \\
+\text{cons}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{cons} \\
+\text{voice} \\
+\text{checked}
\end{array}
\]

**Obstruency Rule:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{voice} \\
+\text{nasal}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
[+\text{obstruent}]
\]

**Glottal Loss Rule:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{obstruent} \\
+\text{voice}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
[-\text{checked}]
\]

---

1. The final ordering of these rules will not invalidate the argument here, though of course many more rules are intercalated.

2. And thus, of course, excluding the forms with glottal-stop not yet generated at this point in the rules.

3. Glottal stop is to be defined later (Chap. II, sec. 18). This rule is modified later (Chap. II, sec. 13). N.B. The bracket numerals order the sub-parts of the rule.
As already mentioned, a 'true' m,n will be exempted from the Obstruency Rule by virtue of the morpheme-feature [not Obstruency Rule] associated with the relevant dictionary entries. The Glottal-Loss Rule, in turn, requires no 'environment,' since the Glottal Absorption Rule unambiguously creates glottalized, voiced obstruents only in environments where we suppose the Glottal-Loss Rule to operate.

In the light of the foregoing discussion, the ordering of the rules for ?( and Y) metathesis, glottal absorption, and vocalization of semi-vowels may be clarified.

For yâšâd; šeʔyâšâd 'foot,' the order is not crucial.
Thus, yâš-yâšâd, yʔâš-yâšâd (V-loss), šyʔ-yâšâd (?-Y-metath).
Now, (i) glott-absorp šyʔ-yâšâd: (ii) S/V šeʔ-yâšâd
or (i) S/V šeʔ-yâšâd: (ii) glott-absorp šeʔ-yâšâd

On the other hand, taking Rw oy; Rw eʔ-Rw oy 'mother,' the order proves to be crucial. Thus:
Rw oy-Rw oy, Rwʔ-y-Rw oy (V-loss), Rw yʔ-Rw oy (?-metath)
Now, (i) glott-absorp Rw y-Rw oy --this leaves no way of deriving Rw eʔ-Rw oy which is not ad hoc, whereas
(ii) S/V Rw eʔ-Rw oy is correct, and glottal-absorption does not apply.

It is thus clear that the order of these rules is:
1. ?, Y - metathesis.
2. Vocalization of semi-vowels.

II.10. Rule Summary 2
(Ordered, but still tentatively confined to Augment, except where otherwise specified.)

1. Reduplication Constituent Structure = C1V1C2, unstressed (for non-laryngeal stems).
2. Stress assignment--to first syllable of stem (and original stress is diminished).

4. V → h in unstressed syll of Augment.
   h → ʔ in / - voiceless stop.
   h → ʔ in / abutting a voiced consonant.
   V → ʔ. Conditions: shwa pretonic; post-tonic, except before final h.

---

1 See p. 66. 2 Cf. Chap. II, sec. 3.3.
*5. ? methathesis, across any segment, towards the stress.


7. Semi-vowel vocalizes, between consonants.

**8. ?-absorption by voiced consonant a) towards the stress. b) otherwise

Constrained by Structural Description


**10. 7 -loss on voiced obstruents. Limited by S.D. of Rule 8.


**12. s-assimilation (?as- prefix).


*14. Shwa insertion, conditions partly established. Not limited to Augment.

**15. Nasal obstruents (optionally) lose obstruency before dissimilar nasal obstruents at morpheme boundary. Not limited to Augmented.

**16. Voiced obstruents lose nasality (optionally) after pause. Not limited to Augment.

II.11. Summary of Stress and Vowel-Loss Phenomena

The above discussion completes our basic account of the development of glottal stop, so far as its appearance seems to depend upon the morphology of 'Augmentative.' This is a suitable point at which to sum up the conditions under which post-tonic stem vowels are lost, using the same basic Corpora as our data.

For di-syllabic stems with primary stress on the first syllable (type š-čótax; š-čít-čótax 'halibut'), the stress-retraction rule operates vacuously on the augmented form; this leaves the correct stress as š-čít-čótax, no vowel-loss occurring.

For di-syllabic stems with primary stress on the second syllable (type tabéx; tab-tábax 'land'), the stress is retracted in the augment; the second syllable, now carrying secondary stress, has the vowel ā, regardless of the quality of the original vowel. If the first vowel of the stem is shwa, this vowel is lost in the unmarked form; 2 but the augmented form never loses a stem vowel.

---

1* signifies a modification to a rule, as compared with Rule Summary 1, Chap. II, sec. 6. ** signifies the insertion of a new rule, of course with renumbering.

2 We take up the question of the loss of unstressed shwa in the un-augmented form of di-syllabic stems, immediately following this summary.
For tri-syllabic stems (type s-ṭḥāxād; s-d-ṭḥāxād 'arm'), however, both post-tonic vowels must be considered to be lost in the augmented forms, with the exception of a vowel before final \( \text{h} \).

It is crucial to bear in mind that for many stems encountered, it was necessary to reconstruct underlying forms of slightly different shape than that of the unaugmented form. Such reconstructions have so far taken two different forms: for some, a shwa had to be assumed to be present in the first syllable (.e.g., s-ḫpāb; s-ḫp-ḫpāb 'cockle', reconstructed \( *s-ḫpāb \)), \(^1\) while in others a glottal stop had to be assumed to have been attracted towards the stress in the unmarked form (s-ĉā yat; s-dēʔ-ĉā yat 'fish gill' reconstructed \( *s-ĉā yat \)).\(^2\)

With these provisos, the following formulae represent a summary of our conclusions concerning stress position and vowel-loss so far.\(^3\) For clarity of presentation, the formulae refer to stem-vowel segments only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Di-syllabic Stem</th>
<th>Tri-syllabic Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unaugmented</strong></td>
<td><strong>Augmented</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(* - ū v)</td>
<td>(-ū v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(* - ū ġ)</td>
<td>(-ū ġ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(* -ū v h)</td>
<td>(-ū ġ h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) See Chap. II, sec. 4.

\(^2\) See Chap. II, end of sec. 3.

\(^3\) The corpus so far discussed contains so few stems in which more than two vowels follow the stress, that we are obliged to postpone discussion of vowel-loss for such stems until we treat Attenuative: there, owing to retraction of the stress to the Attenuative prefix itself, we may see clearly the loss of vowels over the longer spans we seek (see Chap. III, sec. 3).

Pretonically, stem vowels stand except shwa (lost between voiceless consonants). The vowel in the stative prefix \( *\text{as-} \) is lost when it stands more than one syllable from the stress.
II.12. Glottal Stop in Unaugmented Stems

II.12.1 Clear Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) ġọ̀f-čọ̀wá ifstream</td>
<td>ġọ̀fáš  ~  čọ̀fáš</td>
<td>wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọ̀f-ọ̀wàif telefon</td>
<td>ọ̀fáš  ~  ọ̀wàif</td>
<td>road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-yó?-yówàif</td>
<td>s-yófoš  ~  s-e-yówàif  ~  s-yówàif</td>
<td>wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-x ọè-oró ọjè-ṣád</td>
<td>s-x ọè-ọjè-ṣád</td>
<td>ankle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yàl-f-yàlax</td>
<td>yàl-e-x</td>
<td>gather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọl-f-ọlāq</td>
<td>ọl-e-x</td>
<td>gravel-cooking 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọl-e-f-ọlāb</td>
<td>ọl-e-ọlāb</td>
<td>sinking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) s-yàl-f-yàlāb  | s-yàlōb  ~  s-yàlāb  | year    |
| ọl-e-f-ọlēde  | ọl-e-ọlēde  | ear    |
| ọl-e-ọlās  | ọl-e-ọlās  | fish    |
| ọl-e-f-ọlēb  | ọl-e-ọlēb  | bad 2 |
| ọl-e-ọlēb  | ọl-e-ọlēb  | liver    |
| ọs-ọ-ọlēb  | ọs-ọ-ọlēb  | hot    |
| ('we are alive')  | ọs-ọlēb  | alive 3 |

(c) Stem  | Gloss   |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọlēb</td>
<td>ọlēb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Having discussed the development of glottal stop in the augment, together with the vowel-losses consequent upon stress shift, we turn now to a converse but parallel topic, namely, the development of glottal stop in the unaugmented forms themselves. We shall suggest that the development of glottal stop must be considered a phenomenon not at all confined to the augment, but one very closely bound up with all vowel-loss in conjunction with remoteness from stress. The conditions for glottal absorption will require revision.

The forms of Figure 17(a) show the alternation \( \text{ʔ} \sim \emptyset \) not only at the morpheme-boundary between the stem and the reduplicating syllable, which has been our interest so far; they also show that glottal stop found within unaugmented stems is sometimes in alternation with \( \emptyset \) in the corresponding augmented forms. The existence of forms such as the following, shows that the alternation is not one characterizable as 'automatic'; that is, it is not the case that such glottal stops found in the augmented forms are never present in the unaugmented forms.
Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tas-xə́?} & ; \text{tas-xə́?-xə́?} & \text{marked} \\
\text{s-tá?waltx} & ; \text{s-lo?-tá?waltx} & \text{roofing} \\
\text{tas-láw} & ; \text{tas-lo?-láw} & \text{baked} \\
\text{s-čə́?bay} & ; \text{s-qə́?bay} & \text{brain} \\
\text{s-čə́?yat} & ; \text{s-ce?-čə́?yat} & \text{salmon-gill}
\end{align*}
\]

If the alternation is not automatic in the sense defined, then what controls it? We notice immediately that the glottal stops with which we are concerned, such as that in the unmarked čə́?as ~ čə́?asw 'wife,' are again always found adjacent to a 'resonant' in disyllabic stems with unstressed first syllable. Second, we recall that we found it simplified the rules to assume that unstressed shwa in oxytone stems such as *qə̆?ə́?ab 'cockle' is lost 'between voiceless obstruents.' We then suggested that, since a shwa-insertion rule would in any case operate if either of the consonants of the reduplicating syllable were voiced, we might well assume that a shwa vowel in the reduplicating syllable is always lost.

A similar interpretation may be placed on the development of the glottal stops now under discussion. If we take as the underlying forms shapes such as (e.g.) *yə̆?sx 'gather,' *sə̆?yə́?b 'crab' we may suggest that the loss of an unstressed vowel separated from the stress by at least a 'resonant,' results in the generation of a glottal stop.\(^1\) Note that we frame the hypothesis in the most powerful form possible.

The respective outputs of these underlying forms are the expected yə̆?sx , ə̆?yə́?b (with glottal attraction, and subsequent vocalization of y). However, as will be seen from Figure 17(b) above, there are cases where shwa must again be supplied to the underlying form, although with a different outcome in the unmarked form. As an example, take the augmented form ə̆?ə́?-ə̆?lab 'all sunk.' Assuming an underlying stem *qə̆?ə́?lab, we expect \({}^{*}{\text{qə̆?ə́?lab}}\) for the unmarked form; but the correct output is ə̆?ə́?lab.

We do not possess enough evidence to be clear as to the proper explanation of this alternation,\(^2\) although a possible source for at least some

---

\(^1\)The intermediate h is, of course, assumed, but omitted as not relevant to the present discussion.

\(^2\)Data from Nisqually (a neighboring Puget Sound language of the Salish family) shows that a stress-shift has occurred, probably in Twana
of these stem glottal stops may be the existence of geminates in the underlying forms.\footnote{For the resolution of geminates at certain morpheme-boundaries by generation of glottal stop, see Chap. II, sec. 9, esp. p. 70}

What now is the appropriate explanation of such an alternation as Figure 17(a) exemplifies in freely-varying pairs like  ꜱcontinental `blackberry' of Figure 18 are due to the same option.

The following examples show the same phenomenon:

**Examples:**

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{sh-côb?} & \sim & \text{sh-côb?} & \text{crab-apple} \\
\text{čaì?á?d} & \sim & \text{čaì?á?d} & \text{coal} \\
\text{hoá?l?} & \sim & \text{hoá?l?} & \text{really} \\
\text{s-qëbý?} & \sim & \text{s-qëbý?} & \text{dog} \\
\text{dëx-w-lá?o-bá?} & \sim & \text{dëx-w-lá?o-bá?} & \text{strainer} \\
\text{pá-del} & \sim & \text{pá-del} & \text{resurrect}
\end{array}
\]

Clearly, the alternations rest on an option in the glottal-attraction rule.\footnote{The option seems never to be taken in the case of glottal-stops generated in the reduplicating syllable of the augment. If we assume this is an absolute constraint, then we may incorporate it into the rule: if not, then there seems no way of formalizing whatever statistical knowledge we may have on the application of the option. The alternants  ꜱcontinental 'blackberry' of Figure 18 are due to the same option.}

II.12.2 Probable Cases

Figure 17(c) shows a sample of further di- and tri-syllabic stems for which, again, we might suggest the glottal stop in an unmarked form has originated by loss of shwa in an unstressed syllable before the stress. The first three forms are given as a parallel, for we can show the alternation for these cases.
For the forms ðeðwéh 'thou' and čeðwá(h) 'fine,' the question must remain undecidable inside Twana,¹ whereas for the rest of these forms, we should require to know the augmented forms to be certain that the glottal stop is not 'original.' To clarify this point, let us derive the alternative plurals for pálad. If it proved to be **pall?palad (with glottal attraction), the glottal stop is clearly 'original'; but if it were **pall?-pálad, then the glottal stop must be 'secondary,' produced in the manner suggested above.

II. 12.3. A Select Twana Herbarium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fruit</th>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) bəcəkʷ̣</td>
<td>bəcəkʷ̣ ay</td>
<td>black-cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čapóxʷ̣</td>
<td>čapóxʷ̣ ay</td>
<td>hazel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təbáxʷ̣</td>
<td>təbáxʷ̣ ay</td>
<td>gooseberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čeqʷ̣</td>
<td>čeqʷ̣ ay</td>
<td>moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>habébay</td>
<td></td>
<td>cascaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dəcay</td>
<td></td>
<td>rye grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čeqʷ</td>
<td>čeqʷ ay</td>
<td>blue elderberry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) téleqʷ | fálqʷ̣ e | wild strawberry |
| wədebaqʷ | wədeboq̱̣ e | blackberry |
| yaṭawad | yaṭáode | salmon-berry¹ |
| stúaq | stúqe | thimble-berry |
| čəqʷ̣wélq̱̣e | čəqʷ̣wélq̱̣e | red huckleberry |
| čəqʷ̣wélq̱̣e | čəqʷ̣wélq̱̣e | Oregon grape |

Compare ʔəsálə(ʔ) : ʔəsáʔ-ai-čəqʷ̣wéʔ²

Fig. 18.—Twana Plant Names

¹Cp. Unaugmented yaṭawáh (Elmendorf) and see Chap. II, sec. 8 for loss of d#. ²-ai- makes adverbial phrases.

¹Since the plural of deðwéh is suppletive; thus ta-walʔ-walap. No plural is attested for čeðwá(h)it. The external comparison, on the other hand, shows gʷ in (e.g.) Nisqually. For Twana deðwáš 'wife,' cf. Nisqually čağʷes; and for Twana deðwéh, 'you,' cf. Nisqually dəqʷeʔ.
One further set of forms, those of Figure 18, will be used to illustrate the development of glottal stop within stems. In the cases now to be discussed, however, we have to do with glottal stop after the stress. The alternation is produced by the addition of a stem-formative suffix,¹ ąv² 'growing thing'; this results in vowel-loss in certain cases, according to the conditions summarized above (Chap. II, sec. 11) for di- and tri-syllabic stems.

Sub-corpus (a) shows the simplest condition, parallel to the case of unmarked di-syllabics such as ąćōtax 'halibut,' where no vowel-loss occurs. Thus, ąqąłą ąv; ąqąłą ąv-ay 'hazel-nut,' where the single vowel after the stress is retained.

In sub-corpus (b) however, an original di-syllabic (such as s-ąźąłąq 'thimble-berry') now becomes a tri-syllabic (viz., *s-ąźąłąq-ay); the result is that both the vowels following the stress are lost. Deriving this form in stages, we notice a fresh condition for vocalization of a semi-vowel. We have *s-ąźąłąq-ay, then s-ąźąq-y (by vowel-loss). But the output is in fact s-ąźąq-e. It seems that -y vocalizes finally as well as in the environment C-C (as in *kąlą-ąy-kąy, kąląy-kąy, kąląy-kąy, kąląy-kąy 'bent').³

The remaining forms of the sub-corpus show, in addition to the vocalization just discussed, the development of a glottal stop from the loss of an unstressed vowel adjacent to a stressed one, with intervening 'resonant.' Thus tąłąq, but tąląq-e 'wild straw-berry.' Although no plural is attested, we may surmise that the form ąćąwęlas; ąćąwęlas-e in fact also exhibits a derived glottal stop in its first syllable, in the manner demonstrated for such forms as ąćąwęlas ~ ąćąwęlas; ąćąwęlas above p. 74.

¹Here we see, in effect, that a derived stem (whether by stem-formative suffix or prefix (the augment) behaves in the same way as the unmarked stem. We shall later contrast this with the different behavior of the complex stem plus (e.g.) ’possessive.’ For the implications for constituent structure, and thus for the cyclical application of the rules, see Chap. II, sec. 15.2.

²Shown (p. 79, fn. 3) to be *ayh.

³On the other hand, the alternant ąćąwąlesese ąsəy ąsəy ąsəy 'Oregon Grape plant' shows a final glottal stop which, as will be seen (see Chap. II, sec. 15.4), can only derive from h in cluster with y, w, l. We thus conclude that the suffix 'plant' is *ayh. The vocalization of this y (when the truncation rule deletes the vowel) is thus quite according to the original formulation, using environment 'Consonant - Consonant.'
The last two forms of the sub-corpus suggest that, perhaps only under limited conditions not yet fully understood, immediate adjacency to the stress is not a necessary condition for the generation of a glottal stop from the loss of a vowel, although the presence of a 'resonant' adjacent and towards the stress is necessary.

Let us see whether, using only the rules we have, we can reconstruct a suitable underlying form for ʰoʸoʰʷeʔs ‘Oregon grape.’ If the rules suggested above are correct, then within a stem, the two vowels following the stress should be lost. Then assuming that the underlying form has the shape -ʰVVoC, either the e in ʰoʸoʰʷeʔs is anomalous, or the rule is wrong. The final ʰ is irrelevant, since it may be a shwa-insertion replacement of a lost original vowel.

However, the derived stem ʰoʸoʰʷaʔese ‘Oregon grape plant’ shows that the underlying form must have the shape (at least) *ʰoʸoʰʷa-. Recalling that the glottal stop may perhaps not now be in the same position as in the underlying form (i.e., it may have been attracted by the stress), we tentatively suggest that the puzzling e vocalism is derived from an underlying y. If this were so, we should have the right to reconstruct *ʰoʸoʰʷay-. Let us, further, now assume that the glottal stop in ʰoʸoʰʷaʔes is in fact derived from a vowel after the y which we have newly restored. We now reconstruct *ʰoʸoʰʷayʔes.

The form *ʰoʸoʰʷayʔes would produce the correct output, giving ʰoʸoʰʷʔes by vowel-loss and glottal stop production, then ʰoʸoʰʷeʔs by the semi-vowel rule, then ʰoʸoʰʷʔʔes by the shwa-insertion rule. To justify the suggested reconstruction, we cite also the form ʰʔkáyas; k-ʔkeʔas, where an underlying *ʔkáyas must obviously be supplied. The derivation here is clearly the same as for the reconstructed *ʰoʸoʰʷayʔes above. Thus *ʔk-ʔkáyas gives ʰʔk-ʔkáyas by vowel-loss and glottal stop generation, then ʰʔk-ʔkeʔas by the semi-vowel rule, then k-ʔkeʔas by cluster-simplification, then k-ʔkeʔas by shwa-insertion.

1Note that it is unnecessary to know what this vowel may have been; we cannot recover its quality, for it would always disappear in inflection or derivation. We do not know the etyma concerned (etyma, for it is almost certain that at least two morphemes are involved), but would hazard the guess that the last element is -ʔyas 'round object,' as in daxʷʔaʔes-aʔbad 'eye,' analytically, 'round object, searching (ʔaʔʔ), plus agent-derivational daxʷ + stem + bad.

2Chap. II, sec. 7.2.
As we shall amply confirm in treating the Attenuative, a form such as the derived ṭə̄ȳoxʷǣse also shows that the vowel-loss rule must be amplified somewhat to handle forms in which more than two unstressed vowels follow the stress. If we derive this form now, we see the following: *cə̄ȳoxʷay-ay gives چə̄ȳoxʷa-; that is, we do not lose 'all the vowels following the stress.' Rather, 'the vowel following the stress is retained, provided at least two unstressed vowels follow.'

It remains to point out that even the first glottal stop in the form چə̄ȳoxʷǣs may in fact be 'secondary.' If the underlying form, by analogy with چə̄ə̄və̄s → چə̄və̄s above (Chap. II, sec. 12.1), is held to be چə̄və̄jwə̄xʷay-ay, then we could derive چə̄jwyə̄xʷə̄s by vowel loss and ʔ-production, then چə̄jwyə̄xʷə̄s by glottal-attraction, then چə̄jwyə̄xʷə̄s by semi-vowel rule, etc.

II.13. Stem-Internal Glottal Stop and Glottal Absorption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yə́dês</td>
<td>yə́-ʔyə́dəs</td>
<td>tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cə̄dɛ́̄k</td>
<td>cə̄d-ʔcə̄də̄k</td>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tə́bə́x</td>
<td>tə́b-ʔtə́bə́x</td>
<td>land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wə̄də̄wʔ</td>
<td>wə̄d-ʔwə̄də̄wʔ</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-ʔə̄bə̄qə̄bə́ʔ</td>
<td>s-ʔə̄b-ʔə̄bə̄qə̄bə́ʔ</td>
<td>brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hə̄bə̄bə́-ʔə̄y</td>
<td>hə̄bə̄bə́-ʔə̄y</td>
<td>dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔə̄bə́x</td>
<td>ʔə̄bə́x</td>
<td>cascara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qə̄bə́c</td>
<td>qə̄b-qə̄bə́c</td>
<td>gooseberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wə́də́bə́x</td>
<td>wə́də́bə́x</td>
<td>wrinkled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>blackberry&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) sa-bə́də́d | sa-bə́d-ʔbə́də́d | mountain |
| bə́də́h | bə́d-ʔbə́də́h | child |
| kə̄wə̄bə́lə̄x | kə̄wə̄b-ʔkə̄wə̄bə́lə̄x | cedar root |
| ʔə̄s-ʔə̄bə́ʔ | ʔə̄s-ʔə̄b-ʔə̄bə́ʔ | scarred |
| ʔə̄s-xə̄ʔd | ʔə̄s-ʔə̄x-ʔə̄d | tired |
| ʔə̄s-kə̄ʔdə́ʔ | ʔə̄s-kə̄ʔd-ʔkə̄ʔdə́ʔ | held |

(c) Unaugmented | Derived | Gloss |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yə̄tə̄wə̄d</td>
<td>yə̄tə̄wə̄d-ə̄</td>
<td>salmon-berry; - bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔə̄lə̄ʔ</td>
<td>ʔə̄l-ʔə̄lə̄ʔ</td>
<td>wild strawberry; - bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔə̄lə̄ʔde(h)</td>
<td>ʔə̄l-ʔə̄lə̄ʔde(h)</td>
<td>ear; ears</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<sup>1</sup>We delay the formal statement of the rule, for more conditions remain to be explicated (Chap. II, sec. 16, Rule Summary 3).

<sup>2</sup>It also seems from these examples that the glottal-attraction rule does not operate across more than one non-vowel segment (cf. pp. 45-46).
It was shown above (Chap. II, sec. 9) that glottal stop must be held to be generated, in the augment, in association with b,d (that is, *m,n) as well as with l,y,w. We have now also shown that glottal stop may also be generated within stems, and that it must be held to be of phonological rather than morphological origin. It is thus reasonable to suppose that within stems, too, b,d are in fact proper environments for the generation of glottal stop. As will be seen from Figure 19, which draws together forms from various of the Corpora already given, output b,d are again found to lack the glottal stops we supposed to have been generated.

So far as sub-corpora (a) and (b) forms are concerned, the glottal-absorption rule requires only minor amendment. If the vowel-loss rule is applied to the unstressed (first) syllable of forms such as ŷdēs, a glottal stop is produced, just as it is for the corresponding augmented form: thus, both ŷdēs and ŷd-ŷdēs. The glottal-attraction operates on both these forms alike, to give ŷdēs; ŷd-ŷdēs. Now the glottal-absorption rule operates on ŷd-ŷdēs to give yd-ŷdēs, but on ŷdēs to give ydēs.1

Sub-corpus (c) recalls part of Figure 18 (sub-corpus [b]), from which it is noted that for the case of glottal stop generated from vowel-loss after the stress, the glottal-attraction rule seems to be optional,2 at least for l. If this is the case, then we may also explain the form \( q̂w l̂dē (h) \); \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂dē (h) \) 'ear.' If we assume a derivation (for the augmented form) \( *q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāneh \), then \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāneh (h) \) then \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāneh (h) \), then we must assume that the glottal-attraction has not applied to the glottal stop after the stress, but the glottal absorption rule has applied, giving \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāneh (h) \); we may then assume the normal derivation for a glottalized nasal, viz., change of obstruency giving \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāde (h) \), then loss of glottalization on a voiced obstruent giving \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāde (h) \), then shwa-insertion giving \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāde (h) \).

We must extend the glottal-absorption rule to handle those cases such as \( q̂w l̂t-q̂w l̂lāde (h) \), where post-tonic absorption occurs as a result of the option on glottal-attraction. Schematically, the rule now has the following parts:

---

1 The original rule is modified only by the bracketing of the following environmental consonant before the stress. ýd̆es → ŷd̆es now parallels exactly \( tb^2-t̆b̂̄x^w \) → \( tb-t̆b̂̄x^w \) (see p. 70).

2 Compare a parallel situation in the development of glottal stops in the Attenuative where, again, an optionality is noted for l, although not for w.
II.14. Twana Number Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardinal</th>
<th>Ordinal</th>
<th>Distributive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dāhqaś</td>
<td>təčālah</td>
<td>dāqs one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?asāle(h)</td>
<td>ŝŝŝalŝsa</td>
<td>?aŝŝŝale(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḗĝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>ŝb̂b̂ŝbŝŝ</td>
<td>bōŝŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bōŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>ŝb̂b̂ŝbŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>boŝŝŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬx̂ŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>ŝĉx̂ŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəp̄ač̂e(h)</td>
<td>ŝŷp̄ač̂e(h)</td>
<td>yəp̄ač̂e(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḗk̂w̃oŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>ŝĉk̂w̃oŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t̄ḡač̄e(h)</td>
<td>ŝt̄ḡač̄e(h)</td>
<td>t̄ḡač̄e(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬ̄əl</td>
<td>ŝx̂̄əl̂ŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>nine 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?əp̄ač̄ŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>ŝ?əp̄ač̄ŝŝŝŝŝŝ</td>
<td>ten 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cəb ɬ̄d̄w̃</td>
<td>ŝcəb ɬ̄d̄w̃ŝŝŝ</td>
<td>twenty 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 20.--Twana Numeral Derivations

1. 'One' is suppletive in the Ordinal təčālah 'fore, front.' 'One' is later shown to be perfectly regular in Distributive, Chap. II, sec. 15.8.

2. While ?asāle(h) could derive from ?asāleh or ?asālyh, distributive ?asāle(h) can only be from *?asāleh.

3. The distributive 'nine by nine' is quite irregular, but only ad hoc rules can be given, for it is the only monosyllabic numeral stem. The a in the last syllable suggests, of course, that the underlying string is *x̄əl̄-əl̄-əl̄.

4. The irregular stressing of 'ten' in Distributive is probably to be attributed to the (analogue!) operation of the optional rule for shifting stress to affixes (Chap. II, sec. 15.6). It is clear that no option in stress-assignment is involved, for we should otherwise get **?əp̄-əp̄ač̄ŝŝŝŝŝ.

5. 'Twenty' is not attested in Distributive.
As a final demonstration of the rules for vowel reduction and
generation of glottal stop in stems so far explicated, we take the derivational
morphology of the Ordinal and Distributive Numerals (Fig. 20).
Assuming that the constituent structure of Ordinal Numerals has the phonological
spelling s-Num-ab-s, the forms are discussed according to the number of vowels
from the stressed vowel to the end of the stem.

The stems for '1,' '5,' '7,' '9,' and '20' retain the single vowel after
the stress. On the other hand, the stems for '2,' '3,' '4,' '6,' '8,' and
'10' lose the two vowels following the stress.

Note particularly, however, that the form yapā ≠a h 'sixth' confirms
the formulation we gave above (Chap. II, sec. 11) concerning the environment
for vowel-loss. Reconstructing the underlying yapā ≠a (h)-ab-s, we see
that both post-tonic vowels are indeed lost, for the -e which is stem-final
and word-final before h in yapā ≠a (h) is no longer so in the ordinal derivative.

It will be important later, in the discussion on 7/h-initial stems, that here too, the rules are simpler if we assume forms like ṭesāle(h) 'two'
and ṭequā ≠a h's 'ten' to have glottal stop as their first segment, rather than
hold the glottal stop as 'automatic for vowel-initial stems.'

The constituent structure of the Distributive Numeral is assumed to
be C1-V1-C2 plus V1-C2 plus the remainder of the unmarked stem. It is from the
Distributive forms that we are able to recover the 'lost' vowels of the
initial syllables for the (simplex) numbers 5, 6, 7, and 8. We are also
able to show that a full vowel must be assumed for the second and third
syllables of '10.' 'Nine' shows the development of a glottal stop in Dis-
tributive, in agreement with the discussion above (Chap. II, sec. 12).

The full underlying forms for Distributive are thus:

1. 'Nom' - Numeral - ab(?) + s (possessive?).
3. The underlying structure cannot be (e.g.) *bōś-as-as, with the
   stress re-assigned by rule, for we should then get *bāśósas.
4. We shall show that utterances phonetically transcribed as having
   initial glottal stop must also be so described phonologically (Chap. II,
   sec. 17.2, Chap. III, sec. 3). Here, it suffices to point out that the
   Distributive forms for '2' and '10' thus require no special rule for 'vowel-
   initial stems.'
II.15. Twana Laryngeals

II.15.1. Introduction

In our treatment of the phonology of Twana so far, we have attempted to show the sources of certain glottal stops, and their relation to the processes of vowel-loss. In conjunction with this, we have developed rules for vowel-loss, demonstrating vowel-loss to be itself closely connected with stress alternations governed by the rules of constituent structure.

At the outset, however, we expressly omitted from consideration all stems with glottal stop or h in the root. We propose now to discuss in detail certain phenomena involving glottal stop and h, an understanding of which will enable us to explore profitably two important further problems. These are, first, the behavior of h and glottal stop as C₁ or C₂ in stems in augment reduplication; and second, the source of the vocalisms in the reduplication for Attenuative, and the alternations exhibited by them.

At least five important facets of the parallel behavior of glottal stop and h will be examined. These are: laryngeal affection, glottal-stop derivation from h, vowel-assimilation, stress-alternation, and ʔ/h-attraction by the stress. In the process of the discussion we shall touch on some

---

1 See fn. 4, p. 84.  
2 See Chap. II, secs. 15.3.2, 15.5.

3 The vowel-loss rule requires us to supply either no vowel or two vowels beyond the stress in the underlying form for 'ten.' We choose to supply two, on the basis of external comparison. Compare U.Cheh. pānč. The Puget Sound languages have 'ambiguous' shwa, as in pé achieves. It is likely that Proto-Salish 'ten' had two non-shwa vowels in the root; thus *ʔépæn, contra Elmendorf (1962), p. 9.
evidence for the phonological Cycle for Twana, as well as developing criteria for the proper underlying specification of glottal stop and h.

For clarity of presentation, a single homogeneous body of data will be used for the initial discussion of glottal-stop and h phenomena. We choose the morphology of the possessive, for which a usefully large corpus is available, and shall supplement this as necessary with other data.

II.15.2. Affix Truncation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Possessive</th>
<th>3rd Sing.</th>
<th>Possessive</th>
<th>1st Plural</th>
<th>Possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) s-k’ól</td>
<td>s-k’ól-as</td>
<td>s-k’ól-ätzlich</td>
<td>school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-qaśx</td>
<td>s-qaśx-as</td>
<td>s-qaśx-ätzlich</td>
<td>ice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yabéd</td>
<td>yabéd-as</td>
<td>~ yabéd-ätzlich</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waqáb</td>
<td>waqáb-as</td>
<td>waqáb-ätzlich</td>
<td>box</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-teqéw</td>
<td>s-teqéw-as</td>
<td>s-teqéw-ätzlich</td>
<td>horse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭas- qaś’ät</td>
<td>ṭas-qaś’ät-as</td>
<td>ṭas-qaś’ät-ätzlich</td>
<td>fire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de-sédáʔ̃</td>
<td>de-sédáʔ̃-as</td>
<td>de-sédáʔ̃-ätzlich</td>
<td>belongs to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) qʷéle</td>
<td>qʷéle-s</td>
<td>qʷéle-ätzlich</td>
<td>cedar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čaqpe</td>
<td>čaqpe-s</td>
<td>čaqpe-ätzlich</td>
<td>fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-pačo</td>
<td>s-pačo-s</td>
<td>s-pačo-التزام</td>
<td>berry basket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) s-xʷákʷkʷ</td>
<td>s-xʷákʷkʷ- сраз</td>
<td>s-xʷákʷkʷ-زال</td>
<td>breath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>škʷspí</td>
<td>škʷspí-s</td>
<td>škʷspí-زال</td>
<td>trout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷest</td>
<td>qʷest-s</td>
<td>qʷest-زال</td>
<td>cow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ʔgasax’w</td>
<td>ʔgasax’w-s</td>
<td>ʔgasax’w-زال</td>
<td>seal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’tábac</td>
<td>k’tábac-s</td>
<td>k’tábac-زال</td>
<td>husband</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-táday</td>
<td>s-táday-s</td>
<td>s-táday-زال</td>
<td>woman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) šáwu?</td>
<td>šáwu-as</td>
<td>šáwu-زال</td>
<td>bone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wadáw?</td>
<td>wadáw-as</td>
<td>wadáw-زال</td>
<td>horn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭáwáy?</td>
<td>ṭáwáy-as</td>
<td>ṭáwáy-زال</td>
<td>flounder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-qaš̩̂ báyʔ̃</td>
<td>s-qaš̩̂ báyʔ̃-as</td>
<td>s-qaš̩̂ báyʔ̃-زال</td>
<td>dog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-áq̩ daxʷ-ʔq̩̌</td>
<td>s-áq̩ daxʷ-ʔq̩̌-as</td>
<td>s-áq̩ daxʷ-ʔq̩̌-زال</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čaláʔ̃</td>
<td>čaláʔ̃-as</td>
<td>čaláʔ̃-زال</td>
<td>coal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) tabékʷ</td>
<td>tabékʷ- сраз</td>
<td>tabékʷ-زال</td>
<td>gooseberry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>špékʷ</td>
<td>špékʷ- сраз</td>
<td>špékʷ-زال</td>
<td>gull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daxʷ-čac̩</td>
<td>daxʷ-čac̩- сраз</td>
<td>daxʷ-čac̩-زال</td>
<td>tongue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 21--Affix Truncation (Possessive)
In the development of the rules for vowel-loss under different stress conditions, we examined the behavior of the **derivational vocalic suffix** (-eyh, 'growing thing, plant'). We now compare the behavior of a **grammatical vocalic suffix**; a simple example is that of the third singular possessive suffix -as.

Consider Figure 21. Comparing *kásaxʷ*; *kásaxʷ*-s 'seal' with *s-ʔ̓slaqʷ; *s-ʔ̓slaqʷ*-y 'thimble-berry bush', we see that the derivative noun follows the vowel-loss rule (Chap. II, sec. 16), whereas the noun with possessive suffix truncates the suffix but does **not** also lose the second stem vowel. We thus assume that in *kásaxʷ*-as, *kásaxʷ* keeps its autonomy as a di-syllabic, i.e., must be considered to be followed by 'word-boundary': while *s-ʔ̓slaqʷ*-y behaves as a single phonological unit (e.g., 'word').

![Fig. 22.--Surface Structure for 'his berry-bush'](image)

Having established 'possessive' as a potentially-truncating suffix, we may consider the proper form for the truncation rule required.

From sub-corpora (a) to (d) above, it is seen that truncation occurs when the last two segments are unstressed. Thus s-ʔ̓wol-as 'his school'; but s-xʷakʷ-ʔ̓s 'his breath,' q̓wle-s 'his cedar tree,' and s-ʔładəy-s 'his woman.'

---

1 Compare Fig. 18 (Chap. II, sec. 12.3) for typical derivatives.
However, taking sub-corpus (e), we find this simple formulation apparently
contradicted. The form (e.g.) s-qʷbāyʔ; s-qʷbāyʔ-as 'his dog' should,
on the above segment-counting criterion show a truncated suffix (***s-qʷbāyʔ-y-s,
then ***s-qʷbāyʔes, by semi-vowel rule). At first sight, it might appear that
glottal-stop absorption has in fact applied to stem-final voiced segments;
and that would certainly enable these forms to satisfy the segment-counting
rule. On the other hand, such an assumption would largely destroy the power
of the rule for glottal-stop deletion, for a form like that for 'coal'
would now be čalád-as, and we should thus be obliged to constrain the ʔ-
deletion rule so that it does not delete ʔ on final voiced obstruents.

For the moment, we should prefer not to abandon the position we have
taken on the derivation of glottal stops; in particular, we should still wish
to hold that glottal stops are generated in association with m/n, and that
these glottal stops are absorbed, and then lost when m/n change their
obstruency.

In the circumstances, the simplest solution to the problem of forms
such as s-qʷbāyʔ-as, with no affix-truncation, is to assume that the en-
vironment 'non-obstruent plus glottal stop' is idiosyncratic. From the point
of view of rule-format, there seem little motivation for expressing this ex-
clusion in any other way than in words, as a rider to the rule.

Affix-truncation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[-cons]} & \quad \text{[+]voc} & \quad \emptyset & \quad \text{In env.} & \quad \text{/[-stress]} & \quad \text{[-stress]} & \quad \# & \quad \text{Affix}^5 \\
\text{(but not [+]voice} & \quad \text{[?]})
\end{align*}
\]

\footnote{We recall, that we asserted that the implication of that rule was
that once m/n had become obstruents they could no longer also be glottalized.
It is this generalization that, both for the present grammar and for its his-
torical implication, we wish to preserve.}

\footnote{As well as with i, w, y.}

\footnote{The alternative positions, that the change of obstruency has
changed dictionary entries, or that it occurs in the grammar but before
the generation of glottal stops by vowel-loss, are discussed at length above
(Chap. II, sec. 8 end); we there preferred to hold the present view, since
(for example) it also handles otherwise inexplicable cases such as bőle-;
ből-bőle, dṑwɔ̃wat; do-dṑwat.}

\footnote{A possible interpretation of the so-called 'idiosyncracy' has to
do with the identification of glottal stop as itself a semi-vowel. We dis-
cuss this further (Chap. II, sec. 18).}

\footnote{We hold the specification of ? for the moment (see Chap. II,
It remains to explain the apparently anomalous forms of sub-corpus (f), where the affix is apparently truncated with only one consonant between it and the stressed vowel.

Instead of marking these forms as 'exceptional' to the affix-truncation rule, we shall hold that there are indeed two consonants stem-finally. For 'gooseberry' and 'gull' there are at first sight two possibilities. We could assume that the final \(x^w\) is in fact a cluster \(hw\), which would not differ auditorily from \(x^w\). But it will be seen \(^2\) that \(h\) exerts a lowering effect on stressed \(e\) or shwa, an effect not found in these forms. The second possibility is that we have to do with \(xw\).

One of the few stable sound-changes inside Salish is that of \(k\) to \(c\), with the parallel \(x\) to \(s\). Equally to the point, however, is the fact that the parallel rounded segments \(k^w\) and \(x^w\) did not partake of this palatalization. What we are thus suggesting in effect is that the cluster \(x\ plus w\ constitutes a relic environment for the survival of original Salish \(x\).\(^3\)

What, however, can be said of \(dax^w\-c\-s\), where we have no obvious choice of re-interpretation as we had for the other two cases? If the above argument is correct, then here too, we ought to be able to assume a two-segment unstressed environment finally. It will be seen from the discussion on \(h\)-loss (Chap. II, sec. 15.3), that the most plausible candidate for the 'lost' segment in \(dax^w\-c\-s\) is perhaps \(-h\). We thus tentatively re-construct \(ax^w\-c\-\hat{a}\) (or \(ax^w\-c\hat{a}h\)) for 'tongue'.

We have now established that the grammatical affix 'possessive' behaves differently from a derivational affix such as \(*-ayh\', 'growing thing,' in that the former truncates by a rule directly relating to the position of the stress in the stem, and have mentioned briefly the implications

---

1 In Twana, \(x^w\) commonly shows very little friction (as compared to \(x^w\), and is often indistinguishable auditorily from \(hw\) (or \(h^w\)).

2 Chapter II, sec. 15.3.

3 We distinguish original \(x^w\) from this by pointing to forms such as \(x^w\ d\ 'tired,\) \(x^w\+d-x+d\ 'all tired,' where the reduplication shows that \(x\) is treated as one segment. See also Chap. IV, sec. 3.5, on \(k - c, x - s\).
for the Phonological Cycle. Equally important, at least from the point of view of the following discussion, is the behavior of the glottal stop when stem-final (e.g., sq'óbáy?) in conjunction with a preceding non-obstruent. We proceed now to compare with this the behavior of stem-final h, again making use of the 'truncating' possessive suffix.

II.15.3. Laryngeal Affection

II.15.3.1. By h

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Poss.</th>
<th>3rd Sg. Poss.</th>
<th>1st Pl. Poss.</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>se'nà</td>
<td>se'nà-h-ás</td>
<td>se'nà-t</td>
<td>house¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se'nàh</td>
<td>se'nàh-as</td>
<td>se'nàt</td>
<td>thing here¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da'nàh</td>
<td>da'nà</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bádàh</td>
<td>bádà</td>
<td>bád-as</td>
<td>báda-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sélàh</td>
<td>sélà</td>
<td>sél-as</td>
<td>sélà-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mó?áh</td>
<td>mó?á</td>
<td>mó?-as</td>
<td>mó?á-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káºh</td>
<td>káº</td>
<td>káº-as</td>
<td>káº-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káºah</td>
<td>káº</td>
<td>káº-as</td>
<td>káºa-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qó?óláh</td>
<td>qó?ólá</td>
<td>qó?ólá-as</td>
<td>qó?ólá-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dòhdàh</td>
<td>dòhdà</td>
<td>dòhdà-as</td>
<td>dòhdà-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bálágw</td>
<td>bálágw</td>
<td>bálagw-as</td>
<td>bálagw-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yáºwál</td>
<td>yáºwál</td>
<td>yáºwál-as</td>
<td>yáºwál-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yáºyast</td>
<td>yáºyast</td>
<td>yáºyasthe-s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 23.-- h- Affection

¹For the stress alternation, see Chap. II, sec. 15.6.

²See Chap. II, sec. 8 for d- alternants.

³See Chap. II, sec. 15.3.1 end.
Considering the forms of Figure 23, the following rule obtains for the unmarked forms: 'Utterance-final h (optionally) alternates with glottal stop or zero after a stressed shwa, and with zero after an unstressed shwa.'

For the cases of stressed shwa in the final syllable, the forms for third singular show the allomorph of 'possessive' that we expect, viz., -as. However, the first plural forms show two irregularities; shwa here gives a, and h is lost. Since the first plural morpheme in Twana is everywhere else simple -i, and never -Vi, we do not feel justified in assuming an allomorph here, and thus cannot assume the source of the a-vowel to lie in some kind of vowel-coalescence. It is therefore held that -h exercises a lowering influence on the preceding stressed shwa before being lost. Call such an effect 'h-affection.'

What are the precise conditions for this 'h-affection' of vowels, and for the loss of -h thereafter? Since we must assume the forms underlying the alternants (e.g.) bóða = bád to contain final -h, we may certainly suggest that the diverse outputs for third singular as between seʔa; seʔa-as and bóða; bád-as 1 are attributable to the presence or absence (respectively) of stress on the final vowel.

Restoring the h throughout these paradigms for representative forms, we have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>seʔa</th>
<th>seʔa-as</th>
<th>seʔa-i</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leʔa</td>
<td>leʔa</td>
<td>leʔa-as</td>
<td>leʔa-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bóða</td>
<td>bóða</td>
<td>bóða-as</td>
<td>bóða-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sélah</td>
<td>sélah</td>
<td>sélah-as</td>
<td>sélah-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káʔa</td>
<td>káʔa</td>
<td>káʔa-as</td>
<td>káʔa-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare the forms for third singular with those for first plural. Note first that h-affection may occur regardless of the stressing of the stem-final vowel; all the forms of the first plural show it. Second, h-affection is apparent for those (and only those) forms of the third singular which meet the condition for suffix-truncation, viz., where the stress is not on the last syllable.

On the other hand, h-loss occurs in the present corpus only when h is followed by a consonant, that is, when suffix-truncation has already operated.

The following ordered rules capture the above generalization:

---

1 As in Figure 23, so here in the text such forms are, of course, wrongly divided, for reasons of exposition. The proper division is (e.g.) bóda-s.
1. Truncate the initial vowel of a grammatical suffix if the stress conditions are met (see p. 88).

2. Lower a shwa to a, when followed by -hC.

3. Delete h before a consonant. 1 Word-final h is optionally replaced (only) by zero after an unstressed vowel.

We show now the derivation of șețah 'house' and bădeh 'child' by the above three rules.

'house' 3 sg. poss:
- s-ețah-as gives s-ețah-as (Rules 1-3 not applicable)

1 pl. poss:
- s-ețah-i gives s-ețah-i (Rule 2), then s-ețā-i (Rule 3)

unmarked:
- s-urile gives s-urile-ş (Rule 3).

'child' 3 sg. poss:
- bădeh-as gives bădeh-s (Rule 1), then bădeh-s (Rule 2)
then băda-s (Rule 3).

1 pl. poss:
- bădeh-i gives bădeh-i (Rule 2), then băda-t (Rule 3).

unmarked:
- bădeh gives șbăde (Rule 3).

The form țeț-yastah-e-s 'his wild-rose bush' is, finally, derived as follows: *țeț-yastah-ay-as, then țeț-yastah-ay-a (truncation of affix), then țeț-yastah-y-s (vowel-losses), 2 then țeț-yastah-e-s (semi-vowel rule), 3 and finally țeț-yastah-e-s (shwa-insertion).

---

1 There must be an option on this rule. Compare șețah: but baț-șeș-ąș-țad alternating with baț-șeș-ąș-țad 'I'm building a house.' This option is probably limited to cases with following [-Cont] segments.

2 For the treatment of unstressed vowels in the environment țeț, -ț, see Chap. II, sec. 17.2. For the vocalisms and the constituent structure of Attenuative, see Chap. III, sec. 3. Note also that the stem-final shwa before h is not lost (see Chap. II, sec. 11), so that h remains.

3 As will be confirmed from the Attenuative, stem-initial semi-vowels do not vocalize (cp. Chap. III, sec. 3).
11.15.3.2. By?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Poss.</th>
<th>3rd Sg. Poss.</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ah</td>
<td>selaw</td>
<td>selaw-as</td>
<td>bōda-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eh</td>
<td>selé(h)</td>
<td>seléh-as</td>
<td>se'ā-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oh</td>
<td>he7dəx</td>
<td>?esala-hele-i</td>
<td>alive, his life, we're alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>he7dəx</td>
<td>he was coming, he came</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ias-he7S-ciad}</td>
<td>~ias-he7S-h-ciad</td>
<td>I'll come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e?</td>
<td>dasādā?</td>
<td>sadā',as</td>
<td>sadā'lap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e?</td>
<td>skalé?</td>
<td>skalé'es</td>
<td>around, his</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o?</td>
<td>s-tćće?</td>
<td>s-tčće</td>
<td>island, islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o?</td>
<td>sqalé?</td>
<td>s-qe7e-qe7e</td>
<td>monster, animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a?</td>
<td>xaxā?</td>
<td>xaxā'as</td>
<td>taboo, his holiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o?</td>
<td>q̪?</td>
<td>q̪'?s</td>
<td>water, his water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o?</td>
<td>s?eyo?</td>
<td>s?eyo'ylo</td>
<td>remedy, remedies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t̪es-q̪7?es?dąx̪'</td>
<td>t̪es-q̪7?es?dąx̪'</td>
<td>strung, all strung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 24.—?—Affection

1- future particle, plus -s- nominal.
2 (Under 'Miscellaneous') An Attenuative formation (see Chap. III, sec.3).
3 Probably *q̪'epšōh.

It was seen above that stem-final h lowers a preceding stressed shwa. Moreover, limited though the data is, there is good reason to suppose that not only does h have a similar effect on the other vowels, but that glottal stop has a parallel effect.

The crucial forms for the presence of stem-final h are those (such as 'possessive' third singular) in which a vowel-initial affix follows. Figure 24 shows that h-infection occurs with stressed e and o just as with stressed shwa, but that for the former the environmental condition 'with a following consonant' is not necessary.
It is equally clear from this corpus that glottal stop has the same lowering effect as has h. For shwa forms (e.g. sə-dəʔ-əs 'his,' but sə-dəʔ-ləp 'belonging to ye') the 'following consonant' is again required. On the other hand, s-kələʔ-əs 'his anus,' etc., show that for non-shwa forms, glottal stop requires no following consonant to produce what we have so far called 'h-affection' on a stressed vowel.

By analogy from the above argument, we shall assume that forms such as qəʔ-əs 'his water' have the underlying shape qəʔ; it is clear from the third singular possessive forms that the stem-final consonant in such forms must be glottal stop and not h.

Additional support for what we must clearly re-name, more generally, as 'laryngeal affection' is found in the few relevant attested contrasts between (unmarked) completive and (marked) derived incompletive. We assign to 'derived incompletive' the phonological spelling 'h,' and are thus able to account for such a contrast as that between heʔədəxʷ 'come in,' 'he came,' and heʔədəxʷ 'he was coming along.' The latter is underlyingly *heʔə-h-dəxʷ.

II.15.4. h-Mutation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) wədəʔw?</td>
<td>wəd-ʔwədaw</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔəʔ?</td>
<td>ʔəʔ-ʔaw</td>
<td>mussel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔəʔ-əʔqəʔaw</td>
<td></td>
<td>patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔəʔ-ʔələy?</td>
<td></td>
<td>shovel-nosed canoe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pəʔəʕaw?</td>
<td>pəʔəʕaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-ʔəʔbaʔay?</td>
<td>s-ʔəʔbaʔaw?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) šəʔ?</td>
<td>šəʔ-ʔəʔ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəʔəʔléʔay?</td>
<td>qəʔəʔ-ʔəʔléʔay?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-ʔəʔəʔəʔbay?</td>
<td>s-ʔəʔəʔəʔəʔbay?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 25.—h-Mutation

¹No augmented form is attested for pəʔəʕaw? 'flounder.' For s-ʔəʔbaʔay? 'dog,' the attested plural is s-qəʔbaʔpay-ʔəʔbaʔpay, -ʔəʔbaʔpay being always an alternative plural-marker to the reduplication we have discussed. Since the point at issue is, whether or not the glottal stop appears despite retraction of stress, the use of these 'Attenuative' forms here is quite legitimate. For Attenuative formation, see Chap. III, sec. 3.
Passing reference has been made to the alternation ʔ/ʔ (Chap. II, sec. 3 [end]) exemplified by the form wədawʔ; wəd-ʔwədaw. Figure 25 draws together a number of examples of this phenomenon.

Compare first s-qʷəbəyʔ; s-qʷəʔə-qʷəbe (attenuative) 'dog.' Reconstructing the Attenuative form from our understanding of the vowel-loss rules, we recover *s-qʷəə-qʷəbayʔ then derive s-qʷəə-qʷəbyʔ (vowel loss), then s-qʷəə-qʷəbeʔ (semi-vowel rule), then s-qʷəə-qʷəbe. Now we may not suggest that the loss of the final glottal stop results from remoteness of stress in the derived form; for then, why does s-qʷəʔə-qʷəbayʔ 'brain' retain its glottal stop in the augment? Adding to this the fact that tawʔ 'mussel' loses its glottal stop in augment (təʔ-təw), while əʔəwʔ 'bone' retains its (əʔəʔ-əʔw), it is clear that something other than stress is involved.

We recall that -h freely alternates with glottal stop (and with zero) finally after a stressed vowel, and now suggest that the respective underlying forms for 'dog' as against 'brain' must be reconstructed as follows. For 'dog,' with loss of glottal stop in Attenuative, *s-qʷəʔəh; but for 'brain,' which retains glottal stop in Augment, *s-qʷəʔəh. That is, we propose that glottal stop which alternates with zero is derived from final h in a cluster, while non-alternating glottal stop is 'original.'

The rule required for the forms concerned must provide for h becoming ʔ finally after a semi-vowel, provided a stressed vowel precedes the cluster. The case of tawʔ; təʔ-taw 'mussel' shows that the alternation with zero must also be allowed for, just as with simple (i.e., non-clustering) h-final after a stressed vowel.

The ordering of the rule for deriving ʔ from final h as explicated above is clear; since the glottal-attraction rule is to operate on the output from the string (e.g. *s-qʷəʔəh-as), shapes such as s-qʷəʔət-as must be presented to it, for we get s-qʷəʔət-as. On the other hand, the rule for suffix truncation must itself be very slightly modified now to enable it to handle forms such as the present *s-qʷəʔəh-as as well as *ʔəʔ-as. The amendment will consist, simply, of adding 'or h' to the rider expressing the exclusion environments.

The rules newly discussed are thus as follows:

1See p. 88. See Chap. II, sec. 18 'Specification of ʔ/h.' We shall at length specify simply 'laryngeal.'
1. Allix truncation, before laryngeal affection: *bádah-as → bádah-s

2. Laryngeal affection: bádah-s → bádah-s

3. h optionally gives { dj } finally after a stressed vowel { dącəh ~

h optionally gives { j } finally after V plus semi-vowel *wadawh

wadawh

tawth

tof-taw

h is deleted finally after an unassressed V plus semi-vowel wad-tawdaw

h is optionally deleted finally after an unassressed vowel { bádah ~

bádə
glottal stop is deleted after an unassressed vowel s-će-će

h is optionally deleted before a consonant { t-şas-hebāh-čad ~

šas-hebāh-čad

4. Glottal attraction sq‘abályas

II.15.5. Vowel Assimilation

We note from forms in Figure 24 and Figure 26(a) that in the presence of a laryngeally-affected vowel, the possessive morpheme -as assimilates its vowel to the affected vowel. Figure 26(b) adds a further sample of forms, from which we conclude that what we shall now call 'vowel-assimilation' is a phenomenon not at all confined to 'possessive' but of wide-spread occurrence in Twana, in phonologically-definable environments. The following rule conveys the notion simply. Notice that the rule proposed must follow that for laryngeal affection, since it must operate on the products of that rule. 

Vowel-Assimilation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{+voc} \\
\text{-cons} \\
\text{-stress}
\end{array} \rightarrow \text{copy of V in env.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Condition: V is not a vowel.

1. Ordering of these sub-rules is so far not crucial—they may be much later.

2. Assimilation, not 'harmony.' Clearly, we do not have to do with a feature of morphemes; the rule is stateable in terms of local influence on segments. Cf. Kiparsky (1968).

3. For instance, if *s-kalëg-as first underwent vowel-assimilation, we should get s-kalëgás; laryngeal-affection would then give **s-kalëgás, and we should require another rule to give the vowel-adjustment for s-kalëgás.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) (\text{dəsədə?} )</td>
<td>it's mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ʔesədə?} )</td>
<td>it's thine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{sadəʔ-as}^1 )</td>
<td>it's his^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{dəsədəʔ-óbaʔ} )</td>
<td>they're mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ʔesədəʔ-óbaʔ} )</td>
<td>they're thine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{sadəʔ-óbaʔ-s} )</td>
<td>they're his</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) (\text{čəʔd !} )</td>
<td>wet it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ʔewad} )</td>
<td>wet inside^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{čəč} )</td>
<td>inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{čáyaš} )</td>
<td>across</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{dəx}\text{w-ʔəlyes-ə-ʔəd} )</td>
<td>eye^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{skwól} )</td>
<td>eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{skəš} )</td>
<td>search!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{skəš} )</td>
<td>school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{skəš} )</td>
<td>his school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{šəlkə} )</td>
<td>his anus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{spəluwə?} )</td>
<td>swan(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{spəluwə?} )</td>
<td>his swan(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{halə} )</td>
<td>alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{halə} )</td>
<td>his life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{čəwáx-əb} )</td>
<td>got be-wived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ḥələh-əb} )</td>
<td>got well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ḥələh-əb} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{s-ʔéxw} )</td>
<td>gull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{wəluw} )</td>
<td>baby gull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{wəluw} )</td>
<td>baby owl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{qú} )</td>
<td>water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{qú} )</td>
<td>fruit juice^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{həhuʔ} )</td>
<td>lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{həhuʔ} )</td>
<td>got to be lots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 26.**--Vowel Assimilation

^1 Compare seľəh-as ~ seľəh-ás 'house, his house.' But a stress-less suffix vowel does not assimilate to stem 6. Cf. Tense-Lax, Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.

^2 Cf. čəʔ-ěq-ədab 'wet your head' (-ěq-əd 'head'); but čəʔ-ěčəb 'wet you hand' (-ěčə(ʔ) 'hand').

^3 čəč 'across'; -áyas 'round object' suffix.

^4 dəx-əd Instrumental derivation, *nx^w-mn, thus *nx^w-ʔəlyes-mn.

^5 For stress shift, see Chap. II, sec. 15.6.

^6 Genitival construction *qú-as t-a-yəmənest 'water-of fruit'.
II.15.6. Stress Shift to Affix

A further alternation is illustrated by the forms of Figure 26. This is the alternation in the position of the stress between the last vowel of the stem, and the initial vowel of suffixes such as -as 'possessive,' -ab 'verbalizer.'

The occurrence of forms such as se\textsuperscript{\textordfn{e}}h-\textsuperscript{\textordfafa} 'his house' ∼ se\textsuperscript{\textordfafa}h-as, demonstrates that the alternation is not limited to stems with [+compact] vowels; on the other hand, it is limited to forms containing \( \mathbf{h} / ? \) as stem-final consonant.

Could a rule providing for this optional stress-shift in fact operate on the converse situation, i.e., could it be assumed that the suffixes concerned are in fact stressed, and that the optional stress-shift then puts the stress on the stem vowel? Clearly not, since for e/o stems 'laryngeal-affectio' requires a stressed vowel, and the latter rule is not optional. Thus the rule for optional stress-shift follows that for 'laryngeal-affectio.'

A further question is that of the interpretation of the alternates with unstressed ə (as se\textsuperscript{\textordfafa}h-\textsuperscript{\textordfafa}), in the case that the stress-shift option has been taken. Recall that in di-syllabics with stress on the second syllable it was found expedient to assume a preceding (and unstressed) shwa is always lost; in certain definable conditions, a shwa would then later be inserted. It will be shown,\(^1\) in connection with \( ?/\text{h-initial stems, that any unstressed vowel before } ?/\text{h} \) preceding a stressed vowel is optionally lost.

II.15.7. C-h Metathesis

Another aspect of the behavior of \( \text{h} \) is illustrated by the forms of Figure 27. Here the cluster -\( \ddot{\text{v}} \)hC is in free(?) variation with -\( \ddot{\text{v}} \)C: we hear qâ\textsuperscript{\textordfafa}se(h) ∼ qâse(h). First, this variation is found in a number of forms, but never found in others; it is thus difficult to dismiss the phenomenon as 'sporadic intrusive \( \text{h} \).'

Much more important than this is the fact that for the few attested augmented forms corresponding to -\( \ddot{\text{v}} \)hC stems, we find that the reduplication

\(^1\)See Chap. II, sec. 17.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h-Form</th>
<th>Non-h Form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bá̊̂́̄č̊̄d</td>
<td>bá̊̂̄č̊̄d</td>
<td>shag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q̈̊̂̄l̊̄á̊̂q̊̄</td>
<td>q̈̊̂̄l̊̄á̊̂q̊̄</td>
<td>late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-pá̊̂̄́̄h̊̄q̊̄́̄k̊̄</td>
<td>s-pá̊̂̄́̄h̊̄q̊̄́̄k̊̄</td>
<td>waterfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k̊̄lá̊̄b̊̄-r̊̄Č̊̄d̊̄</td>
<td>k̊̄lá̊̄b̊̄-r̊̄Č̊̄d̊̄</td>
<td>I gather wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cá̊̄h̊̄p̊̄́(h)</td>
<td>cá̊̄p̊̄́(h)</td>
<td>daughter-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dá̊̄́h̊̄q̊̄̄s̊̄</td>
<td>dá̊̄́h̊̄q̊̄̄s̊̄</td>
<td>one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h)</td>
<td>q̊̄á̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h)</td>
<td>pl. q̊̄ś̊̄-q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cá̊̂h̊̄t̊̄s̊̄</td>
<td>cá̊̂̄t̊̄s̊̄</td>
<td>pl. cá̊̂̄̈́t̊̄s̊̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-tá̊̄́h̊̄k̊̄̄d̊̄</td>
<td>s-tá̊̄́h̊̄k̊̄̄d̊̄</td>
<td>pl. s-k-tá̊̄́h̊̄k̊̄̄d̊̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č̊̄q̊̄́̄́ẘ̄́h̊̄̄t̊̄</td>
<td>č̊̄q̊̄́̄́ẘ̄́h̊̄̄t̊̄</td>
<td>fine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 27. --C-h Metathesis

apparently takes no account of the h segment. We get q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h) ~ q̊̄á̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h) but only (augmented) q̊̄ś̊̄-q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h) ~ q̊̄ś̊̄-q̊̄á̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h); never q̊̄́q̊̄h̊̄-q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h) or q̊̄́q̊̄-q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h), etc.

It is, of course, open to us to modify the reduplication rule to allow for such forms; that is, we could say that 'reduplication consists of CV(h)C.'

1 This is certainly better than marking the individual forms in the dictionary as having allomorphs of the shape (e.g.) [q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h); q̊̄á̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h)] (Augment).

However, recalling that a glottal stop is attracted by the stress, and that in other respects h behaves in parallel fashion to glottal stop, we could now suggest that h is likewise 'attractable' by the stress. We might then propose that forms like q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h); q̊̄ś̊̄-q̊̄á̊̄h̊̄́̄́ś̊̄(h) in fact derive from underlying forms of the shape CV̊̄Ch- and then show h-metathesis in the stressed syllable of the stem itself, while the reduplication shows simply the regular CVC structure we have so far assumed for the Augment.2

1 It being understood that the h would be lost in the resultant cluster q̊̄̄hs̊̄-.

2 This is perhaps related to the problem of 'lost x' in Twana. Compare Elnendorf's Inventory (Chap. I, sec. 3.3.2), and see also Chap. IV, sec. 4.2 for an alternative explanation (fn.3 on p.214).
How, now, are we to account for variations such as dāhqas ~ dāqas ~ dāqas, etc.? First, it can be shown that in certain of these forms, the underlying stressed vowel cannot be a: such a form is s-pā̂nh'at, where the a vowel must then be attributed to 'laryngeal affection.' With this in mind, we may well suggest that the alternation a ~ a must result from an option in the rule for h-attraction. If, as is clear from the corpus, the h-loss rule is also optional, then it follows that: (1) if h is metathesized we get dāhqas; with (optional) h-loss, dāqas; while (2) if h is not metathesized we get only dāqas.

It is now clear that, despite the parallelism between the behavior of h and glottal stop, the h-metathesis rule cannot be incorporated together with the glottal-attraction rule into a single 7/h attraction rule. h-metathesis precedes laryngeal-affection, vowel-harmony, and optional stress-shift; while glottal-attraction cannot operate until the stress-shift option has been taken (or not), whereupon the vowel-loss rule will produce certain glottal-stops, then to be attracted.

II.15.8. The Derivation of 'One by One'

As was seen above the underlying form for 'one' must be *dāqhs. However, the Distributive 'one by one' is dāqs: how can this be derived from *dāqhs if the constituent structure of Distributive is, as we have shown, CVC-VC plus stem? If we attempt to reconstruct using *dāqhs, we get **tsq-sq-has, from which it is impossible to derive the correct output.

---

1 See Attenuative. It is clear that s-pā̂n-pq'at 'small waterfall' can only derive from *s-pān̂hq ai. *s-pān̂hq ai would give s-pā̂n̂p̂q ai

2 This parallels to some extent the option we have already noted on the glottal-attraction rule (e.g.) in word-final position. Compare ča lá̂d 'coal.'

3 The implication, of course, is that *dāqhs is the proper underlying form for 'one.'

4 We recall that the vowel-loss rule proceeds by 'counting' the vowels following the stress.

5 See Chap. II, sec. 14. We are, of course, at liberty to assert that 'one by one' is simply (suppletively) dāqs, with appropriate dictionary marking. It is, of course, clear, on the other hand, that we cannot derive (surface) dāqs from *dāqas.
Consideration of the vowel in dāqṣ, however, suggests a solution. Clearly the original ʔ has undergone h- affixation; we therefore reconstruct the first three segments as *dāh-. Now if this must stand as the initial CVC for the underlying form, then that underlying form must have the shape *dāh-qas.

If, now, we reconstruct the total underlying Distributive form, we have *dāh-ʔh-qas. The shwa in the unstressed syllable before the stress will be lost, giving dāh-ʔh-qas. This, too, is incorrect. We recall, however, that there is an optional stress shift (compare *ʔqā̄nas ~ qā̄nas 'three by three') from the infix to the initial syllable. Such a stress shift parallels the shift described in connection with suffixes (Chap. II, sec. 15.6). Let us assume that, like that rule, the present stress-shift operates before the vowel-loss rule. We then set up *dāh-ʔh-qas, which gives dāh-ʔh-qas (h-affection), then dāh-ʔh-qas (vowel-assimilation), then dēh-ʔh-qas (optional stress shift), then dāh-h-qas (vowel-loss) and finally dāqṣ (h-loss).

No contradiction is involved, of course, in deriving the cardinal 'one' from *dāqṣ, but the distributive from *dāh-qas, for these are simply examples of allomorphy in the dictionary.²

II.15.9. h and the Unvoicing of l

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>l-Forms</th>
<th>i-Forms</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʔēlāl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>ʔēlāl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>sang¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷāl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>qʷāl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>painted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ėpāl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>ėpāl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>afraid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəqēl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>qəqēl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>many sitting²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔoséi-dāxʷ</td>
<td>ʔoséi-dāxʷ</td>
<td>dived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡēl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>ḡēl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>lazy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷōl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>qʷōl-dāxʷ</td>
<td>filled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skʷōl</td>
<td>skʷōl</td>
<td>school³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Cf. also ʔēp-op-ʔdēs, 'ten by ten,' Chap. II, sec. 14.

² Note that we are unable to utilize the rule for metathesis to solve the distributive dāqṣ, since the C.S. rule would give us **dēq-ʔq-has. It is precisely the notion that dēh-ʔh is supplied by the C.S. rule, that is recaptured by the use of dictionary allomorphy. 'Distributive' simply selects dāh-qas.
1-Forms

\[x^W_{\text{1-dax}}^W\]
\[q^W_{\text{1-dax}}^W\]

(b) \[s\text{-lôk}^{W}_{\text{1-lôb}}\]
\[i^W_{\text{q-dálad}}\]
\[i^W_{\text{q-dál-ôb}^S}\]
\[\text{ôpál-ab}\]
\[d^W_{\text{x-áxwel-bød}}\]
\[d^W_{\text{x-ôqawel-bød}}\]
\[\text{ôs-ôbaôlataôb}\]
\[\text{ôs-cadawel-ôb-st}\]
\[i^W_{\text{ôwálbød}}\]

1-Forms

\[i^W_{\text{k-wa}^W}\]
\[i^W_{\text{k-dâ}^W}\]

Gloss

gathered
cooked
moon; sun
grave-yard; ghost
ghosts
one eats it; eat it!
vehicle; on board
landing-place; landing
it's festering; pus
made s'one pregnant; pregnant
a legacy; left him
he takes him ('goes him')
he took it; go!
it was taken
go now!
going to (a place)
moonlight
moon
sunshine

Fig. 28.--h - Unvoicing of 1

1. \[d^W\]. Comitative suffix. Homonymous with 'unmarked' Imperative.

2. \[qáqél\]. Suppletive collective plural stem 'many sit.' Compare \[\text{\text{ôbôt-dax}^W}\] 'he sat down.'

3. \[s-k'ôl\] 'school.' A loan from English, with characteristic labialization of \[k\] before or after \[o\]. Compare \[bôk^W\] 'book.'

4. The exact relation between \[lôk^{W}_{\text{1-lôb}}\] (apparently a derived intransitive) and \[lôk^{W}_{\text{k-wa}^W}\] is not clear. Also unclear is the relation of these to \[\text{ôs-k'ôl}^W\] ? sunshine.

5. The suffix \[-d\] (lost before \[l\]) makes derived nouns. The vocalism is rarely present, and it is not clear whether \[-d\] is reduced from \[-ad\] or is another suffix.

6. The 1-form is derived intransitive (-b), causative (-st-).

7. The relation here is explained in the text. But the relation of
Fig. 28—cont.

these (if indeed they are related) with sól? 'going' is obscure. Compare *as-k₇₃₉₁ in footnote 4 above. If sól? is connected with *as-só₁-d₇₉₃, then we must of course re-write the latter as *as-as-só₁-d₇₉₃.

Figure 28 cites forms in which l alternates with its voiceless counterpart VERTISE.

Sub-corpus (a) gives a small sample of forms for which no l ~ l alternation is attested. Sub-corpus (b), on the other hand, shows that the alternation between certain parts of the total word-paradigms involves l ~ l. We recall the distinction made above (Chap. II, sec. 15.4) between 'original' glottal stop and glottal stop deriving from h in certain clusters finally: after a voiced semi-vowel (w,y), h gave glottal stop in such forms as wadaw? 'horn' and paway? 'flounder.' We now propose that the forms in the right-hand column of sub-corpus (b) in fact contain h, and to interpret the alternation l ~ l as arising from the operation of a rule by which l assimilates its voice to that of a following semi-vowel (h).1

What, then, is the domain of such an assimilation rule? Note that the forms of the left column in sub-corpus (b) all contain l in non-final position; on the other hand, some of those of the right-hand column contain final l but some do not. From the Notes to the corpus, however, it will be seen that the left-hand column consists of forms in which the hypothesized -lh cluster is not stem-final; conversely, those of the right-hand column all contain stem-final lh. The domain of the rule for h-assimilation is thus clearly that span bounded by whatever marker suitably characterizes 'stem-final.'

The forms so far cited clearly show the environmental contrast by

---

1The one form in the total corpus where the alternation l ~ l is patently attributable to the presence of -h is, unhappily, a form which we are unable to explain fully. This is *as-he-hél-ḥadh 'I'm happy.' If, as seems likely, this form has the same root (*hélēḥ) as we find in hélēḥ ḍad 'I'm alive,' then we may reconstruct the shape *as-he-hélēḥ-ḥadh, a Stative which follows the 'intensive' derivation. But we are unable to account for the stress-shift and vowel-loss which would give us the derivation-stage *as-he-hélēḥ-ḥadh from which the ḍ-form must arise.

It is possible that *q₇₁₉₁ (Šq₇₁₉₁) 'cedar bark,' and q₇₁₉₁₇₁ (Šq₇₁₉₁) 'leaf' are also examples of the l ~ l alternation (Chap. II, sec. 15.9).
means of which they are to be distinguished by the (h) voice-assimilation rule. The forms of sub-corpus (c), however, seem to contradict this formulation. We thus assume that they are not to be considered as precisely parallel to the forms of sub-corpus (b). What, then, is the difference?

We recall that the distinction between (e.g.) he\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}-d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}x\textsuperscript{w} 'he was coming' and he\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}6-d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}x\textsuperscript{w} 'come on!' was attributed to the presence in the former of the constituent 'derived incompressive,' to which we assigned the phonological spelling -h\textsuperscript{\text{i}}.\textsuperscript{1} It seems reasonable to maintain that the same aspectual distinction holds here between əs\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}1-d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}x\textsuperscript{w} 'go!' and əs\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}-s\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}l-d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}x\textsuperscript{w} 'he took it.' We thus re-spell these as *?əs-s\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}l-h-d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}x\textsuperscript{w} and *?əs-s\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}-s\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}l-d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}x\textsuperscript{w}.

The rule for h-assimilation of l is thus:\textsuperscript{2}

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{+lateral,} & &\text{-checked} \rightarrow \text{[-voice]} \text{ in env.} / \text{-cons} \text{ +voc} \text{ -syllabic} \text{ -voice} \text{ +cont} \\
&\text{)} \text{stem}
\end{align*}
\]

h is of course assumed to be deleted later in the environments C- (obliterably) and -C\textsuperscript{\text{i}} (optionally).

With Figure 28(d) we re-open the question, mentioned in the Notes, of the alternation 1 \sim ə ə \sim ə\textsuperscript{1}, making the assumption that the groups of forms are in fact semantically and phonologically related.

It is likely that the interpretation of the h-mutation phenomenon as one applying only to semi-vowels y and w\textsuperscript{6} was unnecessarily narrow; it may well be that 1 is also involved. If this is so, then we have a further criterion for asserting that the rule for h-unvoicing must precede the h-mutation rule (compare footnote 2 below). On the other hand, it is

---

\textsuperscript{1} See Chap. II, sec. 15.3.2.

\textsuperscript{2} h must clearly unvoice 1 before the h \rightarrow ə rule; we should otherwise get (e.g.) ə\textsuperscript{1}q\textsuperscript{ê}al\textsuperscript{&}, with no way of deleting the final ə. For ə ə, see Chap. II, Sec. 20.3.

\textsuperscript{3} [-checked] is required to distinguish 1 from ə, in the rule.

\textsuperscript{4} ə never unvoices 1. We thus exclude the [-cont] semi-vowel.

\textsuperscript{5} Compare Chap. II, secs. 15.3/4; h-loss is optional in \textsuperscript{\text{ï}}-\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}C (he\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}-h-\textsuperscript{\text{ï}}d\textsuperscript{\text{ê}}).

\textsuperscript{6} Chap. II, sec. 16.4.
difficult to see just what difference in shape or constituent structure would
guarantee the outputs sól and *ask. One can only suggest that these
be suitably marked in the dictionary with the rule-feature [not l-unvoicing],
for they would then automatically arise from *sólh and *askål, by the
h-mutation rule.¹

II.16. Rule Summary ²

1. Constituent Structure; for Augment.
2. Stress assignment for Augment.
** 4. Affix truncation.
** 5. C-h metathesis.
** 6. Laryngeal affection.
** 7. Vowel assimilation.
** 8. Stress-shift to affix (optional).
** 9. h unvoicing of l.
*10. V-losses (to h) { in unstressed (Augment) reduplication.

   by modified 'counting' rule.

   11. h → \{

   \{h\}¹ before voiceless stop

   \{?\}² abutting R.

   12. t- metathesis.

   13. Y-metathesis. (Augment only?)


   *15. Glottal absorption. Environment very constrained, but probably
occurs within stems too.

   16. Change of obstruency for N.

   17. B lose glottalization.

¹It is, of course, just as reasonable to hold that these forms have
been re-shaped, and are to be written in the dictionary *sól and *askål
directly. Compare 'dictionary final t' in (e.g.) sedex-wōl 'blood,'
xwēl? 'lose,' tōl? 'take off.'

²Compare Summary 2, Chap. II, sec. 10 (p. 71): * shows rules
modified; ** shows rules added; of course, with re-numbering. Note that
the rules are no longer all confined to the Augment.

N = Nasal
B = Voiced obstructive
R = Resonant

19. s-assimilation. (Prefix ?as-)

20. Geminate simplification.

21. Shwa insertion

22/23. Treatment of voiced obstruents.

**N.B. Rule for loss of remaining h in cluster with consonants--ordering unclear, but follows Rule 10. A form like ?álašqah 'outside' would otherwise lose its final shwa--which is not replaceable by shwa-insertion.

II.17. Laryngeal Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?áxcød</td>
<td>xa?áxcød</td>
<td>bed&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?aléš</td>
<td>la?álal̃</td>
<td>sister&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;(m.speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?páptšad</td>
<td>s-páaptšad</td>
<td>heel&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da?w-?ácawélbad</td>
<td>da?w-ce-?ácawélbad</td>
<td>vehicle&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?as prá́p</td>
<td>s-as-práp</td>
<td>wiped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ébsc</td>
<td>be-?ébac</td>
<td>grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?écal</td>
<td>s-le-?écal</td>
<td>song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?éx</td>
<td>?as-?éxex</td>
<td>scraped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?éwad</td>
<td>?as-?éwad</td>
<td>invited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bo-?ólásqah(h)</td>
<td>bo-?ólásqah(h)</td>
<td>go out&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?obát</td>
<td>s-?obát</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?élaxe?ad</td>
<td>s-?élaxe?ad</td>
<td>dish&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?óšab</td>
<td>?as-?óšab</td>
<td>charitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?óxwÓšab</td>
<td>?as-?óxwÓšab</td>
<td>having bought a wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?ópál</td>
<td>?as-?ópál</td>
<td>eaten&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?bètèbèd</td>
<td>?as-?bètèbèd</td>
<td>seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?óỹ</td>
<td>?as-?óỹ</td>
<td>paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-?aléx w</td>
<td>?as-?aléx w</td>
<td>hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?as-hóbèd</td>
<td>?as-hóbèd</td>
<td>red foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hóbè-?ød</td>
<td>?as-?ó-hóle-?</td>
<td>I'm alive&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;, we're alive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 29. --Laryngeal-Initial Stems

<sup>1</sup> Compare ?axéc 'go to bed'; thus *?aséc-?ud as Nominal derivative, with normal vowel-loss following stress-retraction.
Fig. 29—cont.

2 For the optional vowel-loss in ʃálaš (later ʃáʃaš, by shwa-insertion) see Chap. II, sec. 17.2.

3 For optional stress-shift giving s-paʔaptšad, see Chap. II, sec. 15.6.

4 Compare ʔacáwal- 'be riding.' Here Nominal derivation ɗxW-stem-bd, with retraction of accent. Stress-retraction in derived nouns is common, but not entirely predictable.

5 The glottal stop in ba-laʔalasqaɬ results from vowel-loss after the stress (see Chap. II, sec. 12) followed by glottal attraction. The final shwa remains, before final h.

6 s-ʃɔlaxəd apparently contradicts the vowel-loss rule: we therefore reconstruct *s-ʃɔlay-ayəd, by analogy with forms like ŋkayəs; k-ʃəkəs (see Chap. II, sec. 12.3 [end]).

7 Compare tabot 'he sat down.' Here, with Nominalizing suffix -béd; uniquely, the suffix bears primary stress in the unmarked form.

8 From *hələh; compare həleʔ-ədə-bət 'he saved himself,' a transitive (-d-) reflexive (-bət-) formation.

II.17.1. Introduction

With the insights on the behavior of glottal stop and h already gained, we turn now to the question of the behavior of stem glottal stop and h. We shall show that, although stem-initial ʔ/h behave differently from other consonants, their idiosyncrasies there parallel those shown by ʔ/h elsewhere. In particular, no compelling motive will appear for re-interpreting ʔW-initial stems as underlingly vowel-initial, that is, for assuming that initial glottal stop is automatically inserted before what are really vowel-initial stems.

Similar idiosyncrasies occur in the augment when the final consonant of the initial syllable (C₂ hereafter) is glottal stop or h. We shall characterize stems having a laryngeal as C₁ or C₂ simply as laryngeal stems, for the remainder of this thesis.¹

¹ Thus, 'laryngeal-initial' refers to ʔ/h as stem-initial; while 'laryngeal-final' refers to ʔ/h as C₂ of a stem.
II.17.2. Laryngeal-Initial

Suppose we attempt to derive the augmented forms for some of the examples in Figure 29, assuming that the 'spelling rule' for Reduplication in the Augment is exactly the same as for forms with other than $\gamma$-h-initial, viz., $C_1 VC_2$. Let us take $\text{ leagues }$ 'scrape' and $\text{ cêlal }$ 'sing'.\footnote{Compare the argument from the Distributive Numerals, Chap. II, sec. 14.}

$\text{*$\text{ xeš-}cêx*$}$ gives $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ (by vowel-loss) then $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ (by glottal attraction), then $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ (geminate-simplification)\footnote{Chap. II, sec. 7.6.} then $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ (shwa-insertion). We notice that, unless we invoke a second vowel-assimilation rule, we cannot get the altornant output, $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ (or $\text{ xeš-}cêx$, by [optional] operation of stress-shift).\footnote{See Chap. II, sec. 15.6.}

The case of $\text{*$\text{ cêlal*}$}$ is even worse. $\text{*$\text{ cêlal*}$}$ gives $\text{ cêlal}$ (vowel-loss and $\text{ f*}$ production). Then, assuming one glottal stop is attracted, we are left with $\text{ cêlal}$, with no way of deleting the initial glottal stop. The completely ad hoc convention that both glottal stops will be attracted must then be matched by the equally ad hoc convention that the triple glottal stop now appearing after glottal attraction ($\text{*$\text{ cêlal*}$}$) is simplified by the geminate-simplification rule. As with $\text{ xeš}$, of course, there is no way to produce the (commoner) alternate $\text{ lêlal}$. With the $\text{ h-initial}$ stems, we are in no better a position. Deriving the augment for a form such as $\text{ xas-hobézad}$, we get $\text{ xas-hobézad}$, then $\text{ xas-hobézad}$ (by vowel loss and glottal stop development), then $\text{ xas-hobézad}$ (by glottal attraction), then $\text{ xas-hobézad}$ (by h-loss before a consonant). Now while the medial glottal stop will be absorbed (by $\text{ b}$), there is (as before) no way to derive the alternate $\text{ xas-bohozęzd}$ without invoking a second vowel-assimilation rule.

One simple solution to the problem of the additional glottal stops in these derivations is to adopt the convention that $\gamma$-h-initial stems do not develop glottal stops from the vowels lost in Augment, even if $\text{ 'C_2'}$ is a voiced consonant. This certainly gives the alternants $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ and $\text{ lêlal}$, assuming only that geminate glottal stops are simplified. But how are we to derive the alternants $\text{ xeš-}cêx$ and $\text{ lêlal}$, without an additional rule for vowel-harmony?
The notion that the presence of stem-initial */h* somehow inhibits the development of a glottal stop, is clearly not powerful enough to enable us to generate the second alternant (e.g., leʔéral). Recalling that a laryngeal may in certain circumstances be lost when stem-final, we now propose that stem-initial laryngeals are in fact also lost in the unstressed reduplicating syllable.

The fact that glottal stop is not developed for such stems in augment is then very simply explained: If 'C₁' is first lost, then there is no 'C-C' environment, and the vowel itself is not lost. What, then, becomes of the vowel in such a case? We do not get forms such as *heʔel-ʔéral*. We propose that, after the loss of the initial */h* segment, the vowel of the reduplicating syllable metathesizes with the 'C₂' segment. Thus, the derivation is as follows: ʔel-ʔéral gives el-ʔéral (loss of initial */h*), then leʔéral (by metathesis), which is the 'common' alternant.

We found it implausible to derive the alternant leʔéral from the alternant laʔéral (above); can we now hold that laʔéral may be derived from leʔéral? In the light of what has been discovered concerning the loss of vowels in unstressed syllables, especially those preceding the stress, the suggestion seems most plausible. Let us review some supporting evidence.

Two situations in which an optional vowel-loss occurs in pre-tonic position are the following:

1. With the present-continuative aspect prefix be-. Thus we have bāfélal ~ beʔéral 'he's singing'; bā-teč-ē-čad 'I'm scattering,' but (commonly) be-teč-a-čad 'I'm scattering them.'

2. In di-syllabic containing shwa in the first and unstressed syllable (see Chap. II, sec. 4). Here we contrast yəł-šax; yəł-ʔ-yəłax 'gathered,' with s-yəłáb; ¹ s-yəł-yəłab 'year.'

With the above data in mind, we see how the alternants such as laʔéral can be derived from those such as leʔéral.

We suggest that, as above, the unstressed pre-tonic vowel is optionally lost (with following laryngeal) in the forms under discussion. Maximum productivity is gained for the rule if it also deals with forms like beʔéral ~ bəʔéral above: thus, the proposed rule must follow the Augment

¹ Alternant to s-yəł-yəłab. We should expect s-yəł-yəłab if the rule were obligatory.
metathesis that gives le?éalal from the stage el?éalal (i.e., after deletion of initial laryngeal). Thus:

1. ?/h deletion.
2. Augment metathesis.
3. Optional deletion of V₁ in env. / -?/hV₁.

But if we derive (augmented) 1-?éalal according to this series of rules, it is immediately obvious that the shwa-insertion rule will not be able to operate to give the desired ia?éalal, for glottal-absorption (which necessarily precedes shwa-insertion) will give *?₂-éalal, the environment for shwa-insertion being thereby lost.

It is therefore in order to re-examine glottal-absorption. Here we note that (Chap. II, sec. 13), in order to allow for stem glottal-absorption (thereby including cases such as yádés), sub-rule 2 was modified to read:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+cons} & \quad \text{[?]} \rightarrow \quad \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+cons} \\
\text{[+voice} \\
\text{[+checked}
\end{array}\right] \text{ in env. / - (C) V}
\end{align*}
\]

This allowed for both tōbo?ébax and yódés.

To prevent the same sub-rule taking 1-?éalal to *?₂-éalal, it is clear that we must constrain glottal-absorption from operating when the absorbing segment is initial (1-?éalal), if there is no consonant following. This constraint is best expressed as a 'condition' on the sub-rule above, reading:

Condition on sub-rule 2: If C₁ is null,

Then [+cons] may not be in env. / # -

II.17.3. Laryngeal-Final

The reason for the retention of the vowel of the reduplication syllable, as suggested above, was that the 'C₁' segment had been lost, since it was a laryngeal. Consider now the forms of Figure 30, where the reduplication seems to be 'C₁V₁'. It seems reasonable to maintain that the retention of the vowel can be attributed to the same cause, viz., the loss of ?, this time as 'C₂' of the reduplicating syllable.

\[\text{for the generalization and further ordering of this rule, see Attenuative (Chap. IV, sec. 4).}\]
Fig. 30.—Laryngeal-Final Stems

1 sq w q' o-baš 'Skokomish' is thus s-q' o-q' o-baš 'river people,' regularly derived (from the plural of 'water' as 'river') with s- nominal prefix, and -baš 'people' (probable related to pluralizing -o-baš). A-s-q' o-q' o-baš would give the correct output by the rules already given.

We therefore propose amending the rule for laryngeal 1 deletion (Chap. II, sec. 17.2), which now reads as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
?/h & \longrightarrow \emptyset & \text{in env.} & \begin{cases} & \{ -V_1C_2 \} & \& \\
& \{ CV_1 \} & \end{cases} \\
& \text{Aug redup.}
\end{align*}
\]

We thus derive not only:

\[
el-\text{el}al \longrightarrow \text{el-}\text{el}al \longrightarrow \text{el-}\text{el}al \longrightarrow (\text{opt}) \text{el}7\text{el}al \longrightarrow \text{el}7\text{el}al,
\]

but also:

\[
qo\text{-qo} ? \longrightarrow qo\text{-qo} ? \longrightarrow qo\text{-qo} ?.
\]

1 There is no certain attestation of Augmented forms from stems containing h as 'C_2.' Nevertheless, the parallel behavior of h in other respects leads us to suppose a parallel here, too. Cf. Attenuative with h as C_2.

A solitary form, sđādā(h) 'money,' may prove to be our single example. If it is indeed an augmented form, then its underlying shape would be *s-dā-dā: but this suggests that 'laryngeal affection' precedes the loss of (C_2)h. Cf. Rule Summary 4, Rule 3, where it is assumed that a laryngeal as either C_1 or C_2 is lost earlier than laryngeal affection.
It is crucial to distinguish these forms from those of sub-corpus (b). If we postulated underlying forms such as **čáʔyat, **dáʔwat, we could not derive the correct outputs. Thus (e.g.) **čaʔ-čáʔyat gives **ča-čáʔyat (by deletion of C₂ as glottal stop), but this would require a completely ad hoc rule to replace the o by a to get čeʔčáʔyat. The underlying form, as has already been shown (see p. 46) must be **čáʔyat.

The case of dáʔwat is even more interesting. If we assumed **dáʔ-dáʔwat, we should derive **dá-čáʔwat, which is clearly wrong just as we saw above for čáʔyat. But the derivation which will give the correct vowel in the reduplication can only result from an original w. However, reconstructing with a w gives us *dɔw-dɔwʔat, then dɔw-dɔwʔat (by vowel loss and ?-production in the reduplication), then dɔʔ-dɔʔwat (by ?-attraction, both in the reduplication and in the stem), then dɔʔ-dɔʔwat (by semi-vowel rule). Why, then, do we get do-čáʔwat as the correct output? Clearly, the glottal-absorption rule must operate here, so that the glottal stop is later deleted when non-obstruent nasals change their obstrueness.

Let us recapitulate the derivation, restoring the underlying nasal segments for clarity: nɔw-nɔwʔat, nɔw-nɔwʔat, nɔʔ-nɔʔwat, nɔʔ-nɔʔwat; then nɔ-ŋǝʔwat (by glottal absorption), then do- čáʔwat (by change of obstrueness), then do-dáʔwat (by loss of glottalization on voiced obstruents).

The case of dɔʔdǝʔd = dáʔdǝʔd; da-dáʔdǝʔd = šdǝʔdǝʔd in turn shows that we must on occasion recognize free alternants in the dictionary: but the augmented forms match these alternants perfectly! For dɔʔdǝʔd, the form da-dáʔdǝʔd corresponds, as shown above; while for dáʔdǝʔd, šdǝʔdǝʔd corresponds, derived from *nǝʔ-nǝʔǝn with the addition of the cluster simplification rule (Chap. II, sec. 7.3).

II.18. Specification of h, w/y

II.18.1. General

From the whole of the preceding discussion, the following summarizes the behavior of glottal stop, h, and y.

First, these are the non-vowel segments which participate in metathesis. Glottal metathesis (or attraction); h-metathesis (as in
qāhse; q̣as-qāhse); and y-metathesis (as in yəṣad; șe-yəṣad) are all well attested in the preceding corpora. Setting these segments apart from both the vowels and the other non-vowels (including 1), let us call them the class of [+oral]\(^1\) semi-vowels.

Glottal stop and h behave distinctively as regards laryngeal affection, vowel-assimilation, optional stress-shift, and deletion as stem 'C\(_1\)' or stem 'C\(_2\)' in reduplication: these constitute the sub-class of voiceless semi-vowels, a class divided internally by the feature of [continuousness].\(^2\)

By the same token, w and y constitute the sub-class of voiced semi-vowels, distinguished primarily\(^3\) by the feature of [oral].

II.16.2. w/y and the Semi-Vowel Rule

So far as the specification of the segment alternations w/o and y/e is concerned, the definition of w/y as semi-vowels would normally include the feature [-vocalic], the alternation being then defined as a change of [-vocalic] to [+vocalic] for both.

Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[-Cons]} \\
\text{[-Voc]} \\
\text{[+Voice]}
\end{array} \quad \longrightarrow \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+Voc], in certain environments.}
\end{array}
\]

However, although the formulation just given is certainly simple, we should prefer one that more closely corresponding to the notion that we have to do with the syllabification of certain segments. How may we convey this notion within the present framework?

It is most probable, questions of 'phonological markedness' aside, that any universal theory of phonology will require the addition of

\(^1\)For the motivation of 'Oral,' see Chap. II, sec. 7.

\(^2\)The classification of h/? as semi-vowels has thus been made purely on the grounds of similarity of behavior with w/y. We note that, for Twana, it would have been difficult to consider h/? as obstruents, for we already have a segment marked [+Grave, +Compact, +Checked, -Cont], viz., OMBRE. For discussion of h, see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.3.2.

\(^3\)'Primarily' refers to the minimal specification possible in the rules (here, the Semi-vowel Rule).
Syllabic to the total roster of distinctive features. If we assume that
this is so, then clearly we are at liberty to use this feature; indeed, we
are required to use it, if its use in any sense clarifies the phonology of
the language under discussion.

Suppose, then, we specify all the non-vowel segments of Twana as
[-syllabic]. We are now able to define the process of vocalization of semi-
vowels as a syllabification, as we desired. We do not want this syllabifica-
tion, however, to apply to w, y by virtue of their partaking of 'voice'; we
should also prefer to avoid having to reverse the sign on the feature
[vocalic] (for w, y are at present defined as [-vocalic]) in the rule in
question.

We may avoid both these problems by the simple expedient of re-defining
w/y as [+vocalic]. As before, the binary quantity of a single feature
(syllabic) is reversed in the semi-vowel rule; instead of
\[+-\text{cons} \quad +\text{voc} \quad +\text{voice} \]
left hand side of the rule will require to specify
\[+-\text{cons} \quad +\text{vocalic} \quad -\text{syllabic} \]
now distinct from t/h by the feature of vocalicity, and not voice, but distinct
from l primarily by consonantality.

We now define the 'environment' of the semi-vowel syllabification rule.

Examples:
- \(\text{Rw}^w\text{oy} \quad \text{Rw}^w\text{e}?-\text{Rw}^w\text{oy} \)
  - mother, pl.
- \(\text{Iawalb}^s\) \(\text{Iawalb}^s\) \(\text{Iawalb}^s\)
  - Indian person, pl.
- \(\text{s-}\text{i}^a\text{q} \quad \text{s-}\text{i}^a\text{q} \quad \text{thimble-berry, -bush}
- \(\text{ys}^q\text{ol}^q\text{w}^l\text{alt}^x\)
  - washing the house
- \(\text{as}^a\text{l}^q\text{w}^l\text{e}^l\text{a}^l\text{a}^l\text{t}^x^l\text{e}^l\text{bad} \quad \text{basket, baking-pan}
- \(\text{tk}^q\text{a}^q\text{as} \quad \text{k-t}^q\text{a}^q\text{a}^q\text{as} \)
  - basket, pl.
- \(\text{s-y}^q\text{e}^t\text{as} \quad \text{s-y}^q\text{e}^t\text{y}^t\text{was} \)
  - wood, pl.
- \(\text{s-}\text{e}^q\text{w}^q\text{e}^q\text{s} \quad \text{s-}\text{e}^q\text{w}^q\text{e}^q\text{w} \)
  - dog, puppy

---

1 This suggestion is owing to MacCawley (personal communication). He
remarks that 'Syllabic to' will be required for any language (such as Sanskrit)
exhibiting both semi-vowel-vowel alternation and syllabification of r and l,
and claims that the new feature must therefore find a place in the roster of
features. See MacCawley (1967), and fn. 2, p. 115 on redundancy of vocalic.

2 \(\text{s-}\text{i}^a\text{q}^a\text{y}^a\text{rh} \quad \) (Chap. II, sec. 12.3).
Taking w,y,z, h,b and d (at this point, m,n) as non-obstruents, the above sample corpus shows that all combinations of obstruent and non-obstruent are proper environments for syllabification of a semi-vowel. In addition, syllabification occurs (optionally) word-initially before an obstruent.

We note, finally, the alternants s-yɔ̀wés ~ s-e?wés, which illustrates the alternative syllabifications of semi-vowels that follow the stage of derivation s-ywés (from underlying *s-yawés,1 compare augmented s-yo?-yawam), depending on whether or not glottal attraction occurs: with glottal attraction, we get s-ywés, then s-yo?; without glottal attraction, we get s-ywés, then s-e?wés.

The semi-vowel rule may thus be formulated as follows:

-Amended Semi-Vowel Rule:2

<math>^{1}\text{-cons} \rightarrow [+\text{syl}] \text{ in env. } / \begin{cases} [\text{-cons}]_1 \\ [-\text{syl}]_1 \\ [-\text{syl}]_2 \\ \text{opt: [ # ] }_3 \end{cases} \begin{cases} [\text{-cons}]_1 \\ [-\text{syl}]_1 \\ [-\text{syl}]_2 \\ [-\text{syl}]_3 \end{cases}</math>

II.19. d-Loss, n-Loss

Our final topic so far as Twana consonants are concerned, will be the loss of 'final d'.4

Comparing Figure 31 sub-corpora (a) and (b), we note that stem-final -d is lost before third singular possessive -s and first plural -i, but that stem-final -t is not lost in these environments. This suggests that we consider the segments lost to be still distinctively non-obstruent at the point

---

1 By the vowel-loss rule, applying to the unstressed shwa in pretonic position.

2 But see the revised formulation (Chap. IV, sec. 2.3) made possible by redefinition of the Major Class features as Sonorant, Consonant, and Syllabic. Note that this redefinition makes the Feature [Vocalic] redundant.

3 The affix-truncation rule must also be amended accordingly. The 'exception rider' must now read 'but not [+voice] [-cons] [-voc] [-syl]'.

4 Compare the discussion of the specification of 'output b,d.' See Chap. II, sec. 8.
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Poss</th>
<th>3rd Sg. Poss.</th>
<th>1st Pl. Poss.</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) s’obát</td>
<td>s’obáts-s</td>
<td>s’obát-l</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’ést</td>
<td>q’ést-s</td>
<td>s-q’ést-l</td>
<td>cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’obát</td>
<td>x’obáts-s</td>
<td>x’obát-l</td>
<td>paddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) yásád</td>
<td>yásád-as</td>
<td></td>
<td>leg¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-q-sád</td>
<td>s-q-sád-as</td>
<td></td>
<td>toe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-q-súq-séd</td>
<td>s-q-súq-séd-</td>
<td></td>
<td>toes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sá-báde</td>
<td>sá-báde-s</td>
<td>sá-báde-l</td>
<td>mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>báčléad</td>
<td>báčlé-as</td>
<td>báčlé-l</td>
<td>flea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bád</td>
<td>bád-as</td>
<td>bá-l</td>
<td>father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) lékwa-čad</td>
<td>lékwa-č</td>
<td></td>
<td>I speak; we speak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lékwa-č</td>
<td>lékwa-čp</td>
<td></td>
<td>you speak(sg., pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lékwa-ad</td>
<td>lékwa-ad-sá</td>
<td></td>
<td>he speaks; they speak²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pésat</td>
<td>pésat-če</td>
<td></td>
<td>big ones; big hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>táwad</td>
<td>sól táwad-čad</td>
<td></td>
<td>town; I go to town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) hédab-dexwa-čad</td>
<td>hédab-dexwa-č-xwél</td>
<td></td>
<td>I went; I went down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be-qwéc-čad</td>
<td>be-qwéc-če</td>
<td></td>
<td>I dance; I just dance³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be-qwéc-č</td>
<td>be-qwéc-č</td>
<td></td>
<td>you dance; you just dance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. Note the relation of the 'bound' to the free form for 'leg,' in the form for 'toe.' Compare tás-súq 'split' for the other etymon involved. The plural must exhibit cluster-simplification, but the presence of s-nominal masks the simplification for s-initial stems, since s-s in any case gives š by geminate simplification.

2. The person marker for third plural is ṣwáš, the output from which is ṣwáš (the vowel-loss giving glottal stop, which is then attracted towards the stress); this gives allomorph ṣáš after consonant-final stems: no general w-loss rule obtains in Twana, so a special rule will be required here.

3. ṣédá(h) is one of a number of pre-posed 'auxiliaries.' Since subject person is marked only once per phrase (ṣédá-čad-), the following main verb (e.g., q’éc 'dance') is marked for aspect (be-continuous, neutral tense) but not for subject.
of loss, i.e., that the rule for (what we must re-name) 'n-loss' precedes the rule for change of obstruency.¹

Sub-corpus (c) consists of the (unmarked) paradigm of the verb 'speak.' Third person singular is the 'unmarked' person, and only there and in third plural does stem-final *-n remain. We thus add 'consonantal person markers' to the list of environments for n-loss. Support for this interpretation is offered by the loan word 'town' in the same sub-corpus.

Sub-corpus (d) shows that the one n-final person marker (first singular) also loses its n before a word-initial consonant. Here, however, the attestation from texts suggests that the n-loss rule is one which may be suspended in slow speech, or where a phrase is re-divided for rhythmic purposes. We compare the citation in (d) with ṭadā-ṭad ⊢ ُ-ba-laláb 'there I was, just rowing':²

n-Loss Rule:³

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{nasal} \\
\text{[-grave]}
\end{array} \quad \text{Ø in env.} \quad / \quad \text{& [+]cons} \quad )\text{stem}
\]

II.20. Shwa-Insertion

II.20.1. General

Swadesh⁵ refers to '... the false vowel, a vocalic murmur between consonants in clusters, whose timbre is much influenced by the neighbouring consonants. ...' '... the fact that the false vowel is actually recorded with the same symbols as the phonemic vowels caused errors even in Boss' work.'

---

¹ For the relative ordering of 'n-loss' and 'glottal absorption' rules see Chap. II, sec. 20.5.

² From "The Storm Mountain." ⊢ signifies phrase-internal pause. The unity of the total citation as a single phrase is proven by the single occurrence of the subject morpheme -ṭad 'I.'

³ Despite the phrasal unity shown by the syntax (fn. 2, above), -ṭad(Ø) above must be considered as word-final still, and hence not liable to 'n-loss.'

⁴ Perhaps [+nasal] is better. This parallels the cluster-resolution rule which requires [oral] (Chap. II, sec. 7).

⁵ Swadesh (1952).
We have shown above that certain occurrences of shwa must be considered segments of dictionary entries, while others are the result of an insertion rule—even, in certain cases, replacing an 'original' shwa where the latter was deleted by the vowel-loss rules. The inserted shwas correspond to Swadesh' 'false vowel,' although it must be clear that, for a given environment, all unstressed shwas in Twana have the same phonetic shape.¹

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Augmented} & \quad \text{Gloss} \\
(a) & \quad q-\text{\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}q\ddot{a}d} \quad \text{noses} \\
& \quad \check{x}-\text{\ddot{a}m\ddot{o}k} \quad \text{proud} \\
& \quad x-\text{\ddot{a}l\ddot{a}k\ddot{a}x} \quad \text{lights} \\
& \quad \ddot{t}-\text{\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}t} \quad \text{sucked} \\
& \quad \check{\ddot{\text{c}}}-\text{\ddot{a}d\ddot{e}\ddot{c}} \quad \text{scratched} \\
& \quad \ddot{\text{d}}\ddot{a}-\text{s-\ddot{a}d\ddot{a}?} \quad \text{mine} \\
& \quad \ddot{\text{d}}\ddot{a}-k^{\text{\textw}}\text{t\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}c} \quad \text{my husband (non-definite)} \\
& \quad t\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}d}}-k^{\text{\textw}}\text{t\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}c} \quad \text{my husband (definite)} \\
(b) & \quad s-\text{\ddot{a}q-\ddot{a}q-\ddot{a}\ddot{e}d} \quad \text{toes} \\
& \quad q-\text{\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}q\ddot{a}d} \quad \text{noses} \\
& \quad \text{\check{\text{l}}\ddot{a}w\ddot{a}l\ddot{b}\ddot{a}g} \quad \text{Indian person} \\
& \quad k^{\text{\textw}}-t-k^{\text{\textw}}\text{t\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}c} \quad \text{husbands} \\
& \quad p^{\text{\textw}}-p^{\text{\textw}}-q^{\text{\textw}}-\ddot{\text{q}}\ddot{\text{a}}d \quad \text{hair all feathered} \\
& \quad k-\text{\check{\text{t}}\ddot{a}k\ddot{e}\ddot{a}s} \quad \text{baskets} \\
(c) & \quad q\ddot{a}b-q\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}d \quad \text{axes} \\
& \quad \ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}l\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}l-\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}l\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{d}e \quad \text{ears} \\
& \quad l\ddot{a}b-\ddot{\text{\ddot{i}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{b}}} \quad \text{scarred} \\
& \quad s-\text{\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}d-\ddot{b}\ddot{a}d} \quad \text{mountains} \\
& \quad \text{\check{\text{\ddot{w}}}}\ddot{a}d-\text{\text{\textw}}\ddot{a}d\ddot{a}w \quad \text{horns} \\
& \quad \text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{y}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}d\ddot{a}s} \quad \text{teeth} \\
& \quad \text{Unaugmented} \\
(d) & \quad p\ddot{a}\ddot{\text{\ddot{t}}}\ddot{a}b \quad \text{when} \\
& \quad p\ddot{\text{\ddot{t}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{o}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{r}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}s \quad \text{spring} \\
(e) & \quad s\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}l\ddot{\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}l}}\ddot{\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}s} \quad \text{his speech, language} \\
& \quad \ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{d}}}a-}\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{c}}}-}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{q}}-}\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{w}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{b}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{e}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{t}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{q}}}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{w}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}b} \quad \text{I'm just playing} \\
& \quad \ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{d}}}a-}\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{c}}}-}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{q}}-}\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{w}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{b}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{e}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{t}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{\text{\ddot{q}}}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{w}}}\ddot{\text{\ddot{a}}}b} \quad \text{You're just playing} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 32.—Shwa Insertion

¹ See Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.
We deal here fully only with those aspects of shwa-insertion which are purely phonological, mentioning in a brief note (Chap. II, sec. 20.4) one or two complications attaching to the specific morphemes s- nominal and ?as- stative.

Figure 32(a) exemplifies two regular environments for shwa-insertion: these are, after an initial voiced consonant (e.g., d- first singular possessive, as in d?a-kWabble 'my husband') and before a voiced consonant preceded by a single initial consonant (as in forms such as q-abâqsad, with cluster-simplification, from *b?bq-bâqsad).

Sub-corpus (b) adds the two environments 'before a final voiced consonant preceded by a consonant,' and 'after a voiced consonant preceding a final consonant,' as in s-q-sôq-ùad 'toes,' and kW-t-kWtâbâc 'husbands.' The form kW-tâkeitas\(^1\) now shows that 'voiced consonant' is not a wide enough term for our purpose. If glottal stop is to be included, then it is reasonable to suppose that shwa-epenthesis precedes the change of obstruency of the nasal non-obstruents, and that its environment refers to 'non-obstruent,' instead of 'voiced consonant.'

Sub-corpus (c) generalizes the first environment we found in sub-corpus (b), to 'before any voiced consonant preceded by a consonant': thus kâb-ùb, from b-ùb. On the other hand, two important constraints on shwa-insertion also appear.

Cf. qùâlâde; qùl?-qùlde with kWtâbâc; kW-t-kWtâbâc: then the original a of qùâlâde is lost in augment without shwa-replacement, whereas the a lost in augment from kWtâbâc is replaced by shwa later. It is reasonably clear that no shwa is inserted between a segment specified as [+vocalic], [-syllabic], (i.e., w,y,l), and a following nasal within the primary stem, e.g., yatâwad yatâwde\(^2\) 'salmon-berry,' lâwalbaš 'Indian person,' sôwésaldeax 'sky.'

\(^1\) Compare unmarked tkâyas, and thus augmented *t?k-tkâyas, tk-ùkys. For the same environment initially, compare the many cases of ?as → ?as- , then ?as- in stative augment.

\(^2\) The corpus attests the interesting doublet yatâode yatâude; the former showing glottal-attraction and syllabification of w, the latter showing no glottal-attraction but subsequent absorption and loss of the glottal component (from *yatâwad-ayh)(see Chap. II, sec. 12.2).
The second constraint is rather more problematic. For the type ḫāb-īḇō 'scarred' or cād-cēḏāh 'they' we require no explanation for the non-appearance of inserted shwa at the morpheme-boundary, since we asserted that (except for initial and pre-final voiced consonants) the shwa-glide is always inserted before the voiced consonant. However, the augmented bōd-bēḏāh 'children,' etc. (sub-corpus [c]) suggests that the constraint must also operate for morpheme-initial voiced consonants within a stem.

**Shwa-Insertion Rule:** \( \phi \rightarrow a \)

- \( \{C_1 - C_2\} \) in pause
  - 1. Condition 1. Either or both \( C_1, C_2 \) is [+voice]
  - 2. \( C_2 \) is not a laryngeal

- \( C_1 - C \)
  - 2. Condition 1. \( C_1 \) is not laryngeal
  - 2. Not across Augment 'ā'

- \( C - ? \)
  - 3. Condition (?) but not with s- Nominal

II.20.2. With n-Loss

We asserted above (Chap. II, sec. 1.2.1) that in di-syllabic stems we could assume that unstressed shwa in the first syllable is deleted by the vowel-loss rule: the 'saving clause' was, of course, that the stems then considered never showed a shwa in the position concerned except where 'C₁' or 'C₂' was voiced. How, now, are we to explain forms such as pātāb?

If the vowel-loss rule deletes the shwa, as it should (since shwa is between voiceless consonants), is the shwa-insertion rule to operate and replace it?

Consider sub-corpora (d) and (e). Clearly, the answer to the question above is that the shwa is lost and is in fact replaced. It is thus obvious that the n-loss rule which produces forms of the shape pātāb must operate after the rule replacing lost shwas (as well as supplying θ-glides, as in q-āb-ā españ). However, while *pān-čēx* gives pā-čēx, just as *lēkʷan-čn* gives lēkʷa-čēd, we note that *pād-qāp*, *pād-sēlā(h)* and *pād-qāʔəzd* have not lost -ā. Suppose we hold that we have to do with instances of 'frozen forms': how is such a notion to be formalized within the theoretical framework we have adopted? Specifically, we must represent the constituents

---

1 'In pause' here means initial or final.

2 But see Chap. II, sec. 20.4.

3 Cf. sēlād 'food.' An ill-understood d-loss.
involved in such a way that the n-loss rule operating on *pan-çēx does not operate on *pan-sēia(h).

There are two ways of achieving our purpose. The first is simply to mark the dictionary entries concerned with the feature [not n-loss rule]. However, although this marks the appropriate forms as 'exceptional' and guarantees the correct outputs, the marking suggested does not seem to correspond in any way to the notion we started out to explicate, viz., 'frozen form.'

A better correspondance might well follow from the assertion that a form like *pan-sēia(q) is not being treated as a compound. If (e.g.) pād-çēx is considered to contain 'simple morpheme boundary,' then we might represent pād-sēia(h) with 'internal word boundary': thus *pan-çēx but *pan#s-sēia(h). It is now quite simple to explain the different treatment of the two forms; the rule (p. 117) for n-loss refers to 'simple morpheme-boundary,' and *pan#s-sēia(h) thus requires no further special marking to ensure that it will not lose its n.

(a) With following - b

sēl-bad half brother cf. gē-sēl split
be-gēl-bō'yac-čēd I'm eating meat cf. tēl-ad eat : bō'yac meat
but: sēl-gēl a snack (Atten.)

(b) With following - d

kā-sall-dēx w it spilled cf. kā-sāl pour
s-ēl-sā-de(h) little girl (Atten.) cf. s-īn-dāy woman
-ēl-dēx w he's way over there cf. ēl-dāy yonder
da'wēl we'll dēcēh you and I cf. wa'te dāqas and the other
But: kā-sall-lōb scarred (Aug.)

(c) With following - w

s-kāc-s-ilwabēt half-breed cf. kawalbaš Indian
but kāc-s-ālililēx w he got frightened

1 The view here held concerning the nature of junctures is that they simply delimit the spans over which rules operate. There is no implication (cf. Joos, 2nd Texas Conference) that internal open juncture corresponds to a 'delay within the utterance,' or indeed to any constant acoustic property (see Lehiste [1960]).

2 Since #1 is a higher 'ranking' boundary, forms containing it will simply not be affected.
(d) With following - y

\[ \text{yadd\text{-}al} \quad \text{yadd\text{-}was} \]
big-heart \quad cf. \text{yadd\text{-}was} \quad \text{heart}

but: \[ \text{yoo\text{-}i} \quad \text{yoo\text{-}isab} \]
go and wash \quad \text{yoo\text{-}is\text{-}i} \quad \text{go!}

Fig. 33.—Syllabification of \( \text{I} \)

II.20.3. Syllabic Offglide with \( \text{I} \)

The forms of Figure 33 show the development of a syllabic offglide for \( \text{I} \) in certain environments. Thus, 'half-brother' as against 'half'; I'm eating meat' as against 'eat,' etc.

On the other hand, while the offglide only develops where \( \text{I} \) is followed by a voiced consonant, forms such as 'he got frightened,' 'scarred,' and 'a snack' show two complications. First, initial and pre-final \( \text{I} \) before a voiced consonant do not develop the offglide; and second, these same forms show an 'inserted shwa.'

However, despite the evidence of the inserted shwas, it is by no means clear that shwa insertion precedes the insertion of the syllabic offglide for \( \text{I} \): if it did, we should derive (e.g.) \( \text{\^{e}gal\text{-}walt} \), instead of \( \text{\^{e}gal\text{-}walt\text{-}i} \).

It must further be noted that, whereas the syllabic offglide develops in 'and me' and in 'half-breed' and 'big-heart,' it does not do so in 'go and wash.' We must consider \( \text{walt} \) ('and') enclitic to \( \text{das\text{-}h} \) ('I, me') in the phrase 'you and I,' just as 'half-breed' and 'big-heart' must be considered as phonological words.

The order of the rules must thus be:
1. Syllabic-1 rule, with positional constraints.
2. Shwa insertion rule.

The Syllabic-1 rule may be written:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{[+Lat} & \quad \text{-voice} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{[1]} \quad \text{[+Lat} & \quad \text{in env.} \quad \text{/} & \quad \text{[+seg]} & \quad \text{B} \quad \text{[+seg]} & \quad \text{[1]} & \quad \# \quad 1 \\
\text{-checked} & \quad \text{(1)}
\end{align*} \]

\(^1# \) Stands for a word boundary, and \([+seg]\) means 'at least one segment,' thus the rule only applies within, and not at word boundaries. B represents b,d (but see Chap. II, sec. 20.5, where it is shown that b,d are still nasals at the point of application of this rule).
II.20.4. Shwa Insertion with Nominal and Stative

-š-áed  
-š-ábáláž  
-š-náykáš  
-š-óšóš  
-š-olóš  
-š-olóš  
-š-yášóš  
-š-as-báš  
-š-s-óšóš  
-š-as-dáš  
-š-s-óšóš  
-š-as-máš  
-š-as-olóš  
-š-as-yášóš  

Fig. 34.--Shwa Insertion with Nominal and Stative

As will be seen from the sample corpus in Figure 34, s- nominal and  
š- stative are idiosyncratic in their behavior as 'preceding consonant' as re- 
gards shwa-insertion. For n and y-initial stems, preceding s-nominal produces 
no shwa. With š- stative, no shwa is produced in conjunction with stem- 
initial m, b, l, and y.

II.20.5. Ordering of Shwa-insertion

It is clear from forms such as š-bášóš  'nose,' lepéc; 
š-šóšóš 'covered' that shwa-insertion must follow cluster-simplification. 
We should otherwise derive forms such as *š-bášóšóš, whereupon the cluster- 
simplification rule would be rendered inoperative.

On the other hand, assuming that the underlying form for '1st person 
singular subject' is *š-n, the shwa-insertion rule must operate before the 
'n-loss' rule; this is because, in a string such as hédab-daxš -čj-xž tel,  

1 No m-initial forms with s-nominal occur in the corpus.
2 We assume non-root morphemes may be of the shape CC (see Appendix I, 
sec. 5.2).
3 Chap. II, sec. 19, Fig. 31(d).
the environment for shwa-insertion only exists so long as the -n is still present.

A crucial form in the present argument is s-lánay; s-líanay 'woman.' From *s-l-ánay we derive s-lən-lánay, then s-inʔ-lánay. Now to derive the correct output, we must assume the operation of the 'n-loss' rule before the shwa-insertion rule, for we should otherwise get **s-iaʔ-lánay, from which the correct output is impossible to derive.

Thus we seem to require, for 'I went down,' the rule order:

1. shwa-epenthesis, then 2. n-loss: but for 'women'
2. n-loss, and then 2. shwa-epenthesis.

How are we to resolve this apparent contradiction in rule ordering? Noting that in 'I went down' the -n is stem-final, while in 'women' it is stem-internal, it is apparent that we have to do with a cyclical application of the rules. Taking the constituent 'stem,' we apply the rules in the order 1. n-loss then 2. shwa-insertion: this guarantees the correct output for 'women,' for -n will be lost. At the same time, a morpheme such as -nxʷ or -ən will gain a shwa; thus hënam-nəxʷ-ən#. Taking next (on the second pass of the cycle) the next-largest constituent hëdab-dəxʷ-əd# xʷtél, the n-loss rule now applies, giving correctly hëdab-dəxʷ-əd-xʷtél.

But we have thus created a fresh problem. We have written hëdab-dəxʷ-əd# xʷtél as the constituent that meets the second pass of the cycle; but we have continued to call the rule the 'n-loss' rule. It is clear¹ that the rule for change of obstrueny (giving b,d for underlying m,n) must be delayed until the last pass of the cycle, which is accomplished by the simple expedient of marking that rule (and those dependent on it) as requiring the environment $ - $.² The spelling of the constituent given above is thus correct, insofar as it is a complete utterance.

It remains to point out that the form for 'women' (s-áʔaday) also enables us to determine the relative ordering of the glottal-absorption and n-loss rules. Clearly, if we assume there is a stage s-inʔ-lánay, then the glottal stop must be absorbed before n-loss, for we should otherwise get an output such as **s-iaʔ-láday.

¹Provided we insist on the interpretation given above (Chap. II, sec. 19), which motivated our placing of this rule before change of obstrueny.

²$ represents 'utterance boundary.'
The order of the rules here referred to is thus:
2. n-Loss.

II.21. Irregular Stress

II.21.1. General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Possessive</th>
<th>3rd Sg. Possessive</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s-pékʰ</td>
<td>s-pékʰ-s</td>
<td>gull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hādéqʰ</td>
<td>hādéqʰ-as }</td>
<td>hump-backed salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ hādéqʰ-s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təbɛxʰ</td>
<td>təbɛxʰ-s</td>
<td>gooseberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təbɛxʰ</td>
<td>təbɛxʰ-s</td>
<td>land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səlɛxʰ</td>
<td>səlɛxʰ-as</td>
<td>hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ċátas }</td>
<td>ċátas</td>
<td>stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ ċátas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čalāš }</td>
<td>čalāš-as }</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ čalāš-s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čəwəs</td>
<td>čəwəs-s</td>
<td>wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ėləs</td>
<td>ėləs</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ šələs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s-χəd-xədaqʰ-če</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ s-χəd-xədaqʰ-če</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-țiwələb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-cələp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-x eʔəq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqʰ ŋəp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʒctay</td>
<td>sct-ctáy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ sct-ctáy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spqálsəd</td>
<td>spq-pqałəsəd }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ spq-pqałəsəd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(c) cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Possessive</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsx - sx ḥāx</td>
<td>tsx - sx ḥāx</td>
<td>elder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx - ḥāwas</td>
<td>x - tx ḥāwas</td>
<td>enemy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭw q ṭāq</td>
<td>q ṭāq</td>
<td>drifted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭw ṭāq</td>
<td>ṭw ṭāq</td>
<td>gravel-cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - x ṭāy</td>
<td>s - x ṭāy</td>
<td>sheep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>s - q ṭāq</td>
<td>stick, cane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| s - q ṭāq | s - q ṭāq | stick, can
II.21.2. Stress Allomorphy

First, it is noted that many disyllabic stems, in citation as well as in the texts, have freely alternating stress.\(^1\) Such are \(\text{wa'sqam} \) 'few'; \(\text{tok}^w\) 'moon, sun'; \(\text{s-?obat} \) 'name'; \(\text{sedaq} \) 'fly'; \(\text{b?estab} \) 'all, everything.' Figure 35 consists of a sample of those forms showing stress-alternation in contexts where it is possible to show which must be considered the underlying stress; from such forms we are able to shed some light on the general nature of the problem.\(^2\)

Sub-corpus (a) gives forms which effectively 'control' the underlying stress and spelling of selected dictionary entries such as \(\text{h\delta\acute{e}q}^w\) 'hump-backed salmon.' By comparison with \(\text{s-}\beta\acute{e}x^w\)-s, which was earlier (p. 89 ) re-spelled\(^3\) \(*s-\beta\acute{e}x^w\), we see that we could explain the alternation \(\text{h\delta\acute{e}q}^w\)-as \(\text{h\delta\acute{e}q}^w\)-s by re-spelling the latter as \(\text{h\delta\acute{e}q}^w\)-s. Similarly, we might re-spell the forms \(\text{\lambda\beta\acute{e}x}^w\) and \(\text{t\beta\acute{e}x}^w\) as \(*t\lambda\beta\acute{e}x^w\) and \(*t\beta\acute{e}x^w\).\(^4\)

However, consideration of the forms \(\text{\check{c}at\check{a}s} \sim \text{\check{c}at\check{a}s} \) 'stone' and \(\text{\check{c}al\check{a}s} \sim \text{\check{c}al\check{a}s} \) 'hand' suggest another possibility. The allomorphy which we assigned to the spelling of the earlier forms may well, at least for the non-mono-syllabic forms, in fact be an allomorphy of stress.

The expression 'allomorphy of stress' implies that we assign the alternation to the dictionary entry itself. But this is by no means an inevitable choice. For the forms given, we have no criterion within Twana, but it is not implausible to assert that a very late optional stress-shift rule\(^5\) is responsible for an output such as \(\text{\check{c}aw\check{a}s-s} \) (instead of \(\text{\check{c}aw\check{a}s-as}\)).

---

\(^1\)But compare \(\text{\check{r}el\check{a}l} \) 'sing'; \(\text{\check{r}el\check{a}l} \) 'weep'; \(\text{b\check{a}t\check{a}s} \) 'murdered'; \(\text{b\check{a}t\check{a}s} \) 'warm'.

\(^2\)The problem is extremely important from a comparativist's point of view, too, since there are stress alternations between (e.g.) Twana and Nisqually. Further internal reconstruction of the kind here attempted should offer a starting point towards understanding the comparative situation.

\(^3\)Re-spelling' of course implies re-analysis; here, a single segment is re-interpreted as two segments.

\(^4\)See Chap. IV, sec. 3.5 for the bearing of this re-analysis on the question of \(*x\) in Twana.

\(^5\)The affix-truncation rule operates at earliest during the second pass of the cycle; it is quite possible that the secondary stress-shift is in fact a post-cycle rule.
II 21.3. 'Not Retraction Rule'

Sub-corpus (b) of Figure 35 gives forms showing another aspect of stress-alternation. In these cases, the stress has not shifted, when we expect it to do so. According to the stress-assignment rules, stress retracts to the first syllable of the stem when the augment is present. Here, other details aside, the rule has failed to operate, so that the augmented form of (e.g.) ḋe-e-calāp 'choked' is ḋe-calāp instead of the expected ḋe-calē-calāp.

It is not clear from the total corpora for Twana whether we must consider the stress-retraction rule to be optional, or whether the forms concerned must be marked in the dictionary as [not augment-retraction rule]. While the existence of doublets for forms such as (sub-corpus [c]) 'pan' and 'foot' tends to confirm that we have to do with either a rule option or an exception to a rule, there is still a further possibility, viz., that we have to do with further cases of CC-stems, or with CC ~ CC- stem allomorphy. For 'pan' and 'foot,' stem allomorphy is suggested; we recall that the shwa will not appear in the output of the unmarked form, where it falls between voiceless consonants. For 'elder' we have to do with a (unique) case of reduplication of a compound prefix. No vowel is hypothesized for this prefix. For 'enemy,' a similar morpheme-structure is supposed, again without vowel in the prefix.

\[1\] *wādāqʷ-ate, \*wvālidak, *cālāp, *wyaqʷ are reasonable underlying forms.

\[2\] Despite the alternation in 'hurt hand.'

\[3\] See p. 47. Compare the argument on s-xpāb (Chap. II, sec. 4). The case for holding that all Twana roots are (minimally) CV C is calibrated, not contradicted, by the existence of forms like š-š-tāy; š-čt-čtāy 'pan.' For the shapes of morphemes, see Appendix II, sec. 2, Fig. 76. There is only one other form like 'pan,' and it is not clear whether we must modify the C.S. rule for reduplication or employ dictionary markings for the two cases.

\[4\] t- article; s- nominal(?) \*w- human agent; ḋāxʷ root.

\[5\] t- article; \*w- human agent; Twās (or hwās) root. It is recalled that nominal and derivative prefixes do not elsewhere partake of reduplication.
If we here concede, contrary to our former assertion, that CC stems occur in Twana, then the Constituent Structure rule for reduplication must be modified accordingly: it must allow CC\(^1\) as well as CVC to reduplicate.

II.21.4. Secondary Shift

Sub-corpus (d) shows the most interesting of all the stress-alternations, viz., a secondary shift back to the (unaugmented) stem-stress.\(^2\) Deriving the output of (e.g.) augmented *(p)el-\(p\)al\(\text{-}\)q\(^w\), we get *(p)el-\(p\)al\(\text{-}\)aq\(^w\), then *(p)el-\(p\)al\(\text{-}\)aq\(^w\) by the ablaut rule for vowels under secondary stress. We should then derive *p\(\text{-}\)l\(\text{-}\)p\(\text{-}\)al\(\text{-}\)aq\(^w\), then pl\(\text{-}\)p\(\text{-}\)al\(\text{-}\)aq\(^w\); then pel\(\text{-}\)p\(\text{-}\)al\(\text{-}\)aq\(^w\). Note that we cannot hold that in pel\(\text{-}\)p\(\text{-}\)al\(\text{-}\)aq\(^w\) the stress has failed to retract: for it is only through this retraction that the original shwa loses one degree of stress and thus is ablauted to \(\text{a}\). We must therefore assume that the stress has first retracted, giving \(\text{a}\), and later shifted back to its original position.\(^4\)

As with the forms of sub-corpus (b), it is not clear just where the (optional?) rule for this secondary stress-shift should operate; certainly after the ablauting of vowels under secondary stress, and also after the vowel-loss rule. If stress-reversion preceded ablaut, we would not get an \(\text{a}\) vowel in the stem; if it preceded vowel-loss, we would then get \(**p\text{-}l\text{-}p\text{-}al\text{-}\text{aq}^w\) (as in the unaugmented form). Further, the secondary stress-shift must follow glottal metathesis and the semi-vowel rule for we should otherwise not get shapes like \(?a\text{-}\text{t}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\)\(^5\) (e.g.).

The rule has the shape:

| Secondary Stress-Shift: | \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+Cons} \\
\text{+Voc} \\
\text{+Stress} \\
\end{array}\] | \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+Cons} \\
\text{-Voc} \\
\text{+Stress} \\
\end{array}\] | \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{-Cons} \\
\text{+Voc} \\
\text{-Stress} \\
\end{array}\] | \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{-Stress} \\
\text{+Stress} \\
\text{Aug} \\
\end{array}\] | \[\begin{array}{c}
1 \\
3 \\
\text{opt.} \\
\end{array}\] |

\(^1\) But note the special conditions on laryngeals.

\(^2\) Comparison with \(?\text{as}\text{-}\text{t}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\text{-}\text{g}^2\); \(?\text{as}\text{-}\text{t}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\text{-}\text{g}^2\) 'rattled' suggests that there is no purely phonological explanation for the anomaly.

\(^3\) See pp.74ff. The unaugmented form is \(p\text{-}l\text{-}\text{q}^w\), with 'secondary' glottal stop.

\(^4\) We have in a sense recaptured the notion of 'analogical levelling,' here under the influence of the unmarked form.

\(^5\) Compare unaugmented \(?\text{as}\text{-}\text{t}^2\text{-}\text{w}^2\) 'guessed.'
Since such a stress alternation occurs only with forms having original secondary stress, the necessary environment here is, perforce, 'in a vowel having secondary stress.' This confirms the position taken on the vowel ablaut rule given earlier (Chap. II, sec. 4).

Two forms in the corpus show a further process at work. Assume (as we shall show below that it must be assumed for the forms of corpus [d]) that 'stick' has its stress somehow assigned to it by the stress-assignment rule for augment, giving $s-\text{q}^{\text{o}} + \text{stem}$. It is now not difficult, from the argument above, to explain how the vowel in the first syllable of the stem comes to be $a$. We must simply assume that this syllable now has secondary stress, so that the vowel ablaut rule will operate.

II.21.5. Stressed Reduplication

Figure 35(e) presents four cases where the reduplication is (apparently) anomalously stressed. In the first two cases, the first stem vowel, as mentioned above, is treated as being secondarily stressed; thus $a$-vowels appear, for original shwa and $\text{q}$ respectively.\(^1\) For 'canes' and 'babies' we must assume that the primary stress has been assigned to the reduplication, but by a rule operating on a structure of the shape Redup'n & stem,\(^2\) or by some kind of option in the stress-assignment rule, which allows the reduplicating syllable to have primary stress.

In the forms for 'follower' and 'ten by ten,' the stress-shift could well be of the same type as that shown above (Chap. II, sec. 15.6) in affixes for forms such as $\text{sal}^\text{e}-\text{es} \sim \text{sal}^\text{e}-\text{es} \text{ 'his life.'}$

II.22. Rule Summary 4

1. Constituent structure.
2. Stress-assignment.

\(^1\)\text{s-\text{q}^{\text{W}} \text{\text{p}\text{\text{V}\text{\text{L}}}} \text{\text{V}}}$, where $\text{W} \text{\text{L}}$ are not recoverable (but perhaps $\text{v}\text{\text{\text{L}}} \text{\text{\text{L}}}$, and $\text{\text{p\text{\text{V}}} \text{\text{V}}}$.

\(^2\)It is implied that the proper structure for Augment may well involve stressed CVC reduplication; the stress-assignment rule could then optionally or exceptionally assign (primary) stress to 'the first stress' in the constituent 'Augmented stem.'
**3. Loss of stem \( C_1, C_2 \) laryngeals, in Augment reduplication.

**4. Augment metathesis (laryngeal stems).

5. Vowel-a mutation.

6. Affix truncation.

7. Ch metathesis.

8. Laryngeal affection.

9. Vowel assimilation.

10. Affix stress shift (option)

11. h unvoicing of l.


13. General Vowel-loss \( \rightarrow \) h.

14. h \( \rightarrow \) \{\( \mathcal{P} \)\}./\{voiceless stop\}.

15. Glottal metathesis.


17. Semi-vowels syllabify.


**20. n-loss.


22. s-assimilation.

23. Geminate simplification.

**24. l gains syllabic offglide.

**25. Shwa insertion, generalized

26. \( N \rightarrow \) \( N^B \), except in /- & dissimilar N.

27. \( N^B \rightarrow B \), except (opt.) initially.

28. \( B \rightarrow B \).

29. h-losses, not clearly ordered.

Note: \( N = \) Nasal

\( B = \) Voiced obstruent

\( R = \) Resonant

* shows rules modified

** shows rules added (cf. Summary 3, Chap. II, sec. 16).

---

1 Ordering of Rules 12/13 clarified at Chap. III, sec. 4, 'Options.'
CHAPTER III

THE ATTENUATIVE

III.1. Introductory

III.1.1. Survey of Vowel Contrasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Péc-</th>
<th>Pác</th>
<th>Póč</th>
<th>Póč</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>milk</td>
<td>sew</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>ordure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>téq</td>
<td>táq</td>
<td>tóq</td>
<td>tóq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>play</td>
<td>lick</td>
<td>find</td>
<td>closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čel</td>
<td>čál</td>
<td>běč dél | čél</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>pus</td>
<td>win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’est</td>
<td>k’ěš</td>
<td>tk’oš</td>
<td>k’ěš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>seven</td>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sél</td>
<td>?sále(h)</td>
<td>sól?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rag, cloth</td>
<td>two</td>
<td>go</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bét</td>
<td>bád</td>
<td>bót?</td>
<td>bštəb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dime</td>
<td>father</td>
<td>suckle</td>
<td>murdered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yéd</td>
<td>yáč</td>
<td>yóč</td>
<td>yóč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squeak</td>
<td>turn back</td>
<td>rot</td>
<td>wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scrape</td>
<td>bed</td>
<td>buy wife</td>
<td>clear the throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>héd?</td>
<td>s-háboh</td>
<td>?as-hóśəd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long time</td>
<td>tale</td>
<td>mallard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-q’aláb-as</td>
<td>daxʷ-əláb-as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his drying-rack</td>
<td>his life¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ho-hó’b-as</td>
<td>hoh?</td>
<td>he’ôdax</td>
<td>he’ôdax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red bluff</td>
<td>meny²</td>
<td>come on</td>
<td>he was coming³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 36.--Vowel Contrasts

¹ dax -hələh-bd-əs, giving daxʷ-ələb-əs, etc.
As will be seen from the data in Figure 36, it is necessary to provide for six vowels in output forms in Twana. Quite apart from the question of so-called 'length,' this is not to say that it will be necessary to employ six vowels in underlying representations. However, it is as well to tentatively assign features sufficient for the segments of the output forms, before attempting to show which segments must be considered 'secondary.'

From what has been said concerning 'laryngeal affection,' it is clear that at least two vowel heights will be required. Since the distinction is compact, let us for the moment call these heights compact and non-compact.

The feature-definition of the distinctions between e, a, and o, and between e, a, and o respectively are for the moment not so clear. For the operation of the 'laryngeal-affection' rule, the vowels e/e, a/a, and o/o must obviously be paired. So far as the vowels are concerned, we tentatively adopt the feature of roundness; this suggests that the proper features for the vowels must also include gravity, which will distinguish o, o, and a from e and e. The following feature-matrix (Figure 37) shows this tentative division; for clarity, all other features are omitted.

The various environments in which the compact vowels e and o are derived from the corresponding non-compact e and o (Chap. II, sec. 15.3) have

---

1 We shall consider later, in the comments concerning vowel allophony, the question of height (Chap. IV, sec. 3.3).

2 Again, recalling that the letter h will be fully specified, the fact that its compactness is redundant is of no relevance. On the contrary, the use of this feature in the 'laryngeal-affection' rule makes that rule correspond entirely to the notion that we have to do with assimilation of compactness.

3 We shall refer to allophonic variants later (Chap. IV, sec. 4.2); in particular, shwa has many allophones, especially when unstressed. The identification here is simply auditory-impressionistic.
been shown. We have also shown\(^1\) some important sources of the sequence $\hat{v}^q$, with which the sequences $e^q$ and $\epsilon^q$ are thus potentially in contrast. It remains to clarify some of the sources of the sequence $V_1^q V_1^q$; it will then be possible to examine the analogous sequences ($\hat{v}^q$ and $V_1^q V_1^q$) found in Attenuative formations.

### III.1.2. Survey of $V_1^q V_1^q$ Sequences

As will be seen from the forms in Figure 38, there are a number of ways in which the sequence $V_1^q V_1^q$ can arise in Twana. Sub-corpus (a) gives a sample of transitive verbs with singular (unmarked) object. First recall (Chap. II, sec. 4) that the transitive stem-formative morpheme is a copy of the root vowel; then for the case of roots of the shape $CV_1^q$, the sequence $V_1^q V_1^q$ arises.

---

\(^1\)In stems, as in qā?be; ḡa-ḡā?be 'girl,' s-cā?qe 'sock-eyed salmon'; and, as a result of glottal-attraction, as in forms of the type čā?yat; čēn-čā?yat (pā?ff), as well as the type s-qā?bā?y (with glottal-stop from an h-cluster (Chap. II, sec. 15.4).
(a) te?é-čad  
be-daʔá-daʔxʷ-čad  
poʔó-daʔ-bat-daʔxʷ  
čeʔé-daʔxʷ  
I'm ringing (a bell)  
I'm making a foot-print  
I'm passing wind  
wet it!

(b) *s-aʔaʔ-óbaʔ  ~ a-adoʔóbaʔ  
*xaʔ-áxad  ~ xaʔ-áxad  
*čeʔ-éwad  ~ čeʔ-éwad  
it's theirs  
hunting  
wet inside

(c) beʔéwad  
beʔexé-čad  
beʔéspxʷ-čad  
I'm inviting  
I'm scraping  
I'm smoking (tobacco)

(d) beʔeʔélaʔ-čad  
beʔeʔéla-čad  
I'm humming  
I'm eating slowly  
very slow

(e) beʔeʔalbeʔe-čad  
raʔečš  
šayaʔáp  
teʔéi  
ʔoʔótxš  
hoʔóli  
qoʔólš  
kəʔah  
məʔah  
qʷaʔeʔexʷ  
xʷeʔeč  
déʔá  
s-b³ʔáb  
³ʔóš  
qʷeʔiʔóy  ~  
qʷeʔiʔóy  
I'm listening to you  
rock-cod  
shopping-basket  
yonder  
ocean canoe  
really  
loon  
mother  
dad  
porpoise  
dentalium  
still, despite  
dog-salmon  
three  
leaf  

Fig. 38. -- V₁ ²  V₁ Sequences

¹For the stem *daʔ, compare Chap. II, sec. 17.3.
²Compare póxʷ-'blow': if this is connected, then it constitutes one of the very few instances of an alternation p ≠ p; d = transitive; bat = reflexive.
Fig. 38.—cont.

3 Compare s-pxʷəb 'smoke.' Possible from *əə-s-poxʷəb-əəd; but compare be-əə-əəsəs-əəd 'I'm eating fish,' and əəə-əəsəxʷ 'good smell' (*əəy-əəsəxʷ); əəə-əəsəxʷ 'rotten smell' (*əəas-əəə-əəsəxʷ).

4 Compare Coeur d'Alene, where 'diminutive' consists in glottalization of every 'resonant' in the word. See Reichard, par. 614. The present form may be a relic case of a once-productive rule of that kind.

-cə- is an allomorph of 2nd singular object.


7 Compare qʷəlo(h) 'cedar-bark,' and qʷəle 'cedar tree.' qʷəle most likely is from *qʷəloh-ay(?). It is not clear just how (if at all:) qʷəloh-ay is related to these, although it appears as if h-assimilation has occurred.

-səy(h), 'growing thing.'

A second source (sub-corpus [b]) of V₁V₁ is through vowel-assimilation (Chap. II, sec. 15.5): again, the stem must be glottal-stop final, although the assimilation may operate progressively (*qʷəlo-as give qʷəloəs) or regressively (s-əəə-əəbəə gives s-əəəbəə). Thirdly (sub-corpus [c]) V₁V₁ may result by chance collocation; for example, it arises when the (neutral) aspect marker be- is used in conjunction with any stem of the shape əə-, as in be-əələlə-əəd 'I'm singing' be-əələlə-əəd. 'I'm eating.'

A fourth source (sub-corpus [d]) of V₁V₁ is the 'CV' reduplication of the intensive, which thus gives, for glottal-stop initial stems, forms such as əə-əəcay 'very slow' (from əəcay 'slow'); be-əəə-əəcay-əəd 'I'm eating slowly' (from be-əəə-əəcay-əəd 'I'm eating')

A fifth source (sub-corpus [e]) of V₁V₁ consists of (as yet) unaanalyzed stems containing the sequence, e.g., əəəəox 'ocean canoe.' For this type most of the examples so far obtained are cited in the corpus.

1 Such forms may possibly prove to be examples of (a) complex stems with vowel assimilation (compare Missoula əəəəox), or (b) complex stems containing Vəeh or Vəoh, with vowel-assimilation (see Chap. II, sec. 15.5).
III.2. Types of Attenuative

In discussing the question of the source of the vowels in the Attenuative, it must be shown what is the appropriate underlying structure that may be assumed, as well as how alternations exemplified by sk'êdâb; sk'ê-k'êdâb 'chicken' but sél; sêj-sêl 'rag,' and k'ôpêc; k'ôpê-cal 'master' come about.

As in the case of the Augmentative, the semantic correlates pertaining to Attenuative constitute a small set of markings. For lexical items glossed by (English) nouns, Attenuative is equivalent to 'diminutive.' Thus:

čâlaš 'hand' čâ-a-čašš 'little hand'
s-išáday 'woman' s-išašde 'girl'
pace 'digging-stick' pašâpe 'little digging-stick'

But Diminutive may also be used affectively, to denote 'small, and feminine,' as in

qâlâb 'bad' qâ-â-lâb-âd 'bad little me'(fem.)'
leans 'Indian' lâ-a-leans 'little Indian girl'

Some kinship terms are inherently Diminutives, as:

s-yâleč sibling, cousin s-yâl-yełeč (pl.)
čâbâeq grand-relation čâb-čâbaq (pl.)

For lexical items glossed by English verbs, the Attenuative sense may belong to the action or the object. Thus:

be-ñâ-Ê-â-ad I'm cutting things: be-ñâ-Ê-â-ad ³
I'm cutting a little,
I'm cutting things small

be-ñâ-Ê-â-ad I'm eating:
be-ñâ-Ê-â-ad ³
I'm having a snack

be-ñâ-Ê-â-ad I'm slaughtering:
be-ñâ-Ê-â-ad ³
I'm slaughtering little ones, or
I'm slaughtering unimportant ones

¹See Chap. II, sec. 2.

²yyâleč is obviously the underlying form; with **yâleč, the Augmented form would show the V-a rule, giving **yâl'yyâleč.

³For the stem-final shwa, see Chap. II, secs. 19, 20.
We recall that the proper underlying forms for the Augment were not the output forms of the unaugmented stem, but rather the same underlying shapes as were found necessary for the proper development of the unaugmented forms themselves: we formalized this conclusion by saying that the rules operated not on roots but on whole stems. It will become clear that the Attenuative, too, is to be considered a (derived) stem.

As in the treatment of the Augment, all stems in ʔ/h are temporarily lain aside and will be treated later. Non-monosyllabic stems are treated before monosyllabic stems.

### III.3. Constituent Structure and Rules

#### III.3.1. 'Length' vs. Constituent \{\w\}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) čàlaʔ</td>
<td>čalā-čalaʔ</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-šá-daʔ</td>
<td>s-laʔ-šide</td>
<td>woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔáwəlbaʔ</td>
<td>ʔalá-ʔawəlbaʔ</td>
<td>Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səbádaʔ</td>
<td>s baʔ-še</td>
<td>mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-kwaʔad</td>
<td>s-kəʔaʔ-kwaʔad</td>
<td>rat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tas-ʔaqad</td>
<td>təʔaʔ-təʔaqad</td>
<td>hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wəkə-ʔaqad</td>
<td>wəʔak-əʔaqad</td>
<td>lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>táləpə-ʔeqad</td>
<td>təʔaləpə-ʔeqad</td>
<td>holler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səʔəpə-ʔeqad</td>
<td>səʔə-ʔeqad</td>
<td>jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwaʔapə-ʔeqad</td>
<td>kəʔaʔ-ʔeqad</td>
<td>correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) pące</td>
<td>pəʔa-pe</td>
<td>digging-stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔále</td>
<td>ʔaʔa-ʔile</td>
<td>tump-line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bále</td>
<td>bəʔa-bəle</td>
<td>roe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔako(h)</td>
<td>kəʔa-ʔko(h)</td>
<td>crow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-páʔo</td>
<td>s-pəʔpəʔo</td>
<td>basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səʔwə</td>
<td>səʔe-əʔwə</td>
<td>urine (male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) sélaʔ</td>
<td>səʔa-ʔe</td>
<td>food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-təʔeqəb</td>
<td>s-təʔeʔ-təʔeqəb</td>
<td>toy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-kəʔeqəb</td>
<td>s-kəʔeʔ-kəʔeqəb</td>
<td>chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔəqəʔeqəb</td>
<td>ʔeʔaʔeqəʔeqəb</td>
<td>fly (1 sg.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To say that \( e \) and \( o \) are lowered here is true, but is hardly an explanation that relates the phonology of these forms to anything else in Twana. What is even worse, there is no plausible sense in which one may assert that \( e^*e \) is related to \( e^*r \) by lowering. A more plausible account of the relation between \( e/o \) and \( e^*e \), \( o^*r \) would perhaps make use of the already-established properties of \( h \).

Recall that \( v/h \) exercise a lowering effect which we have named 'laryngeal affection', giving \( e^*r \) for \( e \) and \( o^*r \) for \( o \); the possibility then suggests itself that we might supply an \( h \) in the constituent structure of Attenuative. Suppose we now set up Attenuative as \( \varepsilon_1 \cdot \tilde{V} \cdot h \& \text{stem} \); then assuming laryngeal-affection to operate just as if the vowel were short, forms such as \( \text{sélad} \); \( \text{se'esélad} \) could be derived, setting aside for the moment the questions of vowel reduction, shwa-insertion, and the glottal stop in the reduplicating syllable. This begins to look acceptable.

However, the case of shwa-stems immediately makes such a simple formulation untenable; for, by the laryngeal-affection rule, a form such as \( \text{shx'ab} \) 'wind' should give \( **\text{shx}'a-\text{x}^*\text{sh} \), whereas the correct output form is \( \text{shx}' \cdot \text{x}^*\text{sh} \). Thus \( \text{sh} \) is behaving in the same way as \( e^*r \) which is to say that, while there are four 'short' vowels (\( e \), \( a \), \( o \), and \( e^* \)), there are only three 'long' vowels (\( e^*r \), \( a^*r \), and \( o^*r \)).

The question now arises, how do we explain the implication that there has at some point been a merger of \( \text{sh} \) and \( e^*r \)? The fact that the putative merger has occurred almost entirely within the domain of Attenuative suggests strongly that this merger is recoverable, that is, that we expect to be able to devise suitable rules to produce it within the grammar.

A rule producing the required merger of \( e^*r \) and \( \text{sh} \) is easily written, from a formal point of view. However, we should prefer, in dealing with any phonological idiosyncracy, to show some rationale for the processes involved. We thus propose to interpret the putative merger under discussion as result-

---

Kinkade (1964, pp. 256-267) says: 'Most diminutives are formed by adding a phoneme of length to the stressed vowel of the stem.' The difficulties attending this assumption in Kinkade's analysis will be discussed elsewhere.

And not as ' \( \text{sh} \) plus "something"'; \( \text{shC} \), we recall, gives \( \text{shC} \) (Chap. II, sec. 15.3).
ing from a constraint on certain non-consonantal sequences, just as we showed the Augment cluster-simplifications (Chap. II, sec. 7) to result from constraints on consonantal sequences.

We have defined h as a continuant voiceless semi-vowel; e as a non-compact, non-grave, non-rounded vowel; and shwa as a non-compact, grave, non-rounded vowel. We now suggest that the constituent structure of Attuative be defined as \( C_1 V_1 \; \check{V}_1 \; h \; & \text{stem} \).

III. 3.2. The VV Merger

The sequence above specifies schematically the set of possible sequences in Attuative reduplication. Recall, first, the constraint on the sequence 'non-compact vowel plus h';\(^1\) for shwa, the constraint operates only with a following consonant. But the sequences in Attuative are all of the shape \(-V_1 \check{V}_1 \; h \; & C_1\), however, so that shwa may here be considered as quite similar to e and o, in respect to laryngeal-affection. Now since a is compact, s\(\check{a}\)h is not expected to undergo change; and in fact, only \( C_1 a \check{a}\) is derived from a-stems. We thus limit our attention to the non compact vowels, e, o and ə.

Since laryngeal affection is responsible for the change of compactness, it is not clear whether the sequence-constraint to which we wish to attribute the (now spelled) e\(\check{e}\) /\(\check{o}\) merger necessarily involves \( V_1 \check{V}_1 \; h \) or merely \( V_1 \check{V}_1 \). The parallel with the behavior of consonant clusters\(^2\) suggests that perhaps the sequence concerned is indeed \( \check{V}_V \). On the other hand, the fact that the sequence \( \check{V}_V \) only occurs in the environment of \(-h\) implies that we do not need to refer to \(-h\) in the rule.\(^3\)

Tentatively, the constraint here might be interpreted as a constraint on gravity in stressed non-compact vowels: 'in a sequence of two non-compact vowels, the second member assimilates its gravity to the roundness of the first.' Using Greek letters to denote variables which range over binary

\(^1\)Part of the motivation for assuming stress on the second vowel of reduplication is the desire to leave the laryngeal-affection rule unchanged. The reason for assuming two vowels instead of adding the feature 'length' will be apparent later (Chap. III, sec. 3.3).

\(^2\)Where the constraint was on certain sequences of 3 segments (Chap. II, sec. 7).

\(^3\)But see Chap. III, sec. 6.2.4 'Laryngeal-final stems' for a reappraisal.
values of phonological features, the dependency of gravity on roundness may be formalized as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{-cons} & \quad +\text{voc} \\
\text{+compact} & \quad -\text{stress}
\end{align*}
\Rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\alpha \text{grave} \text{ in env.} & \begin{align*}
\text{-cons} & \quad +\text{voc} \\
\text{+compact} & \quad -\text{stress}
\end{align*} \\
\alpha \text{round}
\end{cases}
\]

Thus ő, which is round and grave will remain grave; é, which is non-round and non-grave will remain non-grave; but ő́, which is non-round but plus grave will become non-grave, i.e., will becomes é.

The underlying shapes (e.g.) *s-baáh-báded 'mountain,' *s-kááh-k’ádáb 'chicken,' *toóh-tóq’ód 'pick up,' and *sááh-šáax’áb 'wind' are thus developed to the stage s-baáh-báded, s-kááh-k’ádáb, toóh-tóq’ód, but sááh-šáax’áb.

The rule for laryngeal-affection will now give us s-baáh-báded, s-kááh-k’ádáb, toóh-tóq’ód, and sááh-šáax’áb.

It is necessary to modify the vowel-assimilation rule only slightly to assimilate the first segment of the VV sequences to the (stressed) second. As it stands, the rule allows assimilation across a voiceless semi-vowel; we require simply to allow the option of having a null segment between the stressed and unstressed vowels concerned.

The forms used as our examples may now be derived thus: s-baáb-báded, s-kááh-k’ádáb, toóh-tóq’ód, sááh-šáax’áb.

III.3.3. Glottal-insertion and Ordering

The motive for assigning the stress to the second of the two vowels of the Attentuative reduplication was to allow the laryngeal-affection rule to operate within its accustomed domain, viz., with an adjacent stressed vowel. However, the output forms of the corpus to far given show an alternation in stress-position. For instance, although qáie 'tump-line' gives qaʔá-ʔáie, páce 'digging-stick' gives páʔá-páce.

It seems necessary to employ a rule allowing an optional stress-shift from the stressed to the unstressed vowel in the VV sequence. However, we have already formulated a rule allowing just such a stress-shift from the stem to a suffix (Chap. II, sec. 15.6), the only difference being that the rule referred to operated across h or glottal stop.

On the other hand, the output forms of the Attentuative also contain a glottal stop, which we have so far assumed might well be the product of
a much later rule, a rule formalizing the notion that 'the glottal stop heard in these forms is the result of careful re-articulation of what is, fundamentally, a long vowel.'

Suppose we insert a glottal stop in the sequences V-V of the Attenuative; then where must the appropriate insertion rule stand? Clearly, before the rule for optional stress-shift; and if so, then equally clearly before the rule for vowel-assimilation too, for the latter rule would then need no modification. There seems good reason to suppose, however, that glottal stop insertion should follow the vowel-merger rule. If the vowel-merger rule is allowed to operate on the domain V_1V_1, it has a unique environment; the sequence V_1 V_1, on the other hand, arises from a number of sources, and the vowel-merger rule would require severe environmental constraint.

The order of the rules here referred to may thus, for convenience, be recapitulated:

Vowel-merger 3 - for V_1V_1 sequence
Glottal-stop insertion - in V V (optional?)
Laryngeal affection - for stressed vowels
Vowel-assimilation - across /h/
Stress-shift (optional) - across /h/

For the corpus so far considered, it is clear that the operation of the rule for vowel-loss will give the correct outputs, quite regardless of the optional nature of the stress-shift rule which precedes it.

For example, *a-śkʷaʔatad 'rat'; *śa-kʷa-ʔah-kʷaʔatad (sub-corpus [a]). We derive the Attenuative as follows: *a-śkʷa-ʔah-kʷaʔatad, then (the vowel-merger rule operating vacuously) ś-kʷaʔah-kʷaʔatad (glottal stop insertion),

---

1 Thus Thompson (personal communication).

2 Probably to be made optional. Cf. šaqʷałale ~ šaqʷałale 'dog.'

3 It is not clear whether a-mutation under secondary stress comes before or after glottal-insertion. Certainly, if we assume that the constituent-structure rule for Attenuative assigns V_1 with its stress, then of course the a-mutation rule must follow the vowel-merger rule; we should otherwise lose the identical vowel sequence. If, on the other hand, the reduplication is assigned zero stress in the first place, then the merger and glottal-insertion rules are constrained only to operate before laryngeal-infection.
then (h-affection and vowel-assimilation being inapplicable) *s-kʰáḥ-kʰ̣atād or *s-kʰáḥ-áh-kʰ̣atād (stress shift option): we see now that the tentative rule we adopted for 'tetra-syllabic' operates on the form *s-kʰáḥ-kʰ̣atād to give *s-kʰáḥ-kʰ̣atā, where the stressed vowel and the following vowel are retained, but the last two vowels are lost. On the other hand, the 'tri-syllabic' rule operates on the form *s-kʰáḥ-kʰ̣atād, giving precisely the same output, apart from the position of the stress.

Sub-corpus (b) of Figure 39 demonstrates that vowel-final stems behave just as did vowel-final stems in augment, so far as the vowel-loss rule is concerned. If *paʔáḥ-pace becomes pāʔah-pace (by optional stress-shift), the vowel-loss rule allows retention of the vowel after the stress, deletes the next, but leaves a final vowel intact; this gives pāʔah-pce. If the stress-shift option is not taken, the 'tri-syllabic' rule again gives exactly the same result, apart from the position of the stress, which is paʔāḥ-pce.

For all these cases, we of course assume the later operation of the h-deletion rule. However, this rule is not optional for Attenuative, and it is necessary to mark the special environment (thus, 'oblig in env / - & stem') in that rule.

III.4. Options

Considering now the forms of Figure 40, we must account for the fact that the second vowel of the Attenuative prefix is sometimes lost where we do not expect this to occur, viz., when the stem contains two or more vowels, as in qʷəʔ-cule(h) ; qʷəʔ-qʷəʔ-cule(h) 'rabbit.'

Recall that, in connection with ?/h-initial stems (Chap. II, sec. 17.2) an option must be allowed for the deletion of an unstressed vowel in the environment - ?/h ʰ; this gave leʔ̣al or leʔ̣al (with later shwa-insertion giving laʔ̣al for the latter). We now suggest that the same option obtains in the (converse) environment, viz., ʰ?/h - ; this allows for leʔ̣-ləx̣ad and leʔ̣-ləx̣ad (again, with leʔ̣-ləx̣ad later). ²

Since the etyma for the forms of the present corpus are as yet unclear, it is difficult to offer any alternative explanation to the above;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1ā-xəd</td>
<td>1э?-ləxəd</td>
<td>lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qal-xəd</td>
<td>qe?-qal-xəd</td>
<td>fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təxəd</td>
<td>ingleton</td>
<td>canoe-mat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ʌwəčəde(h)</td>
<td>Ʌwə?-Ʌwəčəde(h)</td>
<td>rabbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-xə1ləq'ce</td>
<td>s-xə-wə?xə1ləq'ce</td>
<td>clam-basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be-pel'çe-əd</td>
<td>be-pel'-pel'ce-əd</td>
<td>I turn it over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəlbel'əqəd</td>
<td>yə?-yəlbel'əqəd</td>
<td>skirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petadexp</td>
<td>petadexp</td>
<td>iron; wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-xə'ay</td>
<td>s-xə'ay</td>
<td>sheep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 40.** Attenuative, Options

1. In s-xə1ləq'ce, we are unable to account for the shwa. Compare 'I turn it over.'

2. The vowel-loss rule applies to the stem. (čd, 1st sing. subject). Stem-final -ačed does not lose its final vowel.

3. The survival of vowels in the stems of 'skirt' and 'wire' is problematic. We suggest *yo1 lab-yələqəd, *pet-d-yəx'vp. As with 'skirt' and 'wire,' 'sheep' may well be a complex stem: in that case, -ay must be numbered among the 'non-truncating' suffixes (which include also -ob s 'plural,' and -əl 'diminutive') see Chap. III, sec. 7.1, on -əl. A 'non-truncating suffix' is one which is part of the (derived) stem, and is counted but not deleted by the vowel-loss rule.

Another possibility, however, at least for 'lamp' and 'canoe-mat,' might be to assume that the counting domain of the vowel-loss rule is blocked by (underlying) -CC. Then, forms like ləxəd will give Attenuative lə'-ləxəd, but the vowel-loss rule will treat this as though it were monosyllabic, giving lə?-ləxəd.

We now come to Figure 41, the forms in which represent the monosyllabic stems, again excepting those in initial /h/. We shall assume that the constituent structure of these stems in Attenuative is exactly the same as that for the disyllabic stems treated above.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Close</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s-χάč</td>
<td>s-χάʔ-χέ</td>
<td>rib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sél</td>
<td>séʔ-sél</td>
<td>cloth, rag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>léq</td>
<td>lέʔ-lēq</td>
<td>dig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷéč</td>
<td>qʷéʔ-qʷé</td>
<td>dance ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tēs</td>
<td>tēʔ-tēs</td>
<td>shoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-ʔʷspē</td>
<td>s-ʔʷʔ-ʔʷspē</td>
<td>trout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-χάʔ</td>
<td>s-χάʔ-χəlʔ</td>
<td>mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dāx</td>
<td>dāʔ-dāx</td>
<td>converse, gossip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čāq</td>
<td>čēʔ-cēq</td>
<td>drip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 41.—Attenuative, Monosyllabic

1If we assume *qʷéčVś, then vowel losses are regular for this form. The check-form would be the inchoative with C₂ reduplication.

If we reconstruct (e.g.) the underlying forms for sél 'cloth,' s-χάč 'ribs,' s-dāx 'conversation,' we have

se-éh-sel, s-χa-ah-xač, s-dá-ah-dáx
se-éh-sel, s-χa-ah-xač, s-dá-ah-dáx by vowel-merger,
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-ah-xač, s-déʔ-ah-dáx by glottal-insertion
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-ah-xač, s-déʔ-ah-dáx by laryngeal affection
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-ah-xač, s-deʔéh-dáx by vowel-harmony,
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-ah-xač, s-deʔéh-dáx by stress-shift option,¹

with stress-shift option taken
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-h-χč, s-deʔéh-dáx by vowel-loss
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-h-χč, s-deʔéh-dáx by h-loss
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-χč, s-deʔéh-dáx by shwa-insertion

without stress-shift option taken
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-ah-xač, s-deʔéh-dáx without stress-shift,
seʔéh-sel, s-χaʔ-ah-xač, s-deʔéh-dáx by optional vowel-loss

(Chap. II, sec. 17.2)

¹A special difficulty with a language which can justly be characterized as 'hardly spoken' is that we are uncertain as to what the notion of 'optional rule' is describing. In the present case, the so-called 'option' is nearly always taken.
sъ-sel, s-ъ-да-хαт, s-дъ-даδ by h-loss
saъ-sel, s-ъ-да-хαт, sадъ-даδ by shwa-insertion

Similarly, if the stress-shift option is not taken, and the vowel-loss option is not taken, we derive:
seъ-sel, s-ъ-да-хαт, and sадъ-даδ.
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*2. Stress assignment, Augment and Attenuative.
3. Loss of initial laryngeal, Augment reduplication.
4. Augment metathesis.
**5. VV merger
**6. Glottal epenthesis, for V-V (opt)
7. Vowel→a mutation.
8. Affix truncation.
9. C-h metathesis.
10. Laryngeal affection.
11. h unvoicing of l.
12. Vowel assimilation.
14. General Vowel loss, to h.
15. V₁ loss in /- H V₁, and mirror env. (opt)
16. h ----> \{0\}^1 in /- voiceless stop
    R plus stressed syllable and mirror env.
17. Glottal metathesis.
19. Syllabification of Semivowels.
22. N-loss.
24. s-assimilation.
25. Cominate simplification.
27. Shwa insertion.
28. \( N \rightarrow N^B \), with exception env's.
29. \( N^B \rightarrow B \), with exception env's.
30. \( B \rightarrow B \).
31. \( h \rightarrow \emptyset \) oblig in prefix; but other losses unclear for order.

Note: \( H = \) a laryngeal
\( R = \) a voiced consonant.
\( N = \) a nasal
\( B = \) b,d.
* shows rules modified (cf. Rule Summary (4), Chap. II, sec. 22)
** shows rules added since Summary (4).

### III.6. Laryngeal Stems

#### III.6.1. Laryngeal-Initial

##### III.6.1.1. General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) ?action</td>
<td>?a?xcad</td>
<td>?a?xcad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ex?cad</td>
<td>?ex?x?cad</td>
<td>scrape(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?éia?cad</td>
<td>?éia?x?cad</td>
<td>eat(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ?x?cad</td>
<td>?é?x?cad</td>
<td>clear the throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?ob?</td>
<td>s-?é?ob</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?opá?</td>
<td>?o?p</td>
<td>eat, feed on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?élatx</td>
<td>s-?élatx</td>
<td>timber, board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?éocadob</td>
<td>s-?exocadob</td>
<td>clothes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-?ó?laxe?ad</td>
<td>s-?é?laxe?ad</td>
<td>dish(^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ?axéc</td>
<td>?a?xac</td>
<td>go to bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?óiasqəh</td>
<td>?o?iasqəh</td>
<td>go outside—child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>goes to toilet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Non-Attenuative | Attenuative | Gloss
---|---|---
ʔaléis | ʔaʔáʔlaʔ | sister (male speaking)
ʔáleš | ʔeʔéʔlaʔ | sing

Fig. 42.—Attenuative, Lryngeal-initial

1. *ʔaxéc-Vd. The full stem is seen in the verb form be-ʔaxéc-ʔəd 'I'm going to bed.' The unmarked form for 'bed' thus shows vowel-losses as for tri-syllabics. Compare be-ʔaʔáxac, with vowel-retention as in di-syllabics.

2. The shwa in forms like be-ʔéʔəʔə-ʔəd shows that we must suppose -d (transitive) in the underlying string. Thus, *ʔexéʔd-ʔəd.

3. Glottal stop generated in the stem itself, as explicated at Chap. II, sec. 12, then attracted to the stress in be-ʔéʔəʔaʔəc-ʔəd.

4. Parallel with ʔéʔáyas; k-ʔaʔáʔas, we reconstruct (non-attenuative) *s-ʔólaʔayəd, which the vowel-loss rule reduces to s-ʔólaʔeʔəd.

5. Retention of stem-vowel in be-ʔéʔəʔaʔə-ʔəd: there are few cases of this kind, but it is reasonable to suppose that one constraint on vowel-loss is that we never lose both vowels in the environments -ʔ-.

6. The alternation ʔaléis; ʔaʔáʔlaʔ suggests that the underlying stressing of the unmarked form must be *ʔaléis; the stressing ʔáleš must then arise by the rule for optional stress shift (Chap. II, sec. 21).

For the formation of the Attenuative from stems in initial glottal stop1 (Fig. 42), we make the same assumption as we did with ʔ/h-initial stem in Augment, viz.: that exactly the same constituent-structure is required as for stems with other initial segments. We take the parallel forms for 'food' and 'eat' (sub-corpus [a]) as a starting point. Thus:

*ʔéʔad: se-ʔéʔaʔed
seʔéʔaʔed ʔeʔéʔaʔed glottal-insertion

---

1. The corpus unfortunately contains no example of an Attenuative based on an h-initial stem; from the account already given of h-initial stems in Augment, however, it is reasonable to assume that such stems will again behave similarly to glottal-stop initial stems.
Apart from later h-deletion and shwa-insertion, the Attenuative for 'food' is correct; however, the Attenuative for 'eat' contains an unwanted glottal stop (\(\text{ṭē'ēh-} -\text{ʔid}\)). We do not wish to invoke a further (and ad hoc) rule to 'delete glottal stop following h.' Rather, we recall that \(\text{ʔ/h}\) is deleted when initial in an unstressed reduplication (see Chap. II, sec. 17.2), and now propose to generalize that rule to 'delete \(\text{ʔ/h}\) when initial in an unstressed morpheme.' There is no reason to move the rule from the place of the original \(\text{ʔ/h-deletion rule}\) (Chap. II, sec. 22).

Figure 42(a) illustrates the rules so far given, and shows (e.g.) the option on stress-shift in the forms for 'I eat.' Sub-corpus (b) in turn illustrates the optional loss of an unstressed vowel after the vowel-loss rule proper, e.g., \(\text{ʔē'xēd\ 'clear the throat.'}\)

Sub-corpora (c) and (d), on the other hand, offer fresh problems. Compare the forms \(\text{ʔaxē-ʔad; \ ʔe'ēxē-ʔad\ 'I scrape'}\) (corpus [a]) and \(\text{ʔaxēc; \ ʔa'āxēc\ 'go to bed.'}\) Before V-loss, the Attenuatives are \(\text{ē'ēh-ēxēd-čd\ and \ ʔa'āh-āxāc.}\) The vowel-loss rule gives \(\text{ē'ēh-ūd-čld}\) but \(\text{ʔa'āh-ūxc.}\) The same apparently incorrect result of vowel-loss application obtains with all the forms of sub-corpora (c) and (d).

The different treatment of \(\text{ē'ēh-ēxād-}\) and \(\text{ʔa'āh-āxāc}\) does not seem to be explicable in terms of any factor in the environment at this stage of the derivation. However, if we hold that the counting domain of the vowel-loss rule is not here violated, that could only be because the shape \(\text{ʔa'āh-āxāc}\) is not correct for this stage of the derivation. The retention of the final \(\text{a}\) vowel would only be justified had the preceding (and morpheme-initial) vowel already been deleted, i.e., if the shape were now \(\text{ʔa'āh-āxc-}\) instead of \(\text{ʔa'āh-āxāc}\).

The solution we propose is that this is the case for all the forms of sub-corpora (c) and (d). There are at least two ways of accounting for this situation. The first is to assume that not only the initial-glottal stop but also the (newly) stem-initial vowel is lost in these derivations.\(^1\)

\(^1\)-du, 'transitivity' is responsible for the shwa in the output. -d- is later lost.
a loss that occurs before general vowel-loss. Thus (e.g.): ?a-axéc; be-
?a-áh-?axéc, be ?a-áh-axéc, then be ?a-áh-xéc; as against ?exéd;
?e-áh-?exéd-čd, ?e-éh-?exéd-čd, the additional (optional?) rule immedi-
ately following the deletion of initial glottal-stop.

An alternative solution would be to suggest that we have here to do
with vowel-initial morphemes, despite our earlier argument to the contrary,
and that the relevant constituent structure does not here involve a repeti-
tion of the morpheme-initial vowel (e.g., that we have be? a-áh-xec instead
of be? a-áh-?axec).

This suggestion must, however, be rejected for the following reasons.
There is no independent evidence for the existence of vowel-initial stems
in Twana; in particular, the morphology of the Augment, where some of the
same forms occur, required no such supposition. In exchange for a further
optional rule, it supposes complementarity of constituent structure--which
we have so far eschewed.

It is important to note one form whose derivation on the second
analysis appears to imply a glottal stop initial base; this is ?axéc 'bed.'
But despite the shift of stress in the (derived)² non-Attenuative form, 'bed'
is clearly related to the stem in be?axéc 'go to bed,' which must be *?axéc.
Thus we see that the surface form of 'bed' derives from ?axérc- ; whichever
analysis we choose, the two diminutive forms are parallel, and do not require
alternate bases.

On the whole, the evidence for distinguishing ?-initial vs. V-initial
in Twana is weak, and the notion seems too powerful for our present grammar
to make use of. We thus assume optional deletion of the newly stem-initial
vowel.³

¹The case of the 'field-suffixes' will be discussed elsewhere; the
relevance of the topic for historical and comparative studies cannot be
rehearsed here, but compare Vogt (1940), who finds contrast between ?-initial
and V-initial stems.

²Although the formatives involved in the commoner derivational
processes are clear, stress shifts are not well understood, especially
where the derivation is not clearly syntactical. In such cases, the
process is perhaps to be associated with the dictionary and not the trans-
formational and phonological components of the grammar. Here, *?axécvd
(with -ad[?] derivative Nominal).

³Even in the light of the analysis now proposed, the diminutives
for 'dish' and 'untie' (sub-corpus [c]) remain irregular. As has been
The unexpected glottal stops in ʔaʔalə 'sister' and ʔeʔalə 'sing' in turn seem explicable. Again, two solutions are possible. We may assert that the initial vowel has been deleted, but not the initial glottal stop; this complicates the rule for initial-vowel deletion, which would otherwise specify the (unambiguous) environment 'at a morpheme boundary following h' but is not otherwise objectionable. Alternatively, however, a parallel may be appealed to, in the h-mutation already established.¹

This rule was ordered after optional stress shift, since it must operate on the output-stressed shapes, and after vowel-loss, since it picks up the h-products of lost vowels too. But note that in ʔeʔalə xeʔəd, 'dish' there is no additional glottal stop, even though the environment is appropriate. We do not get **eʔalə xeʔəd. Here it may be assumed that the glottal stop has in fact been generated, but that a rule for dissimilation of glottal stops eliminates one when another follows the next consonant; that is, if the glottal attraction option has not been taken.

The order of the relevant rules is thus:

1. V-loss.
2. h-mutation.
4. Glottal stop dissimilation.²

III.6.1.2. Alternative Attenuative Structure

It would perhaps be plausible to assume the constituent structures of Attenuative to be C₁V₁ hV₁ & stem. From a comparative point of view, certain Snohomish forms appear to lend color to such a view.³

---

¹ Chap. II, sec. 15.4.
² Chap. II, sec. 6.2.5.
³ In his (M.S.) account of Snohomish chameleon morphology, Hess cites the following forms:

δʔəxʷuʔ 'short of stature': δʔ-hi-ʔxʷuʔ 'nice way of saying someone is short'
From the point of view of Twana morphology, crucial forms are ʔaʔáʔlaʔ 'sister' (Attenuative) and ʔaʔáʔlasəə 'go out' (Attenuative) where the original h must be morpheme-final (ʔaʔáʔ-laʔ) at the point of the h-mutation rule; it clearly could not be "-hV and then become -Vh by an attraction-rule, for h would have to move away from the stress.

The priority of -Vh- may best be defended by demonstrating the unfeasibility of deriving a Twana form such as ʔaʔáʔlaʔ using -hV-. Thus ʔaʔáʔ-aleq, then ʔaʔáʔ-aləq, then ʔaʔáʔ-alaq, then ʔaʔáʔ-laq, with no source for the additional glottal stop we require in Twana.

III.6.1.3. The ʔuʔa Rule

The above account omits mention of the rule for substituting a for vowels under secondary stress (Chap. II, sec. 4, Disyllabics stressed on V2). But it must of course be supposed that this rule in fact applies to all the forms of Figure 42, although the vowels concerned are nearly always deleted by the vowel-reduction rule. Two forms, those for 'go to bed' and 'sister' show the operation of the V to a rule, where the relevant vowel is (properly) not so deleted.

III.6.1.4. Summary

In summary, Laryngeal-initial Attenuatives behave in a manner parallel to Laryngeal-initial Augmentatives.

The morpheme-initial laryngeal is lost in an unstressed morpheme; the following vowel is also apparently lost (optionally); the Attenuative h will then in certain cases be found abutting a Resonant, with the usual (glottal-stop) product; finally, if a vowel-loss within the adjacent syllable of the stem should in similar fashion produce a glottal stop, a dissimilation of glottal-stops occurs.

ʔúʔəd 'agree emphatically'; ʔú- huʔed 'agree by lending vocal support while another is talking'.

Although Hess has omitted the Attenuative sub-class C,V,hV, altogether from his IJAL paper (1965), it is quite possible that we have to do with the same -Vh- as has been proposed for Twana Attenuative and not with -hV- at all. Note that, as is common in Salish Attenuatives, the prefix CV takes the stress in the Snohomish type. Then, although Snohomish clearly lacks the (Twana) rule of laryngeal affection, a stress-attraction rule would take an underlying *ʔiʔ-ih-ɬx'uʔ and give ʔiʔ-ih-ɬx'uʔ.
### III.6.2. Laryngeal-final

#### III.6.2.1. General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) síʔ\textsuperscript{w}b</td>
<td>síʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔ\textsuperscript{w}b</td>
<td>dog salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stíʔ\textsuperscript{w}čl</td>
<td>stíʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔ\textsuperscript{w}čl</td>
<td>herring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bē\textsuperscript{w}ʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}čad</td>
<td>bē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔ\textsuperscript{w}ʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}čad</td>
<td>drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pōx\textsuperscript{w}b</td>
<td>pōʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}x\textsuperscript{w}b</td>
<td>blow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sēʔ\textsuperscript{w}čəb</td>
<td>sēʔsəʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}čəb</td>
<td>work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ sēʔsəʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}čəb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (b) tāʔqəb | tāʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔqəb | shout          |
| spíʔpən | spíʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔpən | spoon          |
| ~ spíʔpən |                                                                 |                |
| kāʔpo | kāʔpəo            | coat           |
| stetʔbat | stet\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔbat | man            |
| besəʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}čədəb | beses\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ʔčədəb | cook           |
| ~ beses\textsuperscript{\textalpha}čədəb |                               |                |

| (c) k\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wēʔ| k\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wēʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}rč | pig            |
| ~ k\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wēʔ |                                                                 |                |
| bōʔq | bōʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}q | duck           |

| (d) bēx\textsuperscript{w}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}k | bēx\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}x\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ak | breathe\textsuperscript{1} |
| ~ bēx\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}x\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ak |                                                                 |                |
| bewáʔweʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ct | bewé\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ct | tell news\textsuperscript{2} |
| čōc  | čōc\textsuperscript{\textalpha}c | rain\textsuperscript{3} | |
| ~ čōc\textsuperscript{\textalpha}c |                                                                 |                |
| bāʔdah | bāʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}b\textsuperscript{\textalpha}dah | child\textsuperscript{4} |
| ~ bāʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}b\textsuperscript{\textalpha}dah |                                                                 |                |
| sx\textsuperscript{w}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}y\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ay | sx\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}x\textsuperscript{\textalpha}y\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ay | sheep\textsuperscript{5} |
| ~ sx\textsuperscript{\textalpha}wē\textsuperscript{\textalpha}x\textsuperscript{\textalpha}y\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ay |                                                                 |                |
| * k\textsuperscript{w}ēʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}k | k\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ēʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}k | skate\textsuperscript{6} |
| ~ k\textsuperscript{\textalpha}ēʔ\textsuperscript{\textalpha}k |                                                                 |                |

---

*For 'breathe,' no related forms occur in the corpus (sub-corpus d). The geminate k\textsuperscript{w} final seems to be a (unique!)*
reduplication, although this hardly bears on the present ques-
tion. If there is reduplication, then a CVC-plus-\textit{\textsuperscript{k}} stem may
be supposed; and we are of course at liberty to assume a shape
\textit{\textsuperscript{x}}\textasciitilde ah-\textit{\textsuperscript{k}}, or \textit{\textsuperscript{x}}\textasciitilde ah-\textit{\textsuperscript{k}}.

'Tell news' is suspected of being a reduplicating form in itself;
no related forms occur, but a tentative reconstruction might well
give \textit{\textsuperscript{w}}\textasciitilde Wy\textasciitilde Cv\textasciitilde Vt - and no laryngeal is to be supposed.

3 No Augmentative for 'rain' occurs, but clearly the stem must
either look like \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde h\textasciitilde Vc or simply \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde c. The possibility of
\textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde h\textasciitilde c is excluded by the lack of lowering in the forms (we
would expect \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde c\textasciitilde c), while a stem \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde h\textasciitilde Vc would normally not
lose its second vowel at all.

4 The Augmentative \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde b}}\textasciitilde d\textasciitilde d\textasciitilde h clearly betrays a stem \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde b}}\textasciitilde d\textasciitilde h (we
suppose \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde b}}\textasciitilde d\textasciitilde h, for reasons already rehearsed). The \textit{\textasciitilde e} in the
Attenuative is therefore not explicable on a 'laryngeal stem'
theory. We note, further, that there is a semantic shift in this
Attenuative; the gloss is 'doll.'

5 'Sheep' is an especially interesting case; it is the only occur-
rence of a doublet in the Attenuative. There are three problems
in connection with this form. First, it is not clear whether the
stem is \textit{\textsuperscript{x}}\textasciitilde e\textasciitilde ay or \textit{\textsuperscript{x}}\textasciitilde e\textasciitilde ay; the Attenuative in \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde r\textasciitilde could of
course come from either. Second, the retention of the final vowel
in the stem suggests that -\textit{\textasciitilde ay} is a non-truncating suffix, although
its phonetic homonymy with the suffix -\textit{\textasciitilde ay}\textasciitilde (\textit{\textasciitilde c})'plant' must be coincidental.
Third, whichever shape of stem we choose, we certainly cannot call
this a 'laryngeal' stem, and hence account automatically for the
alternant \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde Attenuative.

Cf. \textit{\textsuperscript{x}}\textasciitilde \textasciitilde e\textasciitilde s\textasciitilde, 'deer,' however (see Note 94 and fn. in Commentary
[Appendix I, sec. 5] to Tale). If the surmise there is correct,
and if 'sheep' is indeed related to 'deer,' then \textit{\textsuperscript{x}}\textasciitilde e\textasciitilde s\textasciitilde offers
a true 'laryngeal-final' stem after all.

\textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde k}}\textasciitilde e\textasciitilde ay offers to 'skate' has been elicited. A
putative \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde k}}\textasciitilde e\textasciitilde ay is the shape we seek.

Figure 43 presents forms for which the corresponding Attenuatives al-
ways have the prefix \textit{\textsuperscript{\textasciitilde c}}\textasciitilde (\textit{?}). Note also that these forms apparently violate (at
least) the rules for laryngeal affection and vowel-loss. The laryngeal-
affection rule is violated in the prefixes, where we expect lowering of \textit{\textasciitilde e}
under stress before a glottal-stop; and also in most of the stems, where,
on the contrary, we do not expect lowering without stress. The vowel-loss
rule is violated in that both the vowels of disyllabics should be lost when
the (monosyllabic) prefix is stressed.

Assuming, on the other hand, that the underlying structure is in fact
identical with that previously established for Attenuative, brings in its
train even further difficulties. Take first the simple case of *ta-ahn-tahiqab
'holler' as an example (sub-corpus [b]). Then by stress-assignment, ta-ahn-tahiqab;
by merger, the same; by ?-insertion, taahn-tahiqab; by optional stress-shift
tah-an-tahiqab; here the vowel-loss rule is violated. Although the optional
vowel-loss would then allow tah-an-tahiqab, it is clear that this form must be
marked for at least two irregularities; [minus vowel-loss], and [e-Attenuative
prefix].

Take now the form bnoq 'duck,' underlying *bnoq (sub-corpus [c]).
The same rules would give bo-ahn-bnoq, bo-ahn-bnoq,2 boahn-bnoq; here, the
rule for laryngeal affection must be suspended for the stem, yet operate
without stress for the stem; the best result with the present rules would be
*bn05-ahn-q, instead of be-bnoq.

III.6.2.2. Re-appraisal of Stress-assignment

Since neither of the proposed solutions provides satisfactory outputs,
we must re-appraise the fundamental question of stress-assignment. It has been
assumed that the Attenuative prefix contains a stressed morpheme as a matter
of constituent structure, and that the stress-assignment rule reads 'in the
Attenuative, stress a stressed prefix.' Let us, instead, assume that the
prefix (of whatever shape) is unstressed, but that the stress-assignment
rule reads 'in the Attenuative, stress the prefix.' Is there, then, any
distinguishing mark on these morphemes by which the stress-assignment rule
may automatically give the stress to the stem instead?

Note that, in the Attenuative prefix CV-Vh-, the stress is neces-
sarily assigned to the second vowel, i.e., the vowel immediately before
the laryngeal (h). We now observe that the stems of most of the 'Ce-

---

1 For this type, the dictionary must indicate that the second vowel-
loss rule is obligatory and not optional.

2 I omit the further complication that the rule for vowel-mutation
under secondary stress would also be suspended here or constrained in some
ad hoc way, e.g., by the environment.
attenuatives of Figure 43 are of the shape C-V-Laryngeal. For these forms, at least, a plausible stress-assignment rule is thus: 'in the Attenuative, stress the (first) vowel of a laryngeal stem; or (for non-laryngeal stems), the vowel preceding prefix-h.' More formally,

\[
(+\text{voc} \rightarrow (+\text{stress}) \quad \text{in} \quad \begin{cases} \& C - H_{\text{stem}} \\ \& -h \& C \end{cases} \]

III.6.2.3. Analogical Stress-Shift

If, as suggested, stress is assigned to the stem for these forms, then it must be the case that the output stress stands on the prefix as the result of a later, stress-switching rule. Such a rule is probably the result of the force of analogy, another example of which was illustrated above (Chap. II, sec. 21.4). In the present case, the analogical stress-shift rule must operate after the rule for vowel-loss, and the lack of vowel-loss or even mutation under secondary stress in the stem is thus satisfactorily accounted for. Note that this makes the present rule quite distinct from the affix-shift rule, which operates before vowel-loss.

Further, several forms, such as 'man' and 'coat' do not show the operation of this rule, while others ('spoon,' 'work') show that it is optional.

For the moment, we shall build the present conditions into the earlier secondary stress shift rule, which so far covers only the shift back to 'singular' stress in the Augment, and suitably follows vowel-loss. 3

III.6.2.4. Re-appraisal of VV Merger

To support, indeed to validate, the proposal to treat 'laryngeal' stems as calling for the same spelling for the Attenuative prefix as other stems, we must account for two further anomalies; these are the e vowel in the prefix, and the obligatory loss of the second vowel of the prefix. The stress-assignment rule distinguishes 'final-laryngeal' stems from others

---

1 The above formulation again stresses the affinity of ?/h for the stress, parallelling ?/h attraction by the stress.

2 The analogy is, of course, with the non-laryngeal Attenuatives, with stressed prefix.

3 Rule 20, Chap. III, sec. 5, Rule Summary 5.
by giving the stress to the stem for the former but to the prefix for the latter; thus, CV-Vh plus stressed stem, as opposed to CV-Vh plus stem. Two questions arise, then: Is there a suspension of the merger rule for 'final-laryngeal' stems? If not, what role does the stress difference play in ensuring the distinction in the outputs of the merger rule?

The merger rule\textsuperscript{1} assimilated the gravity of the second (stressed) mora of a two-mora vowel to the roundness of the first; this gave \( \mathbf{a} \), \( \mathbf{e} \), \( \mathbf{o} \) as before, but dissimilated \( \mathbf{e} \) to \( \mathbf{o} \). But this rule seems ad hoc, on two grounds. First, the use of Roundness as one of the dependant variables was unmotivated; and second, the qualitative dependance of a stressed vowel on the preceding unstressed one appears counter to the run of the language where, for instance, vowel-assimilation is certainly controlled by the stressed vowel. Besides this ad hoc manner of operation, the merger rule is of course quite unable to account for the vocalism \( \mathbf{e} \) in the present case.

We now propose that the mergers, in both stressed and unstressed cases, are to be accounted for as effects of \( \mathbf{h} \) on preceding geminate vowels. The difference is due to the fact that whereas of the stressed vowels only shwa is susceptible (as the weakest vowel\textsuperscript{2}), all the unstressed vowels are affected. The effect is simply one of dissimilation of vocalic gravity in the presence of a laryngeal (\( \mathbf{h} \)). Thus, particular qualities in the preceding vowel, such as roundness, prove to be irrelevant; on the other hand, the environmental feature previously considered unnecessary in the specification (viz., the presence of \( \mathbf{h} \)) is seen to constitute the proper motive for the rule.

### III.6.2.5. Loss of Prefix Vowel

We turn next to the loss of the second vowel of the prefix. For the 'normal' Attenuative, the loss of the second prefix vowel proved to be optional;\textsuperscript{3} however, since the counting domain of the vowel-loss rule requires

\textsuperscript{1}See Chap. III, sec. 3.2.

\textsuperscript{2}Of all the vowels, stressed or unstressed, shwa co-articulates most completely with abutting consonants; shwa is always very much shorter than the other vowels, even under primary stress, etc. (see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4 for discussion and an explanation).

\textsuperscript{3}Chap. III, sec. 4.
both prefix vowels to be present, we concluded that the prefix-vowel-loss rule must follow the vowel-loss rule. With 'laryngeal' stems, however, the loss is obligatory: we may legitimately ask whether this is not perhaps a separate rule.

First, why is this vowel not simply lost by the Vowel-loss rule? To answer this question, we ask another; assuming it is thus lost, then why is the first prefix-vowel not lost at the same time, since this vowel is even more vulnerable, as standing further from the stress? We thus suggest that the vowel concerned is in fact lost prior to the (counting) vowel-loss rule; again, we must consider the agent to be the laryngeal, whose effect is here exercised in a preceding completely stressless environment.\(^1\)

Since we have assumed that the first prefix vowel becomes e by vowel assimilation (just as the corresponding first vowel for non-laryngeal stems), the loss of the second prefix vowel must follow vowel-assimilation. On the other hand, since in a stressless prefix no stress-retraction can occur, the two rules are in complementary distribution; thus the present rule cannot be ordered vis-a-vis the stress-shift rule.

The order of the relevant rules is thus:
1. Vowel-assimilation (oblig.).
2/3. Vowel-loss by h (unstressed prefix) (oblig.): Stress-shift-option.
4. Vowel-loss (counting) rule (oblig.).

III. 6.2.4. Rules Illustrated by the Corpus

We now comment on individual forms of the corpus (Figure 43) especially pointing out the sources, in rule options, of the variants recorded.

Sub-corpus (a) illustrates the operation of the rules for stress-assignment, merger, ?-insertion, laryngeal-affection (in the stem), vowel-assimilation, V-loss by h, analogical stress-shift, and h-loss. We assume the following underlying stem shapes, ignoring nominal s- and aspectual be-.

*ṭōʔVb 'dog salmon,' *[lóʔl 'herring,' *q'ôʔ 'water,' *póh 'blow,' *sôʔ-áčε(h) 'work.'

\(^{1}\)For vowels before the stress, the only regular rule found is that for shwa.

\(^{2}\)Cf. glottal stop dissimilation (p. 153). If we allow Vh → hh, glottal dissimilation (now 'laryngeal dissimilation') will simplify this (Chap. III, sec. 8, Summary of Rules).
Sub-corpus (b) contains forms illustrating a problem with h. It is fairly clear from discussion above (Chap. III, sec. 3.3) that h-loss is optional in a stem, but obligatory in a prefix. The forms for 'shout' are thus simply accounted for. 'Spoon' and 'pig,' sub-corpus (c), on the other hand, are problematic. These are obvious loans, probably through Chinook Jargon, from English and French respectively. If we assume (as I show elsewhere), that the vocalism has been heard as a 'long' vowel and thus re-interpreted as *spóhn (i.e., a 'laryngeal stem'), then the derived Attenuative is reasonable.

A second case of the re-interpretation of a loan word is that of kápo 'coat.' Here, however, no problem with the final vocalism arises, since no laryngeal effect occurs. On the other hand, in accord with the morpheme structure condition that no Twana stem ends in a vowel, we might re-write the stem as *káhpw, or (since the sequence -pw perhaps nowhere else occurs stem-finally) perhaps *káhph.²

'Man,' in turn, shows the option on the analogical stress-shift rule; while 'cook' shows the optional loss of the unstressed vowel in a series such as v/v.

Sub-corpus (d) lists those Cé-Attenuative forms for which it is prima facie unlikely that we have to do with a laryngeal as C₂ in the stem. It was held above that the e-vocalism arose as a result of the merger of geminate unstressed vowels before h. To explain the present forms, it must thus be supposed that they present the following irregularity: the dictionary entry for each is marked [not Attenuative stress-shift]. On the other hand, the 'secondary stress-shift' (optional) still applies.

III.6.2.7. Contradictions in Apparently Laryngeal-Final Stems

It is crucial to the whole of the above argument on stems with laryngeal as C₂ that such stems occurring in Twana should always make their Attenuative with (output) Cé(?). Two forms in the corpus seem at first sight to contradict this implication; they are spáhq ə̃t; spéʔpq ə̃t 'waterfall,' and xəʔbat; xəʔbat 'oar.'

¹Chinook Jargon 'cosho.'

²The Augment is, however, kp-káph, which cannot have arisen from *káh-. As with 'one,' we assume dictionary allomorphy.
However, it is simple to show that these stems are not in fact 'final-laryngeal' stems at all. The relation of the non-Attenuative and Attenuative vocalisms in 'waterfall' show us that laryngeal affection has occurred; we require an e/shwa vocalism to produce $\varepsilon \hat{\theta}$ in Attenuative. The h, present in the non-Attenuative form, has clearly been metathesized to its present position, before the operation of laryngeal affection (as has been shown, the stem is $\hat{s}p\hat{\alpha}q\hat{\theta}l\hat{\eta}$).

In the case of 'oar,' the augmented $\hat{x}\hat{b}\hat{x}\hat{\varepsilon}\hat{\eta}\hat{b}\hat{a}\hat{t}$ shows that the glottal stop reaches its output position in the non-Attenuative form by rule, this time by glottal-attraction.

III. 6.2.8. Non-Vh Attenuative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bāqśéʔd</td>
<td>bəbəqśed</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāpāʔal</td>
<td>sāpāʔalʔ</td>
<td>flour--little loaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷsʷó̊c̕əd</td>
<td>qʷsʷó̊c̕əd</td>
<td>string things (fish)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sq̕əb̕oʔ</td>
<td>sq̕əq̕əb̕oʔ</td>
<td>dug-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l̕ε̊l̕e̊ʔs</td>
<td></td>
<td>rice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 44.—Attenuative Non-Vh

1 'Nose' is here triply irregular; the prefix contains a single, non-lowered vowel (as all these forms do), the stress has not retracted to the prefix, and the final vocalism is shwa and not a by alternation.

2 'Flour.' Chinook Jargon has shapes like sapoʔ̓il, cepelil. The vowel-losses are normal for Twaŋa, by rules given, for the unmarked form. The Attenuative, with semantic shift, suggests a relic shape of the type of the diminutive in Coeur d'Alene (Chap. III, sec. 1.2, fn. to Fig. 38[a]). Even assuming a CV prefix, we should also have to assume an h in the stem (i.e., *s̚əʔ̓p̚v̚l̚v̚l) to account for the a-vocalism in the non-Attenuative form. If we assumed the Chinook vocalisms to be the correct underlying ones, we should also have to remark that the Attenuative form fails to undergo the (Twaŋa form of the) vowel-loss rule—we expect *s̚əʔ̓s̚əp̚aʔ̓l̚ʔ.

3 'String things.' Here the additional irregularity is that the stem vowels have been lowered, but remain unstressed. This links the form

1Ch-metathesis must be involved, and no-th-attraction by stress, for the laryngeal-affection rule precedes glottal-attraction (see Chap. II, sec. 15.7).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>kála</em></td>
<td><em>kála</em></td>
<td>butterfly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sas</em></td>
<td><em>Sas</em></td>
<td>crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kák</em></td>
<td><em>kák</em></td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>spék</em></td>
<td><em>spék</em></td>
<td>gull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>xóx</em></td>
<td><em>xóx</em></td>
<td>fat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b)</th>
<th><em>xóx</em> (?)</th>
<th><em>xóx</em> (?)<em>kála</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>páqa</em></td>
<td><em>páqa</em></td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>te</em></td>
<td><em>te</em></td>
<td>pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>yas</em></td>
<td><em>yas</em></td>
<td>hawk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lal</em></td>
<td><em>lal</em></td>
<td>pretty child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lal</em></td>
<td><em>lal</em></td>
<td>Eels (personal name)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c)</th>
<th><em>lal</em></th>
<th><em>lal</em></th>
<th>Lilliwap (place name)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ayó</em></td>
<td><em>ayó</em></td>
<td><em>ayó</em></td>
<td>tawling canoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>qábal</em></td>
<td><em>qábal</em></td>
<td>wool-dog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>sád</em></td>
<td><em>sád</em></td>
<td>squirrel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ók</em></td>
<td><em>ók</em></td>
<td>moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>sá</em></td>
<td><em>sá</em></td>
<td>black bear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lal</em></td>
<td><em>lal</em></td>
<td>baby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>xópal</em></td>
<td><em>xópal</em></td>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 45.—Attenuative, with Suffix -*a*l

1 'Ant.' Cp. *Sas* 'tied' (-sp 'end, bottom'), thus probably a reduplicating form. Cp. also *Sánap* 'belt,' almost certainly related, although I do not understand the 6~a alternation.

2 'Butterfly.' One of a small number of non-monosyllabic forms showing complete reduplication (see Appendix II, The Shapes of Tswana Morphemes).

3 'Crab.' As explicated in Chap. II, sec. 12, *Sóyó*.

4 'Small.' Apparently a reduplicating form of *kák*. The reduplicating vowel may well be a through the rule for secondary stress (cp. 'ant'); but then why is the reduplicating vowel in
Fig. 45.—cont.

'small cove' not also "a? Since this type of reduplication is not productive in Twana, it is probably best to consider such shapes as dictionary entries in their present forms. Common Puget Sound mem 3ad is not found in Twana.

5'Small.' x w?i? 'lost' may well be unrelated to the Attenuative here. This Diminutive is described by Mrs. Pulsifer as 'a Quilcane word.' (Quilcene is a very (?) closely related dialect of Twana.)

6'Good point.' Elmendorf's form shows the option (take?) on the glottal insertion rule -[?ye 3 qsa] with off-glides, before velar.

7'Eels.' The name of a missionary, well loved and hated. The diminutive (he was a small man!) is quite regular, so far as the rules are concerned.

8'Cove.' Cp. la? 'go in.' If related, then 'cove' is another reduplicating form, like 'ant.'

9'Baby.' The plural c?c?c?lal indicates that the underlying form must be *cayal-at.

Figure 45(a) and (b) illustrates the diminutive derivation in -at. 1This morpheme, the cognates of which are confined in (e.g.) Coeur d'Alene and Upper Chehalis usage to 'animate offspring,' is employed in Twana for
1. Animate offspring - e.g., 'master,' 'horse,' 'silver salmon';
2. Animate/human affective diminutive - e.g., 'shorty, fatty,' 'little Eels';
3. Inanimate/diminutive - e.g., 'pipe,' 'axe';
4. Inanimate place-name diminutive - e.g., 'Little D?e?i.'

A simple description of the morphophonology of what we shall call Nominal -at Attenuative might be: '-at induces length in the stressed

1In complementary distribution with -at is -e?. While -at is found only in a Noun Phrase, as above, -e? is found only as the pronominalized object (field suffix) of a Verb Phrase, e.g., botob-e? 'suckle,' from bot 'suck'; ʔask 3ad-e? 'hold a child,' from k?ad 'hold.'

2Reichard psr. 502. -ilt (-?ilt, ?i?t). It is not clear how relevant these forms are to the problem of the alternation 1 ʔ (Chap. II, sec. 15.9).

3Kinkade (1963) par. 2.3.5.1., morpheme 423, e?. 
with forms of the shape Catoire-stem. The a in the prefix remains unsolved, despite the discussion there.

4 'Dug-out.' The lack of vowel-loss in the stem of the Attenuative is again linked to the Catoire Attenuatives.

5 'Rice.' Chinook Jargon, like most Salish, has merged l and r in 1. Twana commonly transforms loans into Attenuative shape. Here a shape such as *layVIs must be supposed, if we assume Caireo to be the proper structure. Then 1'layVIs gives 1'laye's by rules already established. For the additional vocalism in the putative stem *layVIs, the form is in all likelihood modelled on Twana forms in -ayas, whose semantics ('round object') exactly match the gloss.

However, two further forms present a serious problem. These are 

sado'q' 5V; sadodo'q' 5V 'main river, little main river' and

spe'q' 5V 5V; spepe'q' 5V 5V 'potato; little potato.'

The underlying form for 'main river,' as has been shown, is 

*s-dawa-q' 5V. Stress is assigned to this, giving s-dawa-q' 5V which by laryngeal infection and vowel-loss gives s-dwe-q' 5V, thence s-dawa-q' 5V by the rules regularly. We justify the e' sequence (and thus the e') in the prefix of 'little main river' by assuming that, as has been shown, the attenuative does not use the surface but the underlying form of the unmarked stem as its basis. But if this is so, we cannot justify the lowered vowel of the final syllable, since for the 'regular' attenuative the stress is assigned to the prefix.

With 'potato,' the matter is less complex but leaves us with a similar problem. spe'q' 5V 5V certainly seems like a 'laryngeal-final' stem; we must assume that the stem is in fact *s-payV 5V. This guarantees the e' in the attenuative prefix, and not the e' of the 'laryngeal-final' stems; but again, although *payV gives -payV regularly, we cannot explain the lowered vowels (-q' 5V-) in the stem for the Attenuative, since the stress is assigned to the prefix s-payV from *s-payV-stem.

Figure 44 contains forms whose stems cannot be said to contain a laryngeal, and whose Attenuative reduplication contains simply Caireo-stem. Note that these forms all contain shwa as initial stem vowel. Like the non-laryngeal Caireo-Attenuatives, these forms must be supposed marked in the dictionary. In the present case, however, the morpheme-feature involved must be [not Vh Attenuative]. Thus a typical Attenuative shape will be: 

bqssad; b-bqssad, with stem stress.
It is clear from the form for 'string things' that, as for the Ce-
Attenuative, Attenuative stress-shift does not operate, but that stress is
(optionally) shifted by the secondary stress-shift rule. In the present case,
however, it is not clear that the feature [not Attenuative stress-shift] is
required in the dictionary: if, as we have suggested, it is the laryngeal
that attracts the stress to the reduplication, then its absence in these
cases is sufficient reason for the shift not to occur.

III.6.2.9. Summary

Laryngeal-final stems are thus seen to possess the following
idiosyncracies:

1. The laryngeal attracts the stress to the stem-initial syllable.
2. The characteristic e-vowel in the prefix results from the
(re-evaluated) merger rule, here on unstressed vowels abutting h.
3. After vowel-assimilation, the second (unstressed) vowel of the
prefix is obligatorily lost, by h-influence.
4. The second (or, analogical) stress shift rule optionally takes
the stress to the prefix.

III.7. Infix-Attenuative

III.7.1. 'aś' and Obligatory Infix

III.7.1.1. General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Attenuative</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) skʷxʷec</td>
<td>skʷe'xʷcal</td>
<td>silver salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡa'xʷec</td>
<td>ḡa'xʷc̥al</td>
<td>ant¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷopęc</td>
<td>kʷopęcal</td>
<td>master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steqew</td>
<td>steqęval</td>
<td>horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡadęqʷ</td>
<td>ḡadęqʷaś</td>
<td>hump-backed salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡešeb</td>
<td>ḡešešbal</td>
<td>Datleb (place name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wədaw</td>
<td>wədaw</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qe bád</td>
<td>qe bądaš</td>
<td>axe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wəšaw ~ wəhaw</td>
<td>wəšaw ~ wəhaw</td>
<td>owl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vowel of the morpheme to which it is suffixed. But such a description is open to the same objections to the core-term 'length' as were discussed above (Chap. III, sec. 3.1) and it is reasonable to propose the same solution as was adopted for 'Attenuative'.

Nominal -ã Attenuative, by whatever syntacto-semantic features it is to be specified in a Deep Structure, is thus to be spelled as 'insert -Vh following the stressed vowel, and add suffix -ã', where V is a copy of the stressed vowel. "Pretty child" thus requires no special explanation.2

The formulation adopted in fact asserts the identity of the present -Vh with the Attenuative morpheme already established; however, since we have already developed rules not only for laryngeal-affection but also for h-metathesis, it is reasonable to consider whether the correct constituent structure here might not be as follows: stem-h-ã, that is -h- and not -Vh. The following assumptions would now have to be made: (1) that h can be attracted to the stress across as many as (any) two segments, e.g., skWxVxW c-h-ã giving skWxVxW h-xW c-ã; (2) most crucial, that h can become a vowel—with the present rules, this can only mean that we have to do with another laryngeal here (h2) and not the present h!

For the moment, we see no supporting evidence elsewhere in the morphophonemics for the existence of a third laryngeal in Twana, and retain our original interpretation. We thus accept that, instead of partaking of a reduplicating prefix, the present attenuative morpheme -Vh is an infix, the relevant environment for infixation being the presence of whatever semantic features are proper to the suffix -ã.

The forms of Figure 45(a) illustrate and confirm the rules already developed for Augment and Attenuative. We give a few typical examples only, before passing to some problematic forms.

'Silver salmon' and 'ant' of corpus (a) show the option on suffix stress shift not taken.

The rest of the forms of sub-corpus (a) exhibit the option of stress shift, giving, e.g.,

hayə w-ã 'hump-backed salmon,' qebe d-ã 'axe,' xWy xW-ã 'fat.'

1But 'pretty child' shows -ã without infix. The (unanalyzed) forms of sub-corpus (c) show some similar cases; these may well contain an -ã not identical with the Attenuative -ã.

2It is simply a dictionary entry, ᵇ'y-ã.
The vowel-loss rule, taking the mark [non-truncating]¹ into account for -a₁, then gives:

- hā†̄e₂q₃ʷ-a₁, qābe₂d-a₁, ɣ₃w₂x₄w-a₁.
- ɣe₂ʔ̄ bal 'crab,' shows development of glottal stop (ʔ̄y- ) in the base from a lost shwa (e₂yə). This glottal stop is then attracted by the stress (ɣy₂- ), after which the y vocalizes to e (e₂- ).

III.7.1.2. Problem Forms

Sub-corpus (b) of Figure 45 contains problematic forms, which require comment.

'Small.' If this form is indeed related to ɣe₂el? 'lost,' then its morphology is unusual, for it requires prefix-reduplication but infixed -Vh-too. The rules would give us the triple glottal stop in ɣw₂e-xʷʔ̄l-a₁. Is this then simplified to ɣw₂e-xʷʔ̄l-a₁ by geminate simplification?

'Shorty.' Compare scrição 'short.' No explanation can at present be offered for the double ḫ in the Attenuative.

'Small pipe.' The stem paʔa₁qʷ is the only form in the corpus containing stem VV for which an '-a₁ Attenuative' occurs. However, it proves to be quite regular, and incidentally provides a crux case for the ordering of the h-deletion rule. Thus: *pa-ʔah-ʔa₁qʷ-a₁ by rule 13 has the shape paʔahʔa₁qʷa₁. Then rules 14 and 15 (vowel loss; V loss in / -H V) gives paʔhʔqʷ-a₁.² Now we require to eliminate the h and simplify the geminate glottal stop; thus the h-deletion rule must precede geminate simplification, giving paʔqʷa₁ by h-deletion, and finally paʔqʷa₁.

'Good point' (a place-name). The underlying form must be ʔe₂y-ʔgs-a₁; but the unmarked form is ʔe₂ʔqs, where the pretonic shwa gives a glottal stop which is attracted to the stress, whereupon the y syllabifies (see 'glottal stop in the unaugmented stem,' Chap. II, sec. 12).

'Hawk.' The -h in the unmarked form is not normally present in the output, but supplied by analogy from forms such as (3rd sing. possessive) se₂ʔh-as 'his house' which retains the non-final h. We have postulated, on the basis of a number of forms of this kind, that no phonological word

¹See Chap. III, sec. 7.1.2. end.

²Final g is not lost here, since -a₁ is 'non-truncating' (ibid.: for rules, see Chap. III, sec. 5, Rule Summary 5.
in Twana ends in a shwa; all forms with (phonetic) final shwa are thus transcribed with final -h.

It is, of course, crucial that the sequence -lh- should not arise before h-unvoicing of l; but the vowel-loss rule which creates -lh- is later. The vowel-loss rule takes the shape $\text{yax}^{\text{w}}\text{?lh-a?}$; we thus proceed through $\text{yax}^{\text{w}}\text{?lh-a?}$ (vowel-loss), $\text{yax}^{\text{w}}\text{?lh-a?}$ (h → ?), $\text{yax}^{\text{w}}\text{?lh-a?}$ (ʔ metathesis), $\text{yax}^{\text{w}}\text{?lh-a?}$ (ʔ simplification), and finally $\text{yax}^{\text{w}}\text{?lah}$ (h-loss).

'Pretty little one.' It will be apparent that the source of the additional glottal stop (ʔ?ʔya?) must again be the Attenuative h itself. This glottal stop survives in such a case as the present, where the affix stress-shift option has not been taken, and the second prefix vowel cannot therefore be lost--with the result that no glottal gemination occurs.

Then for the forms 'Liliwap,' 'Eels' and 'pretty one,' stress shift does not operate, but the vowel-loss rule of course applies. However, the vowel in -a?, although 'counted,' is never truncated by this rule, and the morpheme is hence labelled [non-truncating] (compare Chap. III, sec. 4).

'Liliwap' illustrates the optional loss of an unstressed vowel in / - ʔ/ , as well as metathesis of a glottal stop generated by vowel loss with intervening w. Thus:

| C.S. Rule | $\text{l?x}^{\text{w}}\text{?h-wap-a?}$ |
| Stress | $\text{l?x}^{\text{w}}\text{?h-wap-a?}$ |
| ?-epenthesis |  |
| H-affection, & | $\text{l?x}^{\text{w}}\text{?h-wap-a?}$ |
| V-ASSIMILATION |  |
| Stress-shift--option not taken |  |
| Vowel-losses | $\text{l?x}^{\text{w}}\text{?hwp-a?}$ |
| → h → ? | $\text{l?x}^{\text{w}}\text{?hwp-a?}$ |
| H-loss | $\text{l?x}^{\text{w}}\text{?hwp-a?}$ |
| ?metath |  |
| Geminate simplification |  |

The alternants with 1* in the stem are to be compared to cases such as $\text{syslab} \sim \text{sysalab} 'year'$ discussed in Chap. II, sec. 12.1 (Fig. 17[b]). If the stem is indeed related to $\text{l?w}^* 'go in,'$ then clearly no geminate 1 is involved.
III.7.2. Simple Infix

(a)  yéq̌ w
    páč ť š ď ť b̌
    káš č ď
    w̌ ľ é̌ q̌ č b̌
    q̌ w̌ é̌ ě š
    *
    ?̌ š q̌ ̌ š ̌ š ǒ (h)
    ?̌ š q̌ w̌ š ̌ ̌ ď
    ̌ č b̌ č ǎ b̌ q̌ w̌
    y̌ ǎ ľ y̌ é̌ ľ é̌ č̌ y̌ ǎ ľ
y̌ ǎ ľ é̌ ľ é̌ ̌ ̌ š é̌ ľ é̌ ľ é̌ č̌ y̌ ǎ ľ
ť é̌ ǩ é̌ ǩ ǎ ľ

    y̌ ě q̌ ̌ q̌ ̌ b̌
    p̌ é̌ ť é̌ ť š ď ť b̌
    ǩ é̌ š ǎ č ď
    w̌ ľ é̌ q̌ č b̌
    q̌ w̌ q̌ é̌ ̌ ě š
    š é̌ x̌ w̌ š ď
    ?̌ š q̌ ̌ š ̌ š ǒ (h)
    ?̌ š q̌ w̌ š ̌ ̌ ď
    ̌ č b̌ č ǎ b̌ q̌ w̌
    y̌ ǎ ľ y̌ é̌ ľ é̌ č̌ y̌ ǎ ľ
y̌ ǎ ľ é̌ ľ é̌ ̌ ̌ š é̌ ľ é̌ ľ é̌ č̌ y̌ ǎ ľ
ť é̌ ǩ é̌ ǩ ǎ ľ

(b)  x̌ é̌ č̌
    š q̌ é̌ ľ é̌ (h)
    š q̌ ľ é̌
    š q̌ w̌ ľ é̌
    b̌ é̌ b̌ é̌
    b̌ é̌ é̌ ď
    q̌ w̌ é̌ ľ o
    ǩ w̌ é̌ ť
    š ǒ š ǒ ǎ b̌ č
    q̌ w̌ ż̌

    x̌ é̌ č̌
    š q̌ é̌ ľ é̌ (h)
    š q̌ ľ é̌
    š q̌ w̌ ľ é̌
    b̌ é̌ b̌ é̌
    b̌ é̌ é̌ ď
    q̌ w̌ é̌ ľ o
    ǩ w̌ é̌ ť
    š ǒ š ǒ ǎ b̌ č
    q̌ w̌ ż̌

(c)  b̌ é̌ ť é̌ q̌ ǒ š
    q̌ é̌ é̌ ľ
    ď é̌ é̌ ľ
    x̌ é̌ é̌ ̌
    b̌ é̌ é̌ ̌ ľ é̌
    q̌ w̌ š ď ̌ x̌
    ̌ č ǒ š
    š ǐ ̌ ǒ b̌
    b̌ é̌ č ǒ ď

    wash vs. Atten.  
    set out vs. Atten.
    urinate: female urinate
    say crazy things vs. Atten.
    narrow (plural vs. sg.)
    send news
    stringing (plural vs. sg.)
    grandmother (plural vs. sg.)
    cousin (plural vs. sg.)
    teen-ager (plural vs. sg.)
    raw: dyed bark
    elk: animal, worm
    bogey: I was haunted
    backside: greedy
    fruit falls: it's snowing
    ringing: ring a bell
    cedar bark: leaf
    mat: bedding
    please! : merciful to many
    water: bailer
    wheat
    perch
    still, despite
    dentalium
    lips
    porpoise
    three
    dog salmon
    getting cold

Fig. 46.—Attenuative, with Simple Infix
Fig. 46.—cont.

1. Wash.' yâqâw - b (intransitivizing suffix).

2. Set out.' pâ'tád - b. The stem vowel ought to be e/a to give e/h in the diminutive. There may thus be an h present, to account for the a vowel (*pâ'tâ [?]).

3. wâlâqâw-V-q- b. Pronominal suffix -q- 'language.'

4. Narrow.' For the plural in -gâ, see Chap. II, sec. 21.5. It is so far not clear under what conditions h after an unstressed vowel is retained, while after a stressed vowel it is lost. The stem is either *wâeh or *wâe?.

5. Stringing.' Stem probably compound, *qâasêh.

6. Grandmother.' Stem must be *cabâqâw, to account for the lowering of the second syllable vowels; stress retraction in the augmented form is of course normal. An affective Attenuative.

7. Cousin.' Stem *yâlêc. The augmented form is irregular in that the final vowel does not mutate to a, according to the rule for vowels under secondary stress. The e vowel in one variant of the augmented form obviously derives from vocalization of the y between consonants, remote from the stress.

8. Teen-ager.' te-ô'câswl. t-ô- is a form of the definite article, here probably used to denote the class. The Attenuative e implies a shwa or e in the stem. If this form is at all connected with cáš 'weak,' then a is indicated; thus *câsw-Vl, with mutation to a under secondary stress. The terminal suffix -Vl is to be compared with -ât 'offspring.'

9. Raw: dyed bark.' Refers to cedar-bark, dyed a deep red for basket-making.

10. Elk: animal, worn.' Compared with the bear for so much of the Northern hemisphere, the elk was for the Twana the most important ritual animal. See Elmsendorf (1960) for 1st-elk ceremony (p. 117). sqâlê(h) seems itself to be a reduplicated stem, possibly related to sqâld* 'bogey, monster,' or even to sqâl 'split' (referring to its antlers?).

11. ' Bogey: I was haunted.' *qâle? . The vocalism after the stress is the normal 'copy of the stem-vowel' for transitivity. Vowel-assimilation matches this to the (lowered) stem-final e? . -tab may for simplicity be designated as 'subject as patient,' corresponding in many glosses to English passive.

13 'Fruit falls: snowing.' For the morphology, cp., 'I was haunted.' *ʔəbę̂. Compare the suppletive *ʔəq̃ aq̃ 'snow,' from *ʔəq̃ aq̃ from a root *ʔəq̃. 'Snow' seems to be an inchoative stem, with LaC2. reduplication.

14 'Ringing: ring a bell.' The composition of the stem is unclear; the instrumental suffix -bad is here used alone (cf. the usual frame dx' + stem + bad).

15 'Cedar bark: leaf.' We must suppose a stem *q̃elōh or *q̃elōd, the stress as well as the h (? being necessary to produce the lowered vowel. The suffix is probably identical with -ay(h) 'plant, growing thing,' with vowel assimilation. The stressing of q̃elō is not accounted for: -ay(h) does not elsewhere attract the stress.

16 'Mat: bedding.' The relation, within the culture, is clear enough. On the other hand, with the simple view of semantic relations here assumed, 'bedding' ought to be related to 'mat' as an Augmented form.

17 'Please! : merciful to many.' Compare *ešaʔōsabac 'thanks.'

The semantic relationship is obvious; cf. modern French. A stem *ʔəsə- is supposed here. The suffix -c is probably identical with -c 'indirect object.' (The prefix e-s- is the 2nd sing. possessive,' used with certain verbs s- is probably s- Nom. 'Merciful to many' is regular as an Augmented form from *ʔōsab.

18 'Water: bailer.' *q̃er̃d is a compound stem, with prefix *q- 'remote,' as in ʔer̃a 'yonder,' ʔer̃ 'that one yonder.' -Vd is a Nominalizing suffix, with vowel assimilation.

19 'Wheat.' The etymology is unclear. Probably *pët, with -Vləs 'round hard object' pronominal = *əlas, eʔlas, or eləs.

20 'Dentalium.' Compare *x̃x̃x̃ 'bite' (?). Dentalium was of cultural importance, as one of the media of payment and exchange.

21 'Lips.' -aʔad is the bound pronominal for 'lips.' Compare also (?) ρəʔad 'tree bark.' The final ʔ in 'lips' is puzzling.

22 'three.' Perhaps related to tk̃os, 'seven.' ʔ undoubtedly comes from Proto-Salish *k̃, and *k̃os thus relates to *k̃os. But Twana is the only (?) Salish language having glottalized ʔ in this form. The analysis *tk̃os (see Chap. II, sec. 14) of course militates against the parallel too, since it is probably to be segmented *tk̃-os (cos 'face'). Compare Elendorf (1962) p. 4. Of particular interest from a comparative point of view must be the Shiammon 'three,' ʔx̃əlo ~ ʔx̃əxe (Suttles' field-notes, cited in Elendorf, ibid.), which are most suggestive both for the k - ʔ alternation and the archaic source of Twana 'three.'

23 'Getting cold.' Two stems for 'cold' occur in Twana, the present *k̃oʔ and ʔəx (as in padəx 'winter,' pad- being a pronominal prefix for 'time').
As was noted above, the co-occurrence of stem-infix -\(\text{Vh}\)- with -\(\text{a}\) (Attenuative) is not obligatory, e.g., in the form for 'pretty one,' \(\text{\$y\text{a}}\). Conversely, it is clear that some of the occurrences of \(\text{V}V\) (where \(\text{V}V\) are lowered identical vowels) are in fact cases of what we shall call 'Attenuative by stem-infix only.' Since it is not clear how far, if at all, this variant of Attenuative is determined (phonologically or otherwise), we shall for the moment assume that the relevant dictionary entries must be suitably marked.

Figure 46(a) presents forms in which the semantic relation is either unmarked vs. Attenuative, or Augmented vs. unmarked. One example occurs of an affective Attenuative\(^1\) used for feminine, viz., 'urinate.' It is important to note that, since we hold that all lowered vowels are lowered by rule, forms such as that for (unmarked) 'grandmother' must be marked as \{oblig. Atten. in sg.\} in the dictionary.

Sub-corpus (b) presents forms which seem to be related by the Attenuative structure and rules, but where a semantic shift makes the identification less than certain. Fairly detailed footnotes are given for this corpus, partly in the hope of substantiating the comparisons suggested, but also as a basis for comparative study. Again, to avoid the need to specify lowered vowels in the dictionary, we tentatively mark all these forms as \{\text{+Atten}\} in the dictionary.

Sub-corpus (c) gathers together forms, some of which have been cited before, for which at least two possibilities exist. These may be 'frozen Attenuatives,' the unmarked forms corresponding to which may continue to elude us within Twana, but for which cognates in other Salish languages may be illuminating.\(^2\) On the other hand, it is quite possible that some of

\(^1\)Compare with this the form \(\text{q\text{\$a}}\): \(\text{\$e\text{q\text{\$a}}\text{\$e}}\) 'bad: silly (fem.?) little me,' the latter in an autobiographical tale told by Mrs. Pulsifer concerning her youth.

\(^2\)An example of the examination of cognates in validating such analyses is the case of Twana \(\text{\$y\text{\$t\$a}}\) 'wild rose.' Gunther (1945) p. 34, gives Snohomish \(\text{\$t\$a}\), from which we see that the Twana form is an Attenuative. For the alternation \(\text{d} \sim \text{h} \sim \#\) / - \#, see Chap. II, sec. 8.
these forms have (lowered) VVV sequences as a result of some of the possibilities already surveyed (Chap. III, sec. 1.2). For convenience, we summarize these here:

2. Vowel-assimilation in a vocalic suffix, following CV? stem.
3. Chance collocation, such as be- prefix with zeC stem.
4. Intensive reduplication, with VVC stem, with stress-retraction.

For the forms of the corpus, we suggest the following. 'Wheat' and 'porpoise' are probably frozen Attenuatives. 'dog-salmon,' 'three,' and 'getting cold' probably show vowel-assimilation. The rest of these forms may also arise through vowel-assimilation, although it is not clear how we should deal with such forms as dictionary entries. 'Lips' shows an uncanonical s`e; we expect the stem to show e or e.

III.7.3. Summary

We must thus distinguish two types of Attenuative morpheme: the prefix, and the infix. No conditioning is present, either phonological or semantic, from which we may predict when -a? is to be used; but its use is (almost) always accompanied by infixed -Ve-. On the other hand, some forms must be marked (in the dictionary) as taking only the infix. Finally, some 'frozen' Attenuatives must probably be recognized, while some 'pseudo-Attenuatives' arise through chance collocations whose outcome (by rules) resembles the Attenuative formation.

III.8. Rule Summary

*1 Constituent Structure for Augment, Attenuative.
*2 Stress assignment for Augment, Attenuative.
*3 Loss of initial laryngeal, in unstressed morpheme.
**4 Loss of initial vowel in (Attenuative) stem.
5 Augment metathesis, for laryngeal stems.
*6 VV merger, stressed vs. unstressed.
*7 Glottal epenthesis (in V-V) (optional)
8 V - a mutation, under secondary stress.
9 Affix truncation.
10 C - h metathesis.
11 Laryngeal affection.
12 H unvoices l.
13 Vowel assimilation.
Unordered 

14. Unstressed V assimilates to following h\(^1\) (in Atten. prefix).

15. Affix stress-shift (optional)

16. Vowel 'loss' \(\rightarrow\) h (counting rule).

17. \(V_1\) loss in env / - H \(V_1\), and mirror env.

18. h \(\rightarrow\) ?, in / R.


**20. h-loss before a consonant (all cases?)

**21. Laryngeal dissimilation


23. Syllabification of semi-vowels.


\[
\{ \\
\text{For Augment, shift to Unaugmented stress pattern.} \\
\text{For Attenuative, shift stress to stem.} \\
\}
\]


27. Cluster simplification.

28. s- assimilation.

29. Geminate simplification.

30. Syllabic offglide for \(\hat{z}\).

31. Shwa insertion.

32. N \(\rightarrow\) \(N_b\), with exception env's.

33. \(N_b\) \(\rightarrow\) \(N\), with exception env's.

34. \(\hat{b}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(\hat{b}\).

35. Loss of remaining h. (Order?)

Note: H = a laryngeal
      R = a voiced consonant
      N = a nasal
      B = b,d.
* shows rules modified

\(^1\)The argument at Chap. III, sec. 6.2.5. 'Loss of prefix vowel' supports the analysis finally preferred (see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.4).
Unstressed vowels to be 'lost' will become [-Tense], and merge with h.
CHAPTER IV

THE PHONETIC OUTPUT

IV.1. Introduction

IV 1.1. General Note

In this chapter, we shall re-consider the Distinctive Features to be used in dictionary entries and rules for the phonology of Twana. We shall tentatively adapt the features to be used, to the distinctions and definitions given by Chomsky-Halle (1968), hereafter referred to as SPE, taking as criteria the requirements (a) plausibility of rule-operation, and (b) phonetic reality in Twana outputs. For simplicity of exposition, we shall take the features in order of the major classes in SPE, relating them to relevant rules.

It is important to note that, as pointed out in SPE, the Chomsky-Halle Distinctive Features are defined in terms not of acoustics or perception, but primarily of articulation. An attempt is made below, however, to add relevant acoustic explication, at least so far as the all-important concept 'neutral tract' is concerned.

Although certain disagreements with SPE will become apparent, no systematic critique of the SPE features is attempted; indeed, certain of the SPE features (e.g., the features Distributed and Covered) are omitted altogether from the discussion below, since I do not see their relevance to a discussion of Twana phonology.

Topics of very general importance discussed in this chapter include:
1. The concept of 'spontaneous voice.'
2. The speech-neutral tongue position.
3. Palatalization.
4. Underlying Nasals, and the Obstruent trend.
5. Degrees of glottal constriction.
6. Tense and Lax, especially the status of shwa.
Fig. 47.---Tswana Consonants¹ and Vowels

¹The grid above gives the surface contrasts of Tswana. Cf. Fig. 5, Chap. I, sec. 3.3.3. The segment[x] is in doubt. See Chap. IV, sec. 3.5.

Note: The contrasts supporting the above analysis will be found in Figs. 48, 49 immediately following (Chap. IV, secs. 1.2, 1.3.)

IV.1.2. Consonant Contrasts (Surface)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p-p</th>
<th>pésat</th>
<th>big ones</th>
<th>pés</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʔastāp</td>
<td>thick (soup)</td>
<td>ʔastāp</td>
<td>asleep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-b</td>
<td>s-pāqʷ</td>
<td>feather (pillow)</td>
<td>bōqʷ</td>
<td>shocking hay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pōqāp</td>
<td>summer</td>
<td>wēqōb</td>
<td>box</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b-m</td>
<td>bāś</td>
<td>over-eat</td>
<td>māś</td>
<td>proud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wēqāb</td>
<td>box</td>
<td>xēsqām</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-t</td>
<td>tāl(h)</td>
<td>dollar</td>
<td>tāl</td>
<td>slice meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bót</td>
<td>hold up</td>
<td>bōt</td>
<td>suck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-d</td>
<td>tāb</td>
<td>what?</td>
<td>dābš</td>
<td>give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sʔobāt</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>bād</td>
<td>father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-n</td>
<td>dadāʔşēd</td>
<td>footprints</td>
<td>s-nanækēyəh</td>
<td>diving duck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bād</td>
<td>father</td>
<td>skōłman</td>
<td>teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-c</td>
<td>téqʷ</td>
<td>play</td>
<td>čeqʷ</td>
<td>dig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāt</td>
<td>elder brother</td>
<td>točć</td>
<td>East wind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-č</td>
<td>táb</td>
<td>what?</td>
<td>čábaš</td>
<td>he gave it him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-č</td>
<td>čeq</td>
<td>stab</td>
<td>čeq</td>
<td>walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔaxc</td>
<td>twice</td>
<td>čábaš</td>
<td>he gave it him</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔas-ʔóc</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>x'ac</td>
<td>wake up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č-č</td>
<td>čex</td>
<td>sicken</td>
<td>čex</td>
<td>cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ĥet</td>
<td>wring out</td>
<td>Ĥet</td>
<td>pull herbs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ċ-č</td>
<td>Ċëd</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Ċet</td>
<td>near</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔac</td>
<td>belly</td>
<td>Ċë</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-č</td>
<td>käs</td>
<td>urinate</td>
<td>Ċë</td>
<td>elder sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-ʔ</td>
<td>kawiah</td>
<td>nourishment</td>
<td>káko(h)</td>
<td>crow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melk</td>
<td>milk</td>
<td>saʔ ák-ay</td>
<td>brake-fern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-ʔ</td>
<td>käs</td>
<td>urinate</td>
<td>qós</td>
<td>scratch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-k’</td>
<td>kápo(h)</td>
<td>coat</td>
<td>k’ábokolv</td>
<td>cedar-root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-k’</td>
<td>káko(h)</td>
<td>crow</td>
<td>k’áp</td>
<td>pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saʔ ák-ay</td>
<td>brake-fern</td>
<td>cacák’</td>
<td>lie down</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-k’</td>
<td>s-k’oxc</td>
<td>silver salmon</td>
<td>k’ox’ede</td>
<td>rock-clam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psák’</td>
<td>broken</td>
<td>cák’</td>
<td>angle-worm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-ʔ</td>
<td>qál</td>
<td>dislike</td>
<td>qál</td>
<td>believe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xáq</td>
<td>have pain, hurt</td>
<td>xáq</td>
<td>to land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-ʔ</td>
<td>qál</td>
<td>dislike</td>
<td>qál</td>
<td>paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pós</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>pós</td>
<td>broken end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-ʔ</td>
<td>qál</td>
<td>believe</td>
<td>q’ál</td>
<td>ripe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ycé</td>
<td>file</td>
<td>ycé</td>
<td>wash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-ʔ</td>
<td>q’é</td>
<td>drop</td>
<td>q’é</td>
<td>hide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’é</td>
<td>lick up</td>
<td>k’é</td>
<td>rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-ʔ</td>
<td>hohob</td>
<td>power to kill</td>
<td>hohob</td>
<td>wish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balál’g(h)</td>
<td>navel</td>
<td>ʔal’g</td>
<td>monster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-ʔ</td>
<td>pas-hob</td>
<td>red-painted</td>
<td>pas-ôb</td>
<td>smelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čék(h)</td>
<td>spouse</td>
<td>čék</td>
<td>elder sister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-ʔ</td>
<td>hál</td>
<td>stop from crying</td>
<td>xáltad</td>
<td>cradle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>docah ~ docεʔ</td>
<td>I, me</td>
<td>dék</td>
<td>converse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-ʔ</td>
<td>höy</td>
<td>then(connective)</td>
<td>k’owy</td>
<td>sell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( x - x \quad \text{picked} \quad \text{nine} \)

\( \text{liáx} \quad \text{long} \quad \text{old} \)

\( \text{x̂ə̂x} \quad \text{bite} \quad \text{catch} \)

\( \text{c̆ēx} \quad \text{cold} \quad \text{boil} \)

\( \text{x̂ąq} \quad \text{hurts} \quad \text{smear} \)

\( \text{t̂ałax} \quad \text{use} \quad \text{hand} \)

\( \text{c̆ə̂q} \quad \text{go through mud} \quad \text{smear} \)

\( \text{ŵə̂c} \quad \text{wild} \quad \text{count} \)

\( \text{čè̂dadə̂q} \quad \text{fly} \quad \text{sea} \)

\( \text{čə̂=w̄ā̂s} \quad \text{wife} \quad \text{heart} \)

\( \text{č̂=c} \quad \text{pay} \quad \text{scatter} \)

\( \text{č̂=e} \quad \text{help} \quad \text{hang} \)

\( \text{liáx} \quad \text{long} \quad \text{old} \)

\( \text{x̂ę̂k} \quad \text{angry} \quad \text{bite} \)

\( \text{l̂êq} \quad \text{slip} \quad \text{bury, plant} \)

\( \text{ŵl̂}- \quad \text{without} \quad \text{gather} \)

\( \text{t̂ə̂mə̂q̃əs} \quad \text{motor-car} \quad \text{thin} \)

\( \text{ŵ=s} \quad \text{few} \quad - \)

\( \text{s̄=nə̂q̄ə̂=ȳə̂=ə̂h} \quad \text{diving duck} \quad - \)

\( \text{s̄=k̄ə̂=mə̂n} \quad \text{teacher} \quad - \)

\( \text{l̂=b̄} \quad \text{rum} \quad \text{look!} \)

\( \text{č̂=l̄} \quad \text{lazy} \quad \text{lose} \)

\( \text{ŵə̂c̄} \quad \text{clock} \quad \text{walk} \)

\( \text{ŵ=w̄} \quad \text{owl} \quad \text{horn} \)

\( \text{ȳ=ȳ} \quad \text{aim} \quad \text{carry on back} \)

\( \text{ȳ=ȳ} \quad \text{finish} \quad \text{goodbye!} \)

---

**Fig. 48.**--Consonant Contrasts, Surface

\( ^1 \) \( b/b^2, d/d^2 \) are rare initially, though common elsewhere: these are everywhere held to be sequences, and not single segments (see 'Glottal attraction,' Chap. II, sec. 3.3, and passim). Examples of the sequences in contrast with the single segments are:

- \( \text{bālə(h)} \) 'fish-egg' - \( \text{b̄āl̄a} \text{̄d̄ə̂q} \) 'get busy!'
- \( \text{ʔas̄l̄ōb} \) 'healed' - \( \text{sl̄ōb} \text{̄b̄} \) 'soup'
- \( \text{d̄ə̂q} \) 'graze (wound)' - \( \text{d̄̄c̄ə̂s} \) 'came'
- \( \text{b̄̄d̄} \) 'shake' - \( \text{b̄̄s̄}=\text{c̄}=\text{d̄} \) 'louse'
### IV.1.3. Vowel Contrasts (Surface)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>é</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>õ</th>
<th>ð</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ðéč</td>
<td>ðéč</td>
<td>ðéč</td>
<td>ðéč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to milk</td>
<td>saw</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>excrement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tágʷ ab</td>
<td>tágʷ</td>
<td>tágʷ</td>
<td>tágq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>play</td>
<td>lick</td>
<td>find</td>
<td>closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sól</td>
<td>súllah</td>
<td>sóly</td>
<td>closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| cloth | two | go to | ...
| wákʷ | s-ə-wákʷ sab | dákʷ-woqʷ ad | wák |
| kick | lightning | graveyard | open |
| šúx | šúx cad | šúx wab | šúx ad |
| scrape | bed | buy a wife | clear throat |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>é</th>
<th>ã</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>séʔsəʔačab</td>
<td>séʔsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work (Atten.)</td>
<td>cloth (Atten.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷqʷay</td>
<td>qʷqʷ st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beads</td>
<td>ccow (Atten.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spéʔpon</td>
<td>spéʔwáł</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoon (Atten.)</td>
<td>gull (Atten.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷéʔkʷ Ø(h)</td>
<td>kʷéʔkʷ eʔašíad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig (Atten.)</td>
<td>king salmon (Atten.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šasʔašúx</td>
<td>hálęčad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunter</td>
<td>I'm alive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>õ</th>
<th>ð</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>šabštadákʷ</td>
<td>bát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he sat down</td>
<td>only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beʔohóbšad</td>
<td>šasʔahóbšad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wish</td>
<td>I'm wishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷóʔbat</td>
<td>sʔóʔbat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paddle</td>
<td>nickname (Atten.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heʔódákʷ</td>
<td>heʔódákʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he was coming along</td>
<td>come on!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoʔoʔbas</td>
<td>hoʔoʔp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red bluff</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 49.—Vowel Contrasts, Surface
IV.2. Major Class Features

IV.2.1. Sonorant, with a Caveat

The concept of 'spontaneous voice' links the sub-classes vowel, glide, liquid and nasal.¹ For Twana, the same concept is crucial to an understanding of the contextual variants of glottalization, as shown below (Chap. IV, sec. 3.9). All non-Sonorants are (by definition) Obstruents.

IV.2.2. Consonant

All non-Sonorants are Consonants, as are also the liquids and nasals. The class of vowels and glides (V, w/y, h/ʔ) is left as non-Consonant.

IV.2.3. Syllabic, and the Semi-Vowel Rule

In SPE, vowels and liquids are Syllabic. On the other hand, the class of Twana 'Resonants' (m,n,l,w,y) would be identical with the class of non-Syllabic Sonorants provided we assume that liquids are non-Syllabic. Note that the only liquids in Twana are laterals.

The feature Syllabic has already been adopted in Chapter II² above. However, it was adopted in addition to, and not instead of Vocalic. With the adoption of Sonorant, as in SPE, Vocalic is now redundant, as is seen from the chart following (Chap. IV, sec. 2.4): those segments which are potential syllable-peaks are Sonorant,³ and of these the vowels are inherently Syllabic.

The Semi-Vowel Rule must thus be modified slightly, and its left-hand side now reads [+Son,-Con,-Syll,+Voice] (Rule 27, Summary 5, Chap. III, Sec. 8).

---

¹Chomsky-Halle (1968), pp. 300-301; Halle-Stevens (1967). See Chap. IV, sec. 3.7.1.2 for an application. It is important to note that the two pieces of experimental evidence supposedly supporting this concept must be accepted only with reservations. Perkell's (1965) cineradiographic data show that pharynx-width for n is almost as great as that for d, against expectation. In turn, there is disagreement between Halle-Stevens (1967) and Peterson-Lehiste (1960) in the matter of increased vowel-length before d as against n. But these are matters that must be taken up in another place.

²See Chap. II, sec. 18.2.

³h/ʔ never become syllable-peaks in Twana, although they may derive from them. The Feature Sonorant in effect replaces the cover term 'resonant' (of Chap. II), although Sonorant also includes the laryngeals h, ʔ. The development of 'secondary ʔ' from h is thus to be viewed as a dissimilation of [Continuous], for a voiceless Sonorant abutting the voiced Sonorant.
IV.2.4. Twana Distribution of Major Class Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Son</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Syll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 50.--Major Class Features (Matrix)

IV.3. Cavity Features

'Cavity' corresponds to 'position of articulation.' (Cf. SPE 7, par. 4.)

IV.3.1. Anterior and the Need for Oral

Anterior includes articulations anterior to those made with the body of the tongue, i.e., labial and dental. Noting that the feature of Gravity has been abandoned in SPE, we see that a rule requiring the unique specification of labials (such as our third rule for cluster-simplification in the Augment) ought now to become more complex. However, provided we retain the feature Labiality discussed in the text (Chap. II, sec. 7.5), the loss of Gravity as a feature affects the first cluster-simplification rule (Chap. II, sec. 7.2) for Augment only formally.

The Conditions on cluster-resolution now read:

- [1] is [+voice]
- [1] is [+Cor], [2] is [-Cor]
- [1] is [-Cor], [2] is [+Cont]

IV.3.2. Coronal

This feature refers to the raising of the tongue blade from the speech-ready position. It thus distinguishes dental, alveolar, and alveo-palatal articulations, as a class. The rule (Rule 28) for assimilation of s to a

1 Chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 300, refer to the 'neutral position.'
following $\tilde{s}$ or $\tilde{c}^1$ might be simply written in terms of Anterior and Coronal. ² Thus:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
+\text{Cor} \\
+\text{Cont}
\end{array} \rightarrow [-\text{Ant}] \text{ in env.} / - [-\text{Ant}] .\]

IV.3.3. High, Low, and Back

IV.3.3.1. The Support for 'Mid-Front' as the Speech-Neutral Vowel—a Formal and Substantive Universal

These features refer to both consonants and vowels, since they indicate the position of the body of the tongue relative to that for 'speech-neutral.'

It is important to note that the basis for the choice of the features High, Low and Back⁴ is the claim that the speech-neutral position of the tongue-body is 'about the level that it occupies in the articulation of the English vowel [e] in the word "bed."⁵ SPE later adds⁶ 'in characterizing these features [i.e., High, Low, Back] we shall be concerned with the various displacements of the tongue from the neutral position.'

tract just prior to speaking. While the concept is explored so far as the vowel-features and Coronal are concerned, no further use is made of it in SPE. See also fn. 7 below and Chap. IV, sec. 3.7.1.Nasals.

¹ See Chap. II, sec. 7.6.

² But see 'Coronal and High' (Chap. IV, Sec. 3.4).

³ It is unnecessary to indicate [+cons]: $\gamma$ is (vacuously) included.

⁴ Most particularly, Back, without a corresponding Front. 'Central' vowels are thus to be considered [+Back, -Round], and not [-Front, -Back].

⁵ Chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 300. The example shows that a lax non-high vowel is concerned

⁶ Ibid., p. 304.

⁷ Chomsky-Halle stop short having defined 'speech-neutral' for the tongue, and 'spontaneous voice.' But there is evidence that this priming for speech (1) involves global re-programming in the cooperation of all the members of the vocal tract, (2) comes into play measurably before the commands for individual segments, (3) is perhaps carried out in a sequence showing hierarchical characteristics, and (4) may well prove to be (at least in part) language-particular. The search for empirical support (or rebuttal) for such a sub-stratum
Any attempt to utilize for Twana the same features as those in SPE must, therefore, be made with the explicit understanding that the speech-neutral position for the tongue body as defined in SPE is not merely a formal universal but also a substantive one. In particular, it is implied that Twana (e.g.) employs the same speech-neutral tongue-body position.

Is there any evidence to suggest that we have here to do with a substantive universal? Put another way, is there any special reason why the tongue-body position should be near [ɛ] and not, for example, near [ə], which is traditionally the neutral vowel?

As has been pointed out by Chiba and Kajiyama, the vowel in which the vocal cavity comes nearest to uniformity in sectional area is lax[ɛ]. For a 17cm length uniform tract, Chiba and Kajiyama calculate that the first three formants should have the frequencies 515, 1540, and 2570 Hz. If we compare these with figures for American English ɛ, æ, and ʃ, we find the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2450 Hz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>1525</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>1675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from which it may be seen that ɛ is indeed closest to the 'uniform tract' condition for which the above calculations hold.

Note that the uniform tract configuration is of course the one in which the partial tones will be best distributed, both for range and for intensity, since it shows least over-all constriction and (by definition) no localized constrictions.

Thus, there seems to be an acoustic basis for the notion 'universal neutral vowel,' implicating the most uniform cross-sectional area of the tract, which in turn correspond to a mid-front lax vowel. The hypothesis of SPE to Phonology is of course still in its infancy. The corresponding notion in traditional treatments of phonetics is The Basis of Articulation.

1Chiba and Kajiyama (1958).

2Lehiste (1964). I cite typical figures (see List 1, Table 2-VIII, p. 25).

3The significance of ɛ as so-called 'neutral' vowel must, of course, be sought elsewhere if the above argument proves to be valid.
seems thus to be confirmed as a substantive universal, and we shall (at least tentatively) assume the use of High, Back and Low to be justified for Twana too.

IV.3.3.2. **Tongue-Body Features and Twana Vowels**

Leaving aside for the moment the problem of shwa (see Tense, Chap. IV, sec. 4.4) the Twana vowels to be accounted for are [e, ε, a, o] of which ₋e, ₋a, ₋o may be held to be the only vowels required in dictionary representations. Clearly, these latter may be uniquely defined as, respectively, [+High, [-Low], and [+High, [-Back], the precise degree of each feature may then be specified as an integer-value of the feature for Twana, in very 'late' rules.

Consider, however, a rule such as that for laryngeal affection. The influence of h is one of lowering, and h is properly specified as [+Low]; but in that case we should prefer to say (what is in the end phonetically true) that the vowel becomes [+Low] too. Thus e, o are better specified as [-High] in dictionary entries, while we prefer to continue labelling them e, o.

The specification of the Twana vowels in terms of 'tongue body' features is thus:

```
   e  (ε)  a  (ɔ)  o
High -  -  -  -  -
Low -  +  +  +  -
Back -  -  +  +  +
```

Fig. 5.1.--Vowel Features (Tongue-body) (Matrix)

---

1 The so-called 'alternation condition' (Kiparsky [1968]) has, we recall, been circumvented by the analysis of non-alternating cases of [-High] vowels as derivative, even in the absence of the putative base forms (Chap. III, sec. 7.2).

2 The 'oddness' of Twana (and other languages in the area) is thus deeper than we otherwise implied--there is non-maximal use of the phonological space (see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.2)

3 Cf. the more common (phonemic) usage i,u for 'the high vowels,' adopted in part in the Appendices for the convenience of Salishans.

4 Segments not occurring in dictionary entries are bracketed.
It is at once seen that a is not distinct from ə, both [Low,Back]. We assign [-Round] and [+Round] to these segments respectively, and shall justify the distinction below (Chap. IV, sec. 3.6).

IV.3.4. Coronal and High. The Misleadingness of Old Diffuse

Despite the characterization of Twana o as [-High], there are two forms in the corpora in which underlying ɨ has the phonetic shape [u]. These forms are *nok'ima[ɻ] [dûk'ebaβ], 'Duk'ibaβ' (the mythical hero—see the Tale, Appendix I, note 29) and *noxōyay [dusûyay], 'wolf.'

The form 'Duk'ibaβ' is in all likelihood an unassimilated loan; on the other hand, the stressed ɨ in 'wolf' may well represent a rare double environment [+High] - [-Back] to which the vowel ə assimilates.

Assuming the reasonableness of the foregoing, it is in order to re-evaluate the rule (Chap. IV, sec. 3.2) for assimilation of s to following š/c'. The s-assimilation rule is thus to be re-written:

\[
\begin{align*}
(+\text{Cons}) \\
(+\text{Cont}) & \rightarrow (+\text{High}) \text{ in env} / \quad (+\text{Cons}) \\
(+\text{Cor}) & \\
\end{align*}
\]

The use of High instead of Diffuse is again vindicated in the re-appraisal of the case of the high front allophone of unstressed shwa after š, č and y. Instead of a dissimilation from Diffuseness, we obviously have here to do with assimilation of High and Back. The relevant rule will be:

\[
\begin{align*}
(+\text{Syll}) \\
(-\text{Tense}) & \rightarrow (+\text{High}) \text{ in env} / \quad (-\text{Syll}) \\
(-\text{Stress}) & \\
\end{align*}
\]

IV.3.5. 'k - č- č' and the 'Alternation Condition'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>šaw? ~ šaw?</td>
<td>ʃoʔəsaw?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʃəx’ab ~ ʃəx’ab</td>
<td>ʃəx’ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>čālaš ~ čālaš</td>
<td>čəp’ə čālaš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>čáp</td>
<td>pčáp ~ pčáp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>šəʷwal ~ šəʷwal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>šəʷwas ~ šəʷwas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹See Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2. on co-articulation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baśaq'wəʔəd</td>
<td>baśaq'wəʔəd</td>
<td>I'm smearing it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səx̣aʔəb</td>
<td>səx̣aʔəb</td>
<td>bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səʔə̱ḍad</td>
<td>səʔə̱ḍad</td>
<td>foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sə̱̱eʔə̱ḍ</td>
<td>sə̱̱eʔə̱d</td>
<td>root-basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ə̱̱ə̱x̣ə̱ḍ</td>
<td>?ə̱̱ə̱x̣ə̱ḍ</td>
<td>how</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 52. -c / ʔ and š / š

1 'Wind.' The Augmented form shows cluster-simplification.

2 'Hand.' Cf. ʔələḷ, with the same meaning. One of a number of forms showing free(?) stress alternation (Chap. II, sec. 21), and compare 'mole' below (fn. 3).

3 'Mole.' Cf. ʔə̱x̣aʔə, 'road, door.' One of the very few pairs of lexical items illustrating stress-position contrast. Compare ʔələḷ, 'sing' with ʔələḷ, 'weep.' But Elmendorf (1954) glosses 'mountain beaver.' His [ʔə̱wəʔə] shows lack of glottal attraction for informant HA. Cf., Puget Sound ʔə̱wəʔ.

4 'Root-basket.' I did not elicit a reduplicating plural: it is thus not clear whether the root shape is *səpə- or *pə- with *s Nominal.

5 'How?' Cf. beʔeʔeʔə̱x̣ə̱ḍəḅ 'whatever are you doing?' in the text of the Tale (note 85, Appendix I, sec. 5).

6 The solitary example sədəkʷ alternating with sədəkʷ 'Canal, sea,' shows the palatalization alternation may also apply to some *s forms. The etymology of 'sea' is obscure (see Tale, note 60, for comment).

| kə̱ʔs | urinate (child) |
| kə̱s | urinate (female) |
| kə̱ʔə (h) | mummy |
| kə̱ʔə (h) | granny |
| kə̱wəʔəb | nourishment |
| kə̱po | cat-tail coat |
| kə̱s | railway-carriage |
| kə̱ʔe | shut-up |
kcáp  dark
dákts(h)  doctor
stánhēd  stocking
čk̓xʷ  spenk
čkāyəs  bear-grass basket
čkácab  get soaked
mē'lk  milk

Fig. 53.--k - Forms

1 'Urinate' is clearly an affective Attenuative formation. kás is the non-Male root, suppletive to the (male) *sáxʷ.

2 'Nourishment.' Cf. text of Tale (Appendix I, sec. 5, note 56).

3 'Cat-tail coat.' French loan, through Chinook (?).

4 'Railway carriage.' English loan, 'car.' Borrowed from plural 'cars.'

5 'Shut up!' Source unclear, but putatively from a shape like *kéʔV(h). If Attenuative in formation, then perhaps from *k̓h.

6 'Doctor, stocking, milk.' Loans from English. 'Stocking' is probably to be rendered *s-tákhən, since the Augmented form is s-k-tánhēd. 'Milk' shows a lax vowel, corresponding to the English lax /æ/, and not identical with Twana (Tense) /ə/.

kákə(h)  crow
kákəmel  small
tikáčə(h)  white pine
táp kə(h)  fawn
smanákəyə(h)  horned grebe
saʔákay  brake fern
cákcəkəde(h)  humming-bird

Fig. 54.--k - Forms

1 'Crow.' Seemingly pan-Salish. Probably reduplicating. *k̓h.

2 'Small.' Cf. k̓əʔkəm 'small.' Asserted by informant, Mrs. Pulsifer to be a Quilcene form. Quilcene is at the northern extremity of pre-Reservation Twana territory (see Fig. 1, Chap. I, sec. 2.1). This suggests a root *k̓əhm. The Skokomish-
proper 'small' clearly shows *a\textsuperscript{1} 'Attenuative,' which induces the Attenuative-type vocalism by infixing -Vh (Chap. III, sec. 7). The stem is, of course, to be marked [not k→č, not w→obstruent]. This accords with the observation that morphemes, not segments, are exceptions to F-rules. But see Kiparsky (1968) for reservations on this score. The stem here is, of course, *káh\textsuperscript{2}fánh.

3 'White pine.' The form seems to contain suffix *aki(h), bound pronominal for 'hand' (Semantics?).

4 'Fawn.' The only suppletive Attenuative in the Corpus for Twana. Cf. Suppletive stems for Augment (Chap. II, sec. 2).

5 'Horned grebe.' Alternatively stressed snám\textsuperscript{3}key\textsuperscript{4}h. The form snám\textsuperscript{3}key\textsuperscript{4}h shows the underlying vowel ə: snám\textsuperscript{3}key\textsuperscript{4}h could not otherwise have ē (because of vowel-loose), which shows that the latter stressing arises by secondary shift (Chap. II, sec. 21.4) (cf. fn. 7 below).

6 'Brake fern.' Clearly, *sa\textsuperscript{5}d-ay(h), with 'plant' suffix (see Chap. II, sec. 12.3).

7 'Humming-bird.' Clearly reduplicating, from *c\textsuperscript{6}r-ane(h) (bound pronominal, 'est'(3)). The surviving shwa in the stem suggests that the stress falls on the reduplicating syllable as a result of the secondary stress shift rule, and not by CS rule (cf. fn. 5 above).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colville\textsuperscript{1}</th>
<th>Twana</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k. kílx</td>
<td>c. čáláš</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keláx\textsuperscript{w}</td>
<td>čálx\textsuperscript{w}</td>
<td>evening; morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx\textsuperscript{w}ck</td>
<td>sáw čč</td>
<td>tongue\textsuperscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'úpánskt</td>
<td>rúpáččs</td>
<td>ten\textsuperscript{3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snám\textsuperscript{3}fán</td>
<td>sáx\textsuperscript{w} tálčč</td>
<td>back\textsuperscript{4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~cálčč \textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x. kílx</td>
<td>ščalaš</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scuxán</td>
<td>yščč</td>
<td>foot\textsuperscript{5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>su\textsuperscript{w}míx</td>
<td>səwádaš</td>
<td>spirit power\textsuperscript{6}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 55.—Salish k - č, x - š

\textsuperscript{1} The Colville forms are from Vogt (1940). The point at issue being clear enough, I have not presumed to normalize Vogt’s
transcription. As I have already noted, Salish comparative studies are in their infancy, and the vowel equivalences are unclear, as are also the conditions for vowel-loss (but see Chap. II, sec. 11. (Summary), for vowel-loss in Twana).

2's- in the Twana form is obviously *s Nominal. *txw for other Salish often corresponds to prefix dəx- in Twana.

3*?əpan or *ʔəpən is the probable stem here. The suffixes vary across Salish.

4Here, only the bound pronominal suffix *čkan, 'back' is common.

5Again, the bound pronominal suffix *xVn, 'foot' is common.

6Perhaps not cognates at all. Certainly the alternation m~(*n)d is a problem. Cf. also Flathead su*meʃ, sumeʃ (Krueger ); perhaps the (long?) u has rounded the [+Nasal] segment following (Hamp, personal communication). This would have occurred in certain (marked) lexical items only, for no such regular alternation has so far been noted.

Figure 52 presents forms in which ə and ɔ are in free variation with ɛ and ʌ, the latter never appearing without the former also occurring, although many forms show only (plain) ɔ and ɛ. So far as the dictionary representation of these forms is concerned, sub-corpus (c) shows the relevant consonants in positions where no morphological alternations occur, and a synchronic grammar could do no more than add a remark to the entries themselves. A form like 'bone' would carry the morpheme-feature [optionally insert y-glide].

However, the occurrence of forms such as those under (a) and (b), together with the forms of Figures 53, 54 (the k-forms of Twana) raises an interesting problem. Comparative studies (illustrated all too briefly by Figure 55) have shown that Proto-Twana non-rounded k and x shifted to palatal ɛ and ɔ respectively, quite possibly as an unconditioned sound-change. 2 Clearly, however, whether by re-borrowing or by 'exception,' some

---

1That is, such a form is subject to a minor rule of the Phonological Component.

2If a conditioned change, then one quite beyond reconstruction, at least within Twana; not only have extensive vowel-shifts obscured the
$k$-forms remain in Twana.\footnote{For the status of $x$ as a possibly 'relic,' see Chap. II, sec. 15.2, and the argument below (p. 193).} It is plausible to hold, then, that the problem-forms of Figure 52 (the $c, s$ alternants) represent a relic medial stage of the original sound-shift, and the question is, whether the grammar ought not in some manner to recapture this notion.

The simplest manner in which the notion outlined might be recaptured in the grammar would be to represent all (historically) originally $k/x$ forms with $k/x$, in the dictionary. Those segments which are to become $c$ and $s$ must then pass through the following three rules.

1. $\emptyset \rightarrow y$ in env. / \[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{Cons} \\
+\text{Back} \\
+\text{High} \\
-\text{Round}
\end{array}
\]

2. $[+\text{Cons}] \rightarrow \{[+\text{Coronal}] \text{ in env. } / - y
\}

3. $y \rightarrow \emptyset$ in env. / $[+\text{Cons}]$ -

The first inserts a palatal glide after non-rounded velars. The second palatalizes $k, x$ with following $y$: note that the only clusters of consonant $+ y$ at this stage are the ones newly created, which simplifies the specification in the left hand side of the rule. The third rule deletes the $y$, following palatalization.

However, to the first and third of these rules there is a class of exceptions or optional exceptions. To the first rule the exceptions must be all those forms which show $k'$ or $x'$ in Twana. We shall take here only the $k$ forms, as typical of the problem.

Some fourteen Twana forms containing $k$ occur in the total corpora. Of these (as the footnotes to the corpus indicate), four are obvious English loans, perhaps mediated by Chinook Jargon, while four others ('urinate, 'mummy, 'granny, and 'shut up!') are characterizable as affective. All of these, whether by direct or indirect\footnote{Direct marking involves the use of a direct instruction, such} marking of dictionary entries, must be made exceptions to the rule for development of $y$-glide.
There are no exceptions to the second (palatalization) rule.\(^1\) So far as the (optional) exceptions to the third (glide-loss) rule are concerned,\(^2\) only direct dictionary marking is open to us. Thus, a form like 'bone' will be marked [Optionally not glide-loss rule]. However, we note that the alternants  홈페이지 never occur in the reduplicating syllable of the Augment, nor in the stem except in the segment adjacent to a stressed vowel. The constraint is simply one of proximity to stress; it is not clear, however, where this constraint is to be noted, in view of the fact that the option on glide-loss seems only to obtain with a small number of lexical items. Perhaps we may mark the rule [optional for marked forms, when adjacent vowel is stressed].

It remains to order these rules with respect to the rules already given.\(^3\)

Taking s-tečed: s-čtečad  slave: Augment
s-taq : s-qtq  log jam: Augment
and as-qáxw: os-qxw qáxw  frozen: Augment
\(\text{\`a}xw\) ab : \(\text{\`a}w\) saxw ab  wind: Augment

We see that the present rules must operate before those for cluster-simplification:\(^4\) t is not lost before य, while it is before ख; similarly, छ is not lost before व, while य is so lost. It is not clear whether any earlier rule must similarly be preceded by the present rules: they are thus operable at any point before cluster-simplification except that, to avoid complicating the constituent structure rules, they cannot operate immediately post-dictionary.\(^5\)

---

\(^1\) But compare the \([xy]\) allophone of \([x]/\) in Quinault (Gibson, 1964), and the \([ky]\) allophone of \([k]/\) in Chilliwack Halkomelem (Harris, 1966).

\(^2\) We note that only plain (not glottalized) क is involved.

\(^3\) I am not aware of the need to intercalate any other rules among these, and thus suppose them to be passed in a block.

\(^4\) See Chap. II, sec.7.

\(^5\) They are tentatively placed immediately after the rules for constituent structure.
Some support for the above analysis comes from the discussion of Affix-truncation (Chap II, sec. 15.2). Forms such as spāxʷ 'gull' giving spāxʷ-s (which apparently contradicts the 'remoteness of stress' condition on the truncation rule), led us to adopt the view that we have to do with xw clusters. This, of course, is to say that (perhaps only in certain marked items) the environment / -w is a possible relic environment for proto-Twana x.¹

The above solution, while interesting in its implications for Proto-Twana,² nevertheless fails to meet the criterion of recoverability by alternation (Kiparsky's 'alternation principle'), by virtue of which it is more reasonable to assume that forms always heard as (e.g.) k are to be so represented in the dictionary. In this case, (w) forms are represented as k, and the alternating forms also simply marked as alternating.

However, there is yet a third possibility, one which avoids both extremes—that of over-abstractness (the 'underlying k' solution), as well as that of over-concreteness (the 'write it as it is' solution). It is possible to re-interpret the form (e.g.) ṣaw² as underlingly *ṣəaw²,³ provided that it can be shown (a) that the cluster is not anti-canonical, at least for underlying shapes, and (b) that the reduplication rules for both Augment and Attenuative can be simply modified to handle the complication.

There is no synchronic evidence that vowel clusters occur within morphemes in Twana,⁴ and it is certainly most unlikely that the present cases of initial k- and ə- constitute separate morphemes. On the other hand, the constituent structure rule for Attenuative has been allowed to create

¹Compare the 'relic' environments for underlying Nasals (Chap. II, sec. 8). In both cases, the notion 'relic' is captured by the condition features in the rules by which the rest of the occurrences are transformed into segments of different feature composition.

²I have in fact hazarded this solution so far as the representations of underlying forms in the text of the Tale are concerned.

³Or even *ṣəaw². Compare, for example, Pentlatc (sic) cia'oo 'bone' (Boas [1888]).

⁴The only forms I have in which a surface cluster cannot be attributed to an option on the -insertion rule are those in which lenis articulation of y in unstressed syllables (pre-tonic) occurs, giving (e.g.) bopetə'wəl 'fighting,' from *be-yopé- (?).
geminante vowels, although these are always later resolved by the insertion of glottal stop. It has also been suggested that the only initial clusters in Tswana morphemes are those including h/ḏ; here it is possible that we must extend this characterization to include clusters containing y1 as second element.

Suppose we insist that, as a result of whatever complex restructuring, clusters such as ṣeV (or, ṣyV) survive in the forms we are handling. Can the rules so far established handle the complications? For the Augment, note that the optional palatalization never appears in the reduplication. We thus need only amend the constituent structure rule to allow an e plus dissimilar vowel (or yV) cluster between C1 and C2 of the reduplication, provided the following two rules are added. First, an optional rule will then assimilate the e (or y) to the ġ / ę/ segment. Second, for the cases where the option is not taken, the first of two dissimilar vowels (or, y in / C - V) is simply deleted. Thus:

1. ę/ě {e} → (opt) ġ / ě in env. / - Dissimilar Vowel.
2. {Vowel} → \emptyset in env./{C - V} / - Dissimilar Vowel

Rule 1 above was framed using the environment 'dissimilar vowel' to ensure that the geminate vowel created by the Attenuative constituent structure rule is not assimilated or deleted, as in a form such as (Attenuative) *šēēh-šēē (from *šēē, 'pay'). But clearly, the Attenuative form of *čiālaš would be **čēēh-čalaš, which would result in **čēēčōloš instead of the correct čēēčōloš by the rule for Laryngeal affection.

We must thus amend the constituent structure rule. If reduplication of CVV (or, CyV) is allowed, the two new rules would apply to the reduplicating syllable as well as to the stem.2

Alternatively, since the palatalized ġ/ě never appear in the reduplication, we may avoid the need to mark the assimilation rule as 'obligatory in reduplicating syllable' by slightly complicating the constituent-structure rule. Thus:

Attenuative Reduplication = C1V₁ ġ V₁h; for Stem C₁(V or y) V₁.
IV.3.6. Rounding

(a)  ámbágho
    bók
    q'óšó(h)
    k'óč
    k'óč

(b) sók
    sw
    sw

Fig. 56.—Rounding Assimilation

1 'Jesus Christ.' We must suppose a re-evaluation of *jésó, then a re-interpretation of the first syllable as a reduplication je-dó--, with a stress-shift to the 'stem,' giving je-dó-. Vowel assimilation (un-canonical) would then make the un-stressed reduplication vowel into o, whereupon a further rule (optionally) gives the stress to the 'prefix' again.

Note: The k → k' shift is not considered as rule-produced for forms such as these: rather, it is a condition on the shapes of Twana dictionary entries—that is, a morpheme-structure condition. See p. 196.

Rounding in consonants is confined to segments which are [+Back, -Low], i.e., velar and post-velar k/x and q/x.1 The analysis of reduplication already given shows clearly that no question of re-analysis of segments such as k' as clusters (kw) arises generally, although there may be such clusters in Twana—one such case was discussed earlier.

1 See (Chap. IV, sec. 3.5) back for the question of the possible survival of *x in certain rare environments in Twana. The morpheme-structure constraint on Roundness to Back consonants is probably pan-Salish: the so-called /tʰ/ of Snoqualmie-Duwamish (Tvedt 1950) is almost certainly to be re-analyzed as /tkʰ/; with very light friction, as in Twana, S-D /tkʰ/ probably merges with /tʰ/, and the [h] element may then be lost. Cf. Tale, note 5(d), Appendix I, sec. 5.1.
ferred to. The first concerns dictionary entries, and the second the rules of the grammar.

The Corpus contains no instances of either of the sequences Rounded Vowel plus Non-Rounded Velar Consonant or the 'mirror' sequence within a morpheme. There is thus a morpheme-condition to be added to the Phonological description, excluding such sequences (see Fig. 56).

However, a question arises concerning the dictionary entries for morphemes with initial velars followed by a Rounded vowel. It might be argued that these velars should be represented as [-Round], to be adjusted by the Rounding neutralization rule. However, the 'alternation' principle militates against this suggestion, while the reduplication of the Augment (with its accompanying vowel-loss) in fact covers all cases of velar plus rounded vowel unambiguously as [+Round]. Thus keý 'bend,' gives keý keý, while ñasq̱ðas, 'hidden' gives ñasq̱ðas, ñasq̱ðas.

In addition, the (for Twana, at least) automatic labiality associated with Rounding is very strong in both consonants and vowels. In kw, xw, etc., the co-articulation is simultaneous with, or even anterior to the closure or constriction of the consonant. On the other hand, co-articulation with following Rounded vowels is so strong that the contrast (e.g.) ñ vs. ñw is neutralized in these cases. Thus, yasq̱-ós- 'file something' and yasq̱w-ós- 'wash face' are both heard as yasq̱wós-.

The writing of a suitable rule to convey the facts of Twana Rounding neutralization is a simple matter. Thus:

\[ [+\text{Cons}] \quad [+\text{Back}] \quad [-\text{Low}] \quad \rightarrow \quad [+\text{Round}] \quad \text{in env.} \quad / \quad [-\text{Syll}] \quad [+\text{Round}] \]

Notice that the facts concerning the degree of Labiality and co-articulation are not, however, conveyed by such a rule. As matters of theory stand today, they are to be added, if at all, as very low-level rules concerning fine details of articulation.

1 Cf. the description of Rounding in Tillamook as 'cupping of the tongue,' without rounding of the lips (Thompson [1966]).

2 Cf. the discussion on shwa in co-articulation (Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.2).

3 Cf. ñas-yáq 'filed'; ñas-yáq 'washed.'

4 For example, the exact degree to which a is optionally raised and rounded when abutting a rounded consonant, without ever merging with the corresponding [+round] vowel, 2. I discuss elsewhere the possibility that a 'superordinate' definition of tract-configuration (the 'Basis of Articulation') will handle such details.
IV.3.7. Secondary Aperture

IV.3.7.1. Nasals, Loans, and the Nasal Sound-Shift

IV.3.7.1.1. General

| méri | Mary¹ |
| mańk | milk²,⁹ |
| máynər’ilz | Myron Eels¹,⁹ |
| skółman | teacher² |
| möl(h) | mill³ |
| maluye’d | I marry³ |
| am’as | thin |
| mal’axal’ehč | tin can⁴ |
| ?as-máx² | proud |
| ma’ah | daddy |
| me’g | defecate⁵ |
| čam’či’ad | rope |
| čam’šq’ap | short-tail |
| čam’šx’qs | sharp-nose |
| čam’ste’aps | spine⁶ |
| š-čam’šp | backside |
| xač’mal | small⁷ |
| xčaqam | few⁸ |

Fig. 57.—Nasals - m

¹'Myra' and 'Myron Eels' occur in Tales. The importance of the metathesis of 'Myron' cannot be assessed from Twana data alone. The only productive metatheses I have found concern šey and Oh. But metathesis is held to be a grammatical process in Clallam, one of the languages spoken by Mrs. Pulsifer. See Thompson (1966). Compare also Mrs. Pulsifer's rendering of the name 'Gabriel' as [grējiw²].

²'Milk, teacher' are most likely to be direct English loans. Note that they lack the plural or diminutive shaping often found in Chinook Jargon loans.
3. "Mill' and 'marry' are from French, although possibly not directly from Canadian French but rather through Chinook Jargon. 'mill' gains a final h (automatic to a final vowel?); 'marry' must also be assumed to carry final h (čad, 1st pers. sing.), which lowers the original é-vocalism (laryngeal affection).

4. 'Tin can:' -Vleč-ad, bound pronominal, 'container.'

5. 'Defecate' must be marked [not laryngeal affection], since it retains é?: but this form may be *mex?.

6. 'Rope,' 'spine.' These forms show a glottal stop after m not matched in the corresponding Puget Sound forms, which show plain b. The form for 'rope' is especially interesting, since the glottal stop seems not to have arisen from a lost vowel: if this is indeed the underlying shape, then we probably have here further confirmation for the notion that glottal stop is absorbed by, then lost in association with a voiced stop.

7. 'Small' is commented on in fn. 2 to Fig. 54, so far as it shape is concerned. Its provenance is unknown; certainly it is not a loan from the Puget Sound dialects, which uniformly (?) have menś'ad for 'small.'

8. 'Few.' Cf. xwésay, 'bad,' (with ?áy 'good')? Is xwés a negative particle, to be compared to xwá?, 'not'?

9. In 'Mary' and 'milk,' [ɛ] is [-High,-Tense]: Cf. ɛ denoting [ɛ] elsewhere in this thesis, defined as [-High,+Tense]. In 'Myron Eels,' [I] is [+High,-Tense]; cf. [I] as an allophone of /ə/ (Fig. 65(c), Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Close</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>s-naməkəxə(h)</th>
<th>diving duck ¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinoos</td>
<td>ɛnəs</td>
<td>č̥ıənə̱yos</td>
<td>orange ³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bell</td>
<td>ténten</td>
<td>w̥ə̱sa̱ntən</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>skółman</td>
<td>s-pə̱pən</td>
<td>spoon ⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tea-spoon</td>
<td>s-pə̱pən</td>
<td>s-pə̱pən</td>
<td>spoon ⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apron</td>
<td>ŵə̱pə̱n</td>
<td>ŵə̱pə̱n</td>
<td>apron ⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cry-baby</td>
<td>xw̥ə̱xə̱n</td>
<td>xw̥ə̱xə̱n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 57.--cont.

---

Fig. 58.--Nasals - n, ŵ
Fig. 58.--cont.

1. 'Diving duck.' Appears to be reduplicating, from a root (?) *nakéyak (?) Provenience unknown.

2. 'Chinoos.' A place-name.

3. 'Orange.' A common characteristic of loans through Chinook Jargon is the plural formation used as a singular (see also 'priest' in fn. 6 below).

4. 'Bell.' From Chinook Jargon. Twana also derives the form dəxʷ'téleqʷ'abd, 'bell,' from *téléqʷ, with Nominalizing prefix-suffix complex dəxʷ'bd.

5. 'Spoon.' An Attenuative formation, but irregular: we would expect s̲pən, were this a Twana formation, from *s-pón. An alternative Attenuative formation for 'spoon' is based on a putative *s-pón (see 'Laryngeal-final Attenuative,' Chap. III, sec. 6.2).

6. 'Apron.' Proto-Salish r merged with l. in most Salish languages. No trace of original r remains in Twana. Cf. the (French-origin) loan lepléd, 'priest'--with the plural French Article as part of the stem for the singular (see also 'orange' above).

7. 'Cry-baby.' This was Mrs. Pulsifer's Clallam childhood nickname. Clallam has g for proto-*m, which makes this form similar to Twana xʷ'óxʷ-ab, from xʷ'óxʷ, 'fat.'

There are eighteen m-forms, of which four are from English (two being proper names) and two from French (possibly through Chinook Jargon). Of the remaining twelve, six ('thin,' 'daddy,' 'defecate,' 'backside,' 'small,' and 'few') may be considered as affective. This leaves six forms to be accounted for only as loans, possibly from neighboring Puget Sound dialects.

On the other hand, of the nine n-forms, six are English loans and one is a place-name; this leaves only 'bell,' which is clearly an onomatopoetic

---

1. Corpus m/b, n/d in parallel environments' suggests we discount the likelihood of any of these constituting 'relic' nasals in rare environments. While n only occurs once initially, m only occurs once finally; I have no comment on the possible significance of these distribution-limitations.

2. Except 'small'--see notes on m-corpus (Fig. 57).
formation borrowed from Chinook Jargon, and the form for 'diving duck.' The solitary -form, in turn, is a palpable Clallam loan.

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>૑ 'as?m</td>
<td>proud</td>
<td>bōle(h)</td>
<td>spring (water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mōle(h)</td>
<td>mill</td>
<td>séilbad</td>
<td>half-brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šōlman</td>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>tabe?dabac</td>
<td>hair (on body)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š?ēi?d</td>
<td>rope</td>
<td>stāb</td>
<td>what?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xesqá?m</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>šōnkáyé(h)</td>
<td>diving duck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šādā?d</td>
<td>footprints</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>šōlman</td>
<td>teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>séilbad</td>
<td>half-brother</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>le?n</td>
<td>apron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pad</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sp?n</td>
<td>spoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tārd</td>
<td>cedar-bark skirt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 59.--m/b and n/d, in Parallel Environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twana</th>
<th>Upper Chehalis</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*/m/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bōss</td>
<td>mūs</td>
<td>four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāq'āb</td>
<td>méq'm</td>
<td>field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ḅ</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>people (pronom.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šābéd</td>
<td>šamén</td>
<td>hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dawd?ábac</td>
<td>nánnam</td>
<td>tree-trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp?āb</td>
<td>spáqm</td>
<td>flower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋwélēb</td>
<td>ŋwlm</td>
<td>drying rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-b</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>[verbalizer]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*/n/</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>də'veh</td>
<td>nāwe</td>
<td>you (sing.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dac'h</td>
<td>?acy</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cødēl</td>
<td>cōne</td>
<td>he, she, it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?éda'reat</td>
<td>(e)nōvt</td>
<td>heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?opdačs</td>
<td>pánacs</td>
<td>ten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wādaw?</td>
<td>wnum</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-pad</td>
<td>-pam</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bašč'ād?</td>
<td>mēč'</td>
<td>head-louse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 60.--Comparison of Twana b/d, Upper Chehalis m/n

1Kinkade (1963).
As will be seen from the corpora, Twana possesses both the nasals m, n and the voiced obstruents b,d (Fig. 59). Superficially, no special problem is presented by such a situation. However, the total corpus of forms containing nasals is extremely limited. What is more, as has been shown (Chap. II, sec. 6), the contextual variants of b,d are such that we must suppose these to be the output of underlying nasals m and n, quite apart from the comparative evidence showing conclusively that such is their historical source (see Fig. 60 for a small sample of such evidence).

Since the substitution of voiced stops for nasals\(^1\) is extremely rare as a sound change,\(^2\) it seems worthwhile to attempt some explanation of what may have occurred, at least in the case of Twana. However, the proposed explanation concerns the micro-timing of the muscle-commands for nasalization and voicing; thus, rather more details concerning physiology will be presented than are perhaps normal in discussion of phonology.

\hspace{1cm} IV 3.7.1.2. Physiological Considerations

Nasals have already been characterized as [+Sonorant, +Consonant, -Syllabic]. We may illustrate the speech-ready (or, 'Neutral position') adjustment of the velo-pharyngeal port by contrast with its action in quiet breathing and swallowing.

In quiet breathing, the velum is lowered, thereby allowing air to pass through the nose. In swallowing, a strong sphincter-like contraction of the palato-pharyngeal valve is observed, which completely disappears between swallows.\(^3\) Before and between swallows, the muscles concerned show no 'tonus,' as monitored by EMG. On the other hand, it has been shown that

\(^1\)In virtually all instances (see Figs. 57, 58 and footnotes there for exceptions).

\(^2\)Apparently occurring only in this one area, the northern part of the Olympic Peninsula: the languages concerned are the Puget Sound dialects and Twana (both Salish), as well as Quileute and Nitinat (both Wakashan). Since these languages are all members of the Mosan phylum, and thus genetically as well as areally related, it should be pointed out that the sound change is areal and not genetic in origin: although it occurs in all three branches of Mosan, it is confined to two sets of geographically contiguous languages.

\(^3\)Bloemer (1953).
while the sphincter action (which involves the pharyngeal constrictors, as well as the velum-raising levator and tensor palatini muscles) is in speech small or nil, the velum-raising muscles themselves are active as much as 600 ms before audio onset, often continuing active throughout the utterance.

This speech-general tonus is shown by x-ray cinematography to raise the velum and hold it somewhat half-closed. Then, for non-Nasal consonants, the velum is further raised, closing the port more or less tightly; while for vowels, the port is nearly (but not quite) closed, remaining proportionately less closed for the lower (especially front) vowels. However, for Resonant consonants, as of course for vowels, the over-all tract stance remains such that voicing will be 'spontaneous': most particularly, Nasals are therefore 'unmarked' for voicing.

The problem of the sound-change 'Nasal to voiced stop' may thus be usefully re-phrased as an attempt to explain how a stop unmarked for voicing is replaced by one marked for voicing, for this is the essence of the rarity of the change.

Let us assume that the completion of a nasal includes at least the following events in sequence. The velum, which is somewhat half-down (as suggested above), is lowered further; the tongue (or lip) contact is made. If the following segment is a vowel (e.g.), a 'raising' command must reach the palate sufficiently early to ensure no perceptual nasalization of that vowel. The crucial parameter to be examined is that of timing. Let us suppose that the command to raise the palate (in anticipation of the following segment) is advanced; or, conversely, that the oral (or labial) release is delayed. In either case, an oral occlusion will obtain; however, with the nasal-bleed pathway severely constricted, the supra-glottal pressure increase will very quickly cut the Bernoulli effect across the glottis to a point at which spontaneous voicing can no longer be sustained.

---


4 But cf. Chomsky-Halle (1968): 'In the neutral position, the velum is raised, and the air-flow through the nose is shut off' (p. 316). In either case, we are saved from the absurdity of having to 'mark' [-Nasal], a logical necessity if we held that the velum moved from the rest (i.e., breathing) position for every non-nasal segment.

5 Probably by a positive command to (at least) the palatoglossus muscle, implicated by Fritzel (1968).
Two possibilities are presented. The stop tail-off of the originally nasal segment may simply unvoice, giving [nt⁶]. On the other hand (and this seems to be the case for Twana), voicing may be maintained, probably by the adjustment of the stance of the glottis.¹

(a) 

\[ \begin{align*}
m\text{bōsas} & \sim \text{bōsas} & \text{four} \\
m\text{bācay} & \sim \text{bācay} & \text{snake} \\
m\text{bāle}s & \sim \text{bāle}s & \text{raccoon} \\
n\text{dāgas} & \sim \text{dāgas} & \text{one} \\
n\text{dākōnd} & \sim \text{dākōnd} & \text{once} \\
n\text{dəsəx} & \sim \text{dəsəx} & \text{I like it}
\end{align*} \]

(b) 

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{tgā'mdəx} & \sim \text{tgā'bdəx} & \text{make bread} \\
\text{səwəsəmdəx} & \sim \text{səwəsəbdəx} & \text{flooding} \\
\text{xədəmbəd} & \sim \text{xədəmbəd} & \text{a landing}
\end{align*} \]

(c) 

\[ \begin{align*}
yəbéd & : \text{siqet} & \text{fruit} : \text{day} \\
yəbəl & : \text{siqetl} & \text{our fruit} : \text{our day} \\
lək'əd & : \text{zəwət} & \text{he says} : \text{he's fine} \\
lək'wəd & : \text{zəwətəd} & \text{I say} : \text{I'm fine} \\
\text{səx'ətalqəd} & : \text{sə'obat} & \text{back of head} : \text{name} \\
\text{səx'ətalqəd} & : \text{sə'obats} & \text{back of his head} : \text{his name}
\end{align*} \]

Fig. 61.--Contextual Variants of Twana Nasals

IV.3.7.1.3. Allophones of N, Allophones of B

Within the framework suggested, it is now possible to explain the source of two of the contextual allophones of *m,n in Twana, viz.,

¹Perhaps aided by the laxing of the pharynx, to assist 'containment' of the over-pressure in the oral chamber. For the original report, see Halle-Stevens (1967). Onala's EMG tests implicate the inter-arytenoid muscles (personal communication), which tends to support the Halle-Stevens hypothesis.

Note that a lowering of the larynx would also subserve the maintenance of voicing; but no suspicion of the resultant implosive character of such a stop appears in Twana.
(a) initially, b, d have optionally a nasal onset (Fig. 61[a]), (b) stem- 
morpheme finally, the nasal optionally survives as such before a dissimilar 
nasal (Fig. 61[b]).

From the work of Björk already referred to, we note two trends: 
first, that initial closure to the speech-ready position takes place even 
when the first segment of the utterance is a nasal; and second, that the 
closure-time within an utterance is shorter than that for the speech-ready 
adjustment (approximately 150 msecs vs. 260 msecs). It follows that, if 
post-nasal raising is advanced in time, the shorter (speech-medial) open time 
will be sharply curtailed, while the longer (speech-initial) open time will 
be only slightly curtailed.

Thus an utterance-initial nasal will become in effect a pre-nasalized 
stop, but a medial nasal will become a simple voiced stop. It also follows 
that while the second of two nasals will have its open time curtailed, the 
first will retain its full 'length' since it is not followed by a 'raising' 
command:¹ this would account for the morpheme-final allophones.²

An important consequence of assuming the mechanism outlined above is 
that the rules representing these processes must not assume that all segments 
go through two stages, viz., N to pre-N, pre-N to non-N. Rather, the speech-
initial and non speech-initial positions have their independent developments.³ 
Moreover, clarity of exposition (if not additional explanatory power) is prob-
able to be gained by incorporating the timing factor in the rules— one simple 
way of doing which is to represent nasals as two-part segments. Thus, taking 
utterance-initial as an example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ +N } & \text{ +Sonorant]} \\
\text{+N} & \\
\text{-Cont} & \\
\end{align*}
\rightarrow
\begin{align*}
\text{[ (N) } & \text{ -Sonorant }] \\
\text{in env. / $ -$} & \\
\text{-N} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

The argument for the two-part representation of a segment here concerns 
the nature of the segment-onset: this has a direct parallel in the case of

¹ Note that this provides a physiological basis for the classical notion 
of 'protection,' at least for the case in question.

² We recall that the rule for geminate simplification will by this 
stage of the rules have dealt with the clusters mân and nân, so that only 
dissimilar nasal clusters remain.

³ The requirement for 'option' in these rules seems to result from 
the pressure of analogy: all *N tend to become B.
SPE's analysis of affrication\(^1\) as demanding a feature of release. There may well be a case for a three-part segmentation into Onset, Steady-state, and Release, at least for certain types of segment.

### IV.3.7.2. Laterals

There are three laterals in Twana: \(\mathbf{x}^1\), \(\mathbf{t}\), and \(\mathbf{l}\). \(\mathbf{x}^2\) is distinguished from the other two laterals in two ways; it is glottalized, and it is (heavily) affricated. Since Stridency (Chap. IV, sec. 5.3) plays a very minor role in Twana, whereas glottalization is a dominant feature, we choose to assign glottalization as the minimally distinguishing feature of \(\mathbf{x}\); thus, for example, the rule defining the conditions for development of a syllabic off-glide of \(\mathbf{t}\) (Chap. II, sec. 20.3) need specify \(\mathbf{t}\) in terms of \([-\text{Glottal Constr}]\) rather than \([-\text{Strident}]\).

In turn, voice need play no part in the distinction between laterals. To distinguish \(\mathbf{t}\) from \(\mathbf{l}\) (in the same rule, for instance), \([+\text{Continuant}]\) might be used, provided \(\mathbf{l}\) is at the same time defined as a 'stop,' i.e. \([-\text{Cont}]\). As will be shown below, however (Chap. IV, sec. 4.1.), \(\mathbf{l}\) is best considered the Sonorant Lateral, as against non-Sonorant \(\mathbf{t}\) and \(\mathbf{x}\).

### IV.3.8. Other Voiced Obstruents

#### IV.3.8.1. General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twana</th>
<th>Nisqually(^1)</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) yədəs</td>
<td>jədes</td>
<td>tooth(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sələb</td>
<td>jələb</td>
<td>year(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəpəčə(h)</td>
<td>jələčə</td>
<td>five(^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəəd</td>
<td>jəəd</td>
<td>foot(^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) (\mathbf{w})əd</td>
<td>(\mathbf{w})ədələx(^w)</td>
<td>down; sit down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mathbf{w})ədəbəx(^w)</td>
<td>(\mathbf{w})ədəbəx</td>
<td>blackberry(^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dəwən</td>
<td>dəgən</td>
<td>thou(^4,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təwət</td>
<td>təgət</td>
<td>door, road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wədəw</td>
<td>(\mathbf{w})ədək</td>
<td>horn(^8,9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səwədəxəd</td>
<td>sədək</td>
<td>armpit(^9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\)See Chap. IV, sec. 4, 'Manner Features.'
Tswana
(c) bələgə (h)
waŋəb
gədəq
hədələgə

Nisqually
bələgə
waŋəb
gədəq
hədələgə

Gloss
navel
box
gweduck (clam)
steamer

Fig. 62.--Comparison of Tswana y/w, Puget Sound  ꞌ y, g ~ ꞌ w

1 Nisqually forms are taken from A. Malikouti-Drachman (1964, 1965).

2 Generally, an alternation of stress is seen between the Nisqually (Nis.) and Tswana (Tw.) forms. From the study of the Augment, it is reasonable to suppose that, if the shift is by rule, Tswana shows the earlier (underlying?) stress pattern in such forms as 'tooth'; for Tswana, the V-a alternation would not operate were the stress **yədəs.

3 'Year.' Tswana offers several examples of *+1+ stop where either the stop or the 1 is lost. Cf. 'five,' where Nisqually has lost the p.

4 'Five,' 'thou,' and 'navel' show an alternation between ꞌ y and ꞌ h for Nisqually and Tswana.

5 'Foot.' The usual Puget Sound (Pg.S.) reflex of ꞌ y is ꞌ ŋ. If ꞌ ŋ is contextually determined, the present data does not show how.

6 In general, Pg.S. ꞌ w corresponds to (and derives from) Tw. ꞌ w. Cf. 'box,' which illustrates ꞌ w-w-. But 'blackberry' shows no ꞌ w: here ꞌ w has been lost remote from the stress, as also in 'horn.'

7 'Thou' illustrates the rule for laryngeal affection in Tswana: Nisqually shows the underlying ꞌ e-.

8 'Horn' Here the final ꞌ w has lost labiality as well as voice in Nisqually.

9 'Armpit.' Here compare only the morpheme Tw. ꞌ wədə - with Nis. ꞌ gəd-. As with 'horn,' Nisqually shows loss of labialization, as also in 'navel.'

10 'Gweduck' and 'steamer' are thus supposed to be loans in Tswana from Puget Sound.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jóyáqáleq</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yóyáqáleq</td>
<td>Seattle¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wóyáqáleq</td>
<td>bogey, monster¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ʃóénjos</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʃóénjos</td>
<td>orange²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃójenz</td>
<td>onion²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sóʃóenjós</td>
<td>soldier²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gwáq</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gwáq</td>
<td>carrot³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwáq</td>
<td>gweduck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nódolg wē</td>
<td>steamer⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃóyg w'</td>
<td>bogey, monster¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃóyg w' (h)</td>
<td>navel⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃóyáq as</td>
<td>half-breed⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 63.—Twana Voiced Obstruents, non- b/d

1 'Seattle,' 'monster.' These forms are identical with Puget Sound forms. If 'Seattle' is to be glossed as 'cousins,' then this form is to be added to the list of forms showing Twana y = Puget Sound ʃ, as in Fig. 62.

2 'Orange,' 'onion,' and 'soldier' show the common plural borrowing-shape. Compare French loan lêpawh from 'les pois.'

3 'Carrot.' I do not know the cognates, but the g could come from (1) ʃw → Gw → G, or (2) kw → Gw → G. The form is certainly not from Chinook Jargon, which has the expected (French-loan) kalat.

4 'Steamer.' In all likelihood from Puget Sound, although the vocalism in Nisqually (e.g.) shows ʃ (Nódolg wē). Twana does not possess ʃód 'burn' (cf. Twana ʃaʃó w'ʃ, 'fire'), and shows -wéa as bound pronominal for 'vehicle, canoe.' (See Fig. 62; correspondences ʃw = Gw)

5 'Navel.' Twana here shows Gw against Nisqually G. But there is other evidence for a Gw G alternation in Nisqually: in any case, I do not doubt that 'navel' is borrowed from some Puget Sound dialect.

6 I am unable to account for 'half-breed.'
Besides forms with m, n Twana also contains forms with the voiced obstruents ʃ, ʃ̊, ɡ, ɡ̊. It will be clear (from Fig. 52 and 63, with their footnotes) that many such forms are in all probability loans from the Puget Sound dialects, which will be seen to possess a full set of voiced obstruents (b, d; ʃ, ʃ̊; ɡ̊—though not ɡ, except contextually-determined). The remaining forms are obviously loans, originally from English or French, though often through the Chinook Jargon.

When we see such loans in parallel with the existence of b, d forms, it is tempting to suggest that their acceptance depends on what amounts to phonological analogy; that is, that the presence of b, d allows for the acceptance of ʃ̊, ɡ, and the presence of ɡ̊ in turn allows for the acceptance of ɡ̊. Support for this view might be offered by citing the case of forms like English 'coffee,' 'thousand,' borrowed as kápeh, táwsed. Twana has no continuant f or ʊ, and loans like this are adapted.

On the other hand, if we examine languages like Coeur d'Alene (an 'Inland' Salish language), we note the development of d, ɡ̊ in native forms (this time with supporting loans in b). In turn, 'Coastal' Comox has ʃ̊, ɡ̊, but without b, d, while Quinault has contextually-determined ʃ̊, ɡ̊ (related to y, w) again without b, d.

IV.3.8.2. The Trend to Obstruence

It is thus suggested that the development of voiced obstruents in Salish represents but a single trend,¹ that of change of non-syllabic sonorants to obstruents, with a concurrent switch of voicing from 'spontaneous' to 'non-spontaneous.' In Coeur d'Alene, this trend has been confined to the voiced non-consonantal non-vocalic sonorants (w, y—for here d is from y, not from a nasal), with covert support for foreign loans in b. In the Puget Sound dialects, the trend has gone furthest, with overt development of a full set of voiced obstruents. On the other hand, Twana has so far confined its overt development to the sonorant nasals, with covert support for the small number of ʃ̊/ʃ and ɡ̊ loans given.

¹'Trend,' not 'Drift': no Sapirian 'drift' is implied in the sense of functional connection; rather, an articulatory tendency.
IV.3.9. Glottal Constriction

IV.3.9.1. Degrees of Glottal Constriction

'Glottal constriction' obtains when the glottal aperture is narrowed beyond its speech-ready stance.¹ In Twana, two degrees of glottal constriction must be recognized in the output, although it will be suggested that the second (partial constriction) is contextually determined.

As is clear from the corpus of surface contrasts (Fig. 48), the glottalized voiceless non-continuants² are in contrast with their non-glottalized counterparts, except that no plain counterpart to ρ occurs. For this set, glottalization consists of total constriction of the glottis.³ But glottalization also occurs with non-syllabic sonorants,⁴ although never with voiced non-sonorants: the nature of this glottalization on the one hand, and this exclusion on the other, are of considerable interest for an understanding of Twana.

It is assumed (Chap. II, sec. 9) that glottalization with sonorants derived from absorption of an abutting glottal stop, whether underlying or arising from a lost vowel (through h, as shown). But it is clear that, once absorption has occurred, a directly physiological constraint is faced: voicing would obviously be lost in the presence of total glottal constriction, and it is suggested that the laryngealization found in these cases is the contextually-determined output for (absorbed) glottalization.⁵

It is interesting to note that an alternative development could have arisen in the case of glottalized w, y; a change of sonorance to obstruction could have resulted (compare 'The Trend to Obstruction,' Chap. IV, sec. 3.8.2),

²See 'Manner,' for the distinction between stops and affricates (Chap. IV, sec. 4.2).
³For release characteristics, see 'Manner' (Chap. IV, sec. 4.2).
⁴As indicated above (Chap. IV, sec. 2.3), I include l among the non-syllabics.
⁵Thus the statement 'in sounds produced with glottal constriction voicing can occur only after the glottal constriction has been released' (SPE, p. 315) must be modified to 'in sounds produced with total glottal constriction . . . .'
with g' and j' as output. Instead, allophony of glottalization occurs.

IV.3.9.2.  ḷ, ṡ, ḥ, ḳ  but b, d

It is also feasible to extend the account given for the variants of glottalization, to cover the problem of the loss of (absorbed) glottalization in the case of b, d discussed in the text (Chap. II, sec. 9). With the change of obstruction, accompanied as it is by a switch to non-spontaneous voicing, the vocal cords are probably more open than they are in the speech-ready stance. Assume that the (primary) command for glottalization in (e.g.) m is switched to laryngealization (i.e., partial constriction); then, with the change to ḷ, it is clear that a further modification must occur, for the fresh command (for non-spontaneous voice-adjustment) is now contradicted by that of laryngealization. For Twana this incompatibility is resolved in favor of continued voicing,¹ and the glottal constriction is eliminated altogether.²

¹This has protected the contrast with the voiceless (glottalized) stops, with which such segments would otherwise have fallen together. I do not know whether the other alternative (unvoicing) has occurred in any Salish language.

²The assumption here, that laryngealization and non-spontaneous voice are incompatible, of course rests entirely on the assumption that non-spontaneous voice requires the cord-adjustment mentioned. If non-spontaneous voice is maintained without cord-adjustment (e.g., by larynx-lowering), no incompatibility arises; such may be the case for (some African and Californian) languages showing laryngealized b and d, often in free variation with (or accompanied by) the implosion we should then expect. Cf. Ladefoged (1969), p. 16.
IV.3.10. Twana Distribution of Cavity Features

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{p} & \text{t} & \text{c} & \text{č} & \text{č} & \text{k} & \text{q} & \text{x} & \text{h} & \text{y} & \text{l} & \text{w} \\
\text{b} & \text{d} & \text{j} & \text{g} & \text{n} & \text{m} & \text{w} & \text{w} & \text{w} & \text{w} & \text{w} & \text{w} \\
\end{array}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anterior</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coronal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Apert.</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{voiceless obstruents} = \text{+} \quad \text{'Full'(č, x)}\]
\[\text{Non-syllabic sonorants} = \text{+} \quad \text{'half' [禄} \rightarrow \text{Laryngealization]}\]
\[\text{voiced obstruents} = \emptyset\]

Fig. 64. -- Cavity Features (matrix)

1For Vowels, see Chap. IV, sec. 3.3.2 (p. 185).

2Glottalized non-syllabic sonorants (perhaps only) arise through glottal absorption, hence not in dictionary entries.

IV.4. Manner Features

The manner features of relevance to Twana phonology are those labelled Continuant, Release, Supplementary Movement, and Tense in SPE.
IV 4.1. Continuant

Of the non-Sonorant Consonants, those articulated with constricted but not blocked air-flow are characterized as Continuant. In Twana, Continuants contrast with stops at all stop-articulation positions, except that there are no Continuants matching either p, t, or non-Rounded k. Thus, s, ʃ, ʒ, xʷ, ɬ, and xʷ.

Degrees of frication must be assigned to the output for (e.g.) xʷ as against xʷ. The post-velar continuant x(w) is heavily fricated, while the velar continuant xʷ is very frequently hardly to be distinguished perceptually from hw; in fast speech (see text and notes to Tale), the continuant element here behaves like the (weak) h, and is lost, leaving w.

One problem arises concerning ɬ. While the medial cluster l + Nasal is what we have called (see Chap. II, sec. 20) a 'compatible' cluster, medial l + Nasal develops a linking (syllabic) ɬ. Compare ɬáwbalbáš 'Indian' with sélbád 'half brother.' It is not quite clear how one ought to motivate the rule for syllabic ɬ: no other non-Sonorant Continuant shows such behavior, although the voiced Sonorants show a parallel characteristic in the insertion of shwa (Chap. II, sec. 20).

There are four alternations involving continuants. First, the suggested (and problematic) rule for development of palatal ʃ from *$_x$, beside č from *$_k$ (Chap. IV, sec. 3.5). Second, the positional assimilation of s to following ʃ/č (Chap. IV, sec. 3.4). Third, the alternation ʃ~č in certain forms (Chap. IV, sec. 3.5).

The fourth, the development of ɬ from plain l (Chap. II, sec. 15.9) presents a different kind of problem. It would be possible to hold that the l→ɬ rule constitutes evidence that l is itself to be characterized as a Continuant. The facts of articulation are not, however, decisive: if l is looked on as showing a stoppage at the primary constriction, then it is a stop, whereas if the incomplete nature of the blockage is emphasized, then it is a continuant.

---

1. The segment x remains problematic. 2. See fn. 1, p. 213.

3. That is, total oral median constriction. It is not clear by what criterion of hierarchy SPE makes 'Secondary aperture' a Cavity, rather than a Manner feature. If Manner, the feature might well be a feature of Release.
The treatment of \( l \) so far in this thesis has concerned its behavior under glottalization, viz., that it behaves in parallel fashion to the rest of the sonorants. The motivation in the \( l \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \) rule for calling it a continuant lies largely in the difficulty we should otherwise have in specifying the strongly fricative nature of the output \( \frac{1}{2} \). On the other hand, the degree of friction could perhaps as easily be specified in terms of the following \( h \) which is the direct cause of the loss of voice. It is thus quite feasible to maintain the Sonorant nature of \( l \), providing for the fricative nature of the non-Sonorant (so-called 'h-unvoicing') by rule.

Conversely, the non-Sonorant \( \frac{1}{2} \) will acquire its off-glide \( l \) before a nasal in two stages:

1. \( \emptyset \rightarrow [^{+\text{Lat}}_{^+\text{Son}}] \) in env. /\( \# [ ] \frac{1}{2} - N [ ] \# \)

2. \( \frac{1}{2} l N \rightarrow [1] [^{+\text{Syll}}] [3] \)

IV.4.2. Instantaneous Release and Twana Affricates

Since affricates may contrast for stridency,\(^2\) a further feature is clearly required to distinguish plain from affricated stops: SPE suggests that the release characteristic\(^3\) \([^{+\text{Instantaneous}}] \) be used to characterize plain stops: For Twana, distinctive affrication is found only in \( c_\emptyset 3 \) contrasting with \( t/d \), both being otherwise \([+\text{Cor}, +\text{Ant}] \) so far as articulation-position (Cavity) features are concerned.

However, several Twana segment-types are non-distinctively affricated,

---

\(^1\) At Chap. II, sec. 20.3 it was assumed that voiced stops were involved; but it was then shown (Chap. II, sec. 20.5) that the relevant segments were still \textbf{Nasals} at the point of application of this rule.


\(^3\) It is quite unclear what importance is to be attached to the taxonomy of the features under cover terms such as 'Manner,' as here, as against 'Source' as with Stridency. This being so, it is not considered worthwhile at this point to seek implications of the removal of the present phenomena from the 'Source' to the 'Manner' features.
either always or in free variation with non-affrication. The segment types
\( k \) and \( \dot{q} \) are always affricated,\(^1\) although neither contrasts with a non-
affricated stop at the same position of articulation. Likewise, affrication
is often found with the glottalized varieties of the post-velar \( q \), i.e., \( q \)
and \( q^w \); it is often the case, particularly with Labialized \( q^w \), that the per-
ceptual distinction between \( k^w \) and \( q^w \) leans heavily on the affrication of
\( q^w \).\(^2\)

I have not seriously considered the possibility of assuming that the
release feature [Instantaneous] might in fact constitute the distinguishing
difference between \( k \) (etc.) and \( q \) (etc); for the non-glottalized \( k^w \)-\( q^w \),
distinction is never carried perceptually by affrication.\(^3\)

The time-lapse between release of the oral closure and the occurrence
of voice-onset in a following vowel depends on a number of interlocking
parameters, e.g., position of vocal-cords, tenseness of tract, \( P \).\(^4\)
This time-lapse is often called aspiration. For non-glottalized segments
with [+Instantaneous release], the times for Twana correspond roughly to
those given for American English,\(^5\) ranging from 30-100 ms each over \( p \) to \( q \),
the value increasing with distance from the lips. Final stops are optionally
unreleased.

In sum, Twana plain stops are moderately aspirated initially and
medially, and optionally unreleased finally.

\(^1\) The lateral very heavily so.

\(^2\) Of course, this is at least in part a criticism of the field-worker’s
ear. Without synthesis experiments, it is impossible to be clear on the role
played by affrication in such a case, so far as the native speaker is concerned.
It is nevertheless evident to me that glottalization often masks the degree of
the feature [High].

\(^3\) An alternative explanation of 'intrusive h' (see pp. 26, 98, 99 and fn. 2, p. 99)
is that it is precisely this affrication which has been (historically) re-
evaluated as \( h \), with resultant metathesis (see C-h metathesis, Chap. II, sec.
15.7).

\(^4\) But see also 'Supplementary Movement,' Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.3; see
Kim (1967).

\(^5\) Peterson and Lehiste (1960) give a range from 58-75 ms each for initial
stops, and point out (although they do not explain) the almost elementary
relationship with 'place of articulation.'

\(^6\) Initial or intervocalic. No aspiration is found in the environment /#s-/.
IV.4.3.-Supplementary Movements: Oral Pressure 
and Twana Glottalization

Were it the case that the onset-timing of voicing in a vowel depended solely on the position of the cords at the time of release, then the voicing delay after glottalized stops would remain unexplained, for the cords are in fact tightly adducted for such stops.

However, as was pointed out above, other factors are also in play. The relaxation of the cords after tight adduction is one factor, although not commented upon in the literature. A second is the relative timing of the oral and glottal releases; in Twana, the glottal release is only very slightly delayed after the oral release.

The most important factor, widely commented upon, is the raising of the glottis (probably, of the whole larynx) during the oral closure of a glottalized stop, which increases the pressure in the oral chamber. The time taken for the pressure in the oral chamber to fall sufficiently for the Bernoulli effect to obtain across the relaxing glottis, is at least equal to (and may even exceed) the parallel time taken for the cords to approximate in the case of plain stops.

For Twana, preliminary indications are that voice-onset time is indeed (on the whole) longer for the glottalized stops than for their plain counterparts. However, place of articulation seems to introduce complications, for there is inconsistency among the velar and post-velar stops.

Since force of release is dependent on oral pressure at the time of release, we must also postulate degrees of raising of the larynx, since we find positional variations in this parameter. Initial and intervocalic glottalized stops are usually fortis. Finally, they are weaker however, a fact that may be related to the distribution of stress over the phonological word.

2 An expected result, insofar as the relative masses of the larynx and the vocal cords are concerned.
3 Compare the k-allophones, and the apparent contradiction of the 'place of articulation' explanation of aspiration-time in Peterson-Lehiste (1960). It may be that the larynx does not need to travel so far to create the excess pressure required, in the case of velar articulations.
Glottalized stops are weak in force of release when non-final in a cluster, with following non-glottalized consonant. Thus, three degrees of larynx-raising are probably required for Twana, although all are contextually determined. It is also clear from the above discussion that an automatic rule must apply, at the point of the glottal-stop allophony rules for resonants, to reverse the sign of the [larynx raised] feature (normally 'plus' for segments [+Glottal constriction]) to 'minus'.

IV.4.4. Tense-Lax

IV.4.4.1. Introduction

Despite rebuttals, doubts and reservations, there seems to be strong empirical, as well as theoretical support for the feature Tense. Since we have accepted the notion that segments are to be fully specified as they enter the phonological component of the grammar, we must assign a value to this feature too, for each segment: more interesting, however, is the question whether this feature is used distinctively in Twana, i.e., whether any of the rule-dictated behavior of segments requires (or is made more plausible by)

1 Larynx-raising and larynx-lowering are not the two poles of a single feature, but rather quite separate features; the minus value for both corresponds to the neutral tract position of the larynx (i.e., slightly raised).

Note: It may well be the case that it is not always necessary to specify values for all the (Universal) Features in each dictionary segment: some features apply to whole words, or even utterances, and the value of others is automatically subsumed under the definition of the speech-neutral stance. The present feature (Larynx raised), seems to fall into both these categories.

2 A typical rebuttal is that of Lisker-Abramson (1964). For sample doubts, see Jones (1959); while for reservations, see Ladefoged (1964). For theoretical justification, see (e.g.) Jakobson-Halle (1963), and Chomsky-Halle (1968). Kim (1965) has a good survey, and offers confirmation from energy-distribution, wave-form, oral-pressure and air-flow measurements, palatography and electromyography, using Korean data. For x-ray cinematographic support see Perkell (1965).
the use of Tenseness. For Twana stop consonants and vowels, there does seem some justification for the use of this feature.

Physiologically, [Tense] corresponds to an over-all tension in the larynx (extrinsic as well as intrinsic musculature?), vocal-tract walls, and tongue. The results of this tension are said to be seen in consonants as quicker closure and release, longer closure, greater area of closure-contact, and greater intensity of plosion on release. For vowels, the concomittants of tenseness are supposedly greater divergence from the speech-ready position of the tongue, greater precision of tongue position and correspondingly lesser co-articulation with abutting consonants, as well as greater duration.

IV.4.4.2. Tense-Lax in Twana Vowels

IV.4.4.2.1. Gross Considerations

It is of interest that Twana, like many Salish languages, makes a somewhat irregular use of the articulatory space available. Thus, its high vowels are in detail higher-mid, the highest allophones of any vowel are two allophones of shwa which are lower-high, the low front and low back rounded vowels are in detail lower-mid, while only the low unrounded back vowel is truly low.

However, gross considerations of 'most common allophones' in an articulatory space-pattern are quite insufficient as a basis for deciding whether

---

1 There seems no experimental evidence to decide whether this is a single phenomenon or not: assuming that it is, is its status merely that of Manner?

2 It is not clear just how Tense is related to 'Heightened sub-glottal pressure,' so far as voiceless obstruents are concerned.

3 Compare the unusually 'crowded' articulatory spacing of consonants at the back of the oral chamber, as against the lack of a spirant at the labial or dental positions. Compare the even more extreme case of some Inland Salish languages in Kinkade (1967). For Nootka, see Jacobsen (1968).

4 The phonetic descriptions here accord with Smith-Trager (1957).
there is a Tense-Lax distinction present. Consideration must also be given to the possibility that the vowel most closely approaching the articulatory position of the speech-ready tongue is Lax, in rule-behavior and/or phonetic realization.

But we are not in a position to label the relevant vowel, c (or any Twana vowel, for that matter) as Lax before considering the details of co-articulation.

IV.4.4.2.2. Co-articulation

(a) e, a, o, Stressed and Unstressed

\[c\] Stressed

Initial(?)

\[\text{[e]}\] \(\text{ʔě̀ːd} \quad \text{ʔě̀bá̰c} \quad \text{ʔě̱wá̰d} \quad \text{ʔě̱spx̱ṯb}\)
eat  grandchild invite smoking(of tobacco)

Medial

\[\text{[e]}\] a) \(\text{ʔě̱̱stá̰b} \quad \text{čě̱t} \quad \text{yabé̱d} \quad \text{ʔě̱dáḻčě́}
\) everything near fruit woman-chaser

\[\text{[e̱]}\] b) \(\text{ʔō̱ḇě̱x̱ʷ} \quad \text{ʔě̱sḵx̱ʷ} \quad \text{ʔaḇě̱́ḻ?} \quad \text{ʔě̱s̱a̱̱ḻ?}
\) earth cold if cloth

Final (?)

\[e\] Unstressed

Initial(?)

\[\text{[e]}\] \(\text{ʔě̱sá̱ḏ?} \quad \text{ʔě̱sá̱q} \quad \text{ʔě̱sḵx̱ʷ} \quad \text{ʔě̱ḻě́ḻ}
\) your split throw weep

Medial

\[\text{[e]}\] a) \(\text{ʔě̱ṯé̱} \quad \text{ḇẖě̱?} \quad \text{acı̱ḏ} \quad \text{ʔě̱ṯčě́}
\) wonder I'm coming now egg

\[\text{[e̱]}\] b) \(\text{ʔě̱x̱ʷ-} \text{č̱ḏ} \quad \text{ḇe̱q̱x̱ʷ?}
\) it's cold drink

Final(?)

\[i\] a) \(\text{ʔě̱s̱á̱ḻe̱} \quad \text{ʔě̱s̱á̱ḏe̱} \quad \text{č̱̱q̱p̱e̱} \quad \text{tq̱á̱č̱e̱} \quad \text{sq̱̱ḇá̱̱e̱̱g̱w̱ sq̱̱ḇá̱̱y̱?}
\) two ear fir tree eight dog

\[\text{[e̱]}\] b) \(\text{ʔě̱s̱á̱ḻe̱q̱w̱ést}
\) two cows

\[1\] The possible relevance of the notion of speech-ready tongue stance to the behavior of c is considered later (see treatment of h, in 'Tense-Lax in consonants'). Shwa is the vowel implicated as Lax, as is shown in later sections.
a Stressed

Initial (?)

[a:] ʔáp ʔát ʔáxqad
wipe fast bed

Medial

[a:] sták iáwalbeš pá?aqʷ stáb
ice Indian pipe what?

[a~a] ʔáʔa xáltab kábalexʷ ʔeskʷəš
far Caucasian cedar-root throw

Final

a Unstressed

Initial (?)

[a] ʔastáb ʔabélʔ ʔaxéc ʔapóstád
blunt if go to bed towel

Medial

[a] cícayac ʔeaxqad ʔasčépalčad ʔelalčad
boy cold weather I'm afraid I'm singing

[a~a] iáwalbeš šaxʷab ʔskʷəqʷ
person wind snow

Final (?)

baqáʔa
Makah

ο Stressed

Initial (?)

[o~o] ʔópdedeš ʔóbatasbaš ʔóleq ʔóqʷst
ten bumping for gather beat

Medial

[o~o] sóʔa bósas ʔaspóč ʔas-sótčad ʔashóy
grind four I know done

[u~u] došóyay dókʷeabal
wolf Dukwebal

Final (?)
### 0 Unstressed

**Initial(?)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[0]</th>
<th>ʔoʔoʔabac</th>
<th>ʔopái</th>
<th>ʔogáwal</th>
<th>ʔosél</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>please</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>embark</td>
<td>dive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medial**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[0]</th>
<th>ʔaʔgód</th>
<th>ʔogód</th>
<th>dəʔobát</th>
<th>ʔádəʔod</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hide it!</td>
<td>knot it!</td>
<td>my name</td>
<td>three times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[u]</th>
<th>dəʔóyay</th>
<th>ʔoʔáwalbäh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wolf</td>
<td>Indians</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final(?)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[0]</th>
<th>qaʔto</th>
<th>ʔwélo</th>
<th>ʔshábo</th>
<th>ʔspáʔo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cradle</td>
<td>inner bark</td>
<td>story</td>
<td>berry-basket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### (b) ʔ Stressed

1. **With preceding non-labialized stop**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-stress</th>
<th>Stressed [A] ~ [a]</th>
<th>Post-stress</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p, ʔp</td>
<td>sədəx-w-pːt</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>shirt (wrap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔpːc</td>
<td>ʔc</td>
<td>defecate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔpːq</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔpːl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>thick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔpːʔ-pːlːʔ</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>capsize (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t, ʔt</td>
<td>ʔas-tab</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>blunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s-tǎʔad</td>
<td>ʔc</td>
<td>slave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s-tǎʔq</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>log jam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tǎʔsed</td>
<td>ʔs</td>
<td>hit him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔəʔbəs</td>
<td>ʔl’</td>
<td>take off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔʔp</td>
<td>ʔp</td>
<td>ambush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔʔd</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔʔq</td>
<td>ʔq</td>
<td>drip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔʔs</td>
<td>ʔs</td>
<td>elder sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʔʔləʔab</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>lungs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Stressed [A] ~ [a]

<p>| ʔx | s-ʔxʔqːk | ʔq | wing |
| ʔx | ʔxʔx | ʔx | be midwife |
| ʔx | ʔəʔlʔ-ʔəʔlay | ʔl | shovel-nose canoes (Augment) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prem-stress</th>
<th>Stressed [a]~[a]</th>
<th>Post-stress</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(?) (?)</td>
<td>qəb</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>smooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k, q</td>
<td>qəç</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>weave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kəs</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>urinate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəs</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>scratch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəð</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəx</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>do something taboo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qalʔ-qalab</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>bad (Augment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəb-təbəd</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>seat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be-ʔəxad</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>clear the throat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. With preceding labialized stop or spirant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed [ɔʷ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. With preceding voiced stop or nasal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed [ə] [ə] [ə]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bəʔtəb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4. With preceding continuant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed [á] ~ [á]</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s, ñ</td>
<td>sáp-q-wd</td>
<td>ñd</td>
<td>beat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'as-sраст</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'as-sраč</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tčap</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tčä</td>
<td>ñg</td>
<td>sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tčq</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, h</td>
<td>xčd-xčdaq</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>lame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xčgü</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xčw</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>bite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xčq</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xčč</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xčl</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'as-la-hšelet ñ we're alive (Augmented)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-stress</th>
<th>Stressed [ʌ] ~ [á]</th>
<th>Post-stress</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, ?'1</td>
<td>1λ̂</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>bundle, tie up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1λ̂</td>
<td>3q</td>
<td>feel over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'1λ̂</td>
<td>3x</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1λ̂θ</td>
<td>wθ</td>
<td>go into (non-animate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'2λ̂wado</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>baked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y, ?y</td>
<td>yab-?y̦bät</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>tied round (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yad-?y̦das</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>teeth (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y2c</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>?y2x̂</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>scrounge, bum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1λ̂</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2λ̂</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3c-?y̦ødád</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>legs (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y̦x̂</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>sort out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y̦x̂wax̂</td>
<td>xw</td>
<td>disappear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y̦l̂-y̦l̂ax̂</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>gather (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵ</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ŵd̂ŵdaw</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>horns (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵĉ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>swim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2ŵq̂ab</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>boxes (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1s-?ŵx̂</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2ŵ̤t̂ak̂</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>crazy (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ŵl̂-ŵl̂ap</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>you all (Augmented)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. With following w, or labialized obstruent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed [ʌ] ~ [á]</th>
<th>Post-stress</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1ŵd̂</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵk̂ŵ</td>
<td>k̂w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵt̂</td>
<td>t̂ŵ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵŝ</td>
<td>ŝŵ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵt̂âq̂q̂</td>
<td>âq̂w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵt̂îq̂</td>
<td>îq̂w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵt̂l̂q̂</td>
<td>l̂q̂w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵq̂ŵd̂</td>
<td>q̂ŵ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵt̂x̂</td>
<td>x̂ŵ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ŵŝx̂-t̂d̂</td>
<td>ŝx̂-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Pre-Stress | Stressed [A] ~ [a] | Post-stress | Gloss
---|---|---|---
\( \acute{y} \) | \( \acute{y} \) | \( \acute{y} \) | wind
\( b \) | \( b \) | \( b \) | gooseberry
\( t \) | \( t \) | \( t \) | thin
\( l \) | \( l \) | \( l \) | cliff
\( n \) | \( n \) | \( n \) | shelled clams
\( l \) | \( l \) | \( l \) | put in
c | \( c \) | \( c \) | cure
\( b \) | \( b \) | \( b \) | tight
\( s \) | \( s \) | \( s \) | angle-worm
\( y \) | \( y \) | \( y \) | crazy
\( b \) | \( b \) | \( b \) | pull out
d | \( d \) | \( d \) | hay
\( s \) | \( s \) | \( s \) | sawbill
\( y \) | \( y \) | \( y \) | nostril
\( d \) | \( d \) | \( d \) | hot
\( w \) | \( w \) | \( w \) | washed
\( w \) | \( w \) | \( w \) | drifted (Augment)

### (c) Unstressed

1. In unaugmented forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unstressed [V]</th>
<th>Cf. Augmented /( \acute{e} )</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
\( [\acute{u}] \) | \( \acute{u} \) | box |
\( \acute{u} \) | \( \acute{u} \) | horn |
\( \acute{u} \) | \( \acute{u} \) | you |
\( \acute{u} \) | \( \acute{u} \) | ear |
\( \acute{u} \) | \( \acute{u} \) | sink |
\( \acute{u} \) | \( \acute{u} \) | dry |
\( \acute{u} \) | \( \acute{u} \) | wood |
\( [\acute{i}] \) | \( \acute{i} \) | year |
\( \acute{i} \) | \( \acute{i} \) | cousin |
\( \acute{i} \) | \( \acute{i} \) | tooth |
\( \acute{i} \) | \( \acute{i} \) | salmon-berry bush |
\( \acute{i} \) | \( \acute{i} \) | leg |
### Unstressed [ɛ] in Unaugmented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]~[ə]</td>
<td>?as-qaḅac</td>
<td>ṭabéxʷ</td>
<td>shrunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ṭawéxʷ</td>
<td>cadéi</td>
<td>cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ṭas-xaDaqʷce(h)</td>
<td>ṭabt̚ábaxʷ caqéxʷce(h)</td>
<td>hurt hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>tabéxʷ</td>
<td>tabt̚ábaxʷ</td>
<td>earth, land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cadéi</td>
<td>caqéxʷce(h)</td>
<td>he, she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ṭas-xaDaqʷce(h)</td>
<td>ṭabt̚ábaxʷ caqéxʷce(h)</td>
<td>hurt hand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. Replacing unstressed prefix (with corresponding CV- stem)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>wacʷ-wácal</td>
<td>ṭwácal</td>
<td>swim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>káb MX-ábélaxʷ</td>
<td>kábélaxʷ</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ṭas-xaDaqʷce(h)</td>
<td>ṭawéxʷce(h)</td>
<td>tired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>šág -šédaq</td>
<td>šédaq</td>
<td>fly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>šalwi-šélaš</td>
<td>šélaš</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>šéq̚ -šéq̚d</td>
<td>šéq̚d</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yalwi-yálaš</td>
<td>yálaš</td>
<td>return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>bélbi-šélaš(h)</td>
<td>bélbi(h)</td>
<td>child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s-qab-šaBot</td>
<td>s-qabóś</td>
<td>dug-out canoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qalwi-šaBláy</td>
<td>qalwi-šaBláya</td>
<td>crippled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bélbi-šélaš(h)</td>
<td>bélbi(h)</td>
<td>spring (water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sáli-šeL</td>
<td>šéL</td>
<td>cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xab-xéb</td>
<td>xéb</td>
<td>wrinkled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Replacing originally-stressed stem vowel, in presence of stressed (Atten.) prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Attenuative</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Stressed</th>
<th>Vowel replaced</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>s-kʷe-kʷadab</td>
<td>s-kʷédab</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>chicken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>saša-sxʷaṣáx̚d</td>
<td>sáxʷaṣáx̚d</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>I'm jumping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xʷó-xʷbat</td>
<td>xʷóbat</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>paddle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s-xʷe-xʷad</td>
<td>s-xʷad</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>bull-head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuative</td>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Replaced</td>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>kʰáʔ-kʰáʔalaxʰ</td>
<td>kʰáʔalaxʰ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>šéd‘-šedq</td>
<td>šedq</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>čálʔ-čalš</td>
<td>čálš</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʌ]-[a]</td>
<td>leʔ-łaq</td>
<td>leq</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>dig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xʷˈoʔo-xʷoʔeb</td>
<td>xʷoʔeb</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>sell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dəʔ-dəx</td>
<td>dəx</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>converse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>sæʔ-sal</td>
<td>sæl</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>báʔ-bale(h)</td>
<td>bále(h)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>fish-roe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>šoʔ-šob</td>
<td>šoʔob</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>grind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>be-ˈpálʔ-če-čad</td>
<td>be-ˈpálʔ-če-čad</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>overturn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Replacing unstressed stem-vowel, in presence of stressed (Atten.) prefix

| [ʊ]         | wéʔ-woʔvac | wosávac | a | chew |
|             | wéʔ-waʔab | waʔab | a | box |
|             | wéʔ-wáʔakʼ | wáʔakʼ | a | crazy |
|             | s-teʔ-tqʷab | s-teʔab | a | toy |
|             | s-qʷeʔ-qʷbe | s-qʷbe | ə | dog |
|             | saʔ-axʷab | sáxʷab | a | jump |
|             | šaʔ-šawalbaʃ | šawalbaʃ | a | Indian |
| [ʌ]         | leʔ-ˈkʷad | lékʷad | a | speak |
| [ə]         | šéd‘-šedq | šedq | e | fly |
|             | šaʔ-šekʔas | šakʔas | a | basket |
| [ʌ]-[a]     | qéʔ-qaleb | qaleb | ə | bad |
| [a]         | xʷʔoʔ-xʷabat | xʷoʔabat | a | paddle |
|             | s-kʷalʔ-kʷət | s-kʷət | a | rat |
|             | s-eʔ-səd | səd | a | food |
|             | s-ʔáʔ-latxʷ | s-ʔlatxʷ | a | timber |
|             | čáʔa-čalš | čálš | a | hand |
(d) ə Unstressed, with Prefixes

1. With S-Nominal prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominalization</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ə-b</td>
<td>sə-bā́dəd mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-d</td>
<td>sə-də́wət surf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-ə-w</td>
<td>sə-wə́wə́t ay mountain-goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-w</td>
<td>sə-wə́q̖ səb lightning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-l</td>
<td>sə-ə́lə́ 1?kə́d flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>sə-ə́cə́b sermon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-b</td>
<td>sə-bə́o̞bat blanket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-d</td>
<td>sə-debə́ we two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-n</td>
<td>sə-nəmə́kə́yə(h) diving duck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-ə-w</td>
<td>sə-wə́q̖ frog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-l</td>
<td>sə-láléal songs (Augment.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə-θ</td>
<td>sə-lá̱cə́xe̱d dishes (Augment.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-θ</td>
<td>sə-yə́w̱s wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ s-éw̱s</td>
<td>~ s-éw̱s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ s-ə́w̱s</td>
<td>~ s-ə́w̱s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>sə-yə́lə̀b year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ s-yə́lə̀b</td>
<td>~ s-yə́lə̀b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. With ə-as- Stative prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ə-θ</td>
<td>əsə-bə́x̱ səb smiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ əsə-bə́x̱ səb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>əs-bə́l sated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-m</td>
<td>əs-mə́ proud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Stative

| [ə] -d          | ʔasə-dəʔ    | rotten                  |
| [ə] -w          | ʔasə-waq     | grazed (bruised)        |
| [ʊ] -w          | ʔasə-ʔaqx    | hurt                    |
| [ə] -l          | ʔasə-laʔw    | clear (weather)         |
| [ə] -y          | ʔasə-ʔyx     | bright                  |
| [ə] -b          | ʔəsa-bolʔaq^w | bought                  |
| [ə] -d          | ʔəsa-daʔaq^w | sorted                  |
| [ə] -w          | ʔəsa-waq^w   | melted                  |
| [ə] -l          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | tangled                 |
| [ə] -y          | ʔəsa-ʔaqx    | warm (weather)          |
| [ə] -d          | ʔəsa-daʔaq^w | rotten-smelling         |
| [ə] -w          | ʔəsa-waq^w   | flat-nosed              |
| [ə] -l          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | crazy                   |
| [ə] -y          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | invited (Augment.)      |
| [ə] -l          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | sung (Augment.)         |
| [ə] -y          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | we're alive (Augment.)  |
| [ə] -l          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | caught                  |
| [ə] -y          | ʔəsa-laʔaq^w | gathered                |

---

### Gloss

3. With single-segment prefix (Augment. or Atten.) after cluster-simplification for stems--Voiced C+V+Voiceless C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augmented</th>
<th>Unaugmented</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ə]-ləq</td>
<td>baʔəq</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qo-ʔaq̈ paq̈aab</td>
<td>baʔab</td>
<td>field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qo-ʔaq̈ paq̈aab</td>
<td>baʔab</td>
<td>shocked (hay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-laʔq</td>
<td>baʔq</td>
<td>bought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-waq̈ab</td>
<td>waʔaq̈ab</td>
<td>box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qo-ʔaq̈ paq̈eẗeb</td>
<td>waʔaq̈eẗeb</td>
<td>drifted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-yaq̈aq̈sadəx</td>
<td>yaʔaq̈sadəx</td>
<td>file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-yaq̈aq̈ce</td>
<td>yaʔaq̈ce</td>
<td>wash hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-yaq̈aq̈adəx</td>
<td>yaʔaq̈adəx</td>
<td>rotten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-xə-ʔaq̈</td>
<td>xaʔaq̈</td>
<td>worn out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-yaq̈x</td>
<td>yaʔaq̈x</td>
<td>lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-ʔaq̈x</td>
<td>yaʔaq̈x</td>
<td>melt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-xə-ʔaq̈</td>
<td>xaʔaq̈</td>
<td>disappear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Augmented  |  Augmented  |  Gloss
---|---|---
[ə]  |  ʁə-ʁə-pə-nədəb  |  carry on back
≈ ʁə-ʁə-pə-nədəb
[ə]  |  ʁə-sə-wə-tək  |  crazy
də-wə-tə-bə-təbəd  |  breast
ʁə-ʁə-məpə  |  proud
ʁə-ʁə-də-pə  |  grazed
ʁə-ʁə-žə-pə  |  covered

Fig. 65.--Co-articulation of Vowels

1 It is unlikely that vowels occur either initially or finally in dictionary entries (i.e., underlying forms). 'Initially' thus corresponds to 'after initial?' 'Finally,' on the other hand, as shown in Chap. II above, a variety of origins are possible. Thus (e.g.) ʁə-ʁə-də-pə could come from *ʁə-ʁə-ʁə-də-pə, *ʁə-ʁə-də-pə, or even *ʁə-ʁə-də-pə (ignoring here the problem of [-l-]. Parallel sources for 'final' [o] would be *-oh, *w, or *wh.

2 Perhaps an option in the semi-vowel rule.

The contextual (co-articulation) variants of vowels may be considered as the products of target-seeking commands and the constraints imposed by prior and/or future target-seeking commands. Depending on the particular set of commands used in the rules and the segments, certain command parameters (integer-values of Distinctive Features) may for a particular segment be free to assimilate, partly or entirely, to those of a neighboring segment.

For Twana, the following co-articulations occur in stressed vowels.¹

1. e optionally develops a shwa offglide before [+back] consonants. Final before h,e has an allophone between lower-high [ə] and high [i].
2. e co-articulates for [+High] in the double environment ʃ - y, giving [u].
3. e co-articulates slightly and only for rounding, and only with a preceding consonant.
4. æ co-articulates strongly for rounding, again only with a preceding consonant. The 'remainder' allophone of æ is [a] while the (rare) allophone [æ] is not well understood.

¹Consult Fig. 65 (a) and (b) for examples.
5. As is shown above, co-articulation concerns the features Round, High (and perhaps Low/Back); moreover, rounding affects only [+Back] vowels, and palatalization only [-Back] vowels. The [+Low] vowel ə' is thus affected only vacuously by the rounding rule, while the [+Low] vowel ɐ' is not affected by either rounding or palatalization.

The following co-articulations occur in unstressed vowels.\(^1\)

1. ə has an optional ɐ-like offglide before [+Back] consonants, as when stressed.

2. ° again co-articulates for [+High], in the rare double environment d−ŋ.\(^2\)

3. a again co-articulates for Rounding, again only with a preceding consonant.

4. ə co-articulates strongly for preceding rounding and palatality (High).\(^3\) The 'remainder' allophone is [ə]~[ə].\(^4\)

Note that the rounded and palatalized variants of shwa have higher points of articulation than the 'main' allophones of ə and ɐ, respectively. This is an interesting aspect, so far as the Twana vowels are concerned, of the 'use of the articulatory space' commented upon above (Chap. IV, secs. 3.3.2 and 4.4.2.1).

5. ə' and ə are, again, not affected by either rounding or palatality.

From the point of view of co-articulation, Twana shwa certainly behaves as if it were inherently more vulnerable to the influence of neighboring segments than the other vowels. This accords well with the converse notion that shwa is minimally precise and distinct, i.e., may be tentatively characterized as Lax.

\(^{1}\)See Fig. 65 (a), (b), (c).

\(^{2}\)But not tŋ. The case is excessively rare; were it supported by other examples, it would constitute evidence for an allophony rule for shwa to be passed through before the change of obstruency, for the case of tŋ suggests that the d concerned is (at the point of operation of the rule) still a nasal (n).

\(^{3}\)See Chap. IV, sec. 3.4 for rule-shape.

\(^{4}\)Which seems (though not consistently) to be due to the influence of a velar, giving a 'lowering' effect.
IV.4.4.2.3. Length

Although individual factors making for differences in vowel-length have been widely discussed in descriptions of particular languages,\(^\text{1}\) there is as yet little consensus concerning the exact inter-relations of these factors in a general theoretical framework. There is, in particular, no fundamental experimental evidence on which to base the notion of 'basic' length, an essential starting point in the process of calculating the quantitative effect of one factor or another.

There are at least two different possibilities for choosing the 'basic' length: we may assume that there is a basic shortest (or longest) length, with various lengthening (or shortening) factors; or, we may assume that there is a (median) basic length which is shortened by some factors but lengthened by others.

Two kinds of influence on such a 'basic' length (of whichever kind), must be recognized. There are segment-internal ('intrinsic') factors such as Tense-Lax, Height, and Backness; and there are contextual ('extrinsic') factors such as stress, type and position of syllable, and nature of abutting segments. Note that for each factor, the ambiguity remains that we are unsure whether to assign a lengthening or a shortening rule or both.\(^\text{2}\)

Assuming that the basic length is the shortest vowel, then lengthening rules (and combinations of them) would apply to stressed, open, or final syllables; to Low, Back, or Tense vowels; and to vowels before voiced obstruents, nasals, and spirants.

For Twana, a small sampling\(^\text{3}\) has been made, from which the following findings are tentatively offered (Fig. 66).

\(^\text{1}\)E.g., Peterson-Lehiste (1960) for English, Elert (1964) for Swedish, Delattre (1939) for French.

\(^\text{2}\)While the work of Kozhevnikov-Chistovich (1965) (e.g.) suggests a lengthening rule for V before voiced stops and nasals, Kim (1966) implies that both lengthening and shortening rules must apply, for voiced consonants and voiceless respectively. It is highly questionable whether this strategy should apply to such a factor as Tense-Lax, however; the 'basic' length should presumably be that of the Lax vowel.

\(^\text{3}\)To be fully reported upon elsewhere.
Duration in msecs (averaged, all environments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>a'</th>
<th>o</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stressed</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstressed</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proportion, stressed/unstressed
2:1 4:3 20:19 - 9:7

Fig. 66.—Twana Vowel Duration

With results averaged over all environments, it is clear that the lengths of a-a'-o cluster as a group, as against the lower figure for shwa, for both stressed and unstressed vowels. It is noteworthy that, however tentatively we must state this, the low vowel a is not longer than the vowels a', o, as one might have expected on universal grounds: this irregularity may well be attributable to the very strong degree of rounding in the Rounded vowels. Most marked, however, is the difference in the loss of length for unstressed shwa, as seen from the figures giving proportions.

These data, especially when taken together with those for co-articulation strongly suggest that shwa behaves differently from the rest of the Twana vowels in a manner characteristic of a Lax vowel.

IV 4.4.2.4. Rule Correlation

From considerations of the canonical shape of stems, constituent structure, and surface contrast, there is little doubt that, granted its Lax nature, shwa has equal status in underlying shapes with the other Twana vowels. Thus,

1The divergence is much greater than that for English

| s  | ε  | á | ŋ  | óu |

Cf. English, 181 200 265 250 222

Table 1, p. 702.

2We expect that, for a given degree of Backness, lower vowels will be longer; for Twana, length seems to correlate better with Roundness. Cf. the neutralization of k-k (etc.) before Rounded vowels (see Chap. IV, sec. 3.6).
those aspects of the behavior of shwa which distinguish it from the other vowels are likely to be explicable in terms of the same laxness. 1

The rules which concern shwa primarily are those by which unstressed vowels are lost 2 We may suppose that the process of vowel-loss proceeds in three stages: 3 unstressed vowels revert to shwa, and shwa gives h, which in turn either alternates with 7 or is lost, in particular environments. Note that the motivation of an intermediate 'V to shwa' rule need not imply a reversion to some kind of 'neutral' vowel, a notion that becomes in any case difficult to maintain in the face of definitions of the speech-neutral tract such as that in SPE.

We may avoid the neutral-tract hypothesis and the difficulty attending it by assuming that certain unstressed vowels simply become [-Tense]. This is entirely consistent with the notion of a merger with shwa, since it is then only necessary to add a rule asserting that unstressed [-Tense] vowels lose voice, and thus also position of articulation.

A further indication of the weak (now, lax) nature of shwa is that it is the only vowel to be lost in the immediately pretonic syllable of the stem. 4 No special rule or condition in a rule need be employed to guarantee this, however; the major vowel-loss rule deals only with post-tonic vowels, and will make certain of these [-Tense]: all unstressed [-Tense] vowels will then lose voice, a rule that will also of course affect those (underlying) shwas in pretonic position. All voiceless syllabics will then lose Position. 5

---

1 Implicit here is the assertion that all unstressed shwas of whatever source have the same allophones.

2 Those rules connecting shwa with h, and where h is an environmental segment, are discussed under [-Tense-Lax] in consonants, 6 in the following section (Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.3).

3 And not two, as supposed in the Summaries of Rules so far.

4 See Chap. II, sec. 3.3 for the motivation for losing all underlying shwas when unstressed, and replacing certain of them through the general shwa-insertion rule. See also Chap. II, sec. 11.

5 It is not clear what status to assign to the cover-symbol [Position] (position of articulation), although its use seems clearly justified here.
The rules concerned (without their environments) are

1. [+Syllabic] -Stress → [-Tense]
2. [+Syllabic]
   -Tense
   -Stress → [-Voice]
3. [+Syllabic]
   -Voice → [-Syll.]
   -Pos.

IV.4.4.3. In Consonants

IV.4.4.3.1. General

As has been shown, Twana b,d derive from nasals, with the concomitant specification [-Tense] automatic to segments which are spontaneously voiced. The change of obstruency can by no means be accompanied by a change of tenseness, since voice (which is precluded by tenseness) is retained. Output b,d are thus [-Tense].

So far as the voiceless stops are concerned, it is obvious that complete closure of the glottis requires tenseness\(^1\) for the \(p\) series. On the other hand, it seems we must also postulate tenseness\(^2\) for the plain \(p\) series, which shows moderate to strong aspiration, with neither allophonic voicing\(^3\) between vowels nor voice-assimilation.

IV.4.4.3.2. The Behavior of \(h/p\)

A number of the rules concerning \(h/p\) suggest that they are inherently weak consonants. They are lost in attenuative reduplication\(^4\); they allow

---

\(^1\) At least at the vocalis muscle. Cf. fn. 1 of Introduction to Tense-Lax, p. 217.

\(^2\) As well as [-voice]. The dual criterion is: plausible rules, plus plausible output specification.

\(^3\) Cf. Tillamook, as described in Thompson (1966). 'Plain obstruents \(t,c,\_k,\_q,\_w\) are regularly partially or fully voiced in position before vowels.' For Tillamook, then, one might assume [-tense] stops. However, the fact that these stops are aspirated when voiceless obscures matters. The question will be taken up in another place.

\(^4\) The loss of \(h\), whether in reduplication or before a consonant, is
vowel-assimilation across them, and they metathesize towards the stress. We note particularly the relation between shwa and h as products of stresslessness in vowels, and that between h and ʔ both in their relation to stress and in their alternation in the neighborhood of non-syllabic sonorants.

The loss of h/ʔ as first element in reduplication parallels the loss of voiced ([-Tense]) consonants as first element in cluster-resolution. The possibility of vowel-assimilation across h/ʔ, on the other hand, is to be attributed to the lack of an oral articulation for the latter, with the result that total co-articulation may occur, dominated of course by the stressed vowel. Note that vowel-assimilation does not occur across b,d, which are assumed to be [-Tense]: in turn, it is difficult to correlate glottal-metathesis (stress-attracted) with the feature Tense-Lax at all.

The hypothesis (Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.4) that h derives from unvoiced stressless Lax vowels which have lost 'position' is, however, altogether consistent with the characterization of h as [-Tense].

It remains to reconcile this view of h as a Lax Sonorant with the functioning of certain other rules of Twana phonology. The rules concerned are those for laryngeal affection and those for the treatment of geminate vowels in the reduplication for the Attenuative.

So far as the rule for laryngeal affection of o,o is concerned, no special problem arises; these vowels simply assimilate in height to the [+Low] features of the laryngeal. However, the effect of h on shwa involves in addition a change of tenseness, for shwa becomes a.

Similarly, taking the rules for the behavior of geminate vowels before in no way parallel to the sporadic loss of the spirant element of xʷ in fast speech. Whether or not xʷ is in any way to be considered as alternating with some kind of velarised labial, Tense does not seem to be implicated for the non-Low continuants.

1 It is thus worth considering whether the cluster-simplification referred to might not be better motivated by the use of [-Tense] in specifying the first segment. On the other hand, it does not seem feasible to collapse the rule for loss of initial h/ʔ with that for cluster-resolution with initial b,d, since the former rule is much earlier than the latter.

2 h → ʔ in /R' is a Dissimilation—of [Tense], or [Cont]?
h, we see that while stressed shwa and geminate unstressed vowels (including shwa) behave in the same fashion before h, viz., they dissipilate to e, shwa must simultaneously become [+Tense].

At least two solutions are possible, for the motivation of the reversal of tenseness in shwa in these rules. We might allow the rules to generate [-Tense] segments corresponding to a and o (for the shC and geminate-shwa situations respectively), adding a merger rule at a very late stage of the grammar; such a rule must precede the rules for assigning length to Tense and Lax vowels. ¹ Alternatively, a re-examination of the rules themselves discloses the motivation required.

For the shwa-a rule, it is admittedly ad hoc to attribute the change of tenseness to the environment -hC. On the other hand, the behavior of geminate vowels before h may well be looked upon as a complete dissimulation. The vowels all give geminate /ee/; thus, the affected vowels are all [+Back], o is also [+Round], a is also [+Low], while shwa is also [-Tense]. Now where h is [+Low], [+Back], and [-Tense], all geminates may be said to undergo maximal dissimulation from h: thus, o.a, and shwa lose backness, o loses roundness, a gains height, while only shwa changes tenseness.

¹Equally ad hoc would be the device of assuming that geminate vowels are automatically [+Tense]. This, requiring an extra rule, is not only ad hoc but also less economical than the 'dissilation' rule I at length assume. Any attempt to connect this shift to e for geminate vowels with the notion that e is the nearest Twana vowel to the speech-ready tongue stance seems foolhardy: not only is e not implicated in the general loss of vowels in any special way, but it is by no means established that the tongue position for 'speech-ready' is substantively a universal (but compare Chap. IV, sec. 3.3.1).
IV.4.5. Twana Distribution of Manner Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>ə</th>
<th>ɪ</th>
<th>ʊ</th>
<th>ə</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɹ</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʍ</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ɪ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k(w)</td>
<td>ʃ(w)</td>
<td>x(w)</td>
<td>ʞ(w)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q(w)</td>
<td>ʞ(w)</td>
<td>x(w)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Continuant | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |   |   |
| Inst. Release | [c, q, x, ʃ] | [z, j, y] | + | + | + | + | + |   |
| Raised larynx | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Tense | + | + | [h, -] | - | - | - | + | + | + | + |

Fig. 67.-Manner Features (matrix)

1 Redundancy rule: 'If [+Glottal constriction], then [-Raised Larynx]'. For segments m n v l y, [+Glottal Constriction] (probably) only occurs as result of glottal absorption, hence not in dictionary entries.

IV.5. Source Features

IV.5.1. Heightened Sub-Glottal Pressure

It is clear from the discussion in SFE referring to the voiced aspirated stops of languages like Hindi, that 'Heightened sub-glottal pressure' is to be considered a feature independent of Tense. It is not clear, on the other hand, whether Twana voiceless stops are to be considered to employ the former feature as well as the latter, even if redundantly.

Comparing degrees of aspiration for Twana voiceless stops and Korean.
aspirated stops, for instance, there seems no reason to postulate [+Heightened s-g pressure] for Twana. Since there are no rules in the phonology of Twana that could conceivably employ this feature, it is difficult to see what further kinds of evidence could be brought to bear on the problem.

IV.5.2. Voice

The Twana segments for whose output specification it will be necessary to include [+Voice] are the voiced Sonorants (V, l, N) and the voiced obstruents b, d. As was pointed out in Chapter I, section 3, Voice is not distinctive in dictionary entries but must nevertheless be specified for all segments entering the grammar, for reasons rehearsed. Use was, moreover, made of this requirement: the environment "Resonant" in the rule for h →? was to be simply specified, since the segments concerned are in fact the class of voiced consonants.

However, as was pointed out above (Tense-Lax and h/? , Chap. IV, sec.4.4.3.2) it is feasible to motivate the cluster-resolution rule (involving voiced consonants) as a parallel to the rule for h/?-deletion in reduplication, by specifying the voiced consonants as [-Tense] rather than as [+Voice].

It is obvious that the h →? rule might equally well employ [-Tense] in the specification of the "Resonant," with the apparent result that Voice plays but a minor role in Twana phonology.

IV.5.3. Stridency

As has been discussed above (Instantaneous Release, Chap. IV, sec. 4.2), stridency is to be equated not simply with 'non-instantaneous release', which pertains to both continuants and affricates, but rather with greater noisiness on the part of one member of a pair of otherwise identical continuants or affricates.

Thus the contrast between Twana t c vs. c is conveyed by the value of the feature [Instantaneous Release] and not by [Strident]. On the other hand, non-distinctive Stridency must be marked for all segments not covered in this respect by redundancy rules. ¹ It is thus necessary to note that Twana s,c,c,s,s ¹ are redundantly [+Strident].

¹For instance, Vowels are [-Strident] by a redundancy rule.
The pair $x^w - x^w$ differ by stridency, but since they are phonetically parallel to the [+Back] pair $(k)(w) - (q)(w)$ already distinguished by [High], this difference must be considered non-distinctive.

Thus stridency, like voice, plays no significant role in Twana phonology.
| Major       | p | b | t | d | n | s | c | j | - | k | c | j | ñ | k | k'w | q | q'w | (x) | w' | x' | ñ' | l | y | ? | h |
| Sonorant    | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Consonant   | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Syllabic    | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Labial      | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Anterior    | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Coronal     | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| High        | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Low         | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Back        | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Round       | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Znd'y Ap.   | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| θ_constric. | + | -* (†) + | -* (†) | - | - | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Continuant  | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Inst. Rel.  | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Raised lar. | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |
| Tense       | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Voice       | - | - | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + |

Fig. 68.—Distinctive Features of the Twana Consonants

1 For vowels, see Chap. IV, secs. 3.3.2 and 4.4.2.4.  
† = A segment occurs for each value in the dictionary, and the output.  
(+) = Probably only as result of glottal absorption; hence only in output segments.  

IV.6.1. The Distinctive Features of the Twana Consonants
APPENDIX I

TWANA TEXT

I.1. A Note on the Transcriptions

The Text of the Tale is given in three parallel transcriptions. 1

1. Modified IPA. I employ, largely for typographical convenience, ŋ, č, x(ω), Ɂ, l for ʃ, tʃ, X(ω), Ʉ and 'syllabic l,' for the consonants. So far as the vowels are concerned, I use [ae] in the Tale (as against the more convenient single symbol [a] in the main text of the thesis) for the slightly lowered mid-front vowel; and [ɔ̞] for the slightly raised mid-back rounded vowel. Rounded shwa is [ɔ̞]. 2

2. Approximately phonemic. This transcription corresponds to a representation of surface contrasts (presented in Corpora Figs. 48-49 in Section 1 of Chapter IV, Phonetic Output); note that I also represent the syllabic-offglide allophone of Ɂ, thus Ɂ.

3. Systematic phonemic. This transcription gives the morphemes their dictionary representation, i.e., the representation which is submitted to the Phonological rules of the grammar. 3

---

1 This unusual step was dictated by a concern to meet the need of Salishans as well as general linguists. Since it is the 'broad' (surface contrast) transcription that will meet the criticism of many general linguists, it must be noted that some kind of 'phonemicization' is required if texts are to be printed. An IPA representation is much too cluttered on the one hand, while morphophonemic contractions obscure important points of interest. On the other hand, texts can hardly be 'read' if they are to be transcribed in Systematic Phonemes, for many shapes must be submitted to large numbers of rules if they are to be pronounceable.

2 For the Appendices, [ɔ̞] is used only in the 'phonetic' transcription of the Text of the Tale, as is [a] for *a = /a/.

3 √ indicates a putative root, wherever this is clear to me.
- indicates a morpheme-boundary. Always given for underlying forms; given for surface representations only when necessary for the argument.

Note: *e, o, a, ø : but / i, e; u, o; a; ø /
I nowhere represent either speed of utterance or intonation, although the Commentary (sec. 5, passim) mentions further P-processes due to extra (undefined) speed of utterance.

1.2. A Note on the Tale

Although I have given the Tale a neutral title, it is really part of a corpus of Twana tales concerning the 'transforming' functions of the world-changer and culture-giver Dukwība, chosen as supplementing the two tales concerning Dukwība given by Elmendorf (1961, Myths 2 and 3).

The present tale links Dukwība to both the myth-world and the present-day world. In it, the Dukwība is seen in two episodes of his journey, a journey whose purpose is the preparation of the environment and the people for each other. The two episodes here presented are unusual in having no specific location, although the Twana culture-area (Hood's Canal and its environs) is clearly implied: Loon goes 'down to the bay' (informant's translation); the Twana wīdak, 'sea, big water'; and Dukwība proceeds 'along the beach,' i.e., the Canal itself.

It is important that the behavior of Dukwība is in no way to be interpreted as punitive or merely spiteful in his treatment of the three 'people' in the tale. Although arbitrary in his choice of transformations, Dukwība is in fact performing part of the essential task of providing 'food for the future generations.' It is not without interest that whereas the provision of animals as food for mankind is fundamental to all creation myths, their creation out of men is an uncommon variant.

A few points in the text require explication in terms of the general

---

1I do not know just how widespread the Dukwība tales are over the Salish, or perhaps even neighboring language-speaking areas.

2For the cosmological beliefs of the Twana, see Elmendorf (1960), pp. 535-537.

3Compare Elmendorf (1961). The episodes of the 'Journey of the Transformer' (No. 12, in my own unpublished text collection) are attached to quite specific place-names.

4'The Bay' seems to refer to Annas Bay, where the Skokomish River empties into Hood's Canal.
cultural background. For ease of reference, these are here given sentence (s) by sentence.

S.1. 'They heard about it.' The reference is to the coming of Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}.

S.2. 'Shag marked Loon.' The characters are two people, although given their later, non-human names. These two have decided to 'dress up' for the imminent visit of Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}.

S.4 and S.23. 'There was Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}, watching.' It is perhaps implied that Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I} approached invisibly: on the other hand, the power to render himself invisible is, to my knowledge, nowhere explicitly attributed to Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}.

S.17 and S.34. The new, non-human identities of Shag, Loon and Filer are not made explicit in Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}'s speech. For Shag and Filer, Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I} performs an act symbolic of the transformation; for Loon, on the other hand, only the characteristic 'hollering' is presented. In each case the story-teller, chorus-like, supplies the explicit identity. To the listener, the added dimension of anticipation is given by the names of the characters involved.

S.22. 'It's my gift for Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}.' Although unclear from the immediate context, it was explained by my informant that Filer's intention is to murder Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I}. If 'gift' is the correct gloss (see Note 80, Appendix I, sec. 5), Filer's comment is ironically evasive, as compared with the naive lie of Shag and Loon (§9). In both cases covert, if not overt recognition of Duk\textsuperscript{W}iba\textsuperscript{I} is implied.

I.3. Text and Interlinear Translation

S.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{[tōlāstābdux] } \# 0 \text{ qō\textsuperscript{o}la } \text{ wēl } bā\text{id} \ . \ ] \\
&/ tūlāstābdux / \# u \text{ qū\textsuperscript{u}la } \text{ wēl } bā\text{id} / \\
&S \text{frōl-a-st-m-nax } \# 0 \# \text{frō\textsuperscript{o}la\textsuperscript{h} } \# \text{wēl } \# \text{mākan } S \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9
\end{align*}
\]

They heard about it, Loon and Shag.
S.2.
[ ʔad ʔóy ʁaʔtəbduxʷ ʔōʔ61a ʔo báčad ʔade ʔasəʔ61. ]
/ ʔad ʔóy ʁaʔtəbduxʷ ʔuʔ6ele ʔu báčad ʔade ʔasəʔ61. /
$ ʔen #ʃnóy #ʃx6lʔ - ʔə-t-m-naʔʷ # ʃqóʔ6leʔ # ʔu # ʃmakaʔ # ʔə-t-ə-ʔas-ʃx6l $
10 11 12 13 14 4 5 7 6 9 15 16 17 and then Shag marked Loon with black.

S.3.
[ ʔpʰáduxʷ təsuʔʷtəʔ6eʃ ʔareʔ pəq .]
/ ʔpʰáduxʷ təsuʔʷtəʔ6eʃ ʔatʃ pəq . /
$ ʃpʰákʷ-ʔaʔ-naʔʷ # ʔə-a-s-axʷ - ʃtəʔəkan-ʔa # ʔə-t-ə - ʃpəq $
18 13 5 15 19 20 21 22 15 23 He spotted his back with white.

S.4.
[ qəʔwe bəs.ʔatəbaxat dʊkʷeʔbaiʔ ʔasələʔəbaxatəbiʔ ]
/ qəʔwe bəs.ʔatəbaxat dʊkʷeʔbaiʔ ʔasələʔəbaxatəbiʔ /
$ qəʔ-ʔweh # ʔən # ʔas-ʃət-a-n-m-t-m # ʃnóʔqemal # ʔas-la-ʃəʔəm-a-t-m-ʔeʔi $
24 25 26 16 27 28 4 29 16 30 31 2 14 4 32 There was Dukʷeʔbai, too, standing watching them.

S.5.
[ xʷpəsəbduxʷut xəʔduxʷuduxʷ dʊkʷeʔbaiʔ ʔet ʔəsqəʔəduxʷ ]
/ xʷpəsəbduxʷut xəʔduxʷuduxʷ dʊkʷeʔbaiʔ ʔet ʔəsqəʔəduxʷ /
$ ʃxʷəp-əs-a-m-naʔʷ # ʃx6ʔ-naʔʷ-ən-aʔʷ # ʃnóʔqemal # ʔən # ʃəsqəʔənaʔʷ $
33 2 4 5 34 35 5 5 29 10 37 5 Looked up and saw him, Dukʷeʔbai, and it frightened them.

S.6., S.7.
[ ʔad hóy , báissəb bəʔəʔeʔ xədubʔqəʔwi . ]
/ ʔad hóy báissəb bəʔəʔeʔəxədubʔqəʔwi /
$ ʔen #ʃnóy #ʃmáʔ-n-s-m # ʔeʔəxəʔkʷn-m-k # qəʔ-ʔweh $
10 11 38 39 40 4 41 42 4 43 24 25 And then, he asks them: 'What are you doing?'
Loon went to the bay. He went along hollering.

He went along, what's-his-name, Shag, to

the 'wind-fall'. There's where he'll be standing.

He became 'Duck.'
Duk\textsuperscript{wibi\textbar} set off again. He was coming along, up the beach.

He got to that one filing 'Ya\textbar q ' Ya\textbar q ' (It's) my gift for

Duk\textsuperscript{wibi\textbar} There stood Duk\textsuperscript{wibi\textbar}, watching him.

He asks of him: 'Whatever are you saying? Whatever are you doing?'
I.4. Literary Translation

Loon and Shag heard that Duk Wibai was coming, so they decided to

dress up. Then Shag painted Loon black, but spotted him with white on

his back. But there was Duk Wibai, standing watching them.

They looked up and saw him, and they were frightened. Then he asked

them: 'What on earth are you doing?' 'Oh, we're just playing,' they reply.

Then Duk Wibai took the stuff they were painting each other's backs

with, and stained Shag so that he was black all over. 'Now you'll just be

food for the future generations,' he tells them. So Loon went down to the

Bay, hollering as he went. And What's-his-name, Shag, he went along to
a wind-fallen tree, and there's where he'll be standing generally. He became 'Duck.'

Then Dukübaí set off again, and came along the beach. He came to the one who was filing. 'Yoq, yéq' went the file. 'This is my gift for Dukübaí,' said Filer.

But there stood Dukübaí, watching him. He asks him: 'What's that you were saying? And what on earth are you doing?' 'Oh, I'm just filing this bone,' is the answer. 'Give it to me!' says Dukübaí. He gives it to him. Then Dukübaí claps it on Filer's arm, saying: 'Off you go now! You'll just be food for the future generations!'

Off went Filer, and now he'd become 'Deer.'

I.5. Commentary on the Text

I.5.1. Notes on the Text

1. *töö Root(?), 'find out.'

But possibly *töö-1, with l-directional. Cf. / tulúcad /
'North wind,' with *ócan, bound pronominal for 'mouth' and
/tusábádid/, 'West wind,' i.e., 'from the mountain' (*s-mánen).

2. *a Transitive stem-formative.
Cf. S. 4, 5, 8, 20, 33
Contrast Note 13, on stem-formative for transitive.

3. *st Causative(?). Probably *s,'causative,' plus *t, 'transitive (general).'

4. *m (a) Pronominal is recipient of action (cf. Hess [1967]
'specific goal'). Cf. S.4, 5, etc.
(b) Action is for the interest or benefit of pronominal, as
in S. 9 /k'édatábádx/, 'he took it' (see Note 49).

1 I am indebted to L. C. Thompson for much valuable criticism of an early draft of this Commentary.

Note: * indicates underlying representations.
// indicate surface contrasts (roughly, phonemic transcription).
5. **n**

(a) Probably *n* 'intentional' 'responsible' transitive (Hess 1967) *\(n\) (or simply *x*, with 'inserted shwa'), 'change of state.' (Cp. Dative [note 40] and General transitive [note 14].) Cf. S. 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, etc. S. 32 /\(sufficient\)/, 'go.' shows the same output for semantic imperative.

(b) Nominalizing prefix *n*(\(\theta\))*x*.

S. 9 shows *n*(\(\theta\))*x* - m(\(\theta\))n, as Instrumental frame.

S. 15 shows *n*(\(\theta\))*x*, in suffixless Nominalization.

S. 3 *s* & (\(\theta\))*x* - treated in notes 19, 20.

(c) The apparently reduplicating /-dx/-dx/, at S. 5 is treated in note 35.

(d) N.B. In fast speech /-dx/ becomes /-daw/.

N.B. It is aspect and not tense that dominates the Twana verb system.

For some of the various verb affixes, see Fig. 69. Also the following notes. Cf. Progressive (note 41), Stative (note 16), Expective (note 68) (Fig. 72), Intensive (note 30), derived Incompletive (?) (note 74), \(x\) change of state (note 5).

6. **ʔ\(\theta\)** Obviative article, for use with Agent noun (not pronoun).

Cf. S. 2, 9.

7. *qo*\(\theta\)l\(\theta\)h Noun stem only. Possibly contains *qo* 'water.'

8. *w(\(\theta\))* Conjunctive particle (NP + NP).

Compare *w(\(\theta\))*3rd plural pronominal suffix (note 32).

9. *mek\(\theta\)n Root(?), 'shag.' Possibly complex i.e., *m\(\theta\)k-a-n, with *n Nominalizer suffix. For *n Nominalizer, cf. S.3. *ek-a-n 'back' (note 21), S. 15 *eq-a-n 'head' (note 66).

But possibly to be compared with /-u/ in /\(x\)u/. See note 59.
10. **ʔ(a)n** Conjunctive particle (S + S)

Cf. S.5 /ʔet-at/ (notes 34, 36), S.6 /ʔd/.

11. **ʔ̣ ḥ ọ y** (a) makes (S + S) Conjunctive phrase, in env **ʔ(a)n** & -

Cf. also S. 6.

(b) as root, 'become.' Cf. S. 17.

(c) elsewhere, also 'make, complete.'

(d) cf. also /huy?/, 'goodbye.'

12. **ʔ̣ ḳ ạ ḷ p** Root, 'stain, smear, paint.'

Elsewhere, 'write, draw'

13. **ʔ̣ ṣ** Transitive stem formative; for a large class of roots, as in S. 9, 19, 27, 30, a 'copy of the root vowel.' Contrast note 2.

14. **t** General transitive marker, as in S. 4, 7, 9, 10, 31 (see Fig. 69).

Compare 'intentional' (note 5), 'dative' (note 40).

15. **ʔ̣ p̣ (a)ṭ a** Complex Determiner (see Fig. 74[d]).

(a) **ʔ̣ ạ** - 'by means of,' in env/ - & Article, as here.

Compare the usage in/biʔ̣ ṭ ạ sṭ ạ b ʔ̣ ạ ṭ ạ ʔ̣ ụ ḅ q̣ ụ ḅ q̣ x̣ /,' he fed her on bones.'

**ʔ̣ ṭ** - 'Definite' marker. Cf. **ʔ̣ ṭ**, 'Completive,' with which 'Definite' is probably historically identical (cf. now parallel for **ʔ̣ ṭ** in notes 68, 82).

**ʔ̣ ẹ** - Immediate interest (compare note 82 for morpheme-order in the environment / l - )

**ʔ̣ ạ** - Non-marked interest.

N.B. Compare 2nd person singular possessive **ʔ̣ ẹ(s)**, as in /tiʔ̣ iṣ ḳ ẉ ṭ ạ ḅ ạ c̣ / (**ʔ̣ ṭ -ẹ -ẹ -ṣ-ʔ̣ ḳ ẉ ṭ ạ ḅ ạ c̣ ) 'your husband'
(b) /təte/ in S. 3.

/te/ in S. 13, 15, 28.

/tə/ in S. 9, 16, 19, 31.

/t/ in S. 22 (note 82).

(c) Compare also /təfi'wih/ of S. 9 (note 50), a Demonstrative.

16. *ʔas Stative prefix.

Cf. /ʔas- / in S. 4, 11, 16, 23.

/ʔas- / in S. 4.

See footnote to note 5, for aspects.

17. ʔòx Root, 'black.' As in citation, so in running speech, most color words are Statives. Compare /ʔasčiq/, 'red,' and /ʔasq'ix/, 'green.' But contrast /póq/, 'white,' in S. 3 (note 23).

S. 3. 18. *pák Root, 'spot.' See Chap. II for the shwa root vocalism, and Fig. 75 for the shapes of roots.

19. *g Nominalizing prefix.

(a) Before root in S. 15, 19, 22, 31, 33, 34.

(b) Before further prefixes: Nominalizing S. 3 (note 19), S. 15; Stative S. 16; Intensive S. 14.

*(a)x̂ Derivational prefix.

(a) In the present instance, the semantics of the derivation is unclear (see below note 21).

(b) Agent prefix, as in/s-(a)x̂-xəl?-ə-b/ 'writer,' cf. xəl'

N.B. For function of -(a)x̂, 'change of state,' see note 5.

21. *ṯalekan Probably *ʃtal-ékan, 'back.' Citation form is /səx̂ʃtal'čad/, showing *s-(a)x̂- prefix complex (see notes 19, 20, also 5).

The bound pronominal for 'back' is /ʃ'čad/(as in S. 9). In
the alternant /cəlčad/, it is difficult to account for
the initial /c/-: a wholly unproductive metathesis must be
supposed, from *s-t- to /ts/, with loss of morpheme-boundary.
If we assume such a process to have occurred, then stress-
alternation of a kind fairly common in Twana (see Chap. II,
sec. 21) gives the alternants
(1) *s-(ə)xʷ- tál-ekan gives /saxʷtálčad/, while
(2) *s- tal-êkan gives /cəlčad/, assuming metathesis.
N.B. For loss of final *-n, see Chap. II, sec. 19.

22. *as Possessive 3rd singular suffix. /-as ~ -s/, by stress rule.

23. *p̥q Root, 'white.' But contrast other color words appearing as
Statives, e.g., 'black' (note 17).

S. 4. 24. *q̥n Particle partaking in a number of constructions.
(a) Here, exclamationary, in env/ *-ʔweh + S. 'my goodness!'
(b) In S. 25, 26, exclamationary, in env/ S + ʔweh 'what on earth?'
(c) Elsewhere i) As Aux, as in /q̥nvičad q̥p̥ʔhatəbad / 'May I die'
   ii) Negative, as in /x̌ʔq̥n. 'no' and in /q̥nəʔasəq̥ʔaʔəd/ 'There'll
      be no fish-run.'
   iii) Possibility, as in /sʊʔučəbəbʔəq̥n/ 'I can
      cook,' probably *q̥n-ı, with *ı, 'expective,
      unrealized' (cf. note 68).


1 But *tál must also be glossed 'back,' as in /saxʷtálq̥wəd/, 'back of
head,' where the bound pronominal for 'head' is *eqʷan, /-q̥wəd/.
*ekan for Twana, despite *ek for other Salish languages. Of course,
*ekan can be considered complex, e.g., *ik-ə-n, where n is a Nominalizing suffix
(cf. a similar treatment for *eqʷən (note 66) as *eqʷ-ə-n is possible).
25. *?qeh Particle(?), 'existence.'
   (a) Cf. here, in env /qeh - , see note 24. Also in S. 24, 25.
   (b) Question Yes-No particle, as in /pəqə?wi/, 'is it white?';
       cf. pəq 'white.'
   (c) In /?wat/, 'who,' 'person,' as in (S. 15) /sə?wat/, 'what's-
       his-name' (note 64), and /laxə?wat/ 'future persons,' (note
   (d) In /tiçə?wi/, 'that one,' S. 9 (note 50)

26. *?q(o)m Particle, 'in addition, renewed activity' (Fig. 72).
   Cf. /?əb cədɪ/ 'he too';
   /?əb ?fələ cə(h)/ 'he sang again.' *qəh here is optional.

27. *sət-a-n Stem, 'stand,' = *sət, root; *a, stem-formative (cf. transi-
    tive stem-formative as copy of root vowel, note 2); *n, 'transi-
    tive intentional' (note 39).

28. *m(ə)t Reflexive is possibly *t, or *m(ə)t. If *t, then *m is un-
    identified, since *m, 'specific goal' (note 4) is also present,
    finally. Cf. S. 16 for the same verb without final *m.
    Cf. /biqəsəd/, 'I scratch it,' (with /qəs/ 'scratch') vs.
    /bəqəsədəbatəd/, 'I scratch myself' (with /bəqəsəd/, 'nose')

29. *nək'emał Proper name, 'Duk'ibal.' The shape as well as the etymon
    is common to Puget Sound Salish and Twana.1 No satisfactory
    etymology has so far been offered. If the underlying shape is
    indeed *nək'emał, then we must consider it an unassimilated
    loan-word in Twana, to be marked accordingly in the dictionary,
    for its shape contradicts Twana rules for vowel loss: it

1 I do not know how widespread this name is among Salish tribes.
should be *[dûkʷəba]1 (see Chap. II, sec. 11). A second
ground on which this is an unassimilated loan lies in the
allophony of the stressed vowel, for we hear [dûkʷəba]1
with a [+High] vowel. Cf. /dûkʷ/, [dûkʷ], 'change.'

30. *1s
Durative/Intensive reduplication, C₁V₁ as prefix. Here,
*1ʔąm (note 31). Cf. note 84. But Intensive is usually
C₁V₁. Cf. S. 14 /tətaʔqəb/, 'holler,' from /təʔqəb/
'shout' (note 62,63).

31. *1ʔąm(ʔ ląʔm) Root, 'look.' Elmendorf's /ląʔb/ makes the re-
duplicating more straightforwardly C₁V₁.

32. *w(ʔ) Plural (3rd person only), Agent or Object (optional).
Probably identical with *w(ʔ)1, 'conjunction' for NP + NP
(note 8).

S.5. 33. *xʷsp-̥s Root *xʷsp, 'raise'(?). *śs, bound pronominal, 'face.'
Cf. /xʷacəbəd/, 'I raise (my) hand,' with bound pronominal
*xʷak(h), 'hand.' The difference between *xʷsp and *xʷac
is not clear, but possibly the sub-analysis should be *xʷ-p,
*xʷ-a-c.

34. *at
A variant of *ʔən, Conjunction (note 10).

35. *xeʔ Root, 'see.'
Apparently-reduplicating /-d xʷ/ is a problem.
(a) It may be that /-dəxʷ/ makes a derived stem /xeʔ-dəxʷ/,
in which case the second occurrence of /dəxʷ/ = *n-(ə)xʷ
(note 5).

1 An allophony of stressed *ό heard again only in [dušuy] 'wolf.'
But see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.
(b) These may be the exponents of a 'double object,'
glossable as 'they saw him at it.'


37. *́xwád Root, 'afraid,' Cf. /əsč́pá³c̆d/, 'I'm afraid,' vs.
/əsč́wá³c̆d/, with semantic distinction unclear. Whether
we gloss 'it frightened them' or simply 'they were afraid,'
3rd person marker is optional, and here absent.

S.6/7. 38. *máí Root, 'ask.'


40. *á Transitive Dative (purpose, or even causative ??).
Cf., similarly, /́xwad/, 'invite, call': /́xwac̆dəx'/.
'call to him,' = * ́xw-ą-t-ą-n-(ə)x'/

41. *mé Aspectual prefix, Progressive (cf. N.B. to note 5).

42. *́c-xe̊xkn Stem, reduplicating (intensive?). Probably *́c̆x-k-n,
Root *́c̆x, 'scrape' (here?). *k = ? . If the root (or, of
course, complex stem) is *́c̆x(V)k, then the meaning of this
element is unclear, owing to the idiomatic usage here. For
*n, see note 5.

43. *k Second singular pronom. particle. From the Twana shapes (see
Fig. 74[a]) there seems little point in paralleling Hess'
(1967) (360.01) analysis, and taking /č/ (*k) as 'independent
predication marker.'

S.8. 44. *́ğ Exclamatory particle, 'oh!'

45. *́(ə)nal Auxiliary1 'just.' Cf. S.12, 28. Requires connective

1Typically, the Auxiliary takes person markers, but not aspectual pre-
fixes. This is a characteristic Salish syntactical usage (see note to Chap. I,
sec. 1). For other adverbs in Auxiliary use requiring *́w, cf. /hö́d̄w ¯asʔálah/,
'you look sick' ( *héíʔ] 'seem') /c̆w/ bòt siá̊d̄y təbd̄ič/ 'there were only
women dancing' (*c̆ón, 'only')
particle *qʷ (note 47), with ensuing surface strings of the shape *q(ə)ná+person suffix +qʷ + Aspect prefix+root. For the shape /dá/ in fast speech, cf. S. 23 (note 83).

46. *₁ Pronom. particle, 1st person plural, 'we, us.' Contrast *₁ aspectual (note 68).

47. *qʷ Connective particle, in env/ Aux - Verb Phrase. If this is to be identified with the homophonous particle *qʷ, 'because,' then the common semantics suggested is perhaps 'evidential.'

48. *teqʷ Root, 'play.' Cf. Nominalization /stíqʷáb/, 'game, toy.'

49. *kʷan Root, 'take hold of, hold.'

/kʷədábaʔaʔ/ shows double transitive marking; *t, 'general transitive,' and *ən, 'intentional.' We also note the use of the recipient suffix *ən, here signifying 'for one's own benefit.'

50. *t-e-ké-ʔweh Demonstrative, consisting of *t, Definite; *e, near interest (note 15); *ké 'that'; *ʔweh 'existent' (note 25). *ké, is found only in Demonstrative.

N.B. In fast speech /tisʔəwə/ (cf. note 25 for /qáʔəwə/).

51. *xáq Root, 'stain.'

52. *w(ə)l Reflexive suffix.

53. *mn Nominalizing suffix, with *n(ə)xʷ-root -.

*n is here lost (see n-loss, Chap. II).

S.10. 54. *ʔ The intermittent occurrence of /ʔ/ in such transitive constructions makes it uncertain, but paradigms suggest it may be an allomorph of *n 'intentional.'
S.11. Note here the juxtaposition of predicators, with 'sequential' implication. Thus (S. 10), 'He stained shag,' then (S. 11) 'so he was black.'

S.12. 55. *côh Particle, 'let's.' Cf. /cô bitiqâbî/ 'let's dance.'

Probably not identical with the homophonous *côh, Aux fn. 1, note 45).

56. *kàwùm Probably * kàwì-m (or even * kàw-ì-m), 'nourish,' here 'nourishment' (with *a nominal). Dictionary marking [not k → č] in /skàwìm/, the final /-s/ is problematic. The construction looks like a Genitival: cf. /si?ahàs mòh/, 'dad's house,' from /si?ah/ 'house,' and /mòh/ 'dad.' Thus, here 'the nourishment of . . . ' and the final /-s/ is really *as, 'possessive' (note 22).

57. *ì-sxʷ-à-'wát Probably consists of

*ì, 'unrealized, future,' as in S. 16, 33 (note 66).

Cf. 'absent, fabled past,' as in Determiner in S.22 (note 82) and 'absent, yonder,' as in Adverb in S. 16 (note 67).

*axʷ 'those who,' as in Nominalizations of the type in prefix *n-àxʷ (perhaps better, *n-axʷ) 'derived agent' as in S. 9 (note 5[b]). But possibly *a-xʷ, with xʷ 'Deictic, Directional' (cf. note 59).

*à'wat is either (a) *ʃáwat 'last,' as in /ʃáwatčd/ 'I'm last,' or (b) *á formative, *ʃá-wát 'existant' (note 64).


59. *hán̓ It Probably *ʔa (/ʔa-n̓a̓ /), 'subordinate,' with *n̓o̓,
'directional.'

Cf. /\ax^w^wis/ 'up, upwards,' with /\wis/ 'high.'

/tədɨwə?əx^v^u sə^w^u^q^o^ŋ^e?əx^w^u/ 'I arrived at Skokomish,' and

/\^w^?^əx^w^u tisi^θ^h/ 'far from the house.'

N.B. /qʊʔuləθ^əx^w^u.../ ---→ /qʊʔuləx^w^u/ in fast speech.

60. *sənək^w^ Probably *sən, 'big' although the citation form is /sisfd/, with reduplication. It is unlikely that the underlying shape is *s-fəen(a) (with *s, nominal, and *hən(a) as in note 58), since we do not expect h-loss immediately before a stressed vowel. The second element is presumably *(a)i^k^w^, 'water,' although the usual Twana 'water' suffix is *(a)yak^w^, as in

/əsx�^e^l^q^i^k^w^/ 'boiling water' (from /əsx�^e^l^q^/ 'burned,' plus *(a)yak^w^).

S.14. 61. *ək^w^ Probably *ə, 'subordinate,' with *k^w^, a determiner particle also found

(a) in one allomorph of 'plural,' as in /tək^w^\əxwalbəθ/, 'lots of men' (/əxwalbəθ/, 'man, Indian')

(b) in Negative, as in /x^v^əʔəx^w^ak^w^sqόʔodsəbs ʔu Jack /, 'Jack won't drink it' (*x^v^əʔ-qa^h-k^w^-s- stem+suffixes : cf. Notes 24 [ji], 19 [a]).

1 If 'Obviative' is related, then better to call *x^w^ 'directional,' or even 'Deictic' (for it may also mean 'until'). Then *ə is 'Emphatic.'

2 Compare the place-name /q^e^l^sid/ 'Quilcene,' at the northernmost tip of early Twana territory.

3 I find no bound pronominal for 'big,' although /písat/ occurs in place of /sisfd/ with plural nouns.

4 *s-hən. may still be the origin of this form, if (e.g.) it were a loan from a dialect or language in which h is lost in this environment. Note that it is preferable in such a case to assume a Twana allomorph *ən, rather than employ a special h-loss rule for a single form. Cf. *s-həbəh 'tale,' where h is retained after s-nominal.

5 Apparently k^w^əq^w^'. Cf. Chap. II, sec. 2.1. 'Plural types.'
62. *tāl Root, 'shout.' With 'Intensive Repetitive' Reduplication, 'holler.' For Intensive/Repetitive in C₁V₁, compare /bipāččəd/ 'I'm trying,' and /bipāpaččəd/ 'I'm trying things on' (/pāč/, 'try').

63. *q Bound pronominal, 'language, speech.' Cf. /sq'wq'wəq'/, 'Skokomish language.' Cf. the free form /slēñełk'wəd/ 'language an Attenuative formation based on *s-ʃlēk'-a-d.

S.15. 64. *s-ʔwāt Here, the unstressed form, 'What's his-name.' Probably better *s-ʔweh-ət. See note 25 for *weh and its uses, and cf. S.10 /ləx'āʔwət/ (Note 57).

Cf. also /səʔwətə/ 'whose is it?' with *əl 'unspecified.'

65. *šək Root, 'lick, lap.' See note 66.

But this may be related to /iq'wədāʔ/ 'the dead' (*əlḥ, cf. Chap. II, sec. 15.9).

66. *ēq'wən Possibly *eq'-a-n, with *a, formative, and *n Nominalizing (cf. *ēkan as *ék-a-n at note 21, fn. 1).

This is the bound pronominal 'head.'

The form /tisaxw'isq'eq'wəd/, *t-e-s-n-x-ʃlēq'-eq'wən, is probably an idiomatic expression for 'wind-fall' (i.e., 'wind-fallen tree'). I have assumed the idiom is 'lap-head,' referring to the head of a fallen river-side tree.

Cf. Nominalizations entailing 'that which,' with /dəx'/-stem -bəd/ (as in S. 16), with the 'Actor' Nominalization here.

1 Or, * may be identical with * 'directional.' Here /t-əl/ (*t-əl) → [ə].

2 The present expression should then be an 'Actor' nominalization. Cf. /bətəč'iq'ad/ 'licking his head,' from *me- čəq -eq'wən-a-n.
N.B. /sədəx ɪq aw d ic'ıdax\ldots/ → /sədəx ɪq aw i\ldots/  
c'ıdax\ldots/ in fast speech (loss of word-boundary).


S.16. 67. *ic'ıy Possibly *ic'ıy, with glottal attraction (see Chap. II, sec. 3.3), Adverbial 'there'; with further sub-analysis, *i-ći?y, where *i is Directional (but not 'unrealized, absent' (see note 57, 58) despite the semantic agreement: cf. /ii?sh/ 'here').

68. *i Aspectual prefix, 'Unrealized.' (See note 57, N.B. to note 5, and notes 67, 82).

Contrast *i '1st person plural' (note 46).

S.17. 69. *məʔ Root, 'duck.' Note the neutralization of Rounding, with following * - omə, giving /bəʔ wubəʔ/.

70. *omə Pluralizing suffix. Although the more specialized identification 'generic plural' would cover the present case, since the species 'duck' is involved, *omə is not always generic in Twana. See Chap. II, sec. 2. Cf. *omə as bound pronominal for 'people, race,' as in /sq wuq əʔbaʔ/ 'the Skokomish.'

S.18. 71. *pət Root(?), meaning? (See fn. to note 71/72.)

72. *ən Bound pronominal, 'foot.' Cf. S.31 /teʔkəʔəʔəs/ (note 92), and S.34 /səx Ic'ıdax\ldots/ (note 94).

71/72. Since *pət does not re-occur in the Twana corpus, we may either attempt another analysis of /pət Ic'ıdax\ldots/, or seek parallels.

(a) Other analyses. (i)**pətx n-m-n-əx, with **pət. Roots CVCC are rare, however: this would then be *pətəx, which does not recur in Twana. (ii) **pət-x+ etcetera. An *x suffix is normally Benefactive, however, and this seems not to be the
case here. Cf. S.30 /čabač/ (note 81). (iii) *pāt-xn + etcetera is a plausible analysis, with *xn (note 72).

(b) Parallels. (i) Within Twana, it is tempting to seek a connection with /aʔbači/ 'beach,' but see note 76 for difficulties. (ii) Squamish /n-pāʔsn/ 'sole of foot' (Kuipers, 1967) is a very attractive parallel, for it suggests the etymology 'press foot' for Twana *pāt-xn, perhaps best now re-interpreted as *pāʔ-t (transitive)+ xn.²

S.19. 73. *heʔō Probably *heʔ-ō, or *heʔ-ō. For *heʔ(?), cf. notes 58, 89; for *(ʔ)ō 'Emphatic,' cf. fn. 1 to note 59.

74. *h Aspectual suffix, 'Derived Incomplete.' Cf. Attenuative *h (Chap. III). Compare /hiʔdəw/ 'come on!' and /hiʔdəw/, 'he was coming along,' and S. 32 /ʔsūlidaʔ/ (note 93).

75. *ʔax Preposition, 'in(to),along.'

76. *pātako 'Beach.' Possibly *pāt-ako. Here, *pāt is almost certainly not connected with *pāt of S. 18 (note 71):

(a) Phonologically, /spātako/ can only be derived from *s-pāt-

(b) Semantically, *pāt, 'press' seems remote from the present meaning.

On the other hand, consider Squamish /pēs/ 'to land,

¹Especially in view of the connection implied (dictionary entry /pēʔ?, pəʔ?, 'grab, seize, get hold of') with Squamish /pēʔ-t/, 'grab, tr.,' Coeur d'Alene /piʔ/, 'crush by pressing,' and Kalispel /peʔ/, 'to press, milk a cow': cf. Twana /bepičalʔbaʔ/ 'I'm milking the cow,' suggesting that Twana /pēʔa/ may be from earlier *pēʔ-t (transitive) - s (Dative transitive).

²A historical, not a generative re-interpretation. I suggest that ʔ was historically absorbed by t (giving *pāt). A similar history may be suggested for the ʔ in /pēʔ- / 'squeeze' as element in 'milk,' in fn. 1 above.
go to shore', with Twana /bipə'abəd/ 'I go near the beach (by canoe).' Even more suggestive is Coeur d'Alene /pət/ 'be smooth,' and Thompson, Tillamook /čin/ 'mouth, edge' (but cf. Twana /úcad/). Thus, possibly 'smooth edge,' with loss of final *n as in a few forms like Twana /səbədádi/ 'mountains.' (cf. /səbədíd/ 'mountain').

In any case /-či/ in this form is hardly to be identified with /-čih/, bound pronominal for 'hand.'

S. 20. 77. *nɛx~*nʔɛx Probably best *n-hé-x; *hé, 'go,' with suffixes *x(?), *n 'intentional,' and *s 'Dative' (notes 27, 39, 40); giving 'get to, arrive at.'

S. 21. 78. *yəq Root, 'file.'

S. 22. 79. *n 1st singular possessive prefix. 1 Cf. its use with obligatorily nominalized verb roots, such as /dɔ̃saxə/ 'I want,' *n-s-xə. 80. *nám Probably *n-am, *n unidentified prefix *am, m 'possession.'

Cf. /təbəsəwádaʔ/ 'one having spirit power,' from /səʔwádaʔ/; and bəsqəbáyʔəd/ 'I've got a dog,' from /sqəbáyʔ/. Cf. *ab in S.30 /ˈčabəʔ/ (note 90)

81. *x Benefactive suffix. Cf. S.30 /ˈčabəʔ/ (note 90)

79/80/81. Thus, 'my possession for the sake of,' i.e., 'my gift for.'

82. *i-e-t Determiner (cf. note 15). *i, 'distant, absent,' here 'fabled'; *e, Near interest; *t, Definite.

N.B. As with *t (see note 15), the aspectual *i and determiner í are probably historically identical. However, they behave differently syntactically: *í as aspect 'unrealized'.

1 Possessive markers are prefixes (1st, 2nd persons singular), or suffixes (the rest). (See Fig. 70.)
follows the *t Definite (as in S.16 /tās- /), while *l as Determiner 'absent, fabled' precedes it, as in S. 22, the present case.

S. 23. 83. *nāx-w-m Probably *nāx'-a-m (cf. /dāx'abçād/, 'there I was!'), where *na is to be identified with Auxiliary */'ənā, 'just' (note 45). The variant occurs in fast speech.\(^1\)

S.24/25. 84. */ʔe-ʔənə́wät Reduplicating Durative Intensive (cf. *la-lʔām, note 30). For meaning, compare /sʔidaʔwät / 'What is it?' Compare also /ʔwät/(note 25), which suggests the analysis */ʔen-ʔwät (note 58 for *hén is relevant). Also interesting is Twana 'heart,' /yədəwās/, alternating with /mədəw̥wat/. WWE has /ʔdəw̥'əcč /, 'what did you say?' showing glottal stop attracted by the stress, and *s, Dative (?).

S. 26. 85. */ʔe-łəxək-a-n Reduplicating Intensive (cf. *tā-tal-q-m, note 62). But the root is probably not */ełəxək. Rather, compare /ʔəxčād/, 'how?' from stem /xčād/. Cf. /xčād xəu /, 'what did he say?' in WWE corpus, with the comment: 'used in enquiring about something not heard or understood correctly.'

S.27/28. 86. *kn First person singular suffix.

87. */xaw Root, 'bone.' Free variants /šaw?~šāw?/, see Chap. IV, sec. 3.5. Dictionary marking [ʃ]→ [ʃ] optional.

S.29. 88. */hāy Exclamation, 'come on, let's.' Cf. /hāy? bəsəʔəčəb/, 'Let's work.' Cf. note 89 for possible relation to */hē(?) of note 58.

---

\(^1\)The subtlety of the distinction as well as the paucity of examples makes it difficult to decide, but present /nā- / may well be *na, whereas */ʔənā may in reality be */ʔə-nā, */ʔə might then be identical with */ʔə- 'subordinate,' as in /ʔ-x'ū/ (note 59).
89. *hé-ʔaḵʷ-ə Ꞩ *he is possibly to be identified with *háy² (note
88). But stressed *hé occurs, as in S. 13 /hídaḏabəxʷ/ (note
58). Thus, *he here is better identified with *hé
of note 58. A putative *ʔaḵʷ is not found elsewhere;
temporarily, we assume a stem *he-ʔaḵʷ,'bring.'

That the stem is not necessarily the whole form *he-ʔaḵʷə Ꞩ
is clear from the contrast /híʔaḵʷə Ꞩ / vs. /híʔaḵʷədəmʷə dboš /
'bring it to me.' *ə Ꞩ is clearly another morpheme.¹ *ə Ꞩ is
probably to be identified with the composition-formative (often
with adverbial force) found in /stibətə Ꞩ wəbə Ꞩ /, 'man's
paddle,' from /stibət/ 'male, man,' and /wəbə Ꞩ / 'paddle';
cf. also /həsələ Ꞩ əwə Ꞩ / 'double-wived,' from /əsəl(h)/,
'two,' and /əwə Ꞩ /, 'wife.'

It is of course possible that the semantically significant
morpHEME here is *ə Ꞩ, with *a Ꞩ as a formative. In that case,
compare *ə Ꞩ in /ˈtə Ꞩ/ 'there' (note 67), from which we
characterize *ə Ꞩ as 'Directional,' supported by /ˈlálidəxʷə dboš /,
'give it to me' (see note 90 for /ˈ Ꞩ /).

S. 30. 90. *kám Stem 'give,' probably 'make, create possession,' thus *k-tám.
For *k, 'create, make,' cf. /baḵši Ꞩ / 'build a house,' with
*be Ꞩ, 'Progressive aspect,' and /si Ꞩ /, 'house,' also, cf.
/ˈtə Ꞩ / (see note 89 for /-ə Ꞩ/ in /ˈlálidəxʷə dboš / 'give it to
me.' For *ə Ꞩ, 'possess,' see notes 80/81 on /dəsəd-abə Ꞩ /, and
compare /dəsədəbə dboš /, 'I give it away.'

¹ On syntactical grounds, almost certainly not to be identified with
ə Ꞩ, 'quickly.' Cf. ḡə Ꞩ ḡə Ꞩ ḡə Ꞩ -e Ꞩ / 'He's running fast,' and
/səʃdə Ꞩ Ꞩ / 'He's getting bigger fast,' which exemplify the posi-
tional constraints on ḡə Ꞩ, 'fast.'
S.31. 91. *tāk Root, 'put on.' Cf. /?astātčad/ 'I'm wearing it,' with causative transitive (see note 3).

92. kālāh Root, 'first, foremost, front.' Here, 'front,' as in an animal. Cf. /tākālāh tākbẈ̂tābac/ 'my first husband,' and /kālāh tičiwi ṃokẈ̂tābac / 'my husband was in front.'

92/72 In /čaʔās/, stress-shift in the complex *kālāh-xān-as must give *kālāh-xān-as. The development of and á follow the rules given (see Chap. II).

S.32. 93. *ʔsōl Root (?). Possibly *ʔ-sōl. Cf. *sōl in /sūlʔ qẈ̂sĬd/, 'going to Quilcenas,' and sōl in /ʔesulabẈ̂x/ 'he took it.' Here, with aspectual *h,1 as in S. 19 /hiʔdoẈ̂x/, note 74.

S.33/34. 94/72. *xẈ̂Čxân 'Deer.' Almost certainly contains the bound pronominal *xân, 'foot.' From the Augmented form, it is clear that the *s- in /sẈ̂sʔad/ is *s, Nominal. The rest of the shape is obscure.2

I.5.2. Grammatical Morphemes3

To supplement the Commentary on the Tale, we here gather together (Figs. 69-74) a representative sample of non-root morphemes, mainly affixes. These have been arranged for ease of comparison with the relevant Sections in Hess (1967), although (as indicated in the Commentary [Appendix I, sec. 5]) I do not always agree with the analyses or sub-analyses there.

It is clear that non-root morphemes have a variety of shapes: I comment on these in order of departure from the 'canonical' shapes seen in

---

1See Chap. II, sec. 15.9 for the alternation.

2I shall rehearse elsewhere my reasons for supposing that the underlying shape of 'deer' is *xẈ̂čh+xân. Is /sẈ̂sʔay/ 'sheep' related?

3For convenience of external comparison, the transcriptions present surface contrasts.
roots (as illustrated in 'The Shapes of Iwana Morphemes,' Appendix II, sec. 2, Figs 75-85).

Personal pronouns (Fig. 71) resemble roots type CVCUC (Fig. 79). These are the nearest in shape to 'canonical' roots.

'Chameleon' morpohemes (Fig. 73) are those involved in reduplication of various kinds.

'Grammatical' affixes are again of various shapes, but maximally CVC (Figs. 69, 70, 72).

Particles (Fig. 74) are simple (a,b,c) or complex (d).

(a) Transitivity
   -d(a沃尔) general intention, responsible
   -s purpose, causative
   -t general

(b) Goal of Action
   -b specific goal
   -wε reciprocal
   -t reflexive
   -bεζ1st sing.
   -i(d) 2nd sing.
   -bεί 1st plural

(c) Aspect
   bi- unmarked, present progressive
   ρας- stative

(d) Derivational
   -(a)-b by means of
   -b internality, and medio-passive

Fig. 69. Morphemes of the Verb System\(^1\) (Selected)

\(^1\)Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 311.

\(^1\)A 'chameleon' morpheme is one whose shape is controlled by the shape of some element (usually the root) of the stem in which they occur (see Hockett, 1950).
(a) Possessive
   d-  1st sing.
   ?i(s)- 2nd sing.
   -(a)s  3rd person
   -h  1st plural
   -lap  2nd plural
   -s?ai  3rd plural

(b) s- Nominalizer

(c)(-ta)d Implement
   -a? Attenuative

Fig. 70.-- Morphemes of the Substantive System\(^1\) (Selected)

\(^1\)Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 320.

dac'h  1st person sing.
d?w?eh  2nd person sing
c?dil  3rd person sing.
dibil  1st person plural
tawel?w?alap  2nd person plural
c?ddal  3rd person plural
w?at  Who?

Fig. 71.-- The (Free) Personal Pronouns

\(^1\)Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 340. Here, there seems little point in attempting any sub-analysis. Second and third persons plural are clearly reduplicating Augmented forms, regularly derived by the rules given in Chap. II of this thesis.

-?\(\alpha\)w change of state
-?\(\alpha\)b renewed action
\(\alpha\) expective, unrealized
\(\alpha\)t remote
?-\(\alpha\)l desiderative

Fig. 72.-- General Inflectional Affixes\(^1\) (Selected)

\(^1\)Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 351.
Augment reduplication (Chapter II)

Attenuative reduplication (Chapter III)

Distributive *infix* (Chapter II)

Intensive reduplication

Inchoative reduplication (Fig. 84).

Fig. 73.--General Derivational Affixes¹ (Selected)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Pronominal</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-čd</td>
<td>1st person sing.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-č</td>
<td>2nd person sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>3rd person sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i</td>
<td>1st person plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-čp</td>
<td>2nd person plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wá³w³i</td>
<td>3rd person plural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) Interrogative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḥwi(h) Interrog.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c) Determiner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d) Demonstratives and Deictics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ti³³h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti³č³we(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tíc³we(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i³³h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i³³f³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i³³y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 74.--Particles² (Selected)

¹For the singular only, a sub-analysis is possible. Thus, 
   -č = non-3rd person sing.; -d = 1st person sing.

APPENDIX II

THE SHAPES OF LEXICAL MORPHEMES

II.1. A Note on the Shapes of Morphemes in Twana

The corpora in the body of this thesis are somewhat eclectic, chosen as they were to illustrate the core problems of Twana phonology. To balance the picture slightly, Figures 75-85 present a small sample of non-grammatical morphemes, which it is hoped will be of some interest at least to Salishans. For the (mainly simplex) forms given, the following comments are to be noted, corpus by corpus.

Figure 75 represents a large number of CVC roots, most of which are found as verb stems or nouns. Probably without exception, CVC is the minimal shape for a stem.

Figure 76 shows roots in CCVC. But the Augment process (Chap. II) clearly shows that, with rare exceptions ('pan' is perhaps one), these must be considered underlyingly *CVCVC, except that clusters with a laryngeal are tolerated.

Figure 77 shows roots in CVCC. We note that very few of these (subcorpus [a]) do not have a laryngeal in cluster. For these non-laryngeal clusters, 'milk' is clearly a loan, while 'breath' seems to be reduplicating. This leaves only 'cow' and 'midday' as possible -CC types.

Figure 78 shows that CVCCVC is a common type, although the -d in 'mountain, slave, food, clear the throat' may be a formative.

Figure 79 shows type CVCVC, another common type. Here only 'leave it' is suspect. This is probably a transitive formation, with typical V1

1For convenience of external comparison, transcriptions present surface contrasts.

2It is recalled that such forms constitute the strongest evidence for the existence of unstressed shwa in dictionary entries.
reduplication (Chap. I, sec. 2.4) and \(-d\), 'Intentional': as an Imperative, however, it is unique in lacking final \(/-x^w/\). Transitive, full form (see Fig. 69).

Figure 80 presents forms with medial clusters. Sub-corpus (a) is again (compare Fig. 76) suspect of containing CVVCVVC forms, especially in 'nose' and 'Caucasian' \(/x^w\)lēb/. \(/pāst\)ēd/ 'Caucasian' is, of course, the Salishan shape for 'Boston.' Sub-corpus (b) presents a problem mentioned but not solved in the text (Chap. II, sec. 12.1), that of geminates. Sub-corpus (c) is suggestive of possible sources of such geminates—but these arose in a number of ways at present obscure.

Figure 81 illustrates again laryngeal clusters, this time medially. These laryngeals are all abutting a non-obstruent, which suggests that some of them are not 'original,' especially those with a shwa in the next syllable. Even a form such as \(/q^w\)wāc/ 'ashes,' may prove to have come from \(*q^w\)awāc quite regularly by the rules already given in Chapter II (sec. 1.2.1).

Figure 82 shows longer forms, almost certainly not roots as they stand. I group these by finals, for convenience of external comparison. Possible formative elements to be isolated are:

1. \(/-d/\), Transitive(?) ; \(/-\alpha x^w/\) (?)
2. \(/-\acute{a}d(h)\), \(-\acute{a}ch(h)\), \(-\acute{a}yas/\) which appear elsewhere as bound pronominal classifiers.
3. \(/\acute{c}-s/\), an element (elements?) in the numeral system. The \(/-\acute{c}/\) element may be related to \(/\acute{c}t-\) 'tribelet, decade (?)' (see Fig. 83).

Figure 83 shows reduplicating stems for which I do not find the roots cited independently. Except for 'Holy' and 'oar,' these are all stressed on the first syllable—'oar' is in any case a re-fashioned loan from French (via the Chinook Jargon).

Figure 84 presents a sample of Inchoative stems, for some of which independent roots have been found. These show the inchoative relation, e.g. /b\(x^w\)ad/ 'I laugh'; /b\(x^w\)\(x^w\)ad/ 'I smile'; /\(k^w\)\(l\)\(k\)\(w\)ad/ 'I pour'; /\(k^w\)\(l\)\(k\)\(w\)ad/ 'I spill.' The root of /\(q^w\)α\(x^w\)/ 'freeze' is found with a Nominal as 'ice.'

Figure 85 illustrates the various shapes of lexical affixes (or field-suffixes: 'bound pronominal classifiers' in this thesis). Lexical affixes are

\[1\] It is of course possible that the \(-\alpha x^w\) normally found in Imperative singular formations is really \(-\alpha x^w\), 'change of state' (Fig. 72).
commonly VCVC, with the anti-canonical vowel-initial that does not seem to occur with roots. For convenience of external comparison, the latter type are grouped by finals; this also facilitates isolation of possible formatives, such as /-d/.

II.2. Morpheme Lists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pəq</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təq</td>
<td>close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cíq</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čáp</td>
<td>aunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kâš</td>
<td>urinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'úy</td>
<td>bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'əq</td>
<td>salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q'áč</td>
<td>vomit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q'íc</td>
<td>dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q'ax</td>
<td>freeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sīl</td>
<td>cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šúp</td>
<td>grind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šub</td>
<td>scar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x'ál</td>
<td>gather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>húb</td>
<td>redden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ lx</td>
<td>scrape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yáq</td>
<td>wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñfq</td>
<td>plant, bury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wáq</td>
<td>hurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qóʔ</td>
<td>water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔčoʔ</td>
<td>hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔč(h)</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 75. --Roots CVČ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) (s)pʰəb</td>
<td>flower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čkəxʷ</td>
<td>slap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tkʷús</td>
<td>seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čxʷás</td>
<td>five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(á)čtáy</td>
<td>pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ʔəs)čʷtəxʷ</td>
<td>thin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)xʰáb</td>
<td>cockle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (b) pʰəd     | comb     |
| (s)pxʷəb    | smoke    |
| čqʰp        | spear    |
| kʷtái       | elk-fat  |
| (s)ipəxʷ    | spittle  |
| xʷtəl       | go down  |
| (ʔəs)xʰád   | how?     |

| (c) ?wíš     | high     |
| ?láb -láʔb(WWE) | look |
| ?yəx        | scrounge |

Fig. 76. --Roots CCVC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) q'îst</td>
<td>cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x'âk kw</td>
<td>breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t'âk w t</td>
<td>mid-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mělk</td>
<td>milk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (b) súb?    | smell     |
| (s) dúb?    | soup      |
| ʔâb'        | jam (tight) |
| hîd          | long time |
| mîp'        | defecate |
| ʔéi'        | bathe    |
| bil?        | line up |
| tói?        | take off |
| q'âul?      | full     |
| x'wil?      | lose     |
| t'ãw?       | guess    |
| t'aw?       | mussel   |
| šaw?        | bone     |
| (?as)iw ?   | shelled (clams) |
| ĕuy?        | incite   |
| húy?        | good-bye |
| xey?        | stop someone |

Fig. 77.--Roots CŬCC
Root  |  Gloss
-----|------
(sí)rák  | sea
čípal  | fear
tálax  | use
(s)rábad  | mountain
súq  | younger sibling
(s)čútax  | halibut
bóda(h)  | child
(s)țőxad  | slave
lúk  | moon

---

(b)  |  (s)țlăd  | food
síld  | provisions
țásax  | seal (mammal)
țūșab  | merciful, charitable
(s)țulăx  | money, something taken care of
țōxad  | clear the throat

---

(c)  |  pățaq  | pipe
kōț(h)  | mummy
(s)țōrool  | herring

Fig. 78.--Roots CŬCVC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) (s)tiqfw</td>
<td>horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ʔəs) ʔwliːʔ</td>
<td>dirty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)qabūʔ</td>
<td>dug-out canoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔabid</td>
<td>fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷupic</td>
<td>master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cu củd</td>
<td>mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təbixʷ</td>
<td>land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dəcəʔ</td>
<td>I, me</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) ʔisáw       | chew             |
| ʔilál        | weep             |
| ʔabút.       | stand            |
| ʔaxíc        | go to bed        |
| ʔupái        | eat              |
| (s)ʔubát      | name             |
| (ʔəs)ʔəlǐxʷ   | hunter           |
| ʔətəxʷ       | scratch           |

(c) liʔfik      | yonder           |
| biʔfíd       | leave it!        |

Fig. 79.—Roots CVCVC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) pástēd</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baqsād</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāčēd</td>
<td>flea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bōšād?</td>
<td>louse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’isqām</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’āltēb</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(s) q’al.ēp</td>
<td>ashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qal.ēb</td>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’al.ēq</td>
<td>slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)yel.ēb</td>
<td>year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēl.ēs</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(s) q’is.ēb</td>
<td>fog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s) x’is.ēd</td>
<td>deer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qab.ēd</td>
<td>axe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(e)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čal.ēs</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čáltas (Eels)</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 80.--Roots CVCCVC
### Root

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(s)tablät</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADthbat</td>
<td>paddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADplād</td>
<td>tree bark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADqwiltead</td>
<td>skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADpalq̯w̱</td>
<td>gravel cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADqilwac</td>
<td>ashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADčawāt</td>
<td>fine, well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADčawāš</td>
<td>wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADšawāt</td>
<td>road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADšawal</td>
<td>mole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADde'wēh</td>
<td>thou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANe's</td>
<td>thin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāyac (=&quot;bāyac&quot;)</td>
<td>meat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 81.—Roots CV(C)VC or CVVC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) tusâyad</td>
<td>oyster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yətawad</td>
<td>salmon-berry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pāwāq̯d</td>
<td>crane (bird)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ADq̯labi(h)</td>
<td>ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəpəči(h)</td>
<td>six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADʔasalî(h)</td>
<td>two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) wədəbax̱w</td>
<td>black-berry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k̯əbələx̱w</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q̯ahayax̱w</td>
<td>rat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ṭupəḍəčs</td>
<td>ten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) duḥu̯ay</td>
<td>wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) tqəči(h)</td>
<td>eight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) čkəyas</td>
<td>basket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 82.—Stems C(V)VCVC**
piš-pš  cat
káw-kaw  goose
ká-kañ  crow
kí-kúk  salmon back-bone
qi-qi'ay  necklace
xáb-xáb  Hamma-Hamma River
xát-xat  mallard
xa-xá?  Holy, God
xalów-xalów?  spider, butterfly
xaw-xaw-xaw-xaw  fly (insect)
la-láb  oar

Fig. 83. Reduplicating Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) bíx'-ax'</td>
<td>smile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dál-al</td>
<td>stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cáy-ay</td>
<td>mix up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kí-kíd-ad</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kí-kil-al</td>
<td>spill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qáx'-ax'</td>
<td>freeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tíq-aq</td>
<td>slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ál-al</td>
<td>sing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 84.--Inchoative Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) ?áq'-aq'</td>
<td>snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>ḳt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>ḳs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>ḷd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCVC</td>
<td>dábac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>áp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCVC</td>
<td>áy(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ḷkw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ús</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCVC</td>
<td>áyas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>áḍí(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>áči(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>áx̣ad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>šaḷl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ič̣ad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iq̣̣ẉd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ịwad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>úc̣ad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 85.--Lexical Affixes\(^1\) (Selected)

\(^1\)Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 352.31.
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